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The Utility Industry Supports the Regulation of Coal Ash as Non-Hazardous Waste 

• 	 We urge EPA to follow-through on its 2000 Regulatory Determination and develop federal 
CCS management standards under RCRA Subtitle D. 

We are not alone in our call for the regulation of CCB as non-hazardous waste: 

• 	 A bipartisan group of 74 House members and a bipartisan group of 25 Senators have 
written in opposition to hazardous waste regulation and supporting the regulation of CCSs 
as non-hazardous waste. In addition, separate letters from Rep. Teague and Sen. Robe.rts 
echo the same position. 

• 	 27 state environmental regulatory agencies, as well as ECOS and ASTSWMO, have written 
in opposition to hazardous waste regulation, asserting the adequacy of state regulatory 
programs, a finding EPA made in 2000, and more recently in 2007, and indicating that 
hazardous waste regulation would be counter-productive because of the negative impact on 
continued beneficial use and the loss of the associated greenhouse gas savings. 

• 	 Five state DOTS and the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO) have expressed serious concerns that hazardous waste regulation 
would threaten the continued use of CCSs in highway construction projects - a critical 
component of our nation's infrastructure. 

• 	 Nine state public regulatory commissions, both commissioners and regulatory commission 
staff, are on record opposing the unnecessary regulation of CCSs as hazardous, citing 
concerns with escalating costs of electricity to consumers and reliability concerns. 

• 	 Two city governments have written supporting the regulation of CCSs as non-hazardous 
waste. 

• 	 Unions for Jobs And the Environment, a coalition of 12 trade unions, support regulation of 
ccbs as non-hazardous, also raising concerns about the impact on jobs if ccbs were 
regulated as hazardous. 

• 	 Two state chambers of commerce have written to oppose hazardous waste regulation 
because of the impacts to jobs and energy cost and reliability. 

• 	 Over two dozen industry groups and individual companies - end users and producers of 
CCSs - have made it clear that any hazardous waste regulation of CCSs is unnecessary 
and would have a devastating impact on CCS beneficial use. 

Subtitle D Regulation Is the Preferable Policy Option 

• 	 The regulation of CCSs as non-hazardous waste - federal Subtitle 0 controls implemented 
by the States and backstopped by EPA's broad enforcement authorities under RCRA's 
imminent and substantial endangerment provision - would ensure the safe management of 
CCSs while allowing for their continued beneficial use. 
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The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency . 

Ariel Rios Building, MailCode: 110lA 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 204.60 


Dear Administrator Jackson: 

We understand that EPA is evaluating its regulatory options for the management 
of coal combustion bypro ducts (CCBs) and plans to propose federal management 
standards for CCBs by the end of the year. This issue involves an important component 
of the nation's overall energy policy as EPA's decision could affect electricity costs from 
coal-fired plants, the continued viability of CCB beneficial use practices (which plays a 
signific~t role in the reduction of greenhouse gases), and the ability of certain power 
plants to remain in service. It is important therefore that the final rule reflect a balanced 
approach that ensures the cost-effective management of CCBs th[lt is protective of human 
health and the environment, while also continuing to promote and encourage CCB 
beneficial use. As explained below, we believe that the federal regulation of CCBs 
pursuant to RCRA's Subtitle D non-hazardous waste authority is the most appropriate 
option for meeting these important goals. 

As part of its evaluation of this issue, EPA has wisely sought input from the States 
regarding their preferences with respect to the three regulatory options under 
consideration: (1) federal regulation ofCCBs as non-hazardous solid waste· under RCRA 
Subtitle D, (2) regulation as hazardous wastes under RCM Subtitle C, and (3) a hybrid 
approach where CCBs would be regulated as hazardous wastes with an exception from 
hazardous waste regulation for CCBs that are managed in conformance with specified 
standards. 

We understand that, thus far, approximately 20 states, in addition to ASTSWMO, 
have responded to EPA's request for input on this issue and that every State has taken the 
position that the best management option for regulating CCBs is pursuant to RCRA . 
Subtitle D. The States effectiveiy argue that they have the regulatory infrastructure in 
place to ensure the safe management of CCBs under a Subtitle D pro gram and, equally 
important, malee clear that regulating CCBs as hazardous waste would be 
environmentally counter-productive because it would effectively end the beneficial use of 
CCBs. For the same reasons, the Environmental Council of States (ECOS) has issued a 
declaration expressly arguing against the regulation of CCBs as hazardous waste under 
RCRA. 
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We respectfully suggest that the unanimous position of informed State agencies 
and associations cannot be ignored as EPAevaluates its regulatory options for CCBs. 
Among other things, the Bevill Amendment to RCRA directs that; as part of its decision
making process for CCBs, EPA will consult with the S'tates "with a view towards 
avoiding duplication of effort." RCRA 8002(n). The States have made clear that 
reglilating CCBs under RCRA Subtitle C would result in regulatory overkill and 
effectively end CCB beneficial uses. 

The.8tates' position is not surprising since it reflects EPA's own well-reasoned 
conclusions on four separate occasions that CCBs do not warrant hazardous waste 
regulation. EPA has issued two formal reports to Congress, in 1988 and 1999, 
concluding that CCBs do not warrant hazardous regulation. Most recently in 2000, EPA 
again determined that the better approach for regulating CCBs is "to develop national 
[non-hazardous waste] regulations under subtitle D rather than [hazardous waste 
regulations under] subtitle C. 65 Fed. Reg. 32214, 32221 (May 22, 2000). In reaching 
this decision, EPA agreed with the States that "the regulatory infrastructure is generally 
in place at the state level to ensure adequate management of these wastes" and that 
regulating CCBs as hazardous "would adversely impact [CCB] beneficial use." Id. at 
32217, 32232. 

As we lmow you appreciate, the impact on CCB beneficial use is another statutory 
consideration that EPA must consider in evaluating its regulatory options for CCBs. See 
RCRA §8002(n)(8); 65 Fed. Reg. at 32232. Given that both EPA and the States have 
recognized that regulating CCBs as hazardous waste would have an adverse impact on 
CCB beneficial use, we find it difficult to imagine a legitimate basis for EP A pursuing 
the hazardous waste regl)latory option for CCBs, even the so-called hybrid approach. As 
EPA correctly reasoned in selecting the Subtitle D approach in its 2000 regulatory 
determination, it did not want "to place any urmecessary barriers on the beneficial uses of 
[CCBs], because they conserve natural resources, reduce disposal costs and reduce the 
total amount of wastes destined for disposal." Id. at 32232. As stated earlier, the 
beneficial use of CCBs will also playa significant role in the country's Climate Change 
policies. 

In addition to promoting increased CCB beneficial use, a Subtitle D approach will 
be protective of human health and the enviroument, as EPA has already concluded that 
State programs are in place to effectively regulate CCBs. Id. at 32217. A 2006 
EP AlDOE report reinforces this conclusion by confirming the recent development of 
even more robust state controls for CCBs. 

In view of the above, we respectfully urge EPA to work closely with the States in 
deVeloping a performance-based federal program for CCBs under RCRA's Subtitle D 
nonchazardous waste'authority. Such an approach would meet the Bevill Amendment's 
gohls of ensuring the safe management of CCBs while continuing to promote and expand 
theirbeneficial use. 



Thankyou for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

{!LLJtJL
Tini Holden Charles A. W11son 

Charles W. Dent 

Robert E. Latta 

Jerry Moran 

fin Fleming 
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. Th~H()n~TIlbieLisaja~kson'
AdminisiTIltor..., ,'.,:,.,'",;,. " 
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1200 Pennsylvania Ave\1ueNW 
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c. _" 

DearAdministtator Jackson; 

MY?:~l\.n,tl~.~S~ties,·off~#ntj)~ess .~Jiot#h~"e.·hi~hlighted.·s~ri()ll~co~§el11~
with regardt~thejlnpll6ts oftoxic.wastesJromcQal,firedpQ.y,.etplants9i1surfaceanil. 
groundwater'luality: iIri}anUi!ryofthis year. I wrote witb a series of questions regarding 
EJ>A's re~lationofdisposal. Qfcoal ash.gPAproviiledarespOnse inmid-feb.ruary,~1i 
I am now Writing iofoHow upbaseil on more recdI! information. . 

EPAhas determined that power plants are the secolldlargestcaiegory of 
dischargers of toxic pollutants in the country, with most of the toxicity ofsuch discharges 
associatedwit\J.lIletllls fr0lllcoalcombustion Wastes, Theml'!iority of these discharges. 
are associatedwith i1i~poslllofcoiil~shandofwaste ~apturedby scru~~ers instaIled.to 
reduce airpollution/·. Toxiccoal.ashslurryandscrubber'\Vastesfrom coal-fired pOwer 
plants arc:cOlJlm9nlydisposedofin Settlingpolids.",",~omeas large as .340 acres iii size, 
EPAhas ()Qncl\ldedthats~chpohds.arenotan effectivem~sofremovin~ toxic ............ , 
dissolvedinetalsfi'0lllsuohwaste\Vater,2 'foxin~insuchPOildscan leach into ground 9r 
surface.waters.qr.can~ediscllllrged directly intosUrfa()~w~ters. Coal ash iscoininonly 
disposed of in landfills, from which toxins can leach into groundwater or surface Water, 
Numerous cases· of such contamination have been documented across the country,3 

An article published in the New York Times onOctoher 12 asserted the 
following:4 ..•. .' '. ..' . 

• 	 TheH'atsfield l'eITy plant in southWestemPenilsy!vania has relc!\Sedtens of. 
thousai)ds ofgallons ofwastewater corltllining toxins into the Monongahela River, 

1 Environmental Protectio~ Agency, Notice of Availability <>fPreliminalY 2008 Effluent Guidelines 

Program Pion, 72 Fed, Reg, 61,335, 61,342 (Oct. 30, 2007). 

1 Environmen!aIProtec!ioriAgen~y,Steam Electric Power Generating Point SourceClliegolY: 20<l7i2008 

Detailed Study Report at pp. 3,30 to 3-'60 (Aug. 2008), available at httn:l/epa:gov.!guidei304mi200&lsteam, 

~etailed-200809,pdf. ... 


Shaila Dewan, Hundreds of Cool Ash Dumps LackRegulation, New York Times, 10",6, 2009;8ruce 
Henderson, 'I>I,C, Dal<l: Taintedwaler near coal-ash ponds, Char/olle Observer, Oct, 7,2009, 
<Charles Duhigg, Cleansing the Air atthe Expense of Waterways, NewYo,k Times, OCt, 12,2009, 
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which provides drinking water to 350,000 people and flows through Pittsburgh 40 
miles to the North. 

• 	 90 percent ofthe 313 coal-fired power plants violating the Clean Water Act since 
2004 did not face fines or other penalties. 

• 	 The Hatsfield Ferry plant has had 33 violations since 2006, but has only faced 
$26,000 in fines. 

• 	 21 plants in 10 States have dumped arsenic into rivers or other waters at 
concentrations as much as 18 times the federal drinking water standard. 

• 	 Power plant landfills have polluted groundwater in more than a dozen States. 
• 	 EPA concluded in a 2007 report that people living near power plant landfills 

faced cancer risks 2000 times higher than federal health standards. 

As EPA's response to my Janl1ary 2009 letter explained, Wlder the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), EPA determined in 1993 that certain "large
volume" coal combustion waste did not warrant regulation as hazardous waste under 
Subtitle C ofRCRA. In 2000, EPA determined that large-volume coal combustion 
wastes that are co-managed with certain other wastes likewise did not warrant regulation 
as hazardous waste Wlder Subtitle C, though such wastes could be regulated under rules 
for non·hazardous wastes ifdisposed of in surface impoundments or landfills. On March 
7,2009, EPA officials announced that EPA would move forward with new proposed· 
regulations for coal combustion wastes under the Resource Conservation and Recovety 
Act (RCRA) by the end of2009. 

EP A has not revised its current Clean Water Act regulations for discharges from 
coal-fired power plants since 1982 - over a quarter century ago, and before use of 
scrubbers on coal-fired power plants became common. From 1994 through 2008, the 
Agency has repeatedly announced that it is studying the issue for potential regulation, but 
has taken no regulatory action. On September 14,2009, several environmental groups 
gave notice to EPA of their intent to sue the Agency to require that it comply with its 
duties Wlder the Clean Water Act. On September 15, 2009, EPA announced that it plans 
to revise its regulations under the Clean Water Act for discharges from coal-fired power 
plants. 

As the Chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee's 
Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, which has jurisdiction over electricity 
generation and other energy issues, air quality regulation, regulation of solid and 
hazardous waste, and protection of drinking water, I am deeply concerned about the risks 
posed by disposal of waste from coal-fired power plants. I am encouraged that you have 
announced plans to take regulatory action on this matter, and intend to support swift and 
vigorous action to protect public health and the environment. 

To assist the Subcommittee in its oversight of these issues, please respond to the 
following questions within IS working days, or no later than November 5, 2009: 

• 	 Has EPA assessed the public health and environmental risks and impacts 
associated with disposal ofcoal-fired power plant wastes? If so, please provide a 
summary of the conclusions of such assessment and any relevant reports or 



memoranda. If not, does the Agency have plans to do so, and what is the 
projected time frame for completion of such an assessment? 

• 	 Has EPA specifically assessed the discharges from the Hatsfield's Ferry plant? If 
not, why not? Ifso, what fmdings has EPA made with regard to the legality of 
such discharges and their effects on public health and the environment? Do these 
discharges present a risk to the health of the 350,000 people that, according to the 
article, rely on the Monongahela River for drinking water? 

• 	 Please identify all coal-fired power plants that are currently causing discharges or 
leaching of water contaminated by coal combustion wastes into surface or ground 
water (whether from settlement ponds, landfills, or other sources), where such 
plants are located, who owns each such plant, whether there are any known 
instances of illegal discharges or groundwater contamination from coal 
combustion wastes at such plant, and what enforcement actions, ifany, have been 
taken as a result. 

• 	 Does EPA, or do State authorities, monitor wastewater discharges from coal-fired 
power plants and groundwater in proximity to coal combustion waste disposal 
facilities? If not, why not? If so, what does such monitoring show with regard to 
risks to public health or the envirorunent from direct discharges or leakage of 
toxins to ground or surface water? 

• 	 If the assertions of the New York Times article cited above with regard to 
enforcement are accurate, what explains the low proportion of Clean Water Act 
violations by coal-fired power plants that result in fines or other penalties, and the 
seemingly mild penalties levied against the Hatsfield Ferry plant? What measures 
is EPA taking to step up its enforcement of the Clean Water Act and other 
relevant statutes against ground and surface water contamination from coal 
combustion wastes? 

• 	 What legal authorities does EPA have, under the Clean Water Act, RCRA, the 

Safe Drinking Water Act, or other statutes, to address the public health and 

environmental risks associated with discharge or leaching from toxic scrubber, 

ash, or other coal combustion wastes? 


• 	 What is EPA's projected schedule for promUlgating a.proposed rule and a final 
rule under the Clean Water Act to revise regulations governing diseharges from 
coal-fired power plants? 

• 	 What is EPA's projected schedule for promulgating a new proposed rule and final 
rule addressing regulation of coal combustion wastes under RCRA? Will this rule 
revisit the 1993 and 2000 regulatory determinations discussed above? How will 
potential effects on surface and ground water be addressed in any such rule? 

• 	 Does EPA have any plans to address potential impacts of coal combustion wastes 
on drinking water sources under the Safe Drinking Water Act? If not, why not? 
If so, what is the projected scheduled for regulatory action? 

• 	 What legal authorities or mechanisms does EPA have to address risks to public 
health and the environment from such discharges in the interim, prior to the 
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The Honorable RaylSa}fooq .. 
Secretary 
Department ofTral')sportatioh 
1200 New JerseyAve, im 
Washington, DC 20590 

Dear Secretaryl,~J.!biJd' 

As the RamcillgJv.iemb¢r$ ofthe Oversightan.dGQveI1ln1entRefotm and ... 
Transportation and Infi'astrllctuteComriiinees;weare writingtodraw your attention to an 
important issue~ theEnvironmentalProtectibnAgency's (EPA) effort to regulate coal 
combustion byproduQt~(CCBs), Weare concerp,edthatdesignatip,g c?al ash, aCCB 
fTequently used in highwayc9pstiuction, as a haz~dbus waste could reduce the stimulus 
impact of the American Recqvery and Reiiwestment Act. 

By removing 'akeycorhponehtofconcreteftointhemarket,EPNs•. actions· could 

increase the cost estimatesof"shovelreaqyprojects"thatuse concrete, Thiswould 

impair the stimuhisimpactofapproximately $26billioninfedeialfunds dedicated to 

hi ghway construction, Accordingly, we are concerned that a designation by EPA that 

CCBs are hazardous waste wiUhave a negative impact on the Department of 

Transportation's (DOT) effort torebu;ld our nation's highways and bridges, 


As you may know, EPA is strongly considering regulation ofCCBsunder subtitle 
C oflhe Resource Conserv~tion and Recovery Act (RCRA), which would designate 
CCBs as "hazardous Waste," Coalfl)' ash is a fine,po\\,deryCCB that is producedby 
coal-fired electricitygenerat?;s, Itfrequently substitutesforPortland cement because it 
has many of the same characteristics and properties, According tei EPNsownanalysis, 
approximately 13.4 million.tons ofcoal ash are used in concrete or cement production 
8Imually,I 

In addition to substituting for Portland cement, COal fly ash often offers a superior 
product because it reduces chemical reactions, permeability, and improves concrete 
strength and durability when, used in highway transp()rtation projects, In fact, the Ronald 
Reagan Building and IntemationalTrade Center facility in Washington, DC, and the new 
1-35 bridge in Minneapolis, Minnesota, both contain large. quantities of coal ash? 

I l>ae~gl'()l1nd DOC\lmell! fqt Ufe,C~ele Greenhouse Gas Emi,,;.,," /'"clol'£. tor Ply ASh Us,," lis .Cernen! 
Replnceme.m in Concrete, EPA5'30-R~03'O16 (Noveinbcr 7, 2QOJ) nvailab1e 81 
l!lm;.!{.t\'.~~:~.£ill1&9V/£1jln<llOchallge/w.J!..d/wasw.LqpWl1 loadslFl.Y6 sb _lJjJl,Jl~.t:, 
-Jim Kavanaugh, Turning Toxic Coal Ash into _Bridges; Buildings, CNN, MaTch 20, 2009, a.vailable at, 
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The Honorable Ray LaHood 
September 14,2009 
Page 2 

Moreover, use of coaI fly ash as a substitute for Portland cement in concrete 

substantially reduces energy use in concrete manufacturing, with associated substantial 

greenhouse gas emission reductions. In 2007, use of coal fly ash as a substitute for 

Portland cement reduced energy use in concrete manufacturing by 73 trillion British 

thermal units (BTUS), with associated greenhouse gas emission reductions estimated at 

12.5 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent.) 

In preparation for regulation of coal ash under RCRA subtitle C, EPA has 
solicited feedback from states on the development of regulations for CCBs.4 In turn, state 
regulators informed EPA that regulatory programs are already in place for the 
management of CCBs and that regulation of CCBs as a hazardous waste is not 
warranted. 5 

Many of the states also informed EP A that designation ofcoal ash as a hazardous 
waste would effectively prohibit the beneficial use of coal ash in their state. In most 
states, a primary requirement for a beneficial use determination is that waste not be 
hazardous. For example, state laws in Florida, Iowa, Indiana, and Virginia all would 
eliminate the possibility of using coal ash in cement irrnnediately if EPA were to 
designate it as a hazardous waste. 6 In other states, liability concerns would dramatically 
lessen the use and availability of coal ash. Because a major component of concrete 
would be effectively removed from the market place, producers and consumers of cement 
would likely experience a tightening of supply. The government generated scarcity of a 
key component of cement would then necessarily drive up the price ofboth Portland 
cement, and related construction projects. 

Because this regulatory action by EPA will have such a dramatic impact on your 
agency's efforts to revitalize our nation's highways and bridges, we request that you 
actively engage the EPA to ensure that these concerns are taken into account. Moreover, 
we request that you respond to the following questions by no later than September 24, 
W09. . 

] Coal Combustion Waste Storage and Water Quality: Hearing before the Subcomm. on Waler Resources 
and Environment, H. Comm. on Transportation and Infrastructure. 1Ilth Congo (April 30, 2009) 
(statement ofBarry Breen, Acting Assistant 'AdministrELtor, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 
Response, United States Environmental Protection Agency). 
4 Letter'from the Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator ofUSEPA to Mr, R, Steven Brown, Executive 
Director, the EnvironmentaJ Council of the States (March 9, 2009), 
5 Mr. Brian Tormey and Stephen Cobb to Mr. Matt Hale, Director, Office ofResource Conservation and 
Recovery, US EPA (Aprill, 2009). . 
6 Letter from Thomas W. Easterly, Commissioner, lndiana Deparlment of Environmental Management to 
Mr, Matt Hale, Director of Resource Conservation and Recovery, U.S. EPA (April 9, 2009); Letter from 
Brian Tormey, ChiefLand Quality Bureau, Iowa Department ofNatural Resources to Mr. Matt Hale, 
Director of Resource Conservation and Recovery, U.S. EPA (March 19, 2009); Charles F, Goddard) Chief 
Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste, Florida Department ofEnvironmental Protection to Mr. Matt Hale, 
Director of Resource Conservation and Recovery, U.S. EPA (April 27, 2009). 
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1. 	 Has EPA fornullly Or lnforlnally requested Dorto provide feedback arid/or 
analysis onhowreguli'ltillg CCBs undersuhtitle CofRCRAwouldimpact your 
agency's efforts to improve ournation's highways arid bridges? 

2. 	 Has the Office ofMariagement and Budget COMB) formally or informally 
requested feedback .a[]d/or analysiso~h()wregulatingCc:Bs undersubtitle C of 
RCRA would impactyour agency's eff'orts·to improve our nation's hlgJiways arid 
bridges? 

3. Has DOTwovidedeither EPA or QMB withari analysis qfthe impact of 
regulating CCB.s asa·hazardous waste under ReRA? Ifso,please provide this 
analysis. 

4. 	 Has DOT performed any analysis ofhow regulating CCBs as a hazardons waste 
under SUbtitle C ofRCRA wouldiInpactthe disbursement of Recovery Act 
Funds? Please provide the Committee with any such analysis. If not, please 
explain. 

5. 	 Has DOT analyzedlhe expected increased cost associated with a Federal policy 
that would effectively prevent the use of coal ash as a substitute for Portland 
cement? Please provide the Corrimittee with any such analysis. Ifnot, please 
explain. 

We thank you for yourprompi attention to this important matter. If you have any 
questions regardiug this request, please contact Kristina Moore, Committee on Oversight 
and Reform, at (202) 225-5074 or Jon Pawlow, Committee on Transportation and 
Infrastructure, at (202) 225-4360. 

Sincerely, 

~'"""'--'\ 

7~~:7'--~5'"o~
Darrell E. Issa ~lm."l.....Mi-G<l--
Ranking Member Ranking Republican Member 
Committee on Oversight Committee on Transportation 
and Government Reform and Infrastructure 
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AligUstZ7,2009 ... 

The Honorable Lisa Jitckson 

Environmental Protection Agency 

ArielRiosBirildihg . . ... 

1200Pennsylvahia Avenue, N.W, 

Washingtori, DC 2()460 


Dear Administrator Jackson: 

We wishto join those Mejl1b~rsofCongresswho have expressed significant interest over 
whether the Environmental Protectioll Agency decides to regulate coal combustion byproducts 
(CCBs)as either a rion-haiatdousvvaste ririderSubtitleD orahazardous ·waste.under Subtitle C 
of the Resource Conservation iIlld RecoveryAct (RCRA). 

. . 

As those States who haveweighed in oncoalashregulationhave indicated, a ncin.hazardous 
waste designation woiild allow EPA toworkwith the states in implementing l'egnlations that are 
fulfy protective ofhumfftl health arid the environmerit without n.egatlvelyimpacting coal ash 
beneficial use and causing an increase in energy prices ala time when the conotry can least 
affordit. '. 

The regiilation of CCBs' as hazardous waste would likely end beneficial use practiCes ofthe 
material. Over 2() state envirorirriilIltalagencies have.coritactedEPA on·thisissue and these 
states unanimously agree that EPA should nOt regulate coal ash as a hazardous waste, but rather 
should regulate it as non-hazardous waste, like most otherindustrlal solid wastes generated in 
this country. Thesestatesmake a compelling case that hazardous wasteregnlation is 
unnecessary, and could be environmentally counter-productive because such regiilation would 
effectively end the beneficial use of coal ash, which plays a significant role in thereduction of 
greerihouse gases. 

We believe the Mining and Minerals Division of the New Mexico Mirierals and Natural 
Resources Departrnentillld. lb.~N.. ew Mexico Environment D.€p. artrnent provide have the 
nigiilatory infrastructure to manage coal ash, over?ee its use fllr berieficialapplications and 
provide safe, euvirornrientally protective disposaloptions. It is important thaHhe regulation of 
ceBs noder national standards developed by EPA maintains flexibility and preserves state 
primacy in overseeing the safe management ofCCBs. A non-hazardous Wl)ste designation noder 
a Subtitle D program allows for proper oversight. 
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We appreciate that EPA hasaresPOlJ,sibility to ensure the safe disposition ofcoal ash; however, 
we believe that regulation under Snbtitle Dwould protect health and hUman safety, while 
allowing for the beneficial nse ofcoal ash andproulOtingour energy and national security policy. 

Thank yon for all y()nr consideration. 

~.t:.~ 
"'ffurryTeague ~ . 

" Member ofCongress·. 



GJtlnitcd i'tflt(1) i,cnGtt 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

Jl1M 2(5, 2009 

The HonDrable Lisa Jacksoil, Administrator 
U,S. Envirollmel1ta,ll'l'q.t¢Qtiqn Age!lcy 
Ariel RlosBuHding, MailC()de:llQiA 
1200 Pennsylyania Av~nt)e;,NW 
WashingtOlij DC 2046Q ' 

Deal' Administratt:1l'JatikSOll:' 

WfJunder~land,theEPAiseyaluating its regul~tory qptionsfor the management of coal 
combusti1)n byproducts(,TCCBs") al1dplanstopl'OposeJecteral management standal'dsforCCBs 
by the end ofthe year, yllisissueinvo,lyes an impo!'la\1t compoll~nt.oftheuatioll'soverall 
energy policy. ,EPA'sdecisl.ollC,O\IIdllffeQ( dectricitycostsIiiOli169al~fited !JIants,.lh~ conthiue~I 
vialJility of CCB behefiQi(l1 w!e practices (whichpl(lyasigpifkant tol~ in the reductiollof, ' 
greenhouse gases), and the abilityofcertaih power plants to remain in service, His impol'tal1t, 
therefore, that thefinalJ'ule i'effect abaiancedapjli"o8.ch to ensure tb,ecost-effective morlagemeJ)( 
of CCBs that is protective ofhutnanheaIth ?lldthe enviromnent, while also continuing to 
promote andencourageCCBlJeneficiaJ use. As explailiedbelow;we believe tlie federal 
regulatiO\l of CCBs pUr!suant to RCRA's Subtitle D nOil-hazardous waste authority]s the most 
appropriate option for meeting these important goals. 

As pali of its evaluation ofthis issue, EPA has wiselys6ilght ihput from the States 
regarditlg their preferences with respectro thethnie regulatory options unde!' consideration: (1) 
federal regulatioll of CCBs as non-hazardous solid waste uncler RORA Subtitle D, (2) l;egulation 
as hazardous wastesundel' RCRA Subtitle C, and (3 ) a hybrid ,approach where CCBs would be 
regulated as hazardous wastes with an ,exception f!'Om hazardous waste regulation for CCBs that 
are managed in conformance wJtll specified standards. 

We uoderstand, tllUs far, approximately (weilt)' (20) states, In addition to the AssocIation 
of State and Terl'itol'ial Solid Waste Management Officials, have responded to EPA's Tequ~st for 
input on this issue and every St{lte has taken tile position that the best management option for 
regUlating CCBs is ptlrS\)flllt to RCM Subtitle D, The States effectively argue they have the 
regulatory infrastructure itl place to enSljre tbe safe management of ceEs under a Subtitle D 
program and,equally impOliant, l11ake ,clear that regulatingCCBs as hazardou,s waste would be 
enviromnentally cotmter-productive beca,lse it would effectively end the beneficial use of CCBs, 
For the same reasons, the Environmental Council of States ("ECOS") has issued a declara1ion 
expressly arguing agailist the regulation of CCBs as hazardo'ls waste undel' RCRA. 

We respectfully suggest theununimous position of informed State agencies and, 
associations should not be ignored as EPA evaluates its regulatory options fol' CCBs, Among 
other things, the Bevill Amendment to ROM directs that, as part of its decision-making process 
for CCBs, EPA will consult with the States "with a view towards avoiding duplication of effort." 

http:abaiancedapjli"o8.ch
http:JIants,.lh
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RCRA8002{n). The States have Jll~de clear regulating CcBsunder RCM Subtitle C 
would result in regulatoty overkill and effectively end CCB bimeficial uses. . 

The States' positioil is not surpi'i~higsihce it reflects EPA's own conclusions QhfOllr 
separate occasions that CcBs go hpt wiln'anthazBrqous wastel'egnlati~n; EPAhaslsslled two. 
forrnalreports toColigress, in19R8 and )999, coneludingCcj3sdo nptwarl'ilnt hazardous 
regulation. Mo.st reccllti¥,in 20QQ, EPA againdeternllnedthe better approach for !'egtllating 
CCBs is ;'10 developliational [nonchazardouswilsteJ regulatlpnslilldersubtitle D rathel' than 
[hazarMlis W1'!st€ l'egulationsulldelJsubtitte C/' 65 Fed. Reg, '32214; ~2221(JV[ay22,200Q); III 
reaching this deei~ion, flPA agreed with the States that"ll1ere!>;uatorY in[rastmctureis generally 
in place at thestat~!eyelt()ell§llrt; ~4()'ltlat~manag~w"ptRf.t1~e.s~W[istes"a1l,4 r"gulatihg Cc;Bs 
as hazal'dcus "wouldadverse.ly hnpactfCCB] 

. . h~jleficiall)s¢." likat 32217,32232:
, 

As weJQlo'f you appre()iat~,theill1p&ctoll CCB, beneficial use is another statutory , 
consideration thaI EPA mustcOl1sider in evahtating its regulatory options for CCBs. See RCRA 
§80Q2(n)(8); 65 Fed. Reg. at 32232..!?Otl1 EPA and the St!\teshave recognizedtliat l'egulatlng 
CCBs as hazardous waste wotild haycl\n adversedmpact oneCE benet1cial use. As EPA 
reasoned in selecting theSuQtitlepappi'qao~.in its.2QbQ regulatol'y deterl1.1il18.tioil,.it did·not 
want "to place anymuie(jl'sSal'yblU'dei~ol1 th~benefi¢ialUs~sof[CCEsJ,beMusethey cOnserve 
natural resources, reduce disposal costs.l\nd reduce the tbtalamount of wastes d"stilled for 
disposal." lei. at 32232. 

In addition to promoting increased CCB bef1eficialuse, a Subtitle D approach appears to 
be protective ofhulllan health and the enviroruneJ1t, as EPA hasaJreadyconcluded that State 
progranls are itt place to effectively I'egul",te CCBs, ld. at 32217. A 2006 EPA/DOE report 
reinforces this concIusionby confirnung.tjle.recent dev.elopmcllt of even mOre robust state 
controls for CCBs. ... . 

In light ofthe recent ash spill disastet at the Telmessee Valley Authority's Kingston 
facility, we celiainly understand the EPA raising conce1'1lS about the handling and storage of 
CCBs. We believe appl'Dpria(eprecautions should be takenby all responsible operators, that 
patties who have violated regulations sllOlllp be held accolJ1ltable, ana thept(blie healtll and 
welfare should be protected. Howevel:, inliglit of how states and the EPA have historically 
Bjlproached the l'eg\llatiolJ of CCBs, we respectfully urge the EPA to work clos.ely with the States 
in deliberating regulations for the best management of coal combustion bypwducts and give 
thoughtfulcohsideration to developing a performance-based federal program for CCBs under 
RCM's Subtitle D non-hazat·d.ous waste authority. 

Thatlk you for your consideration of OUi' views. 

Sincel'ely, 

~.--- ~:::::::".~--..~. "....,k(~ '"~~""'~" '"'-. . 
"".... ""- 

Kent Comad Sam Brownback 
United States Senate United States Senate 

http:deterl1.1il18.tioil,.it
http:theSuQtitlepappi'qao~.in
http:wouldadverse.ly
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RULES 

The HonorableLisa Jackson 

Administrator 

U,S, Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Dear Administrator Jackson: 

I understand that you will soon make a decision how best to regulate coal combustion 
byproducts (CCSs), This decision wiHhave major consequences for the nation's electric power 
sector, transportation infrastructure, hazardous waste management capabilities, and the 
Obama Administration's stated goal Of reducing greenhouse gas emissions: 

On four separate occasions over the lasl20 years, the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) has evaluated whether to regulate CCSs as a hazardous waste, Each time, it has 
concluded that they should not be managed as a hazardous waste, That determination 
continues to receive overwhelming support from many states, 

Accordingly, I urge you to take steps toissue federal regulations consistent with those 
previous determinations, At least twenty states have weighed in on this issue and unanimously 
agree that regulating CCSs as hazardous waste would effectively end the. annual beneficial use 
of 13,7 million tons of coal ash, CCSs can be used in cement and concrete applications with an 
economic value in excess of $1 billion annually, TheCCSs substantially increases the durability 
of the nation's transportation infrastructure and doubles its useful life, Furthermore, should EPA 
decide a hazardous waste management regime is necessary, CCSs woulc! quickly overwhelm 
the capacity of currently available hazardous waste landfills and increase the cost to all parties 
seeking to make use of that space, Additionally, such an approach would have cost and 
reliability implications for the electric power sector and increase carbon dioxide emissions 
associated with manufacturing Portland cement . 

Because EPA's own analysis has indicated repeatedly that non-hazardous federal 
regulation would be protective of public health and the environment, I urge you to optimize the 
public benefits by implementing .the option,. 

Thank you for your consideration of myviews, 

PR:rf 





Association of State and Territorial 
444 North Capitol Street, N,W .. Suite 315 

Washington, D,C, 20001 A5T5WMD 
tel: (202) 624-5828 fax: (202) 624-7875 

Solid Waste Management Officials www.astswmo.org 

April 1, 2009 

Matt Hale 

Director 

Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 

USEPA Headquarters 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 

Mail Code: 5301 P 

Washington, DC 20460 


Dear Matt, 

ASTSWMO has a demonstrated track record of active interest in the management of coal 
combustion by-products (CCB), ASTSWMO's Fossil Fuel Combustion Waste (FFCW) Work 
Group gathered information about State regulation of CCB in late 2006 - early 2007. The results 
of that effort indicated that the majority of the responding States had regulatory programs in 
place for the management of CCB. On February 11, 2008, the FFCW Work Group provided 
comments on USEPA's "Notice of Data Availability (NODA) on the Disposal of Coal Combustion 
Wastes in Landfills and Surface Impoundments." Comments were based in part on the 2006

,2007 survey results, The FFCW Work Group recommended a more flexible regulatory approach 
that allows consideration by the permitting authority of the waste type, climate, site geology and 
environment, and encourages a scientific and engineering approach to minimize potential risks 
to acceptable standards. They stated that this approach was the current practice in many 
States. The FFCW Work Group questioned the need for additional federal regulations related to 
CCB materials. 

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) spill in December 2008 brought renewed attention to the 
question about the need for federal regulation of CCB, In response to EPA's fast-track 
regulatory process for coal combustion waste, the ASTSWMO Board of Directors formed a CCB 
ad hoc Workgroup in January 2009 to review and respond to EPA's proposed regulatory 
schemes. 

The first action of the group was to modify and reissue the 2006 survey of States initially 
designed by the FFCW Workgroup. In February 2009, ASTSWMO's CCB ad hoc Workgroup 
surveyed State waste and water program managers, working in conjunction with ECOS and 
ASIWPCA. There were three parts to the survey: general infonmation about CCB management, 
questions specific to landfills and questions specific to surface impoundments. The survey has 
been completed by 44 States. Eight States do not have CCB. Fourteen States do not have CCB 
surface impoundments. Enclosed as an attachment to this letter are the summary results from 
the survey for States that have CCB, 

The Workgroup also called on States to provide comments on EPA's possible regulatory 
proposals. A compilation of State responses is also enclosed as an attachment to this letter. 

http:www.astswmo.org
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There is no question that releases,such as the December 2008 TVA Impoundment Failure in 
Kingston, Tennessee, should be prevented to the extent practical though appropriate 
engineering, design, and operating standards. However, it is also critical that all relevant factors 
be considered in deciding the appropriate course of action. 

Presented below are the pros and cons of the possible regulatory proposals for CCB prepared 
by the CCB ad hoc Workgroup, based on the survey results and State comments. 

Justification of preference for Subtitle D regulation of CCB: 

USEPA should implement an approach to coal combustion by~product (CCB) regulations similar 
to the approach that is taken with municipal solid waste pursuant to 40 CFR Part 258, 
commonly referred to as RCRA Subtitle D. Using the lessons learned by States since the 
adoption of 40 CFR Part 258 and historical CCB data collected by States, RCRA Subtitle D 
could be modified to specifically address CCB waste disposal facility requirements and is the 
framework that the USEPA should build upon, 

Most States regulate CCB. Thirty-six out of 42 States that have CCB have permit programs for 
CCB landfills (86 percent). Only 3 States responded "no" and 3 States did not respond. Twenty
five out of 36 States that have CCB surface impoundments have permit programs for those 
impoundments (69 percent). Only 3 States responded "no" and 8 States did not respond. Most 
States regulate CCB under general solid waste regulations (43 percent) and general industrial 
waste regulations (43 percent). Several States use regulations specifically designed for CCB 
(29 percent). According to USEPA, the design and performance standards will likely be the 
same no matter what regulatory scheme is chosen. Many States voluntarily impose minimum 
performance standards for both landfills and surface impoundments under SubtitleD, 
demonstrating that minimum federal Subtitle D requirements will be sufficient to ensure that 
States properly regulate CCB. 

Percentage of States with CCB landfills and surface impoundments with specific regulatory 
reguirements 

Regulatory Requirement Landfills Surface Impoundments 
Bottom Liner 64% 33% 

GW Monitoring 81% 39% 

Leachate Collection 52% 14% 

Final Cover System 79% 36% 

.Post Closure Care 79% 39% 

83%Siting Controls 39% 

Corrective Action 86% 42% 

Structural Stability 69% 36% 

Financial Assurance 69% 31% , 
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The fact that more than half the States already require each of the technical standards identified 
above for landfills demonstrates that minimum federal Subtitle 0 requirements will be sufficient 
to ensure that States properly regulate CCB, A considerable number of States have these ' 
requirements for surface impoundments as well, although we acknowledge that more States 
may have to upgrade their surface impoundment requirements than will have to for landfills, 
Establishing federal minimum standards under Subtitle D will provide the impetus needed for all 
States to conform, It is also important to note that currently, 36 percent of States with CCB are 
contemplating changes to their CCB regulations and 27 percent of those already have draft 

State experiences 

Michigan - "Michigan currently regulates coal ash as a solid waste 
under Part 115, Solid Waste Management, of the Natural 
Resources and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as 
amended (NREPA) ... in 1993 when Michigan became an 
approved State under the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA) Subtitle 0 program, Based on the analytical 
information that we have seen on coal ash, we believe that the 
levels of contaminants contained in coal ash are similar in nature 
to those found in cement kiln dust, wood ash, foundry sands, 
paper mill wastes, or steel mill waste. With the promulgation of 
the 1993 rules, we consider all these waste to be low-hazard 
Industrial waste (i.e. they leach less than ten percent of the 
hazardous waste limits when using th" appropriate leaching 
tests)," 

West Virginia - "I have been regulating coal ash facilities for 26 
years for the State of West Virginia. I have never found a TClP 
[Toxicity Characteristics leaching Procedure] or other chemical 
characterization that would indicate that coal ash could be labeled 
as a hazardous waste. Most of the time the metal concentrations, 
which would be the main characteristic that could be considered 
hazardous, are at or below MCl for drinking water." 

Iowa - "The Department understands that the USEPA is 
considering options to regulate [CCB] as a hazardous waste 
under RCRA Subtitle C. This option is not supported by the 
historic data that has been collected from generators of [CCB] in 
Iowa which shows that [CCB] does not exceed RCRA Subtitle C 
hazardous waste characteristics." 

revised regulations. 

Arguably, municipal solid 
waste (MSW) presents more 
extensive environmental 
concerns than CCB, Municipal 
waste streams contain not only 
heavy metals, but also 
organic, acidic and alkaline 
materials, The organics in 
MSWcan be more problematic 
than industrial wastes, wh ich 
are generally inorganic in 
nature, Logically, if Subtitle 0 
is adequate for MSW, then it 
certainly should be sufficiently 
protective for CCB, 

Based on federal minimum 
standards for location, design, 
environmental monitoring, 
operation, closure, post
closure care, corrective action, 
and financial assurance, the 
States have established 
federally approved Subtitle 0 
State progra'ms. These 
programs have, proven 
successful dealing with 
municipal solid waste, 
including household 

hazardous wastes and Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator (CESQG) waste at the 
State's option. A substantial number of damage cases supported the federal adoption of 
minimum national Subtitle 0 municipal solid waste landfill standards. A similar Subtitle 0 
approach can successfully implement minimum federal standards for coal combustion waste 
disposal facilities. The Subtitle 0 approach can address any concern regarding the stability of a 
CCB disposal facility through establishing minimum federal design standards and routine 
inspection and evaluation. 
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Most States have some mechanism to recognize and regulate the beneficial use of Subtitle D 
wastes. According to the 2006 ASTSWMO Beneficial Use Survey Report, 34 out of the 40 
reporting States (85 percent) indicated they had either formal or informal decision-making 
processes or beneficial use programs relating to use of non-hazardous solid wastes. 
The Subtitle D approach, with minimum federal standards, will facilitate the continued beneficial 
use of CCS. As the anticipated volume of CCS produced is expected to increase or even double 
in many States as the Clean Air Act requirements for installation of scrubbers for flue gas 
desulfurizatlon (FGD) are implemented, it is vital that the recycling of those materials which can 
be safely used in products or as raw materials be so used. Adopting a Subtitle D approach to 
the regulation of high volume, low toxicity COal combustion by-products would offer the best fit 
with existing and developing State beneficial-use programs. 

Explanation of opposition to Subtitle C regulation of CCB: 

State experiences 
Iowa - "Declaring CCB a hazardous waste creates an even 
greater hardship in Iowa because of the amount thet is generated 
and the faclthat there is no RCRA C permitted disposal facilities 
in the State. The likelihood of siting such a facility borders on the 
impossible. The implications of this action are that CCB 
generators would be forced to ship materials to surrounding 
States for disposal. That could become very costly for Iowans and 
extremely difficult to justify when there is liltle scientific data 
supporting such drastic measures." 

Michigan - "RCRA Subtitle C wastes in Michigan are currently 
regulated under Part 111, Hazardous Waste Management, of the 
NREPA. The regulation of coal ash under full RCRA Subtitle C 
would end the current beneficial uses of coal ash. Existing 
surface impoundments and landfills would be subject to more 
stringent design standards and would require either 1) netrofitting 
of existing landfills (if even possible) or 2) closure of those 
disposal facilities. Neither of these options could be implemented 
immediately. " 

Florida - "If USEPA decides to call coal ash a hazardous waste 
under Subtitle C, then current Florida faw (Section 403.7222, 
Florida Statutes) would prohibit the disposal of this coal ash in 
landfills unless it was first treated to be non-hazardous. This 
could add tremendous costs to the power industry for managing 
this material. They would either have to treat their ash before 
disposal or ship it out of State for disposal. It Is also likely that if 
existing disposal areas were disturbed after USEPA determined 
coal ash was a hazardous waste,. then these old disposal sites 
could become hazardous waste disposal units too." 

Virginia - "If USEPA was to regulate CCB as a hazardous waste 
under the RCRA Subtitle C authorities, Virginia would no longer 
allow these materials to be beneficial reused under our CCB 
Regulations (9 VAC 20-85) and, also, there would be no 
beneficial reuse exclusions/exemption under our Virginia Solid 
Waste Management Regulations (9 VAC 20-80), as well." 

As noted above, the vast State 
experience with testing CCB 
shows that it is generally not 
characteristically hazardous. 
Coal combustion by-products 
rarely if ever fail the criteria by 
which materials are determined 
to be hazardous waste. To 
artificially classify them as 
hazardous will needlessly limit 
the management options for 
both the CCSs and other 
wastes legitimately classified as 
hazardous which will be 
competing with CCSs for limited 
hazardous waste disposal 
capacity, while not producing 
any greater degree of 
environmental protection. 
Transportation, manifesting and 
licensing requirements for 
CCSs as a listed hazardous 
waste are excessively 
burdensome without sufficient 
evidence of a benefit. It would 
be more appropriate to regulate 
and manage CCSsuslng 
design and operation standards 
specified for Subtitle D 
programs except in the cases 
where a particular source 
material is deemed hazardous 
upon testing for characteristics. 

The prospect of adding a 
significant new waste stream to 

) 
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be managed by severely underfunded State hazardous waste programs is unconscionable 
unless' asignificant amount of new sustained funding is included. ASTSWMO's Hazardous 
Waste Subcommittee conducted a pilot program to determine the cost to States for 
implementing a complete and adequate RCRA Subtitle C Program (hereafter referred to as 
"RCRA C" or "RCRA") in 2006. The report entitled State RCRA Subtitle C Core Hazardous 
Waste Management Program Implementation Costs· Final Report (January 2007) 
revealed that the cost to States of implementing a complete and adequate RCRA Program 
(converted to 2008 dollars) is, at a minimum, $367M in State ,and federal funding. The State 
share should be $92M (25 percent) with the remaining $275M in State Hazardous Waste 
Financial Assistance grants. However, the FY 2008 federal appropriation was only slightly more 
than half of what Siates needed. Congress appropriated $101 M rather than $175M. States are 
making up the difference for these federally mandated programs from already strained State 
budgets. These programs are already stretched to the breaking point. Expectations should not 
be high for a successful incorporation of CCB into State Subtitle C programs without the 
guarantee of commensurate increases in State grant funding. 

USEPA should avoid a "one size fits all" approach that will unnecessarily divert limited technical 
resources away from existing permittirig or compliance and enforcement work. Instead, USEPA 
should recognize that many States have adequate controls in place and allow them to maintain 
their programs. USEPA could then focus its efforts on correcting any deficiencies identified by 
their investigations. 

The most compelling reason not to impose Subtitle C regulations is that the beneficial use of 
CCB has been very successful. The "hazardous" label of Subtitle C would be detrimental to 
State CCB beneficial use programs, as discussed below. Regulation under RCRA Subtitle C 
has the potential to put an end to many beneficial uses for CCB. In most States, a primary 
requirel1j1ent for a beneficial use determination is that the waste not be hazardous. RCRA 
Subtitle C wastes in Michigan are currently regulated under Part 111, Hazardous Waste 
Management, of the NREPA. The regulation of coal ash under full RCRA Subtitle C would end 
most of the current beneficial uses of coal ash. Existing surface impoundments and landfills 
would be subject to more stringent design standards and would require either 1) retrofitting of 
existing landfills (if even possible) or 2) closure of those disposal facilities. Neither of these 
options could be implemented immediately. 

Implications for beneficial use if CCB is regulated under Subtitle C: 

The American Coal Ash Association reports that 43 percent of CCB is currently used in a 
beneficial way rather than disposed in a landfill. About 20 percent of CCB is used in products 
14 percent is bound in concrete and cement; 6 percent is used to make gypsum wallboard. 
Currently, 56 percent, or 75 million tons, is not beneficially used. States are concerned that 
designating CCB as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C or a hybrid Subtitle D/C regulation 
would prevent beneficial use of CCB and result in all 134 million tons of CCB being shipped to 
hazardous waste landfills that in many States have insufficient capacity. As the anticipated 
volume of CCBs produced is expected to increase or even double in many States as 
requirements for FGD are implemented, it is vital that the recycling of those materials which can 
be safely used in products or as raw materials be so used. 
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Not only do many State regulations prohibit the beneficial use of CCB if it is deCiaredhazardous 
(see State experiences insert), such a designation will stigmatize the material in a way that will 

State experiences 
Michigan - "Michigan currently has regulations in place 
goveming the reuse and disposal of coal ash that are 
protective of public health and the environment. If coal 
ash were determined to be subject to regulation under 
Subtitle G, it would necessitate considerable changes to 
Michigan solid and hazardous waste statutes and 
regulations. Such changes would likely be subject to 
considerable opposition from any industry and/or 
municipality that generates coal ash waste, and would 
likely lead to increased costs for energy generation." 

Missouri - "Given the ourrent State of eGB management 
activities in Missouri there does not appear to be a 
compelling reason, from a human health or environmental 
protection standpoint, to manage these materials as 
hazardous waste under RGRA Subtitle G. To do so would 
be an undue disruption to current State GGB and UWLF 
management practices and would likely result in a 
significant increase in the cost of GGB management . 
without a corresponding increase in human health or 
environmental improvemenUprotection." 

segregate characteristics or potential for beneficial use. 

adversely affect beneficial use. The 
stigma issue also applies to the 
proposed hybrid Subtitle D/C 
approach. The uncertainty that a 
presumed non-hazardous material 
could be deemed hazardous as a 
result of a determination that a 
generator failed to follow the Subtitle 
D requirements will create too much 
uncertainty and liability concerns for 
the beneficial user. 

Coal combustion by-products or 
residue generally consists of fly ash, 
bottom ash, or wet slurry depending 
on the combustion unit and 
associated air pollution control 
devices. The character of the end 
stream varies and is dependent upon 
several factors. However, all seem to 
be lumped together in this regulatory 
analysis without discussion of 

States require testing of beneficially reused materials. Testing can Include initial analysis of the 
material and additional testing 
when sources of fuel change or 
when there is a change in plant 
processes, if such changes cause 
a change in the constituents 
generated. States report that their 
beneficial programs do not allow 
the use of coal ash in road 
construction if the material fails the 
Toxicity Characteristics Leaching 
Procedure (TCLP). Many States 
report that they do not have any 
data to suggest that coal ash 
projects that have been reviewed have failed TCLP. 

States have incorporated technical standards in their regulations and approvals for storage of 
cca. For example, in Missouri, a waste to be beneficially reused is kept above the seasonal 
high groundwater table, unless a variance is obtained from the department's Water Protection 
Program (WPP.) This requires an interpretation by a geologist registered in the State. A 3-foot 
cap of clean soil is required unless the material is placed under a structure or a paved/concreted 
area. 

Recycling this waste material into new products, rather than having to mine additional virgin 
material, is integral to sustainable development and sustainable infrastructure. To disallow the 

Examples of the beneficial use of GGB 

• 	 a component of concrete, grout, marlar, or casting 
molds 

• 	 a raw material in asphalt for road construction 
• 	 aggregate or road or building material which will be 

stabilized or bonded by cement; limes or asphalt 
• 	 road base or construction fill that is covered with 

asphalt, concrete, or other material approved by the 
State 

• 	 a soil amendment or for soil stabilization provided the 
materials meet State criteria . 

• 
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beneficial use of coal combusti\:m by-products (CCS) would cause an increase in the use of 
valuable mineral resources rather than reusing a waste product. This would in turn increase 
disposal costs for the utilities which would be passed on to the consumer. Counties and 
municipalities which use bottom ash as snow and ice control would instead have to purchase 
chemicals or salts to treat the roads. State transportation departments and other entities using 
CCS would have to purchase soil to use in place of the fly ash currently used for structural fill, 
road base, as a soil amendment or for soil stabilization. This could impact the number of miles 
of roads that can be constructed or repaired and increase costs. In other cases, specific 
beneficial use projects limit the amount of transportation that would otherwise be needed if the 
material were considered a hazardous waste. Some coal-fired power plants are co-located near 
gypsum wallboard manufacturers. The FGD sludge is transported by conveyor belt directly to 
the wallboard facility for beneficial use. These operations result in safe uses and minimal 
transport of the FGD sludge. 

Concerns about existing facilities: 

An issue that has not been addressed adequately in discussions is whether USEPA plans to 
address existing facilities, and if so how. If USEPA pursues the Subtitle C regulatory route, it 
might subject all existing facilities in a State to RCRA corrective action. Additionally, bringing 
existing facilities under Subtitle C raises resource-intensive permitting issues. States generally 
have legislatively prescribed staffing levels based upon workload, mission, funding, and statutes 
passed to implement federal RCRA authority or delegation. As noted previously, ASTSWMO's 
report entitled State RCRA Subtitle C Core Hazardous Waste Management Program 
Implementation Costs. Final Report (January 2007) demonstrates that State Subtitle C 
programs are already seriously underfunded. Additionally, retrofitting of existing Utility Waste 
Landfills (UWLFs) to meet Subtitle C standards is likely to be technically impracticable. Even if 
technically feasible, the cost of retrofitting UWLFs to meet current RCRA Subtitle C standards 
would likely be prohijJitively expensive. Any additional compliance costs borne by the utility 
companies in retrofitting existingUWLFs or permitting new ones would undoubtedly be passed 
along to consumers at a time when economic conditions in the U.S. are less than ideal. 

Enforcement: 

There have been suggestions that Subtitle C is necessary so that USEPA will have enforcement 
authority. States are held accountable by their citizens through State statutes and obligations to 
regularly inspect landfills and investigate complaints, and to utilize State enforcement authority 
as warranted. Subtitle 0 requires State programs to have the necessary enforcement authority 
as part of the federal approval process. This approach has been successful for over a decade 
as evidenced by the relative absence of federal citizen suits or demonstrated failure of State 
Subtitle 0 programs. The States are not aware of USEPA expressing concerns regarding this 
State based enforcement approach in the municipal solid waste landfill program. A similar 
Subtitle 0 approach can successfully ensure compliance with minimum federal standards for 
coal combustion waste disposal facilities. 
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Applicability of Federal Regulations: 

Based upon discussions to date with USEPA and States,it appears that the intended coverage 
of any federal CCB regulations would be limited to CCBs generated by coal-fired utilities, and 
not extended to CCBs generated by other industries. If this is correct, then the federal 
regulations' should clearly make this distinction. Otherwise, an unreasonable burden will be 
placed upon the States to individually sort out the applicability issue, likely resulting in uneven 
application of the base federal requirements. 

State Program Authorization: 

Regardless of the regulatory approach selected, the States request that the procedures for 
authorization of State programs to implement the CCB rules be streamlined and designed to 
operate in harmony with existing Subtitle D (and/or Subtitle C) program authorization 
procedures. Where there are existing State programs in place regulating these materials, 
considerable deference should be given to the State program in the authorization process. 
States with CCB programs in place should be provided the option to 1) demonstrate that their 
programs are consistent with and not less stringent than the federal program, and 2) be more 
stringent than the federal program if they so choose. Further, authorization for any new CCB 
regulations should be treated as an amendment to a State's existing Subtitle D (or Subtitle C, as 
applicable) program authorization, as opposed to considering the CCB program as separate 
and distinct from existing authorizations. 

Funding: 

Federal funding may be necessary to help build State program capacity in the few States that 
do not have CCB programs if USEPA mandates standards under Subtitle D. It should be noted 
that some State Subtitle D programs would likely not seek federal funding for a Subtitle 0 
program because of the impact that would have on current State solid waste program financing 
structures. As the ASTSWMO survey demonstrates, many States already have Subtitle D CCB 
programs and would not incur a financial hardship. On the other hand, State Subtitle C 
programs, which are supposed to be funded at a level of 75 percent federal funding, would 
require significant new appropriations. Thus, the federal funding needs for a Subtitle D approach 
would be much less than a Subtitle C regulatory approach. 

Any decisions to regulate the management and disposal of coal ash will likely have an 
implication for State regulatory programs including: the need to undertake regulatory action; 
authorization/approval for implementation (if necessary); budgetary impacts; and 
staffing/workload resource issues related to implementation (i.e., possible 
permitting/compliance/enforcement program impacts). The implications could have a dramatic 
impact on the already strained budgets of many State environmental agencies, It is hoped that 
USEPA's decision will include review of the work that many States have undertaken to regulate 
coal combustion bYcproducts, 
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Summary: 

The A TSWMO ad hoc CCB Workgroup, based on results of a sU[\leyof States and State 
comments, recommends that if it is determined that federal regulation of CCB is necessary, 
Subtitle 0 regulations would be the preferred· approach. Most States already regulate CCB 
under Subtitle D regulations. Furthermore, a Subtitle 0 approach would foster the beneficial use 
of appropriate CCB rather than inhibit it, as would a Subtitle C or hybrid Subtitle C/O approach. 

On behalf of ASTSWMO, we thank you for your diligence in ensuring that the most efficient and 
effective regulatory approach to CCB is proposed. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Tormey (lA) 
Chair 
ASTSWMO Solid Waste Subcommittee 

cc: 	 Rick Brandes (US EPA ORCR) 
Rich Kinch (US EPA ORCR) 
ASTSWMO Board of Directors 
ASTSMWO ad hoc CCB Workgroup 
Steve Brown (ECOS) 
Linda Eichmiller (ASIWPCA) 

-~a~_ 

Stephen Cobb (AL) 
Chair 
ASTSWMO Hazardous Waste Subcommittee 
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Compilation of State Comments received by ASTSWMO 
regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 

This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31,2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Colorado 

March 31,2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Director 
USEPA's Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
USEPA Headquarters 
Ariel Rios Building, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue N.w. 
Mail Code 5301P . 
Washington, DC 20460 

RE: EPA Proposed Regulations of Coal Combustion Waste 

Mr. Hale: 

Coal combustion waste is managed as a solid waste in Colorado. The waste is managed in 
accordance with the requirements of the Solid Wastes and Disposal Sites and Facility Act (Title 
30, Article 20, Part 1; the Act) and the Regulations Pertaining to Solid Waste Sites and 
Facilities (6 CCR 1007-2, Part 1; the Regulations). The wastes are typically disposed of in 
monofills designed, constructed, operated; closed and monitored pursuantto all applicable 
requirements, most notably Section 3 (Subtitle D landfill design requirements) of the 
Regulations. 

Facilities may apply for the beneficial use of coal combustion waste pursuant to Section 8 
(Recycling) of the Regulations. Section 8 requires that the re-use of the material is a 
demonstrable beneficial use via the replacement of raw material and does present a risk or 
threat to human hea~h or the environment. This process includes the submittal and approval of 
a design and operations plan prior to re-use of the material. The Design and Operation plan 
must include geotechnical, chemical and other applicable testing of the coal combustion waste 
and the re-usable configuration of the material as a demonstration of acceptable material reuse. 
We believe the solid waste regulation ofthe waste material and the beneficial reuse is a safe 
and protective regulatory construct for coal combustion waste. 

Charles G. Johnson, Unit Leader 
Solid Waste and Material Management Unit 
Solid and Hazardous Waste Program 
Hazardous Materials and Waste Management Division 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
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Florida 

Here are some of my comments on what EPA is considering with coal ash regulation. 

1. 	 If EPA decides to call coal ash a hazardous waste under Subtitle C, then current Florida 
law (Section 403.7222, Florida Statutes) would prohibl the disposal of this coal ash in 
landfills unless it was first treated to be non-hazardous. This could add tremendous 
costs to the power industry for managing this material. They would either have to treat 
their ash before disposal or ship it out of state for disposal. It is also likely that if existing 
disposal areas were disturbed after EPA determined coal ash was a hazardous waste, 
then these old disposal sites could become hazardous waste disposal units too. 

2. 	 If EPA decides to call coal ash a hazardous waste under Subtitle C, then ~ may 
Significantly reduce the beneficial use of this ash unless EPA also creates some 
exemptions for use of the ash. For example, would cement plants that have taken coal 
fly ash for years in the manufacturing of Portland cement now be considered hazardous 
waste treatment facilities? I also imagine that we would not allow the use of hazardous 
wastes in the construction of roads. Our current process is to not allow that unless we 
have data that suggests the use of the ash will not cause ground water contamination or 
pose an unacceptable human health risk. 

3. 	 We would not allow the use of coal ash in road construction, if it fails the TCLP; We also 
do not have any data to suggest that coal ash projects we have review failed TCLP. 
While I agree that in the past there have been some cases of environmental damage 
from the disposal of coal ash, declaring all coal ash to be a hazardous waste because of 
these cases seems to be a bit of a stretch to me just based on the data we have seen. 

4. 	 We have some coal-fired power plants that are co-located near gypsum wallboard 
manufacturers. They ship the FGD sludge by conveyor belt directly to the wallboard 
facility for beneficial use. As near as we can tell, this is a very good and safe use of the 
Fc:;D sludge and it would be inappropriate to define this material as a,hazardous waste. 

5. 	 This problem came about because of TVA's coal slurry impoundment failure. We all 
agree that this is a huge problem that needs attention. EPA should provide more 
training and materials for conducting good dam inspections and should encourage 
power plant facilities to convert from wet to dry processes to minimize the risks in the 
future. But they should not also decide to make coal ash a hazardous waste. It seems 
that would cause more problems than it solves. 

Hawaii 

Hawaii does not have any coal ash surface impoundments. However, we do have a couple of 
coal combustion plants whose ash is managed in-state. We have developed a risk-based 
approach in evaluating reuse options, and believe that our scientific approach is defensible. 
Based on the analytical data from the coal ash generated in Hawaii, we do not believe that 
Subtitle C nor a Subtitle C-D hybrid is appropriate. Even a Subtitle 0 disposal reqUirement, if 
similar to MSW Landfills, is questionable. Hawaii has provided EPA with substantial comments 
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on their proposed guidelines for risk evaluation of coal ash in the last year or so, and we still 
believe that it's the direction that EPA should take, if any. 

March 19, 2009 

MR MATT HALE, DIRECTOR 
OFFICE OF RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY 
US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
1200 PENNSYLVANNIAAVE tfN 
WASHINGTON DC 20460 

RE: EPA Regulation of Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

On behaW of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and our director we want to 
express our thanks for the opportunity to provide comments to EPA while you are still vetting 
options. Since 90% of the electricity in Iowa is generated by coal-burning facilities, the issue of 
regulating the beneficial use and disposal of coal combustion waste (CCW) has serious 
implications to our state. We have lookedat EPA's proposed regulatory scenarios and it is 
IDNR's position that the EPA should approach CCW regulations similar to the approach that is 
taken with municipal solid waste under 40 CFR Part 258, commonly referred to as RCRA 
Subtitle D. Using the lessons learned by states since the adoption of 40 CFR Part 258 and 
historical CCW data collected by stales, RCRA Subtitle D could be modified to specifically 
address CCW waste disposal facility requirements and is the framework that the EPA should 
build upon. 

The Department understands that the EPA is considering options to regulate CCW as a 
hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C. This option is not supported by the historic data that 
has been collected from generators of CCW in Iowa which shows that CCW does not exceed 
RCRA Subtitle C hazardous waste characteristics. Regulation undEr RCRA Subtitle C also has 
the potential to put an end to many beneficial uses for CCw. 'In most states, a primary 
requirement for a beneficial use determination is that the waste not be hazardous. Most 
importantly, declaring CCWa hazardous waste creates an even greater hardship in Iowa 
because of the amount that is generated and the fact that there is no RCRA C permitted 
disposal facilities in the state. The likelihood of siting such a facility borders on the impossible. 
The implications of this action are that CCW generators would be forced to ship materials to 
surrounding states for disposal. That could become very costly for Iowans and extremely difficult 
to justify when there is little scientific data supporting such drastic measures. 

IDNR looks forward to continued conversations and involvement with EPA on CCW regulation 
through ASTSWMO. Again, we want to express our appreciation for the opportunity to provide 
input. Should you have any questions specific to our comments or need relevant data pertaining 
to CCW generated in Iowa, please do not hesitate to contact me at (515) 281-8927 or Alex 
Moon at (515) 281-6807 or alex.moon@dnr.iowa.gov. 
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Sincerely. 

Brian Tormey. Chief 
Land Qualtty Bureau 
Environmental Services Division 

Cc: 	 Richard Leopold. Director. IDNR 

Wayne Gieselman. Administrator. Environmental Services Div .• IDNR 

Alex Moon. Land Qualtty Bureau. IDNR 

Mary Zdanowicz. Executive Director. ASTSWMO 

Don Toensing. US EPA. Region VII 


Kansas 

On behalf of Kansas. I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to ASTSWMO on EPA's 
potential development of new regulations on the disposal and beneficial reuse of coal 
combustion waste (CCW). Kansas has a full system of water and waste permits to ensure that 
these wastes are properly managed to prevent accidents such as occurred in Tennessee last 
year. Kansas recognizes that all states may not have a regulatory program that provides the 
safeguards that our state program in-place; however. EPA should not promUlgate any CCW 
regulations that would impact sate regulatory programs such as in Kansas. Any federal 
regulations should allow some flexibility in how state programs are administered rather than 
establish prescriptive management standards. EPA's rule should also not set complex 
equivalency demonstration criteria to prove that the existing state program is acceptable. 

Kansas has eight major coal-burning power plants. Some of these facilities manage fly-ash and 
bottom ash as a "dry" waste and some slurry the waste into some type of containment system. 
If the waste is initially managed "wet" the containment system may be a constructed berm or 
dam. or an excavated lagoon. In some cases. wet waste is later removed from storage for 
either beneficial use or transfer to a dry waste landfill. In all cases. the CCW storage areas are 
covered by a Iclndfill permit and in some cases by a wastewater permit as well. To obtain a 
permit for CCWmanagement. the power company must provide the Bureau of Waste 
Management with comprehensive engineering plans. site geological information. a groundwater 
monitoring plan. a demonstration of financial assurance for closure and post-closure care. and 
an operating plan (among other required permit application documents). When the waste 
storage units are constructed. the company must provide third party' construction quality. 
assurance to document that the units have been constructed in accordance with approved 
engineering plans. 

In add~ion to this high degree of regulatory oversight by the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment related to permitting. Kansas has another level of regulatory control over these 
facilities - - an inspection program. KDHE inspects all permitted solid waste storage or disposal 
areas at least one time per year. During our inspections. the integrity of the containment 
systems are visually examined. On a less frequent basis. KDHE permit engineers also visit 
these sites and make observations of system integrity. Additional insp9ctions are also carried 
out by the Kansas Division of Water Resources (DWR). Every three years. DWR inspects dams 
that meet certain criteria: (1) the dam or berm must be greater than or equal to 25 feet in height 
or (2) the dam or berm must be at least 6 feet high and retain 50 acre-feet of liquid. 

None of the Kansas CCW storage and disposal facilities have the potential to cause a disaster 
such as occurred in Tennessee. A couple facilities are located adjacent to rivers or large lakes 
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which does present some risk to the environment, but there are no downstream cities or 
neighborhoods that could be impacted by a release from any facility. This combined with the 
present comprehensive permitting program makes an add~ionallevel offederal regulation a 
concern during this time of reduced resources to administer all solid and hazardous waste 
programs. EPA should try its hardest to avoid causing states to divert limited technical 
resources from existing permitting or compliance and enforcement work to address a non
problem in those states with existing permitting programs. 

I would be happy to provide mciredetails about Kansas' regulated universe or our regulatory 
program. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Michigan 

Michigan currently regulates coal ash as a solid waste under Part 115, Solid Waste 
Management, of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as 
amended (NREPA). Michigan's program for Solid Waste Management has been in place since 
1978. These regulations were amended in 1993 when Michigan became an approved state 
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle 0 program.. Based on the 
analytical information that we have seen on coal ash, we belie>e that the levels of contaminants 
contained in coal ash are similar in nature to those found in cement kiln dust, wood ash, foundry 
sands, paper mill wastes, or steel mill waste. With the promulgation cif the 1993 rules, we 
consider all these waste to be low-hazard industrial waste (I.e. they leach less than ten percent 
ofthe hazardous waste limits when using the appropriate leaching tests.) Low-hazard industrial 
waste in Michigan may be disposed of in a landfill that has less-stringent design standards than 
a landfill taking either industrial or municipal solid waste, or it may be disposed of in a permitted 
surface impoundment. 

Michigan currently has eight sites that accept only coal ash and/or associated wastes from coal
fired power plants. Four of the facilities are surface impoundments, and four are solid waste 
landfills. Coal ash is also disposed of in combination with other wastes in numerous low-hazard 
industrial waste landfills, industrial landfills, and municipal sofid waste landfills located 
throughout the state. 

The four active surface impoundments were all in existence prior to the enactment of Michigan's 
Solid Waste Management Act in 1978 and were grandfathered-in without necessarily meeting 
the current requirements for the design and siting of such facilities. Three of the four surface 
impoundments are in the process of closing and/or converting to dry handling systems. 

Michigan's design standards for low-hazard industrial waste lancfills require liner systems 
comprised of either a natural soi/liner not less than ten feet thick and demonstrating a hydraulic 
conductivity of no more than 1.0E-7 cm/sec, a three-foot thick recompacted clay liner 
demonstrating the same hydraulic conductivity, or a composite liner system incorporating a 
flexible membrane liner and a low hydraulic conductivity soi/layer. 

Landfills and surface impoundments are required to be permitted and licensed; must provide 
financial assurance; are subject to either groundwater monitoring or required to obtain a NPDES 
discharge permit, must provide for leachate collection in landfills; must have 30-year post
closure care obligations; and are subject to corrective action, if necessary. 

The statutory provisions of Part 115, of the NREPA also exempt coal ash from regulation as a 
solid waste under certain cond~ions when the ash is used as a component of concrete, grout, 
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mortar, or casting molds; when the ash is used as a raw material in asphalt for road 
construction; when the ash is used as aggregate or road or building material which will be 
stabilized or bonded by cement, limes or asphalt; or when the ash is used as a road base or 
construction fill that is covered with asphalt, concrete, or other material approved by the state. 

RCRA Subtitle C wastes in Michigan are currently regulated under Part 111, Hazardous Waste 
Management, of the NREPA. The regulation of coal ash underfull RCRA Subtitle C would end 
the current beneficial uses of coal ash. Existing surface impoundments and landfills would be 
subject to more stringent design standards and would require either 1) retrofitting of existing 
landfills (if even possible) or 2) closure of those disposal facilities. Neither of these options 
could be implemented immediately. 

Michigan currently has regulations in place governing the reuse and disposal of coal ash that' 
are protective of public he,alth and the environment. If coal ash were determined to be subject 
to regulation under Subtitle C, it would necessitate considerable changes to Michigan solid and 
hazardous wa&e statutes and regulations. Such changes would likely be subject to 
considerable opposition from any industry and/or municipality that generates coal ash waste, 
and wo~ld likely lead to increased costs for energy generation. 

Missouri 

Missouri has comprehensive regulations in place for the design and permitting of utility waste 
landfills. Missouri promulgated regulations in 1997 specifically for utility waste landfills (UWLF.) 
Utility waste landfills permitted pursuant to these regulations are subject to numerous 
requirements designed to protect public health and the environment, including: 1.) a geologic 
and hydrologic evaluation to determine if the site is suitable for construction of a landfill; 2.) a 
liner with QAlQC procedures to ensure proper construction; and, 3.) a leachate collection 
system and to monitor groundwater. The Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) 
inspects all permitted solid waste disposal areas at least one time per year to ensure 
compliance. 

Missouri has a number of coal burning power plants. Most of the facilities do manage their fly 
ash short term in surface impoundments prior to beneficial use or final disposal in a UWLF. 
However, these surface impoundments are bowl shaped depressions in the 'ground (in contrast 
to the raised structures used atthe Tennessee Valley Authority facility.) The outfalls from these 
ponds and from landfills are monitored under the National PoUution Discharge Elimination 
System permitting process. 

Missouri regulations allow the beneficial reuse of coal combustion by products. We have a 
number of state-wide general beneficial use (SWG8U) approvals that allow the holder to use 
the ash as structural fill, road base, as a soil amendment or for soil stabilization provided they 
meet certain criteria. One such user is the Missouri Department of Transportation (MOOT), who 
uses fly ash in many of their highway projects. One project in southwestern Missouri is 
expected to use between 1 and 1.5 million cubic yards of fly ash. 

Testing is required for beneficially reused materials. Testing includes initial analysis of the 
material and additional testing when sources of fuel change or when there is a change in plant 
processes, if such changes cause a change in the constituents generated. The waste to be 
beneficially reused is kept above the seasonal high groundwater table, unless a variance is 
obtained from the department's Water Protection Program (WPP.) This requires an 
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interpretation by a geologist registered in the State of Missouri. A 3-foot cap of clean soil is 
required unless the material is placed under a structure or a paved/concreted area. 

Recycling this waste material into new products, rather than having to mine additional vi"gin 
material, is part of Missouri's vision for sustainable development and sustainable in1i"astructure. 
To disallow the beneficial use of coal combustion by-products (CCS) would cause an increase 
ih the use of valuable mineral resources rather than reusing a waste product. This would in turn 
increase disposal costs for the utilities which would be passed on to the consumer. Counties 
and municipalities who use bottom ash as snow and ice control who would have to purchase 
chemicals or salts to treat the roads. MOOT and other entities using CCS would have to 
purchase soil to use in place of the fly ash for structural fill, road base, as a soil amendment or 
for soil stabilization. This could impact the number of miles of roads that can be constructed or 
repaired and increase costs. 

None of the testing data Missouri has to date indicates this material is leachable or an 
environmental concern. The TVA collapse seems to be more of a safety concern at that 
particular site related to dam safety and potentially the placement of the basin rather than of the 
material itself. . 

Given the current state of CCS management activities in Missouri there does not appear to be a 
compelling reason, from a human heaKh or environmental protection standpoint, to manage 
these materials as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C. To do so would be an undue 
disruption to current state CCS and UWLF management practices and would likely result in a 
significant increase in the cost of CCS management without a corresponding increase in human 
health or environmental improvement/protection. 

It is currently unknown how exilting, permitted UWLFs would be handled if CCSs became 
subject to Subtitle C regulation.· RetrOfitting of existing UWLFs to meet Subtitle C standards is 
likely to be technically impracticable. Even if technically feasible, the cost of retrofitting UWLFs 
to meet current RCRA Subtitle C standards would likely be prohibith.ely expensive. Any 
additional compliance costs borne by the utility companies in retrofitting existing UWLFs or 
permitting new ones would undoubtedly be passed along 10 consumers at a time when 
economic cond~ions in the u.S. are less than ideal. 

In summary, Missouri has adequate regulatory controls for coal combustion by-products. EPA 
should avoid a "one size fits all" approach that will unnecessarily divert limited technical 
resources away from existing permitting or compliance and enforcement work. Instead, EPA 
should recognize that many states have adequate controls in place and allow them to maintain 
their programs. EPA could then focus its efforts on correcting any deficiencies identified by their 
investigations. 

Mar?h 16, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale 
Director, Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 
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Dear Mr. Hale: 

I understand that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is moving forward on developing 
regulations addressing coal combustion waste (CCW) and intends to propose rules by the end 
of this year. I wish to offer my thoughts regarding Ohio's preferred federal approach to CCW 
regulations. 

I understand that various options are under consideration. My preferred option is to follow the 
previous 2000 USEPA decision to regulate CON under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Other options based upon regulation under RCRA Subtitle C provide no clear advantages to 
Ohio's solid waste or hazardous waste programs that cannot be accomplished under a RCRA 
Subtitle D regulatory approach. In fact, regulation of CCW under RCRA Subtitle C would 
needlessly complicate Ohio's existing programs and specifically the inclusion of CCW in Ohio's 
future beneficial use program. Under Ohio statute, hazardous waste and solid waste· are 
distinct and mutually exclusive types of wastes. A federal hybrid approach towards regulation of 
CCW as a hazardous waste intended to be managed at a solid waste disposal facility is in 
conflict with Ohio law .. From Ohio's perspective, federal regulation under RCRA Subtitle D is the 
appropriate approach. 

Ohio's experience is that CCW is a high volume, low toxicity waste that has not exceeded 
RCRA Subtitle C-based hazardous waste characteristics. CCW disposal should be regulated 
and both CCW landfills and surface impoundments must obtain Ohio permits. Environmental 
regulation of CCW disposal is most reasonably accomplished under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Ohio's experience as a federally approved Subtitle D municipal solid waste landfill permit 
program has been successful. The regulatory scheme USEPA has taken in 40 CFR part 258 
(municipal solid waste landfills) establishing minimum national standards 
for the location, design, operation, closure, post-closure, corrective action, and 
monitoring as well as the method of a pproving state permitting programs has worked well for 
over a decade. This is the model that USEPA should build upon and tailor to the concerns 
ariSing from CON disposal and management. 

Ohio EPA has valuable regulatory experience permitting and inspecting CCW disposal facilities. 
We look forward to aSSisting USEPA in the development of a national CCW regulatory program. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Korleski 
Director 

South Dakota 

I am sending you this email to express our thoughts on regulating coal ash in surface 
impoundments. We in SD do not have "surface impoundments" like the lVA's or others. Our 
one ash disposal site is a dry tomb landfill rather than a surface impoundment with all of the 
issues dealing with the force of moisture and dam structures. One proposed expansion and one 
proposed new power plant generating coal ash will also use dry tomb landfills rather than 
surface impoundments. However, if regulations are going to be promulgated by EPA my fear is 
these regulations will not only address surface impoundments but also coal ash in general 
especially if EPA determines coal ash is a hazardous waste. We currently issue our state solid 
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waste rules to permit disposal of coal ash. We use rules and standards goveming our municipal 
solid waste facilities - better known as Subtitle 0 facilities- for coal ash disposal facilities. We 
may need standards for surface impoundments such as the TVA like facilities but to identify coal 
ash as a hazardous waste would be a ITistake. Managing coal ash according to applicable 
Subtitle 0 standards are adequate to managing coal ash in a dry tomb landfill situation. 

Tennessee 

March 31,2009 

Matt Hale, Director 
Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20460 


RE: TN Recommendations for Regulation of Coal Combustion By-Products by EPA 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

The Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (the Department) appreciates the 
opportunity to submit recommendations for the regulation of Coal Combustion By-Products 
(CCBs) to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Tennessee is home to six active 
coal fired power plants. These plants produce approximately 2,000,000 cubic yards or more of 
coal ash per year. The Department has worked with the disposal of coal ash for many years. 
Garey Mabry, the Manager of our State Hazardous Waste Management Program, is 
participating in the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials, and 
has informed the Department of EPA's effort to collect recommendations from states about the 
regulation of CCB waste. We understand that EPA has set a goal of issuing draft CCB 
regulations by the end of this year. 

Attached with this letter are recommendations from Tennessee for the regulation ofCCB wastes 
along with data from the analysis of coal for Total Metals and Toxicity Characteristic Leaching 
Procedure Metals. From our perspective, the regulation of CCB waste should be guided by 
sound science and provide protection of public health and environment. It is our 
recommendation that CCB waste be managed as a solid waste, w~h disposal facilities having 
design crtteria similar to that for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Do not hesitate to contact me or Garey (615532-0845 & Garey.Mabry@state.tn.us) if you have 
any questions or concems about our recommendations. If there is a need for state partiCipation 
with EPA with the development of a regulatory path for management, disposal and beneficial 
reuse of CCB waste, we would welcome the opportunity; 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Head 
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CC; 	 Paul Sloan 

Paul Davis 

Mike Apple 

Garey Mabry 

Stan Meiburg 

Tom Welborn 

Alan Farmer 

Mary T. Zdanowicz 


Attachment 1 

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation 

Recommendations for Regulatory Oversight 


Coal Combustion Syproducts in Landfills & Surface Impoundments 


The Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (the Department) appreciates the 
opportunity to provide input to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regarding the 
regulation of coal combustion byproducts (CCSs). The Department has considered the current 
requirements for CCS regulation; the constituents contained in CCSs and reviewed the industry 
practices for generation, collection, storage, treatment, disposal, and beneficial reuse of CCSs. 
Any changes to existing requirements should be made using sound science with the goal of 
protection of the public health, public safety, and the environment. The Department's 
recommendations are presented in outline form, anticipating that as EPA develops draft CCS 
regulations, states will be provided an opportunity to provide input and the logic and science 
supporting their position. 

1. 	 Are additional federal regulations needed to insure that CCSs are managed properly across 
the United States? 

Tennessee does not believe that add~ional regulation of CCBs at the federal level is 
necessary. However, should US EPA adopt rUles, the states should be allowed to 
'implement them. Tennessee regulates the disposal of CCBs as an industrial waste under 
the TN Solid Waste Management Act, T.CA 68-211-101 et seq. The Department regulates 
the effluent discharged from settling ponds and surface impoundments via the TN Water 
Quality Control Act, T.C.A 69-3-101 et seq. We are reviewing our regulations to determine if 
amendments are necessary to insure that catastrophic failures such as the TVA Kingston 
Coal Ash release do not occur again. 

2. 	 Should CCSs be regulated as a Solid Waste via RCRA Subtitle D or as a Hazardous Waste 
via RCRA Subtitle C? 

The Department has been reviewing analytical data on CCSs since the early 1990s, when 
developing our existing rules permitting coal ash fill facilities. As a result of the December 
22, 2008, coal ash release from the TVA Kingston Fossil Plant, there have been many more 
coal ash samples analyzed for many parameters such as Total Metals, TCLP Metals, 
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Solvents and Radioactive Materials. None of the 
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analytical results indicated levels that would classify coal ash as a characteristic hazardous 
waste. 

Similarly, our testing of "gypsum", produced as a CCB, did not reveal any chemical 
constituents that rise to hazardous waste levels. 

None of the analytical results from coal ash samples we have reviewed were at levels for 
TCLP metals that approach the concentration that would categorize either coal ash or 
gypsum as a characteristic hazardous waste. We have great success in the, beneficial 
reuse of CCBs .. The Department strongly supports continued regulation of CCBs as solid 
wastes subject to the RCRA Subtitle D Program. Regulating coal ash and gypsum as a 
hazardous waste greaijy reduces the opportunity to beneficially reuse this waste and would 
increase the coast of CCB waste management by at ·Ieast an order of magnitude. 

3. Regulatory Standard Recommendations for CCBs. 

In Tennessee, the Department sees necessary regulatory management of CCBs during 
three distinct handlihg activities: Management and Disposal in Surface Impoundments, 
Disposal into Landfills, and Beneficial Use. Regulatory standards for the material must be 
standardized from the point it is first generated. 
A. 	 CCB Surface Impoundments 

1. 	 Surface impoundments should be regulated under the state Solid Waste 
Management Program. Outfalls would continue to be monitored under the Water 
Quality Control Act. 

2. 	 Often surface impoundments are closed as solid waste landfills after having been 
filled with coal ash. Existing standards for disposal facilities should be used in 
deSigning these facilities. 

3. 	 New and Expansion of Surface Impoundments - The Department is evaluating 
whether new surface impoundments and expansions of existing CCB surface 
impoundments should be required to meet new design criteria and operating criteria. 
Any new regulations will be developed under the state Solid Waste Management 
Program. 

a. 	 Design requirements should include: 

i. 	 A stipulation stating either (1) the surface impoundment shall be used for 
treatment and storage for CCB with CCB removed for disposal or beneficial 
reuse or (2) the surface impoundment shall be closed as a solid waste 
landfill; 

ii. 	 Design criteria based on the chemical characteristics of the CCB; 
iii. 	 Appropriate oontainment measures ( e.g. liner); 
iv. 	 Ground water monitoring system; 
v. 	 Installation of piezometers to monitor ground water levels around surface 

impoundment; 
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vi. 	 Siting criteria which determines the site geologic conditions stipulating the 
site is geologically stable and specifies separation from ground water and 
streams; 

vii. 	Geologic buffers; 
viii. Stability analysis; 
ix. 	 Closure plan with cap design; 
x. 	 Post closure plan; and 
xi. 	 Financial assurance. 

b. 	 Operating criteria should include: 

i. 	 Structural stability inspection program for impoundments utilizing dikes; 
ii. 	 Weekly measurement of free board; 

iii. 	 Weekly inspections for seepage with requirements for immediate repair if 
seepage discovered; . 

iv. 	 Regular maintenance of dikes including removal of trees, shrubs, bushes, 
etc. growing in the dikes; 

v. 	 Ground water monitoring with semi-annual sampling for total metals; 
vi. 	 Operating methods for ash removal, if removed. 

4. 	 Existing CCB Surface Impoundments - These units should be required to meet 
specific operating criteria and to meet new requirements for financial assurance and 
closure. These regulations are likely to be developed under the existing state Solid 
Waste Management Program. 

a. 	 Requirements should indude: 

i. 	 Submission of a permit application including the engineering design of the 
surface impoundment if not previously submitted; 

ii. 	 A stipulation stating either (1) the surface impoundment shall be used for 
treatment and storage for CCB with CCB removed for disposal or beneficial 
reuse or (2) the surface impoundment shall be closed as a solid waste 
landfill; 

iii. 	 Installation of ground water monitoring wells and semi-annual ground water 
monitoring for total metals; . 

iv. 	 Installation of piezometers to monitor ground water levels around surface 
impoundment; 

v. 	 Conduct a structural stability and integrity analysis with plans for repair or 
closure if structural stability and integrity are in question; 

vi. 	 Require scheduled structural stability testing and integrity analysis; 
vii. Weekly measurement of free board; 

viii. Weekly inspections for seepage with requirements for immediate repair if 
seepage discovered; 

ix. 	 Regular maintenance of dikes including removal of trees, shrubs, bushes, 
etc. growing in the dikes; 

x. 	 Closure plan with cap design; 
xi. 	 Post closure plan; 
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xii. Operating methods for ash removal, if removed; and 
xiii. Financial assurance. 

B. 	 CCB Landfills 

1. 	 Landfills constructed to receive CCBs should be regulated under the existing state 
Solid Waste Program. 

2. 	 The Department is evaluating whether new and expansions of existing CCB landfills 
should be required to meet new design criteria and operating criteria. Any new 
regulations will be developed under the state Solid Waste Program. Tennessee 
believes this is best achieved by permitting monofill disposal facilities following the 
Tennessee Class II Industrial Landfill design criteria. The Class II Industrial Landfill 
design criteria are equivalent to the design criteria for Class I Municipal Landfills with 
an opportunity for variances upon approval by the Department. Standards would 
include the requirement for a leachate collection system and financial assurance. 

3. 	 Existing CCB landfills should be required to meet specific operating criteria and to 
meet new requirements for financial assurance and closure. These regulations will 
be developed under the state Solid Waste Program. 

Requirements should indude: 

a. 	 Installation of ground water monitoring wells and semi-annual ground water 
monitoring for total metals; 

b. 	 Installation of piezometers to monitor ground water levels around surface the 
landfill; 

c. 	 Conduct an initial structural stability and integrtty analysis with plans for repair or 
closure if structural stability and integrity are in question; 

d. 	 Require scheduled structural stability testing and integrity analysis; 

e. 	 Weekly inspections for seepage with requirements for .immediate repair if 
seepage discovered; 

f. 	 Regular maintenance of berms including removal of trees, shrubs, bushes, etc. 
growing in the berms; 

g. 	 Closure plan with cap design; 
h. 	 Post closure plan; and 
i. 	 Financial assurance. 

4. Beneficial Reuse of CCBs 

Tennessee successfully promotes CCBs in beneficial uses. CCBs often have the 
physical properties to be used beneficially in structural fills and other projects. Given 
the goal to reduce solid waste and beneficially reuse materials that are solid waste in 
lieu of virgin products, regulatory flexibility should be maintained to allow CCBs to be 
used as structural fill material, cement and concrete amendment, etc. The 
Department maintains clear regulatory requirements that stipulate that each source 
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of the CCBs must nieet specific physical and chemical properties before the 

proposed beneficial reuse is approved by the state. . 

Tennessee strongly recommends that any regulatory framework adopted by US EPA 

should not limit the ability to reuse CCBs beneficially. 


Virginia 

The Commonwealth ct Virginia has established a comprehensive program to regulate coal 
combustion waste under the oversight of the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality 
(OEQ). The virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (VSWMR), 9 VAC 20-80, provide 
criteria for facilities that store, treat, or dispose of solid waste. Facilities that will dispose of coal 
combustion waste (CCW) in a landfill are required to meet the industrial landfill provisions of the 
VSWMR, to obtain a permit in accordance with those regulations, and are subject to regular 
inspection by solid waste compliance staff. These industrial landfill requirements provide 
standards for siting, design, operation, monitoring, closure, and post-closure of the landfill. The 
VSWMR also allow for certain exclusions and exemptions from CCW's regulation as a solid 
waste when ihe material is beneficially reused (Le., when used in manufacturing of products, 
used as base/sub-base fill under footprint of road, building, or other structure, and other uses as 
excluded/exempted by this regulation). Additionaly, Virginia has promulgated a separate 
regulation, the Coal Combustion By-Products Regulation, 9 VAC 20-85, which provide 
regulatory criteria for the use, reuse, or reclaiming of these materials by applying them to or 
placing them on land in a manner other than addressed in the VSWMR. Coal combustion by
products (CCB) are defined as residuals, including fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas 
emission control waste produced by coal- fire.d electrical or steam generating units. CCW's 
managed within surface impoundments and lagoons are regulated under state water control 
laws. These units are permitted and inspected by Virginia's water program. 

As detailed abo\e, Virginia has an effective regulatory program for management of CCW/CCB. 
EPA's proposal to issue regulations regarding the management of CCW may impact these 
regulations and programs: The potential implications to Virginia's beneficial use of CCB for 
each of EPA's presented regulatory options are: 

(1) Regulate under RCRA Subtitle 0 (this was the decision made in 2000) 
The effect on current allowed beneficial uses should be minimal unless specific prohibitions 
are included in this regulatory action. 

(2) Regulate under RCRA Subtitle C !likely using the authorities contained in Section 3004(x) of 
RCRA) 
If EPA was to regulate CCW as a hazardous waste under the RCRA SubtiHe C authorities, 
Virginia would no long'lr allow these materials to be beneficial reused under our CCB 
Regulations (9 VAC 20-85) and, also, there would be no beneficial reuse 
exclusions/exemption under our Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9 VAC 20
80), as well. 

(3) Regulate under a hybrid system of RCRA Subtitles C and 0 
The effect of this option will most likely depend on the regulation developed by EPA. 
Possibly some beneficial uses may still be allowed contingent upon how EPA will classify 
CCW. 

It should be noted that full effect of this action will not be known until propcsed language is 
provided by EPA. However, any decisions to regulate the managemeni and disposal of coal 
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ash will likely have an implication for Virginia's regulatory programs including: the need to 
undertake regulatory action; authorization/approval for implementation (if necessary); budgetary 
impacts; and staffing/workload resource issues related to implementation (i.e., possible 
permitting/compliance/enforcement program impacts. The implications could have a dramatic 
impact on the all ready strained budgets of many state environmental agencies. It is hoped that 
EPA's decision will include review of the work that many states, including Virginia, have 
undertaken to regulate coal combustion waste. 

West Virginia 

I have been regulating coal ash facilities for 26 years for the State of West Virginia. I have 
never found a TClP or other chemical characterization that would indicate that Coal ash could 
be labeled as a hazardous waste. Most of the time the metal concentration which would be the 
main characteristic that could be considered hazardous are at or below MCl for Drinking water. 

Wisconsin 

March 16, 2009 

Matt Hale, Director 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Mail Code 5301P 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

SUBJECT: 	 State Implications of Regulatory Options for the Management of Coal 
Combustion Waste 

Dear Mr. Hale, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input regarding the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's re-evaluation of regulatory options for the management of coal combustion wastes 
(CCW) and the potential implications for State regulatory programs. 

The State of Wisconsin has formally provided testimony and submitted comments on this issue 
in the past, but we wish to reiterate our opposition to regulation of CCW as a listed waste under 
RCRA Subtitle C, or to a hybrid approach, such as has been used with cement kiln dust (CKD). 
Copies of our responses are attached to this letter along with a summary table of our estimated 
rate of beneficial reuse of CCW in 2006. 

To summarize, we believe that regulation of CCW under the current structure of RCRA Subtitle 
C is inappropriate given the level of environmental hazard posed by these materials. We 
remain deeply concerned that such a categorization would have a significant adverse impact to 
our ongoing successful efforts to beneficiilily reuse these materials. This beneficial use 
program avoids the need for landfill space with its associated impacts, reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions, provides for water conservation and reduces energy consumption. We recommend 
that if federal regulation of CCW is determined to be necessary, these wastes be regulated 
using the existing regulatory model for municipal solid waste under Part 258 of RCRA Subtitle 
D. 
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If you have any further questions, please contact Gene Mitchell, Chief of our Recycling and 
Solid Waste Section at (608) 267-9386 or gene.mitchell@wisconsin.gov 

Sincerely, 

Allen K. Shea, Administrator 
Air and Waste Division 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
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VlA·E-MAlLTRANSMISSION 


. Re: Federal Regula,tion of the Disposal of Coal 
Combustipn Waste/U.S, EPA Consultation . 
PursU"1lt to"f'ederalisJ:li"Executiv~ o.rder 13132 

. and the Unfunded Maridates Reform Act 

Dear Mr. Stanislims: 

Onoehalf of the EnVironmental Council of the States (EOOS), I 
am pleased to provide written comm:ents MJoll()w-up to U:R 
EPA's September 16 briefing on its forthcoming proposal to 
regulate Coal Combustion Waste (CCW). . . 

ECOS is thenon-ptofit, non-p¥tisan association of state and 
territorial enVironmental commissioners. The association's. 
position on the I'egula:t1()n ofCCW isartibulated inRe~olution 
08"14 adopted on September 22,2008, entitled "The 
Regulation of Coal C01;nbustion Products" (see Appendix 1). 

In the resolution, ECOS expresses support ofEPA's previous 
assessment that CCW disposal does not warrant regulation as 
hazardous waste under Subtitle C or the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Moreover, ECOS agrees 
With EPA'sfmding in a 2005 study that "the regulatory 
infrastructure is generally in place at the state ievel" to ensure 
adequate management of these wastes. 

Accordingly, the ECOS resolution calls on EPA to con.clude that 
additional federal CCW regulations are unnecessary be~ause 
they would be duplicative of most state programs. In addition, 
the resolution notes that a federal CCW regulatory program 
would require additional resources to revise or amend existing 
state programs to conform to new federal regulatory progrruns. 
It also points out that ECOS supports safe, beneficial reuse of 
CCW, including for geotechnical and civil engineering 
purposes. ECOS membershave expressed serious concernS 
about the chilling effect that any RCRA C or hybrid RCRA CcD 
approach might have on beneficial reuse programs across the 
nation. 

http:vww;ecos.org
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The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) spill in December 2008 brought renewed· 
attention to the question about the need for federal regulation of CCW from coal
fired power plants. EPA has responded with arast-track regulatory process in 
which it is considering fureepossible regulatory scenarios ~ regulation as anon_ 
hazardous wastei.uJ.der Subtitle D; regulation as a llazardous waste under Subtitle 
C; or a hybrid C-D approach. 

ECOS continues to question the value of a federal approach for CCW in light of the 
potential state fiscal impacts, the regulatory implications; and additional concerns 
detailed below. . .. . 

ASTSWMO PHASEI.AND· PHASEUSuRVEYS 

In February 2009,the~CWAdHoCWork~{)UP of the Association of Stateand 
Territorial Solid Waste .!VIanagementOfficials (ASTSWMO) surveyed state w",ste ahd 
water program managers, working in conjunction with ECOS and the Association 
of State and Interstate Water Pollution Control Administrators. The phase I survey 
sought information about state managementpractices for disposal of CCW. The 
survey revealed that, contrary todaims from environmental groups and the media, 
mostStatesregulatdhedisposal ofccw, Tl:Qrty-six out 0[42 States (86%) that 
havefacilities producingCCW havepemutprograms for CCW landfiIls. 

On August 27, 2009, the ASTSW.tVIO CCW Ad Hoc Workgroup conducted a follow
up survey (Phase il) to its February 2009 Coal Combustion Waste Survey of state 
management practices. The purpose of the Phase IT survey was to obtain 
information regarding the costs, workload, and expertise impacts on state 
programs of regulating CCW under the RCRA Subtitle C and RCRA Subtitle D 
regulatory options. 

Both Phase I and Phase il surveys sought infonnationfrom States about the 
beneficial uses of coal ash. An ejqnnple of a beneficial use that is important to 
States is the use of CCW in state highway projects. This use is not only cost
effective for state Departm:entsof Transportation but also diverts these wastes from 
landfiIls. The Amencan Coal Ash Association reports that 43% of CCW is currently 
used in a beneficial way rather than disposed in a landfiIl. If EPA decides to 
regulate CCW as a hazardous waste, most experts agree it will have a chilling effect 
on the beneficial use of CCW. This is only one of the deleterious effects on States of 
the potential federal regulation of CCW as a hazardous waste. ASTSWMO's state 
surveys reveal a nUIilber of other likely adverse impacts. 

All 50 States and the District of Columbia responded to the Phase il survey. 
Obtaining 100% participation of States.in a survey with such a short turnaround is 
remarkable and demonstrates the importance of this issue to the States. 

STATE OPPOSITION TO SUBTITLE C REGULATION 
All state respondents oppose EPA regulation of CCW under RCRA Subtitle C, with 
the exception of two States (one that by statute does not regulate CCWas a solid 
waste and one that does not generate CCW). A major objection to listing CCW as a 
hazardous waste is that the vast state experieIlce with testing CCW using the 
standard EPA test for detennining if a waste is hazardous under RCRA (the 
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Toxicit}'Cha,racteristicH,.achjTlgf'rocedll~e (TciP)) sllow"that it isgen~raJlyriot 
ch~i"-9trTsti~2!ll,r~~<U"~9US. t\~MW0n,,,g~t,,,cl~Y 1&".. ",ti"~el3¥ry~y l''''$u~~F'9=1!l3is .. a 
critic?1j'l())p.t1?e9!"u"" re.~*tiiW:pCw.•.a"a.l"J.~aJ:d0tL~.waste"~1i .1JUl"denso,;"e··,0Jl.' 
fedei"I'illY.lll:lcl~Tfti~ded;!jt~te ...~i"$.te,pr()grm4s .. ~clilJ§~cqY~J.i;~·.t"(!1i9P.I"c.e.~. #PJ:l1.... · 
prote~t!p,g.W;ela~".}:9@!,,~Nt at\Ptb,~.~n,V#q~"IJ.tfi¢.i'e~bYfl(!hTfll~~W'cl~p~ ....•...•...' 
wastes:; ·~rJ\ ..a~.o'«~edge'l3.l:llatt<";:l;'@i9?J1y,pgW.£lJ:ll.!J.~.~E(fely.reW~te.g.a\,·a ..TlOri\' 
h~a,r9()U,s .• "'i"st"}1!'lcler.1ilub~t!ep~tll.~e.. a~p.r()~Ii~teIl;l~~geJ:l1(!Jl.r~Wi4<1icll3""
TIiis'Adinijiistiatl;iiA'S stated policy that regu1ator¥clec~~f9ns ~·1J~])€\seg.9n ...•.. 
sCientific eviderice clemarids that cqW not be .regm~;ted ahe.zardous waste.1.lJ!idt)t
RCAASubtitle C; ,"'C,;" . 

.Ip,n>AC.... ~ij~$~~GH!\~~()"&$W~~TJi:'~dj]~.,.'f'I9!'{' ..... '.'." 
If.C¢Wll1e"Wtlie'."st!"lJIi"'!Jed..~¢i#tifiCtfu"e.shola ..criieria;for.regqlationas.·a.
h~a,r4~~.~\1i~~t~im~;;\tJ?i;qR~.~#()~;9~.§1.l.):rtltl.~5f1y~t~tL.~§PclJWJ~ ..g•. i~•. lJ"l()()t·7·~~··'.···· .•.. 

. niateri~:s!J01ildb~··reguJ!"t~clY~cli;1C'.~uhtitle .. q.·HoweYe,;~.·.,tfll.s.dete~ati<lp.lia~ •.•. 
not be~TlJ;lla,de,atidiiiracttp,~'(}Pl'9~# a,et:~a,tionwasmade.5y"E!i',<}·iTl~·~pOO ' regula1:orydetertniiiatio;", .• '. . .... . . ". . .,'.. , ..., ',' . .,. . 

Aciajoic6n,~m~tha4<i#ri~1()f~kris~, l1igqY~1ltJ;llewastes~hiRhd6npt rpeetthe 
thtesh.>1dcriteriato tli.~'· Subtitle Cmventoryis that those higher threatwasti>s . 
wllichl'lorneeqhe criti;ri.il;!l?d ~~l'Ptimi"t~yw8T'[ant 8)lbtitle Gcong()lswjl1becom~ 
10stil1thel'l~uffl~4J.ietPth!l stagf'l~rihgdilld:.enceiTlvplllme.(~ornillipn ton", < . 
ve'rsusl34 njilliont<>J.}flperyear)and Wjll.diyeg attentiQ):l and yigilancefromthe 
higherthreai:' waste' streams;' . . 

STATE W.ASTE·PROGIwVibAPACITY 
The nsc'!1 im.pact on Statespf E:PA'"prpJ?osec1regtilati6:tlSCatplqtgeign.or~d, .. 
particula,rlym ¥~tpithe b~\iget cris¢ssoJ:l1~,¥ StatI'S€\TeeXPerienFmg,Addf:ig 
the unnecessaiybllTdeTl.OIregn.la,1;ing anon"~azardous waste (i.e;,()ne tilat.dOes 
not nieetRCR1\l1~!"rd~us wastet~stingstandards) under Subtitle C,whichis 
alreadyundernlilded,.. when sornaiiY Stares Bre.imposing stafffurloughs, hiring 
freeze", and layoffs - isuTltbinkable. Regulating CCWal> a.haz;lTd(lus wast~under 
Subtitle Cwillimpose a significantly greater re~ource burdenQn"tate w~t", •. ' . '. 
prograJ:lls than regufa,1:in.g ita.s anon"'hazardous waste u.ndel."SubtitleDi whiCh' '.' . 
many Sta,tes?!,e alre!,tdy cioipg.· . 

When asked how many facili~estp"a,t goula be Elfi'ected by tile new regulajJons.have 
a Subtitle C t!isposalp.ennit,!ll1.141iltatesthat Te~pondeel totbis question said ' 
"u()Tle."The.c(3.paSitytoref'lUlate.those facilities under SUlJ1:itle Cdges not exist in 
most States; Atlt)asi:$8 ~tates"MJfn~edaddition'!1 staff ifEPA regul.ites CCWas a 
hazardouswa"te u:d.derSub~tle C. TheiTlcreased workload 'Will require addition'!1 
technicalexp~rti"e for the various Subtitle C program eleJ:l1ents: permitting, '. 
Inspections (including storage and record-keeping requirements), Financial 
Assurance, Facility-wiele Corrective Action,Closure(In~erim Sta:l:tls), Post"Olosure 
PerInits," Generator /11ansporterRequireme:nts, and Siting Controls. Sever'!1 States 
could not even guess what impact regulating CCW under Subtitle C wouldhaye 011 
their programs, but 29 States estimated that at least 140 Fu.ll TIme EquivalE:nts 
(FI'Es) would have tobe hired ".t a cost of $12M, or anestimated$414K perState. 
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By.coriFia.st, on)}'A~Stil,i;~swn~r~~a.4<#'4qri~#~sif*F'4!egt!l,at~ls.q¢v? tiil4"r . 
Stlbtitl~pj1rfp'Qie:r~o,f~~(,ty..i<::e:.'ts .m~yStat~~~p~jrirflact~4firl!ll'fp.!ill3'" un.der 

. suWl;le:,·~.r~~~ti?At~,~~t~WE'q~,,,#~lC§,!?f.tt\e:.S~l0t.S~ ~.·tlJis.GI?'mJiY";'flJ,,,:t~f'st .. 
m8J9tlty0fStil,t~~1llcJ.j(;,",~e:~thf'tno n.~wIT]!;sWIl1JeA~.~4"d if eQV/Isregw?te:d 
underS¥rt}ti~B:Tf'.eco~fisjijp:.atei~Sigpi.fiq~tl*le:ssas welt Thi; 18 Stales that 
couldestiln",t" l;iP\¥'#~Katl.fli.tip;:'ij1.F"fB:s. ~g\rlc!1J~nee:4e4ifE;PA regulates IZ<CW·· 
under SUPtitl,,:p,es1:iirl,~i:~~tl',Ia.t4p FTEs w(>l:!lcI;.j)e Aeeded ~t!l co»tl?f$3.8M/year 
or anestiJ'Jlateq,.$~~l~B~rSit~te.. . . . . . 

There is no J{)~~t ~1f~d~gCCwtothe Wastes thataice reguia.t~dash.~dbiis 
wast~s wm.b!'··,f's,i~9'itn~4ifti%tlo/;f9(,.~t~fC; •.~l.\1;>9;tl.~'.8l?r91WaJ:ll.13t4'!-t'!'i'e:~"f'dy 

~•••~!!Jr: 

(Jam),ar[/f40071;teve~~4tlil3.tllie·cgst to. states ofll:nl?lelR~I1tjrl.{!; .a'i'0p:tp!~t".'!Il4 .. 
adequf'te~()~ l'rt:>gr$(co)J.v(>ge.q.jQAQOJltlollars) is"atamfu.iiri.um;$275Min. 
stat~ imdJede,ali'ilJ:1~g;Th",stateshare§h()u14be:l!6!'lJV[(25%),witlitfie ........ . 

remainfug··$206Min ••st?'t~ff~at"dou~Was~o;.f'inan.cia). ..Assistimc~·{!;lCan~s,How<:,yer, 
theFY.2008.f<:,de'~"'1'ij;Jr"pdationw,!-S'1ligh,tlyJess .than'hW o£what.$ta,t<:,.s 
needed; ·'Qqn{!;lCessappl".optl~t~4.~10~Mi1".aJ:l'i~1"~~ $.206,M,·fjltates ··!If"~...!l'!;~gL!P .. 

. th~ clifferen.c~fofth~sj, ..f~4~I'~yl"l1,eitl(:!Med.llr.ogr#si¥9nJ, a1ready,straiJ':ed.,~t"te 
budg(jts.'I'hese pro~ii:m~¥ealread'y,stretched toth~l:JI'eiu9ng Pojnt'EXpe9tations 
should not behigh for.?, successfulincorpoT?,tion ofCCW into state Subtitle C . 
programs witho'Ut.the guarantee of commensurf'te,inCJ."~asesinstategrantfunding; 

The differend, ihcosttotheSt~i:es~<:,tWeellS11-btitie C arid SubtitleD is a 
significant factor in 'the currentclirl1a.fe of SubstantiallltateJ:>'Udg~t reyenjle 
shortfalls; Either Way, nearly all States (!'l4%) will not be able to add FTEs to 
accommodate tliead~tional workload wifho"t linanciiU support frgm EPA. 

TRAIlf.m~CosTS . ....., ........ .. . .... '. . •... ..... ... . .. . 

A significantmajorityofStat"s {79%·Ofres,f'ol)djngstatesjindir,;atedstafi"iraining 
wiUbe needed ifQC:wIstegulated under RCRA SUbti1;1e C, ,[,hat is anoth"rcost 
that is not actoulltedfor in the survey results. Notonlywill training be needed, but 
it will also be costly to d"velop.Ther"have bo;en few if any neW Subtitlo; e facilities 
permitted for 1.5-20 years, and most InterlinStatus facility closures were 
performed imdInitiaIOperatingPermits issui:lc;iin the 1980s, Expertise and 
trainingis aSignific*!t iss.ue becauseit has been that lOng since some States have 
gone through, theprciee,Bs needed for permitting a new facility,issuing an initial 
permit to an Interim Status facility;. or.overseeingclosure/pO$t-c!o.sure activities 
and issuinginitial Post,Closurepermits for Interim Status facilities . 

• C".. • 

Fewer States (31% ofJ:esporiding States).willllei;d staff training if eew is regtilated 
under ReRA SubtitleD. 

BENEFICIAL USE .. ... . .. . ... 
A compelling reaSon riot to impose Subtitle C regulations is that the beneficial Use 
of Cew has been very suooessful. As noted above, the vast state experience with 
testing cew shows that it is generally not characteristically hazardous. CCW rarely 
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if ever f<til$ the crit"ri'l- by whicl;1 m'l-terials ru-e detemilned to be hazm-dousw'l-sk 
Regulation underRCRA Subtitle C h'l-s tlie potentialto put ill1 end to mahy ... 
beneficial uses for CCW; In most St'iltes, a primaryrequireIllent forabene.ficial use 
determID'l-tionis that the waste not be hazardous. L'l-beling CCW 'l-hazardous 
w'l-Stewill h'l-ve an 'l-dverse effect on its beneficial use. This h'l-s h'l-ppened 
previOllslywitli 0tl1erPC'~teri>¥s, Fore.x:am,ple,ti1e DllPontEdge)]10or titariium' 
dioxideplant in Del'l-w~", produced ,8: maie,rialcalled "Ir0il Rich" which W'l-S used as 
'l- fill m'l-teriaL It wall used in several cpnstnictionprojects in a pilot project . 
capacity until it wa& deemed to be a J.!stedhazru-dous waste (K178). The SMe is 
now having issues developing a remedial alternative for the stockpile of material 
left in pl'l-c::e, ill1d the tn'l-terial th'l-t is being newly generated is being manageQ.and 
disposed of as hazru-douswaste, 

This concern is als~ supported by theongon:;g controversy and legal challenges 
oVer the recentch'l-ilges tothe'Pefinitipnof Solid Waste (DSW), which Me pri)]1arily 
related to concerns over the appropriateness ,,£relaxing regulatory controls on 
defined hazru-dqu$wastes for the pUFpose of encouraging reuse and recycling. 

DISPOSAL CAPACITY 
The American Coal AshAssociation reports that 43% of CCW is 9'lrrently useQ. in a 
beneficial way ratherthan disposed in a landfill. Currently, 56%, or 75 million 
tons, is not beneficially used. States are concerned that designatingCCW as a 
hazMdous waste under Subtitle C Will prevent beneficial use of CCW(as was the 
C'l-Se With "Iron Rich" lloted above), which Will result in 134 million tons of CCW 
being shipped to hazru-dous waste landfills annually. AccordIDg to EPA's National 
Biennial ReRA Hazardous Waste Report, in 2007 (the most recent data published), 
1.6 million tonsofhazru-Q.ous waste· were received by off "site hazru-dous waste' 
landfills anQ. surface impoundments 
(http://www.epa,govlepawasteiinforesources / data/br07 Inational07.pdf,Exhibit 
3.9). Using a conservative estimate that 2 million tons of hazardous waste is 
disposed at off"site. facilities annually, disposing of CCW as a hazru-dous W'l-Ste will 
result in as much as 67 times more waste being disposed in landfills. Even if 
beneficial use continue" at its current rate, an additional 75 million tons per year 
(or 38 times) more waste Will have to be disposed in hazardous· W'l-Ste landfills 
annually. 

Even more alarming is the fact that disposing of CCW ill hazru-dous waste landfills 
Will consume the Commercial Subtitle C Management C'l-pacity projected for the 
yeru- 2013 in a matter of months. EPA's expected maximum c'l-pacity for Subtitle C 
landfill capacity for 20 13 is 34 million tonS. 
(http://www.epa.gov(esw/hazard/tsd/cap'l-cityiappb lLp@. Assuming all GCW 
will be disposed in commercial Subtitle C l=dfil]s, the 2013 cap'l-cityWill be . 
exhausted within 3 months. Even ifbeneficial use continues 'l-t its current rate, the 
2013 c'l-pacity Will be exhausted in less than 15 months. In the unlikely event that 
beneficisl use continues at its current rate and half of the coal fired utilities seek 
Subtitle C permits for the disposal f'l-cilities that they manage, the 2013 c'l-pacity 
will be consumed in less than one yeru-. Consuming the commercisl hazardeus 
W'l-ste landfill c'l-pacity not only means th'l-tCCW Will begin to pile up unmanaged. 
at utilities, but that the current 2 million tons of hazardous waste generated by 
industry and hazardous waste site remedial activities will also begin to accumulate 
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on~site:ThlsWnrptih~~.Hll1tto~~.p~ftlillc:1HIeitn.j:I~s'9iat~~quir~ OiSPo~~Mt c.. 	 •. 

hazardou~ ·w~sti!sitnciill~veElIlllnd.~rur~ple ilnpacton.vital.indus~esan4f~.SWties 
generatir+g i,learlYb.'\lfQfth~¢qll,Il,1:r:Y'~#eS1;ricB1pow~r. rtcan take ye!1J.'S to.permit 
a newhaZ!1J.'dous waste.laridfill .. '. . 	 ,-, ----.. --- ,'"'''-_. ' 

, ,-". 

StatesafrJlidf!&~rfil.~Bttier~·i~ri9f~4ffi6i,;n.t li!liru:do~swaste ·iaridfill8~p.~City if 
ccw iSc:1esigp:a.ted ah~ai:doliswaste;as refi!)ct",qin tlj",Phase II sll,rvey. .

'-, --: ,,--'-'.'- '-.------ -- ,--"",""; --',--,- ' -. ,-"--_.'. -'-,;. -,-"'---- '-- _.. _- .. 

· .;~~~~~~~~~q~4~~~t.~~~~i~1~~~~~~f:~~~.ef~ti"g 

• 	 8,6%():f.State~~esP9~#gt0tlie qll,esti6nMI(~~~~ '~eW,.Ofr:site"2dPC1.C;(W 

to be sjtec:1ifSI:.!'i'A~ ;~g;ulatec:1""si'lllilUrdOUS waste. . . . 

C9~ver'"ely/ainltlpriW;~f;~t~tRs~~y~~¥~8i~~tPemutt~'ct¥iqi!c1i~#d()~$~~~t~· .. 
disposalcapa.cilYfol'ceW"M?tethhl1llarrOfillg£. P~lD:lit~etl capa"it,YtsI6sa:t~tl ilri
site at tb.egenergt()I'fac:ility;WJiiC:b.'sigrWica.t1tlYreducesth~imlountofcohla.sh· . 
that must betranspoffedfordispos81. . 

• 	 (J1/.ly~l%.ofStates r,espo~r:lln~tothe qj:lestion·d~rr:ot1t(Z#e.,sutfi,C;f:'i!/l~ 
exlsti1/.g perm,ittf'I11/.~n.htiZarCiouswCJStediSpos,:d·cqpaCiiYrorall¢SW
iri-state, .. . . .. .. . 

• OnIY85%bf$f~4esre$rJoltilli1~t6th~qu"stl0n.Uk.il,neea·n¢wcqjsite·
capacity to<besited if CCW is'regUlat6d as nQno;baz!1J.'do1+S waiite. .... 

Transportationisslies ass~ciate~~~ CCWd~si~ated ..1:hk~dOUS waste is ••• 
another cause for cOOccem} Accordingto ]j)P:,'slllost recen~da~a,7 nillli0ntonsof 
hazardous w~t" w~ 'Shipped ipone yearby 16,258 shippers.. ........ < ... . 

(http://www.epa;gov/e!¥l",aste linforesollrcesldata/b~07 lJ.'latioruil07.pdf, Exhibit 
3.1),Eacl1Stat",.ha"rig~rouflst~d~d~for ~censiri~ hazardOUs.wa"ie ,,' '.... , 
transporters'l\1o~tCC!Wisc1,<ITC:l:ptly D;lanaged 6n~site .at tliegeneration fadlio/: If 
the1l1at(jnal b",comesrC:l~la:ted~s ahaz~dbtis walilte,it il;ljikely that.llluc)1.of this 
D;latenalWill fuen be.1l1lWagedbjf-site, wliichWill increase hazardouswll"t~.· 
transportation by ull to 20 times more waste than the cumint aIJ,Il,ual rate.Th" 
inlpact on transportgtion infrash"ucture andcOllll1luniti~s tirrougb. wllich this new 
"hazardous waste" Will. betranspOrtedwillbeoverwhehriing. Only a han<ifu.lM 
States hgve cornmerciaJ.SuJ:)tifjeC landfills., wbichD;leanstbat most CCW Will have 
to be shipped olitof state.. 

ROO.ULAT(JRY.·B.URD... , EN 
Drafting, proposing,andfinaliZirig regulations is alabor~intensive and qosPy 
process. Currently, 3.6 OUt of 42 States have CCW solid waste permitprogrru;il.s for 
CCWlandfills (8.6%). Only three States r~sponded "no" ahdthre~ States did not 
respond. Most Statesregul...teCCW undergeneial,solid waste regulations (1-3%) 
and general industrial waste iegillations(43%);·Several StaJes use regulations. 
specifically designed .for CCW (29%). Many States volunta.ri.lyinlpose ~uIn ., 
penormance standards (such as those being considered by EPA for reg;ulatioIl, of 
CCW), demonstrating that minimum federal Subtitle Drequirements Will be 
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sufficient to enSUre that state regulation ofCCW is protective of human health and 
the environment.. 

. 

... 

. 

'Percentage of Responding states with 
CCW' Landiillswith Specific 
"ReguiatoryReqnirementS 

....... . ...... 
" 

..... '. 

Regulatory . Percentage 
Requirement 

." 
, 

'. 
Bott:oiIlLiller 64% 

',' . '. ,., ... .. 

(ZW Mon,itodng 
. 

81% 
.' .,. ", .... . 

• 
.' 

.. . ... '." .. ".' 
. 

52%:LeachateCoHection' ".,. .',. .... . . 
.'Final.Cover System 79% 

,'. . ". c, 
.' 

Pi>stClosureCare 79% 

Siting Controls 83% 
.. 

COlTective Action 
. '.' 

86% 
. , 

Structural Stability 
.. ' 

69% 

Financial 
69%AssuranCe . 

If EPA designates CCWas a hazardous waste, all 48 RCRA-authorized states will 
have to develop new Subtitle C regulations,despite the fact that regulation under 
Subtitle D will provide sufficient protection of health and the environment..This is a 
very costly and unnecessary burden that will divert resources from more 
productive activities. 

FEDERAL VERSUS STATE AUTHORITX 
EPA acknowledges that CCW can be safely regulated under Subtitle D. EPA 
suggests there are two primary reasons that EPA may propose Subtitle C 
regulation: 1) Subtitle D does not allow federal enforcement except under citizen 
suits; and 2) EPA cannot require States to permit landfills under Subtitle D. 

Enforcement 
EPA suggests that Subtitle C is necessary so that EPA will have direct enforcement 
authority. States are held accountable by their citizens through state statutes and 
obligations to reglilarly inspect landfills and investigate complaints, and to atilize 
state enforcement authority as warranted. Subtitle D requires state programs to 
have the necessary enforcement authority as part of the federal approval prpcess. 
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~oo.··· 

LJi:Gl~LATIVEi~~~' ,"', ..•.•• ,' ......•.. .... . . ... 

- -. - . . . . . ,. ,--- - 

Thi~aPRr;oM~h~9~eri'Wq9~s,llfplJorInor.~tl1~.acieqf'-ci~f'-s}'vid~ncedbyj:he
reIativeabse)ic~offecl~ral cit!z~nsjl{tsor dento:O.stta,'t:6clf:;tiIure of state Subtitle D 
progrflll1s.The.~t~te'" .are.npt aWar~OrJl:l.'11\e"!lre~s~g .g9~cerns.n;gar~gthi~., .• , •• 
state~ba"ed eIlforgeOlelltappi0a.chlnthemUiliciPalsolidwaste larJ.dfill program.'. 
A simil.ar Subti~<;i "p<'-pprof'-gh9arJ. SU(;q"!'lsftjliy~nsureC0nlPlia11c¢With niiniI!IUtn· 
federal sta11daids fo}" q8W?i~p()~WJacilitic:!s. . . . . 

Permittin!}R~C!liirem~~t ..·.·.i.· ... ...,..' ,., ...... ' 
Whl,ie, E::f>A C;~l1g~w~~uire~a,~~t~t~S pet:ri1itSllptit\~I~fa9i,li.~t::#)lIl.0st St!3.t~s 'dOBO 
without a mder'4lIl.f14(late.1\s&e.a(ly~~p~sse:ci;.1l,~TS~¥9·~rff'-~e I suryey.. ..... .. 
reyealecit4~t· •.~6.out"of.4~§tate§jri''l'l:licli.CqVf.i.s~';pel"'i\t~d,.h;i.y~..permit.progtams 
Jar qCWl"11dfiJ)SW6o/c,)"OnI:y.3S~t..,srespoFl~ed"riQ~·'arJ.d3Sta:t~~ did not 
'l'ellpq~q;Ih1JjQsiBg.1@~nl~!,elltrWge~treq1l'!I"~ep.i~.¢,~ul:,tit)'e8~egulati<>11 oM,.......•.... 
State~ t()J"n"titethatl:hey'petmitfaciJ:itie~i~notjui'tifiea..whennic.ist States already·•...... 

EPA'llprOposed regnlatiQnofCCWWillhaveilsigcificfLI1tilnpact on both. state· 
exec1,ltiveand legislaJ:tve brarJ.Ghes.Whether EPJ\.prQPosesregulation as hazardous 
(Subtitle Cjornoh-hazardous (Sup:tltle P); .f\lndingsBte ~l1vir()11nlerit~Elgency 
program"Will1:>eC;0nl""v~nmOl;e cjiff1.c;;uk TJ:ie by,dg~t irl:!PEi.ct Will b~ more 
substarJ.tialjfEPA proBos",s r"guIEttiD;g GqW.as all8.Zardolls.waste, not..only 
Qecause·the C;O!it.w.ill be greaterfor.~llbtit1e.C.regLl!l3.ti?'1,1:>}it.a1so.EI~notedabove, 
because federalfup.~gf?J: stat~h"lZardouswl3.ste programs;s alreadyonly half of 
what States neepfi:olrlthe fed(lr~govemrn~l1t\~ft1nci !,ciequElte. S:ubtitle. q)core 
prqgtams. Man~a.ting anothersignificaht fedetEtlstaiidard [ortliese programs 
without cbmmensura~eguara11teesofinc:real1edancl s.llst..m,edfederal fup.ding 
support will be devastating t() state environmental program. bpdgets. 

!Ii the Ai;lTSWMO survey, States also col1ll1iented on other legislative impacts of 
EPA's proposedregula.tion of CCW, Forexainple: 

FI()rida ... . . . '. '.. 
"r(USEPAdedde~ to call coal ash a hazardous waste und(lJ.'Subtitle C,then 
current Floric:ia law (S<;lctiqn 403.7222, Florida Statutes) would prohlbit the 
disposal of thlscoal ash'in landfills urilessitwasfir~t tt<;lf'-tecl tOb!=, non
hazardoUS. This couIc:iaddtrelIl.endous co~ts to the power industtyfor IIlanElWg. 
this material. Th!=,ywoutdeither have to treat th.eir ash beroredisposal ot ship it 
out of state fpr di"posaL It is. also likely that if existing disposal areas were 
disturbed after [EPA] determi11ed coal ash was'a hazardous waste, then these old 
disposal ",itescouId become hazardous waste disposal units too." 

Kansas 
"Ka11sasstate law prol:libits the larJ.clfilling of;hazardouswaste so our laWs wou1ci 
eitherneed to be changed Qrall waste would need to be exp.ort.ed which is totally 
imprac;tical.".. . 

Michigan 
"RCRA Subtitle C wastes in Michigan are currently regulated under Part Ill, 
Hazardous Waste Management, of the Natural Resources and Environmental 

http:exp.ort.ed
http:irl:!PEi.ct
mailto:l'ellpq~q;Ih1JjQsiBg.1@~nl~!,elltrWge~treq1l'!I"~ep.i~.�,~ul:,tit)'e8~egulati<>11
http:simil.ar


Prote~tiort Act (N~P.A.). The re~l'l-1i()tJ,of~oa1. a!>B under full RCRA. Subtitle·C 
would endthe current benefiCial iisesof coal ash.. Existingsurlace impotl,l'ldm(!rtts· 
l'Uld laIldiill" would1Jf:~ubjectto more stiU:tgent design standards andi>'6~H . 
require either. ·1) rettofittingof ex,istirigJanatills (ifevenpossibl~) oJ: 2)cipiml'(!9f . 
those disposal facilities; lITeither ofthese options could be iInplement~4: . ..
immediately";,' .. .... . 	 . 

CONCLusioN 

Inlighfof thefactsan4arguments pi.iserited~bove, Eeos ~~ertstIi~£t1i~f;d~rai
regulatiol'l of9CWisunw~anted; .. .. . . . 

0.n.ceagain,EcqSappreqilolt",sthe Opportunity t()e]J.gage.in. earlycOtJ,,,t4t~ti()tJ,.!n . 
.	tm~ rulel31a.j{ing.lf youBaveanyqjl!ls'l:ions or1,'leedadditional ~foffi1itti8~;.(lleaii" 
donothesiti3.t!l t()conta<ltm.!lat(202)624~3660.oi sbr?wn@sso;org.Altematively; 
you may. cO]J.tactl,i'l-l'I.ai:!;;;iyn1whostaffs.th.eECOSWftste.9ommittee, at'(202).624. 3674 or Ip2lrlsie@sSo,or!i!, .. ..... ........ ...... . ..... . 


R,Steven Brown· 

E>cecutive Director 
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....... 

M:·· 
Ecos· 
Resolu.tlon NumberQik14 
A~Pf9YeclS~Rl~?er~~, .~(J08
Briili~on, Mis$otifi. . . . 

As c",rlifie(!1:)y 
R. st~iien BroWii 

Ex:"ditiii(';.J:)ii-~i;t9:r ..... 


. THE ItE6tJiAfioN OF COALCClMBUSTIONI>R()))ub+s 
WgERF;AS,Thti1980~~vi#Amenc!nlendo fue Resource Conservatioll and· 
Recovery Act. (RCRi\:):riiquire~ theU'S3,.ElLyiroPJl"!eXltEllproteotion AgeIlc:v (lJSEPA) 
to "c?ndu:cta.cl~f.ail~?llndceJl"!pr~eIll5liv~ stLldYand~u1JIlJitar~port" toCqngresil 
on the "<1,cly~rse.eIfe~ts(jIlhuinan h~althang. the ellVirollJl"!ent, nany, of the •... 
dispo$a1.~dutllj~~!i\iri"of flyash,bottomash, slag, flue gar> emission control 
wastes;a:p:dOth<o>t¥ypro(!:qcts from the.corilbustion of coal and other fossil fuels 
and "to consider ac40Ils of state and other federal agencies with a view to avoiding 
duplicationofeffGrt;"arld ... . 

WHEREAS, USEPA conducted the comprehensive study required by the Bevill . 
Amendment and reported its findings toCongress on March, 8, 1988 and on March 
31, 1999, and in both Reportsrecollllllencied that aoal COmbustion wastes (CCW) 
not be regulated as hazarcious waste under RCRA Subtitle C; and 

WHEREfl.S, on August 9, 1993, USEPA published a regulatory determination that 
regulation of the four large volume coal combustion wastes (fly·ash, bottom ash, 
boiler slag, and flue g~s~mission control waste) as hazardous waste under RCRA 
Subtitle C is "unwarranted;" and 

WHEREAS, on May 22, 2000, USEPA published a final regulatory determination 
that fGssil fuel combustion wastes, including coal cGmbustion wastes, "do not 
warrant regulation [as hazardous waste] under Subtitle C of RCRA," and that "the 
regulatory infrastructureis generally in place at the state level to ensure adequate 
management of these wastes;" and . 

WHEREAS, USEPA is under no statutory obligatipn to promulgate federal 
regulations applicable to CCW disposal folloWing the regulatory determination that 
hazardous waste regulation of CCWdisposal is not warranted, and throughout the 
entire Bevill regulatoryprocess,CCW dispOSal has remained a state regulatory 
responsibili1;yand the states have developed and implemented robust regulatory 
programs tailored to the wide-ranging circumstances of CCW management 
througbout the country; and 
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WHERJj;AS, In:2005, USEPAandthe u.s. DepartmentofEnergy (lJOE)publisl1eda. 
"tudy <;Jf CCW dispos!ilfadli\:ifCs c()l1stiuctea ()rexp~aedsipce 1994;aIl'd,"vo~ving; 
state XfC&tilato:ry l?~o~arnstlJ.;;ttfouna:'St"te C9\!1reg1Jl"tory xequiremen,ts 1:taye . 
beCOlnemore stringl;l1t in recenty-ears,the vafjt!llajorii;y of n!!w.and expand!!d.· 
CCWdisposalfaci1ities.l1avestate-of-tJ:te-ati:e11~oJ:)m¢ntal.contrD1s;Jwd deVi,!!-tioI).S·· 
j"tomstate tegulatoryreqllirements were being gl-Et11t " aonly on the basis of "ound 
technic.,J.(:riteria;~d· .. . . 

WHEREAS,the ~tateshave demonstrated a continuing Gommitment to e11.sllre 
proper manageIllent()fC;CWsEt11d seve,al~"t<tteshayeEt1111.0Il11.-ced prol?os.,J.sfor 
reVising,rnd upgradingtl:J,ei1" state CCW reg1Jlatoiyprogrru;ns. 

NOW; THEREFORE BElTRESOLVED THAT'I'BEENVrRONMENTAL COlJNCILOF< ... 
THESTA.TES: •.. . .. 

Agrees with USEPA's"ssessment tl1atCCW di~posal dOeS notw$antregulatlOn 
as hazardouswasks uOlder ~CRA SubtitleC;and . 

Agreeswith USJtPA'sfinding intl1e 2005stlldy previously cited that "the regulatdry 
infras~ctute is generally.in p1"ceat the stat!! level to ensure adequate . 
manageIllentofthesewastes" and b!ilieyes tJ:tat stat<lsshould contIDlle to bethe 
ptiucipal i-egulatory,!!-uthority fOJ: regulating <;JC\!1 as they are best suited todevel()p 
and implement CCW regulatory programs tailored to specific climate and geological 
conditions designed to protect human health and the environment; and 

Supports safe, beneficial reuse of CCW, including for geotechnical and civiJ. 
engineering purp()sesj and 

Believes that the adoptionand implementation of a federal CCW regulatory 
program would create an additionwlevel of oversight that is not warranted, would 
be duplicative of existing st"te regulatory programs, and require additional 
resources to revise or amend existing state programs to confoITIJ. to new federal 
regulatory programs and to seek US EPA program approval; and 

Therefor!' calls upon USEPA to conclude that additional f!'deral CCW regulations 
would be duplicative of most state programs, are unnecessary, and should not be 
adopt!'d, and instead, calls upon EPA to begin a collaborative dialogue with th!' 
states to develop and promot!' ·a national framework for beneficial use of CCW 
including use principles and guidelines, and to accelerate the development of 
markets for this material. 
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Resolution 08~14 


Approved September 22, 2008 

Branson, Missouri 


As certified by 
R. Steven BroWll 

Executive Director 


THE REGULATION OF COAL COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 

WHEREAS, The 1980 Bevill Amendment to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) requires the U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency (USEPA) to "conduct a detailed and 
comprehensive study and submit a report" to Congress on the "adverse effects on human health 

and the environment, if any, ofthe disposal and utilization'! of fly ash, bottom ash, slag, flue gas 


. emission control wastes, and other byproducts from the combustion of coal and other fossil fuels 

and "to consider actions of state and other federal agencies with a view to avoiding duplication of 
effort"; and 

WHEREAS, USEPA conducted the comprehensive study required bythe Bevill Amendment and 
reported its findings to Congress on March 8, 1988 and on March 31, 1999, and in both Reports 
that recommended that coal combustion wastes (CCW) not be regulated as hazardous waste under 
RCRA Subtitle C; and 

WHEREAS, on August 9, 1993, USEPA published a regulatory detennination that regulation of 
the four large volume coal combustion wastes (fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas 
emission control waste) as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C is "unwarranted"; and 

WHEREAS, on May 22, 2000, USEPA published a final regulatory determination that fossil fuel 
combustion wastes, in~luding coal combustion wastes, "do not warrant regulation [as hazardous 
waste] under Subtitle C ofRCRA," and that "the regulatory infrastructure is generally in place at 
the state level to ensure adequate management of these wastes"; and 

WHEREAS, USEPA is under no statutory obligation to promulgate federal regulations applicable 
to CCW disposal following the regulatory determination that hazardous waste regulation ofCCW 
disposal is not warranted, and throughout the entire Bevill regulatory process, CCW disposal has 
remained a state regulatory responsibility and most of the states have developed and implemented 
robust regulatory programs tailored to the wide-ranging circumstances of CCW management 
throughout the country; and 

WHEREAS, In 2005, USEPA and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published a study of 
CCW disposal facilities constructed or expanded since 1994 and evolving state regulatory 
programs that found: state CCW regulatory requirements have become more stringent in recent 
years, the vast majority of new and expanded CCW disposal facilities have state-of-the-art 
environmental controls, and deviations from state regulatory requirements were being granted 
only on the basis of sound technical criteria; and . 



WHEREAS, the states have demonstrated a continuing commitment to ensure proper 
management of CCWs and several states have announced proposals for revising and upgrading 
their state CCW regulatory programs. 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL OF 
THE STATES: 

Agrees with USEPA's assessment that CCW disposal does not warrant regulation as hazardous 
wastes under RCRA Subtitle C; and 

Agrees with USEPA's finding in the 2005 study previously cited that "the regulatory 
infrastructure is generally in place at the state level to ensure adequate management ofthese 
wastes" and believes that states should continue to be the principal regulatory authority for 
regulating CCW as they are best suited to ·develop and implement CCW regulatory programs 
tailored to specific climate and geological conditions designed to protect human health and the 
environment; and 

Supports safe, beneficial reuse ofCCW, including for geotechnical and civil engineering 
purposes; and 

Believes that the adoption and implementiltion of a federal CCW regulatory program would 
create an additional level of resources and oversight that is not warranted, would be duplicative of 
existing state regulatory programs, and require additional resources to revise or amend existing 
state programs to conform to new federal regulatory programs and to seek USEPA program 
approval; and 

Therefore calls upon USEPAto conclude that additional federal CCW regulations would be 
duplicative of most state programs, are unnecessary, and should not be adopted, and instead, calls 
upon EPA to begin a collaborative dialogue with the stiltes to develop and promote a national 
framework for beneficial use of CCW including use principles and guidelines, and to accelerate 
the development of markets for this material. 
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Office of ~()Iid Waste and Emergency Response 


. U.S, Ellyir9!lID\ll1talP~?te¢tionAgency 
1200 pennsylvania Avenue; mv 
Washington, DC"··20460 

Dear Ms. Bodine: 

I ~11l wijtipg regardiiIgstepscurr~ntly under C6nsideration by the U.S. 
Enviro1101entalProtectionAg~ncy (EPA)conceming the regulation ofeoal 
combUSflon wastes (CCVis).ThllWast€! Committee of the Environmental 
G()~nciloftheSt1)tes(EGOS) i~cl9sely moniioriilg the proc~s, and the 
fulIECbSmeTb~rs~p 11layconsider an association position 9n the isJue 
at the ECOSAnnual Meeting in September if:EPA continues it&path 
toWam promulgation of afederal regiJlation ontbis matter. 

As you know, EPAw~sdirec!ed by the 1980 Bevill Amendment to the 
Resource Conservation and ReGovery Act (RCRA) to "conduct a detailed 
and comprehensive study and submit a report to Congress on the adverse 
effects on human health and the environment, if any, ofthe disposal and 
utilization offly ash waste, bottom ash waste, slag waste, flue gas 
emission control waste, and other byjlroduct materiitlsgenerated primarily 
from the combustion ofcoal or other fossil fuels" (RCRA §8002(n), 42 
U.S.C. § 6982(n». EPA conducted that study and reported its findings in 
R~orts to Congress ()n March 8, 1988 and on March 31,1999. In both 
reports, EPA recommended that CCWs not be regulated as hazardous 
waste under RCRA Subtitle C. 

On August 9, 1993, EPA published its regulatory determination as 
required by the Bevill Amenehnentthat ''regulation of the four large 
volume fossil-fuel combustion wastes [Le., CCWs]as hazardous waste 
under RCRA Subtitle C is unWarranted" (58 Fed. Reg. 42466,42472). On 
May22,200D, EPA published a final regulatory determination that fossil 
fuel combustion wastes, ipc1uding CCWs, "do not warr.ant regulation las 
hazardous waste] under subtit1¢ C ofRCRA" (65 Fed. Reg. 32214). In that 
determination, EPA found that "the regulatory infrastructure is generally 
in place at the state level to ensure adequate management ofthese wastes" 
(id. at 32217), but EPA also announced its intention to develop national 
regulations for CCW disposal under Subtitle D ofRCRA (id. at 32215). 

http:www,ecos.org
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Throughoufthe Bevillp!ocesS, CCWdispbsalhas remaineda. state regulatoiy 
responsibility, and the states have t*en the initiative to develo]l and implement 
effective reg1.!latorypro~aJl1S t~ilored tq the wide-ranging circutl1stances.of9C:w.·· 
managementthrollgh()ll1: fuecountry;The EeOS WasleCommittee has concluded 
that the pri.ncipa1authgrity for regulatillg Cr;W shoulgfemainat the state level. 
The.col1l1l1itteeSallsupollEPA.to concllidethat federal regulation ofCGwis .. 
unnecessary, and therefore should not be adopted. . . 

Sincerely, 

R. Steven Brown 

ECOS Executive Director 
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June 29, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Director 
Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
US Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

RE: EPA Regulation of Coal Combustion Residue 
lM()\t~ ,

Dear~ , 

I understand that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is considering changes to the 
current regulation of coal combustion residue (CCR), including potential regulation under RCRA 
Subtitle C. Reportedly, EPA intends to propose rules by the end ofthis year; I would like to take 
this opportunity to provide comments on Arizona's preferred federal approach to CCR 
regulation. The Arizona Department ofEnvironmental Quality (ADEQ) believes that CCRs 
should not become a listed hazardous waste. 

ADEQ believes Arizona has the appropriate regulatory, framework in place to be protective of 
human health and the environment concerning CCR management units that do not receive 
hazardous waste. ADEQ's Aquifer Protection Pennit Program addresses potential discharges to 
the groundwater from these units; in addition, the Arizona Department ofWater Resources 
(ADWR) Dam Safety Program regulates dam integrity and safety. 

Aquifer Protection Permit Program 
Under Arizona law, CCR surface impoundments, pits, ponds, lagoons, and landfills are 
considered "discharging" facilities which require an Aquifer Protecnon Pennit (APP). APP 
applicants are subject to a very rigorous pennitting process. Some ofthe most critical 
requirements p'rovide the applicant must demonstrate that the best available demonstrated control 
technology will be used to ensure the greatest degree ofdischarge reduction from the facility and 
that aquifer water quality standards (A WQS) will not be violated in the aquifer as a result of 
discharges from the fadlity(ifthe level ofa pollutant in the aquifer already exceeds the A WQS at 
the time ofpennit issuance, the applicant must demonstrate that the aquifer will not be further 
degraded by the facility). In addition, the applicant must demonstrate that it has the necessary 
fmandal and technical capability to operate and close the facility in accordance with APP 
requirements. 
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Dam Safety Program 
The ADWR, Dam Safety and Flood Mitigation Division regularly conducts safety inspections of 
CCR "dams." Arizona statutes and niles define a dam as an,artificial barrier over 25 feet in 
height or capable ofstoring more tban 50 acre-feet ofwater. The objective ofArizona's Dam 
Safety Pro gram is to maximize tbe protection of tbe public against loss of life and property by 
reducing tbe likelihood of catastrophic failure of dams within its jurisdiction. Rules were 
developed to facilitate and provide guidelines for the safe design, Construction, operation, 
maintenance and removal ofdams in jurisdiction. Detailed rules for dam safety procedures are 
found in Arizona Administrative Code, RI2-15-1201 et seq. Furtbermore, dams designated as 
having "high hazard potential" are inspected annually by a professional engineer. 

We believe tbat ADEQ's Aquifer Protection Pennit Program andADWR's Dam Safety Program 
provide the appropriate regnlatory framework to safegnard human healtb and tbe environment 
from the potential impacts of CCR management units tbat do not receive hazardous waste. As 
such, ADEQ agrees witb tbe ECOS Waste Committee when it concluded in the June 5, 2008 
letter that tbe "principal autbority for regulating coal combustion wastes should remain at tbe 
state level." 

ADEQ looks forward to continued discussions witb EPA on CCR regulation prior to publication 
ofproposed rules. Should you have any questions specific to our comments, please feel free to 
contact Amanda Stone, ADEQ's Waste Programs Division Director, at 602-771-4567. 

Cc: Herb Guentber, Director, Arizona Department ofWater Resources 
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ARKANSAS 
Department of Environmental Quality 

April 9, 2009 

US Environmental Protection Agency 
Attn: Matt Hale 
Director, Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
USEPA Headquarters, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Mail Code 5301 P 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

The Arkansas Department of Environmental (ADEQ) appreciates the opportunity to work with 
the EPA and provide comments on the potential development of federal regulations addressing 
coai combustion waste (CCW). ADEQ has reviewed in detail the various options that are under 
consideration. Should it be determined that CCW must be regulated through federal regulation, 
it is our opinion that the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), Subtitle D option 
would be the appropriate approach. 

The State of Arkansas currently successfully manages CCW through our Subtitle D program as 
do many other states. The Subtitle D approach can address any concern regarding the design and 
operation of a CCW disposal facility through the establishment of a federal design standard and 
routine inspection and monitoring. ADEQ's regulation of CCW through a Subtitle D program is 
an example of how this can be accomplished while providing the necessary human health and 
environmental protections and while promoting the successful beneficial use of CCW. It is 
Arkansas's experience that CCW is a low toxicity waste that generally does not exceed RCRA 
Subtitle C based hazardous waste characteristics. The regulation of CCW through RCRA 
Subtitle C including the Subtile C contingent management option (hybrid approach) would have 
detrimental effects on beneficial use of the material and subject the state and the industry to 
burdensome requirements without a clear benefit. 

The State of Arkansas appreciates your approach in requesting state input in the development of 
a regulatory approach to address CCW. We feel that our experience, as well as other states, in 
successful regulation of CCW over the past two decades is valuable and look forward to working 
with you on the development of a national CCW regulatory approach. 

Sincerely 

J. Ryan Benefield, P .E. 

Deputy Director 
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March 31, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Director 

USEPA's Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 

USEPA Headquarters 

Ariel Rios Building, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W. 

Mail Code 5301 P 

Washington, DC 20460 


RE: EPA Proposed Regulations of Coal Combustion Waste 

Mr. Hale: 

Coal combustion waste is managed as a solid waste in Colorado. Thewaste is managed in 
accordance with the requirements of the Solid Wastes and Disposal Sites and Facility Act 
(Title 30, Article 20, Part 1; the Act) and the Regulations Pertaining to Solid Waste Sites and 
Facilities (6 CCR 1007-2, Part 1; the Regulations). The wastes are typically disposed of in 
monofills designed, constructed, operated, closed and monitored pursuant to all applicable 
requirements, most notably Section 3 (Subtitle D landfill design requirements) of the 
Regulations. 

Facilities may apply for the beneficial use of coal combustion waste pursuant to Section 8 
(Recycling) of the Regulations. Section 8 requires that the re-use of the material is a 
demonstrable beneficial use via the replacement of raw material and does present a risk or 
threat to human health or the environment. This process includes the submittal and approval 
of a design and operations plan prior to re-use of the material. The Design and Operation plan 
must include geotechnical, chemical and other applicable testing of the coal combustion waste 
and the re-usable configuration of the material as a demonstration of acceptable material 
reuse. We believe the solid waste regulation of the waste material and the beneficial reuse is 
a safe and protective regulatory construct for coal combustion waste. 

Charles G. Johnson, Unit Leader 

Solid Waste and Material Management Unit 

Solid and Hazardous Waste Program 

Hazardous Materials and Waste Management Division 
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April 27, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Director 
Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest 
Mail Code 5301 P 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Mr. Hale, 

The purpose of this letter is to notify the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) of the Department's opinion that coal ash generated in Florida should not be 
regulated as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). The Department is concerned that this would add an 
unnecessary regulatory burden to coal-fired power plants in the state and would 
adversely affect the recycling of coal ash. Our specific concerns about this matter are 
listed below. 

1. 	 If EPA determines that coal ash is a hazardous waste under Subtitle C, then 
current Florida law (Section 403.7222, Florida Statutes) would prohibit the 
disposal of this coal ash in Florida's landfills unless it was first treated to be non
hazardous. This would greatly increase costs to facilities that generate coal ash, 
since they would either have to treat their ash before disposal or ship it out of 
state. It is also likely that ifexisting disposal areas in Florida were disturbed after 
EPA determined coal ash was a hazardous waste, then the coal ash in these old 
disposal sites would have to be managed as hazardous waste too. In addition to 
being a financial burden, this would discourage use or removal of coal ash in 
existing disposal areas. 

2. 	 If EPA decides to call coal ash a hazardOUS waste under Subtitle C, then it may 
Significantly reduce the beneficial use of this material unless EPA also creates 
some special exemptions. For example, would cement plants that have for years 
used coal ash in the manufacturing of Portland cement now be considered 
hazardOUS waste treatment facilities? Also, the Department has approved the 
use of some coal ash in the construction of roads. Based on analytical testing, 
there was no reason to believe the ash exhibited a hazardous characteristic. The 
Department does not allow the use of coal ash unless it has data showing the 
use of the ash will not cause ground water contamination or pose an 
unacceptable human health risk. However, if coal ash is defined as a hazardous 
waste by EPA, then the Department would not allow its use in the construction of 
roads. 

"A4ore Protection, Less Process" 
Wlfll'V. dep.stale/!.us 
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3. 	 The Department does not have any data to suggest that coal ash used in 
projects that have been reviewed in Florida failed the Toxicity Characteristic 
Leaching Procedure (TCLP). While the Department agrees that in the past there 
have been some cases of adverse environmental effects from the disposal of 
coal ash in unlined areas, declaring all coal ash to be a hazardous waste 
because of these cases does not appear to be supported by the data. 

4. 	 Florida has some coal-fired power plants that are co-located near gypsum. 
wallboard manufacturers. These power plants transport their flue gas 
desulfurization (FGD) sludge by conveyor belt directly to the wallboard facility for 
beneficial use. Some FGD sludge in Florida is also used as a gypsum soil 
amendment by peanut farmers. The Department believes these uses of FGD 
sludge are beneficial and safe, and it would be inappropriate to define this 
material as a hazardous waste. 

5. 	 As has been noted in comments from ASTSWMO and other states, Florida 
continues to believe that the management of coal ash can and should continue to 
be regulated by the states without the need for additional federal oversight. 
While we agree that coal ash has not always been properly managed in the past, 
the Department is aware of no data in this state that suggests that ash disposal 
areas constructed with a liner system that is less stringent than would be 
required for a hazardOUS waste landfill pose any significant environmental threat. 

The Department understands these new concerns about coal ash arose because 
of the coal slurry impoundment failure at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Kingston 
Fossil Plant in Tennessee. The Department agrees that this is a huge problem needing 
EPA's attention. We recommend EPA consider providing more training and materials 
for conducting adequate slurry impoundment inspections. We also believe EPA should 
encourage power plant facilities to convert from wet to dry processes to minimize these 
kinds of risks in the future. But, for the reasons stated above, the Department does not 
believe EPA should decide to define coal ash as a hazardous waste since this would 
likely create more problems than it solves. 

We greatly appreCiate your consideration of this matter. If you have any 
questions or need additional information, please feel free to contact Richard Tedder, 
P.E. at (850) 245-8735, or at richard.tedder@dep.state.fI.us. 

Sincerely, 

t1MF.~"Y' 

Charles F. Goddard, Chief 
Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste 

CFG/rt 
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Excerpt from 

Compilation of State Comments received bv ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31,2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Hawaii 

Hawaii does not have any coal ash surface impoundments. However, we do have a couple of 
coal combustion plants whose ash is managed in-state. We have developed a risk-based 
approach in evaluating reuse options, and believe that our scientific approach is defensible. 
Based on the analytical data from the coal ash generated in Hawaii, we do not believe that 
Subtitle C nor a Subtitle C-D hybrid is appropriate. Even a Subtitle D disposal requirement, if 
similar to MSW Landfills, is questionable. Hawaii has provided EPA with substantial comments 
on their proposed guidelines for risk evaluation of coal ash in the last year or so, and we still 
believe that it's the direction that EPA should take, if any. 

1 
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ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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DciUG~AS P. SCOTi-, o"REcrO~ 
217/524-3300 

July 17, 2009 

Lisa J;,ckson 
Administrator 
u.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

, Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 110 lA 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Proposed Regulations fbr Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

It is our understanding the U.S. EPA is in the procesS ofevaluating the existing federal 
regulations and current policies lis they would relate to coal combustion waste (CCW), and 
intends to propose new regulations for CCW by the end ofthe 2009 calendBr year. As a result of 
these activities we have heen contacted by some ofthe coal companies ;n Illinois. They have 
voiced a concem that this process includes the possibility ofclassiiYing CCW as a hazardous' 
waste. Based on this information we are providing the following comments for your 
consideration as the U.S. EPA develops these new re!l1¥ations for CCW. 

Currently lllinois regulates CCW as both. a special waste and a solid waste and would therefore 
require any site accepting CCW for disposal to be designed, constructed, and operated in 
accordance with the appropriate non-hazardOUS solid waste disposal regulations. This position is 
consistent with thepoaition U.S. EPA has taken since 1988. And in fact in 2000 EPA had 
determined it would develop national regulations for management and diSposal under subtitle D 
(non-hazardous waste) rather than'subtitle C (hazardous waste). Illin;'is regulations also have 
provision:; to allow CCW to be beneficiallY reused and not be considered a waste, provided the 
generator meets certain restrictions and requirements. 

Based on our past experience, it our position that classifYing CCW as a hazardous waste is not 
warranted and would place unnecessary barriers on its beneficial use/reuse in the future. We feel 
our approach ofregulating CCW under the non-hazardous solid w~te regulations is protective of 
both hUman health and the enVironment and is anetfuctive and logical way to safely manage 
CCW. However, ifU.S. EPA feels there is a need to develop specific regulations to address the 
disposaJ ofCCW we would recommend the waste be regulated as a non-hazardous waste undel" 
an expansion to the subtitle D regulations. 
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IfYQu or your staffhave .any questions, or would like to discuss our position in more detail, 
please contact Steve Nightingale, P.E., ofmy staffat 217/558-6;113. 

Respectfully, 

C~p IC--y 
GlIlY ;2g, Acting Chief 

Bureau ofLand 


GPK:SFN:bjhI091771s.doc 

CC: 	 Mathy Stanislaus 

Barry Breen 

Matt Hale 




INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
We Protect Hoosiers and Our Environment. 

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr. 100 North Senate Avenue 
Governor Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
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Thomas w: Easterly Toll Free (800)451-6027 
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April 9, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Director 
Office ofResource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. EPA 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Re: EPA Regulation of Coal Combustion Byproducts 

Dear Mi'. Hale: 

I am writing on behalf of the state ofIndiana to add comment to the U.S. EPA process ofvetting 
regnlationof coal combustion bypro ducts. We encourage EPA to continue to regulate coal 
combustion byproducts under subtitle D solid waste regulations. Indiana statute allows uses of this 
material in beneficial applications that reduces or replaces the need for raw materials. A prerequisite 
ofbeing considered for beneficial use is that the material must not be a hazardous waste. A change 
in the regulatory status would negatively impact our abilities to consider legitimate beneficial uses. 
Under no circumstance do we want to impose a new, unneeded, regulatory and related financial 
burden on our utilities or our manufacturers. 

Indiana has for many years overseen the disposal of coal combustion byproducts and over that time 
has amassed a lot of analytical data relative to the characteristics of coal combustion byproducts. 
None of that data has indicated thatthe characteristics of the coal combustion byproducts approaches 
the limits for toxicity utilized in the federal regulations to identi~y a hazardous waste. 

In addition, Indiana agrees that states have and should maintain the ability to take the regulatory lead 
in all matters related to coal combustion byproducts. I write to express Indiana's preference for state
lead efforts. Indiana is heavily invested in manufacturing and coal. We have actively sought 
hmovative and c1eancoal technologies to meet our energy consumption needs. In this era of evolving 
technologies, we believe that states should retain the authority to develop programs ofprotection or 
feuse that reflect our geographies and demographics. 

Indiana looks forward to continuing conversations with EPA relative to the regulation of coal 
combustion byproducts, and appreciates the oppOltunity to provide input. If you have any questions 
concerning our comments or need data please contact Mr. Bruce Palin, Assistant Commissioner of 
the Office of Land Quality at 317/233-6591 or llPll1i!l{filidcITlJbLg:QY. 

. /7
inc !elv;

/tIb--~homas W. Easterly 
Commissioner 
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Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor 
Robert E. Carter, Jr., DirectorD N R Indiana Department of Natural Resources 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator September 18, 2009 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1i0lA 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: 	 EPA Regulation of Coal 

Combustion Byproducts 


Dear Administrator Jackson; 


On behalf of theIndlana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), I am writing 
to express our position concerning the regulation of coal combustion byproducts by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Indiana statute provides for the use of 
coal combustion byproducts in beneficial use applications in the state of Indiana so long 
as the material is used for specific purposes and is not a hazardous waste. A change in 
the current regulatory status under subtitle D solid waste regulations would adversely 
impact our abilities to utilize this material for legitimate beneficial use. The outcome of 
designation of coal combustion byproducts as a hazardous waste would result in the 
wasteofa reusable resource and impose a new, Ulmeeded, regulatory and financial 
burden upon industry and ultimately consumers. 

The IDNR Division of Reclamation oversees the reclamation of coal mine 
operations in the state ofIndiana. Under the Indiana beneficial use statute coal 
combustion byproducts have been successfully utilized at mining and reclamations sites 
for a variety ofpurposes including for example, road basc construction, mitigation of 
mine subsidcncc, and as anti-skid material. The Division of Reclamation has an extensive 
database of analytical data relative to the characteristics of coal combustion byproducts 
collected over nearly two decades. None of that data has been indicative of mate,ials that 
should be classified as a hazardous waste. 

We urge the EPA to continue reb'Ulation of coal combustion byproducts under 
subtitle D solid waste regulations and to continue dialog and interaction with the states on 
this subject. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input. Should you have questions 
concerning our comments or wish to review our data relative to the subject please contact 
Bruce Stevens, Director of the IDNR Division of Reclamation at (812) 665-2207 or 
hstevens@dl11'.IN.gov. 
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:  ~bert E. carte~Jr. 7 
Director 
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STATE OF IOWA 

CHLS"rEFi'.J. CULVI:'n, (;OVERN()F~ OEPARTMEr-n OF NATuRAl.. RES()U1'!CES 
PAn-Y JUDGE. LT. GOVr:;RNOR RICHARD i\. LEOI'oLD. DIRECTOR 

March 1<), 2009 

MR MATT HALE, DIRECTOR _ 
OFFICE OF HESOlJRCBCONSERVATION ANIJRBCOVERY 
US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTJON AGENCY 
1200 PENNSYI.VANNJA AVE NW 
WASI-llN(jTON DC 20460 

HE; El'A Regulation oj' Coal Combnstio.l Waste 

Denr Mr. Hale: 

On behalfof the Iowa Dqlartmcl1t {)f NalllralRcsources(fDMR,J'lJ1d our director We want to
express Olll' thanks for the OPljol'(l1l1ity to provide CllJ1ll'llents to IlPAwhiIe you arc st) ll·v0tting 
options. Since 90% of the c1ccttkity in Iowa isgeneriltcdhycoal'kuming facilities, the issue of 
rcgulating the benclidalu~e arid disposal of coal comb"slioh wasie (CCW) has scrious
implications to our st~(e. \Vehave .looked al EPA's pwposed regulatory scenarios and it is 
IDNR's positioll that th" EPA should appro~lch CCW regulations similqr to the approach rhat is 
mkcn with municipal soiid \\'aste ullskr 40 CPR Pm1258, commonly referred was [(C'RA 
Subtitle D. Using the iessonslcarncd bysliltes since the adoption of 40 eFR .1'",1258 and 
historical CCW daUl COllected by states, RCRA Subtitle D eouldbc modificdtci specifically 
addn,ss CCW ''''SW disposal li\eiJi!)' requirements and is the framework that the EPA should 
build upon. 

The Department uJ1(krstands that lhe EPA is e-ollsidcring options to xegulflle CCW as a 
hazardous wliste under RCRA Subtille C. This option is not supported by ihe historic data that 
has been coHected from generators of CCW in Iowa which silows -that CCW-docs not c.xcecd 
RCRA Suhtitle C hazardous waste charac-1e:r;s(ics ..Regnlntioll lweler RCRA Subtitle C also h'IS 
the po!entiallo InJ! fin end to many bcne!:idal useB for cew. In most slates. it primary 
requiremem for a beneficial lise determination ]s HWlthc \\;aste no! b'e h'l'l,Hrdolls. Jvlost 
importantly, dedaring CCW a hazardous waste creates an even greater hardship in Iowa bewuse 
of the amount that is generated and the thct that there is no RCR}\ C pCl1l1illcd dispo,al fadlHies 
in the ,1at<,. The likelihood of siting stich alhcility borders on the irnpossiblc. 'rhe implications 
ofthis <lction arc that CCW generator, would be forced to ship materials 10 surrounding states for 
disposal. That could become vcry costly for Iowans and extremely diftkul!m justi1'y when (here 
is little scientiJk data supp{)rtil1g such drastic measures, 

lDNR looks Illrwaru tll continued cllnve-rsatiollS and involvement with EPA on CCW regulation 
through ASTSW,~10. Again, we waTt{ to express our ajjprccia!ion Ill!' the opportunity to provide 
injJlJl. Should you have- any questions sp\.::dfic fo our cormnt'-nts or need relevant dara pcrillining 
10 CCW generated in Iowa, plcase do not hesitate to conlacl me at (515) 28 I .8927 or Alex Moon 
at (515) 2M I ~()807 or .§L~X,~moon(?D.~lnr.jo~:liLg9"y, 

502 EAST ~Ih STRU:T j DES MOIl\ES. IOWA 50319,0034 

PI-lONE 5J5-1Hl~591S FAX 5JS-2HI-8895 www.iovvadnr.gov 

http:www.iovvadnr.gov


Sincerely, 

(), ,- '7:", /
\;,)/1-, tv"", I V Vr1-...£y 

ill'Ial1 T~~l1ey: Chief (i" 

Land QualilY 13111'C<lU 
Environmental Sct'vic,~s Di.vlsion 

Cc: Richard Leopold, Dil'ec!or, WNR 
\\lavne Gicsefman,.Admlnistral0l'-) nnviro'nmcntal Services Oiv;, lDNH. 
A k~ Moon, Lll!\d Quality Bureau, lDNR 

~"ar)' !danowic/, EXeetllivc Director. AS")'S,VMO 

Don To<'nsing, US EPA, Region V!T 




Excerpt from 

Compilation of State Comments received by ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31,2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. . 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Kansas 

On behalf of Kansas, I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to ASTSWMO on EPA's 
potential development of new regulations on the disposal and beneficial reuse of coal 
combustion waste (CCW). Kansashas a full system of water and waste permits to ensure that 
these wastes are properly-managed to preventaccidents such as occurred in Tennessee last 
year. Kansas recognizes that all states may not have a regulatory program that provides the 
safeguards that our state program in-place; however, EPA should not promulgate any CCW 
regulations that would impact sate regulatory programs such as in Kansas. Any federal 
regulations should allow some flexibility in how state programs are administered rather than 
establish prescriptive management standards. EPA's rule should also not set complex 
equivalency demonstration criteria to prove that the existing state program is acceptable. 

Kansas has eight major coal-burning power plants. Some of these facilities manage fly-ash and 
bottom ash as a "dry" waste and some slurry the waste into some type of containment system. 
If the waste is initially managed "wef' the containment system may be a constructed berm or 
dam, or an excavated lagoon. In some cases, wet waste is later removed from storage for 
either beneficial use or transfer to a dry waste landfill. In all cases, the CCW storage areas are 
covered by a landfill permit and in some cases by a wastewater permit as well. To obtain a 
permit for CCW management, the power company must provide the Bureau of Waste 
Management with comprehensive engineering plans, site geological information, a groundwater 
monitoring plan, a demonstration of financial assurance for closure and posi-closure care, and 
an operating plan (among other required permit application documents). When the waste' 
storage units are constructed, the company must provide third party construction quality 
assurance to document that the units have been constructed in accOrdance with approved 
engineering plans. 

In addition to this high degree of regUlatory oversight by the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment related to permitting, Kansas has another level of regulatory control over these 
facilities - - an inspection program. KDHE inspects all permitted solid waste storage or disposal 
areas at least one time per year. During our inspections, the integrity of the containment 
systems are visually examined. On a less frequent basis, KDHE permit engineers also visit 
these sites and make observations of system integrity. Additional insj:llctions are also carried 
out by the Kansas Division of Water Resources (DWR). Every three years, DWR inspects dams 
that meet certain criteria: (1) the dam or berm must be greater than or equal to 25 feet in height 
or (2) the dam or berm must be at least 6 feet high and retain 50 acre-feet of liquid. 

1 



None of the Kansas CCW storage and disposal facilities have the potential to cause a disaster 
such as occurred in Tennessee. A couple facilities are located adjacent to rivers or large lakes 
which does present some risk to the environment, but there are no downstream cities or 
neighborhoods that could be impacted by a release from any facility. This combined with the 
present comprehensive permitting program makes an additional level of federal regulation a 
concern during this time of reduced resources to administer all solid and hazardous waste 
programs. EPA should try its hardest to avoid causing states to divert limited technical 
resources from existing permitting or compliance and enforcement work to address a non
problem in those states with existing permitting programs. 

I would be happy to provide more details about Kansas' regulated universe or our regulatory 
program. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
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KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
AND ENVIRONMENT 

Mark Pal'kifl50n~ Governor 
Roderick L Bremby, Sene/my 
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September 21, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1101 A 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: Federal Rulemaking for Coal Combustion Byproducts 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

On behalf ofKansas, I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on EPA's potential development of new regulations on 
the disposal and beneficial reuse of coal combustion waste (CCW). Kansas has a full system of 
water and waste permits to ensure that these wastes are properly managed to prevent accidents 
such as occurred in Tennessee last year. Kansas recognizes that all states may not have a 
regulatory program in-place that provides the safeguards that our state program provides; 
however, EPA should not promulgate any CCW regulations that would impact sate regulatory 
programs such as in Kansas. Any federal regulations should allow some flexibility in how state 
programs are administered rather than establish prescriptive management standards. EPA's rule 
should also not set complex equivalency demonstration criteria to prove that the existing state 
program is acceptable. 

We understand that EPA is considering options to regulate CCW as a-hazardous waste 
under RCRA Subtitle C. The State of Kansas is opposed to this approach for multiple reasons. 
Regulation under RCRA Subtitle C has the potential to impact the beneficial use of CCW. 
Probably of greater significance to Kansas is that state law prohibits the land disposal of any 
RCRA hazardous waste. If CCW is declared "hazardous" all current permitted disposal 
activities would become prohibited and these wastes would need to be transported out of state for 
disposal. The costs and environmental impacts of such a change would be huge. 

Kansas has eight major coal-burning power plants. Some of these facilities manage fly
ash and bottom ash as a "dry" waste and some slurry the waste into some type of containment 
system. If the waste is initially managed "wet," the containment system may be a constructed 
benn or dam, or an excavated lagoon. In some cases, wet waste is later removed ITom storage 
for either beneficial use or transfer to a dry waste landfill. In all cases, the CCW storage areas are 
covered by a landfill permit and in some cases by a wastewater permit as well. To obtain a 
permit for CCW management, the power company must provide the Bureau of Waste 
Management with comprehensive engineering plans, site geological information, a groundwater 

BUREA U OF WASTE MANAGEMENT 

CURTIS STATE OFFICE BUILDING, 1000 SW JACKSON ST., STE. 320, TOPEKA, KS 66612-1366 


Voice 785-296-1600 Fax 785-296-8909 www.kdheks.gov/waste 
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monitoring plan, a demonstration of financial assurance for closure and post-closure care, and an 
operating plan (among other required permit application documents). When the waste storage 
units are constructed, the company must provide third party construction quality assurance to 
document that the units have been constructed in accordance with approved engineering plans. 
The permitting process also includes public participation consisting of a comment period and a 
public hearing. 

In addition to this high degree of regulatory oversight by the Kansas Department of 
Health and Environment related to permitting, Kansas has another level of regulatory control 
over these facilities - - an inspection program. KDHE inspects all permitted solid waste storage 
or disposal areas at least one time per year. During our inspections, the integrity of the 
containment systems is visually examined. On a less frequent basis, KDHE permit engineers-also-
visit these sites and make observations of system integrity. Additional inspections are also 
carried out by the Kansas Division of Water Resources (DWR). Every three years, DWR 
inspects dams that meet certain criteria: (I) the dam or berm must be greater than or equal to 25 
feet in height or (2) the dam or berm must be at least 6 feet high and retain 50 acre-feet of liquid. 
None of the Kansas CCW storage and disposal facilities have the potential to cause a disaster 
such as occurred in Tennessee. A couple of the facilities are located adjacent to rivers or large 
lakes which does present some risk to the environment, but there are no downstreanl cities or 
neighborhoods that could be impacted by a release from any facility. This combined with the 
present comprehensive permitting program makes an additional level of federal regulation a 
concern during this time of reduced resources to administer all solid and hazardous waste 
programs. EPA should avoid making regulatory changes that cause states to divert limited 
technical resources from existing permitting or compliance and enforcement workto address a 
non-problem in states that have existing permitting programs. 

I would be happy to provide more details about Kansas' regulated universe or our 
regulatory program. The Kansas program could well serve as a model for Federal regulation 
under Subtitle D with provisions for a state to exercise some flexibility to adapt the program to 
their own unique geology and climate. Please contact me at (785) 296-1612 or 
wbider@kdheks.gov if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

William L. Bider 
Director 
Bureau of Waste Management 

John Mitchell, Director, KDHE Division ofEnvironment 
Dennis Degner, Chief, Solid Waste Permits Section 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 


May 29,2009 

Certified Mail No.: 7004 2510 0005 5766 5661. 
Return Receipt Requested 

Mr. Matt Hale 
Director, Office of ReSource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Re: Regulation of coal combustion waste 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

I write today to express my opinion regarding federal regulation of coal combustion waste (CCW). I am 
told that EPA is considering its options and intends to propose rules by the end of this year. My staff 
and I encourage an approach that regulates CCW as nonhazardous solid waste under Subtitle D of the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, rather than as hazardous waste under Subtitle C of that act. 

The LDEQ has successfully regulated CCW by regulation since 1983. Current EPA regulations do not 
provide standards for managing and disposal of industrial solid waste such as CCW. However, the 
LDEQ has developed an industrial solid waste program and has promulgated regulations based upon 
LDEQ's EPA-approved municipal landfill regulations. 

The data we have seen indicates that CCW would not qualify as characteristic hazardous waste under 
RCRA Subtitle C. Levels of toxic constituents and permeability are both very low. Nevertheless, 
Louisiana's regulations require that landfills that accept CCW must have liners and groundwater 
monitoring, and meet all national standards for location, deSign, operation, closure, post-closure, 
corrective action, and monitoring. All available soil, groundwater and surface water monitoring data 
show that our current regulato'ry scheme is fully protective of those media. 

RegUlating CCW under RCRA Subtitle C would provide no clear advantages to Louisiana's solid waste 
or hazardous waste programs that cannot be accomplished under a RCRA Subtitle D regulatory 
approach. On the contrary, regulation of CCW under RCRA Subtitle C would needlessly complicate 
Louisiana's existing programs and increase costs to the regUlated community. Under Louisiana law, 
hazardous waste and nonhazardous solid waste are distinct types of wastes. A federal hybrid 
approach that would deSignate CCW a hazardous waste, but allow it to be managed at a solid waste 
disposal facility, would connict with Louisiana law. 

P~m OHke Bo..: 4313" Ba(on Rouge, Louisi:>;G::J. 70821··4313" Phone 225,,219-3181 .. Fax 225-219<3.309 
w'...·w.d egJouj~'lUi1a.gov_ 
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Furthermore, a large portion of the fly ash CCW generated in Louisiana is sold as a by-product, 
replacing Portland cement. This use avoids the emission of carbon dioxide that would result from the 
production of Portland cement. 

If the EPA concludes that federal regulations are necessary, the LDEQ encourages the EPA to 
consider using the regulatory framework developed by the LDEQ. The LDEQ is available to provide 
assistance in this regard. 

Cheryl S-onnier Nolan 
Assistant Secretary 
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Excerpt from 

Compilation of State Comments received by ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31,2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Michigan 

Michigan currently regulates coal ash as a solid waste under Part 115, Solid Waste 
Management, of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as 
amended (NREPA). Michigan's_Pcogram fQLSolid Waste Managementhas.beenin place since. 
1978. these regulations were amended in 1993 when Michigan became an approved state 
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle D program. Based on the 
analytical information that we have seen on coal ash, we belie\oe that the levels of contaminants 
contained in coal ash are similar in nature to those found in cement kiln dust, wood ash, foundry 
sands, paper mill wastes, or steel mill waste. With the promulgation of the 1993 rules, we 
consider all these waste to be low-hazard industrial waste (i.e. they leach less than ten percent 
of the hazardous waste limits when using the appropriate leaching tests.) Low-hazard industrial 
waste in Michigan may be disposed of in a landfill that has less-stringent design standards than 
a landfill taking either industrial or municipal solid waste, or it may be disposed of in a permitted 
surface impoundment. 

Michigan currently has eight sites that accept only coal ash and/or associated wastes from coal
fired power plants. Four of the facilities are surfaoe impoundments, and four are solid waste 
landfills. Coal ash is also disposed of in combination with other wastes in numerous low-hazard 
industrial waste landfills, industrial landfills, and municipal solid waste landfills located 
throughout the state. 

The four active surface impoundments were all in existence prior to the enactment of Michigan's 
Solid Waste Management Act in 1978 and were grandfathered-in without necessarily meeting 
the current requirements for the design and siting of such facilities. 'Three of the four surface 
impoundments are in the process of closing andiorconverting to dry handling systems. 

Michigan's design standards for low-hazard industrial waste lancfills require liner systems 
comprised of either a natural soil liner not less than ten feet thick and demonstrating a hydraulic 
conductivity of no more than 1.0E-7 cm/sec, a three-foot thick recompacted clay liner 
demonstrating the same hydraulic conductivity, or a composite liner system incorporating a 
flexible membrane liner and a low hydraulic conductivity soil layer. 

Landfills and surface impoundments are required to be permitted and lioensed; must provide 
financial assuranoe; are subject to either groundwater monitoring or required to obtain a NPDES 
discharge permit; must provide for leachate collection in landfills; must have 3D-year post
closure care obligations; and are subject to corrective action, if necessary. 
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The statutory provisions of Part 115, of the NREPA also exempt coal ash from regulation as a 
solid waste under certain conditions when the ash is used as a component of concrete, grout, 
mortar, or casting molds; when the ash is used as a raw material in asphalt for road 
construction; when the ash is used as aggregate or road or building material which will be 
stabilized or bonded by cement, limes or asphalt; or when the ash is used as a road base or 
construction fill that is covered with asphalt, concrete, or other material approved by the state. 

RCRA Subtitle C wastes in Michigan are currently regulated under Part 111, Hazardous Waste 
Management, of the NREPA. The regulation of coal ash under full RCRA Subtitle C would end 
the current beneficial uses of coal ash. Existing surface impoundments and landfills would be 
subject to more stringent design standards and would r8:juire etther 1) retrofitting of existing 
landfills (if even possible) or 2) closure of those disposal facilities. Neither of these options 
could be implemented immediately. 

Michigan currently has regulations in place governing the reuse and disposal of coal ash that 
are protective of public health and the environment. If coal ash were determined to be subject 
to reRUJiltion under.SubtitleC,JLwould.necessitate considerable.changes to Michigan solid and 
hazardous waste statutes and regulations. Such changes would likely be subject to 
considerable opposition from any industry and/or municipality that generates coal ash waste, 
and would likely lead to increased costs for energy generation. 
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.. lVIinnesota Pollution Control Agency· .. 
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April 27, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Diiector 

Office ofResource Cortservation and Re~overy 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest ' 

Mail Code 530lP 

Washington, DC 20460 


RE: Coal Ash Management 

Dear Mr. Hale: ' 

Th;U.S. Environment~I'r~tectio~ Agency (EPA) has recently indicated fuat iUs reconsidering 

how coal combustion wastes are regUlated. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) 

would like to take this opportunity to offer a, few comments on the ,regUlation of coal combUstion 

wastes. 


Currently, the MPCA regulates coal combustion wastes in both oUr wastewater and solid waste 

programs. Minnesota has slurry pond disposal facilities; which are regulated by the MPCA's 

wastewater program. Minnesota also has dry disposal facilities that are regulated by the MPCA's 

solid waste program. In addition to disposal facilities, Minnesota has developed a beneficial use 

of solid Waste program. Included in this program are standing approvals for the use of several 

types of coal combustion wastes. In addition,the MPCA has issued several case-by-case 

approvals fo;!" the use of coal combustion fly ash. 


If the EPA were to regulate coal combustion waEtes as hazardous waste lInder Subtitle C of 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), this would effectively emi the bimeficial use 

of coal combustion wastes in Minnesota. The prerequisite for beneficial use is that the material 

cannot be hazardous waste, as defined in federal regulatiollB or state rules. A determination that 

coal combustion waEtes are hazardous waste would seem to counter all the recent EPA 

publications in the Resource Conservation Challenge and Coal Combustion Products 

Partnership. A hazardous waste determination would 'have a,negative impact on future beneficial 

use of coal combustion wastes; especially when it comes to public perception and reaching the 

EPA's goal of50% recycling of coal combustion wastes by 2011. ' 


As indicated on the EPA's website: "In two separate regulatory determinations, EPA determine<;l , 

that neither large-volwne wastes, nor the remaining FFC wastes, warrant regulation as a 

hazardous waste,under Subtitle C ofRCRA and therefore.remain excluded lInder 40 CFR 

§261.4(b)(4). EPA did determine, however, that coal combustion wastes (CCWs) that are 

disposed in landfills and surface imp0lIndments'should be regUlated lInder Subtitle D ofRCRA 

(i.e., the solid waste regulations), whereas CCW used to 'fill surface or underground mines 

(minefill) should be regulated under authority of Subtitle D ofRCRA, the Surface Mining 

Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA), or a combination of these authorities." 


150 YEARSSt,Paul J Brainerd J Detro~tl.akes ! Duluth I MankatO, I Marshall I Rochester 1Willmar 
tf"STATEHOOD 

ItU·,OO. 
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The MPCA has required coal ash landfills and surface impoUndments for coal combustion. 
wastes to have requirements sin).ilar'to those currently found in Subtitle D ofRCRf\.. At the 
pprtions of the facilities constructed and operated to thOse standards, the MPCA has not 
identified environmental inipacts. Therefore, the MPCA urges the EPA to continue tbexempt 
col).! combustion wastes from Subtitle C ofRCRA, as indicated in EPA's report to Congress. The 
MPCA supports the EPA in the development of regulations for landfills and surface 
impoundments under its auihorities in Subtitle D ofRCRA, as indicated in the above statement 
on the EPA' s website. . 

SiO.cerely, 

Jeff J. sniith .. 
Division Director 
InduStrial Division 

~~- -----~-",' 
~----------- .. " ... ---



Excerpt from 

Compilation of state Comments received by ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31, 2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Missouri 

Missouri has comprehensive regulations in place for the design and permitting of utility waste 
landfills. Missouri promulgated regulations in 1997 specifically for utility waste landfills (UWLF.) 
Utility waste landfills permitted pursuant to these regUlations are subject to numerous 
requirements designed to protect public health and the environment, including: 1.) ageologic 
and hydrologic evahlation to determine if tfie sife is suitable for construction of a landfill; 2.) a 
liner with QA/QC procedures to ensure proper construction; and, 3.) a leachate collection 
system and to monitor groundwater. The Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) 
inspects all permitted solid waste disposal areas at least one time per year to ensure 
compliance. 

Missouri has a number of coal burning power plants. Most of the facilities do manage their fly 
ash short term in surface impoundments prior to beneficial use or final disposal in a UWLF. 
However, these surface impoundments are bowl shaped depressions in the ground (in contrast 
to the raised structures used at the Tennessee Valley Authority facility.) The outfalls from these 
ponds and from landfills are monitored under the National PollJtion Discharge Elimination 
System permitting process. 

Missouri regulations allow the beneficial reuse of coal combustion by products. We have a 
number of state-wide general beneficial use (SWGBU) approvals that allow the holder to use 
the ash as structural fill, road base, as a soil amendment orfor soil stabilization provided they 
meet certain criteria. One such user is the Missouri Department of Transportation (MOOT), who 
uses fly ash in many of their highway projects. One project in southwestern Missouri is 
expected to use between 1 and 1.5 million cubic yards of fly ash. 

Testing is required for beneficially reused materials. Testing includes in~ial analysis of the 
material and additional testing when sources of fuel change or when there is a change in plant 
processes, if such changes cause a change in the constituents generated. The waste to be 
beneficially reused is kept above the seasonal high groundwater table, unless a variance is 
obtained from the department's Water Protection Program (WPP.) This requires an 
interpretation by a geologist registered in the State of Missouri. A 3-foot cap of clean soil is 
required unless the material is placed under a structure or a paved/concreted area. 

Recycling this waste material into new products, rather than having to mine additional virgin 
material, is part of Missouri's vision for sustainable development and sustainable in1i"astructure. 
To disallow the beneficial use of coal combustion by-products (CCS) would cause an increase 
in the use of valuable mineral resources rather than reusing a waste product. This would in turn 
increase disposal costs for the utilities which would be passed on to the consumer. Counties 
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and municipalities who use bottom ash as snow and ice control who would have to purchase 
chemicals or salts to treat the roads. MOOT and other entities using CCB would have to 
purchase soil to use in place of the fly ash for structural fill, road base, as a soil amendment or 
for soil stabilization. This could impact the number of miles of roads that can be constructed or 
repaired and increase costs. 

None of the testing data Missouri has to date indicates this material is leachable or an 
environmental concern. The TVA collapse seems to be more of a safety concern at that 
particular site related to dam safety and potentially the placement of the basin rather than of the 
material itself. 

Given the current state of CCB management activities in Missouri there does not appearto be a 
compelling reason, from a human health or environmental protection standpoint, to manage 
these materials as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C. To do so would be an undue 
disruption to current state CCB and UWLF management practices and would likely result in a 
significant increase in the cost of CCB management without a corresponding increase in human 
health or environmental improvement/protection. . 

It is currently unknown how exiging, permitted UWLFs would be handled if CCBs became 
subject to Subtitle C regulation. Retrofitting of existing UWLFsto meet Subtitle C standards is 
likely to be technically impracticable. Even if technically feasible, the cost of retrOfitting UWLFs 
to meet current RCRA Subtitle C standards would likely be prohibitil.ely expensive. Any 
additional compliance costs borne by the utility companies in retrofitting existing UWLFs or 
permitting new ones would undoubtedly be passed along to consumers at a time when 
economic conditions in the U.S. are less than ideal. 

In summary, Missouri has adequate regulatory controls for coal combustion by-products. EPA 
should avoid a "one size fits all" approach that will unnecessarily divert limited technical 
resources away from existing permitting or compliance and enforcement work. Instead, EPA 
should recognize that many states have adequate controls in place and allow them to maintain 
their programs. EPA could then focus its efforts on correcting any deficiencies identified by their 
investigations. 
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JON S. CORZINE 
Governor 

. Mr. Matt Hale, Directo:r 

.~hde of ~eftr l1erstt! 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVlRON"MENTAL PROTECTION 

Envlronmental Regulation 
401 E. State Street, 3m.Pl. E. Wing 
.' P.O. Box 423 

. Trenton. New Jersey 08625-0423 
Telephone: 609-292-2795 Teleoopier: 609-777-1330. 

September I, 2009 . 

Office ofResource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmentql Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

MARK. N. MAURiELLo 
Acting Commissloner 

The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) thanks the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (lJSEPA) for providing the oppoi-tunity for comment 
regarding the USEPA's development of regulations on the management of coal combuStion 
waste whether.fly ash or bottoni ash. This is an important issue for all states with coal-fueled 
power plants as well as those states nsing the coal ash for beneficial Uses. 

NJDEP currently regufates nonhazardons coal combustion wastes as ID27 Dry Industrial Waste 
. and disposers of the waste must comply with all applicable solid waste regulations (N.J.A.C. 
7:26-1 et. seq). NJDEP encourages beneficial use of material, which if disposed orwould 
otherwise be treated as solid waste. As.such, historically nonhazardous coal combustion wastes 
were encouraged to be nsed beneficially in an environmentally soOOd manner. There are 
categorical exemptions available for nonhazardous coal ash· in the New Jersey solid waste 
regulatiqns at N.J.A.C. 7:26-1.7(g) for the beneficial use of coql combustion bottom and fly· ash 
for the specific use to make structural grade products. For other uses a beneficial use 
detennination (BUD) application may be submitted and if approved; a certifi.cate of authority to 
operate (CAO) is issued specifYing the conditions to be followed fpr transportation and use of 
the material. . 

Based on the data available, coal ashes typically do not meet any of the criteria t6 be considered· 
a hazardous waste under 40 CFR 261 subpart B. It is the responsibility of the generator of any 
solid waste to detennine if the waste is hazardous. 40 CFR 261.24 specifies the concentrations 
of various toxic metals which make the waste a hazardous waste. If any of the metals exceed the 
maximum concentration limit, the ash would be considered aXCRA hazardous waste and must 
be managed as such. Available data shows that concentrations ofheavy metals in coal ash are 
below the limits set by RCIV' ... However, We are concerned that USEPA may decide to list coal 
combustion waste under 40 CFR 261.32 as hazardous wastes from specific sOurces even if the 
concentrations of heavy metals are below the toxicity limits, in which case coal combustion 
Waste from specific sources (such as power plants) would be considered a listed RCRA 
hazardous waste. 

New Jersey is (In Equal Opportunity Employer I Printed on RecycledPaper ami Recyclable 
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ClassifYing com ashes as hazardous waste would preclude the ash from being considered for 
beneficiar use. NJDEP believes that such a classification would create a disposal problem 
because New Jersey does not have any commercial hazardous waste landfills. Therefore, if coal 
ash were considered hazardous waste, electric power purveyors would have to ship their coal ash 
out ofNew Jersey for disposal at much higher cost than for beneficial use. 

NJDEP concurs with the Pennsylvania DEP's position, recently offered to USEPA, that the 
classification and regulation ot nonhazardous coal ash as a hazardous waste is not supported by 
science. Pennsylvania has successfully been able to use coal combustion wastes for mine 
reciamation t!ii-oughout the state, :finding that the lise of the waste has had no adverse 
groundwater impact. If coal ash weTI< to be classified as hazardous waste it would have a 
significant economic impact to New Jersey, leading to higher electricity production costs for 
industry and ihcreases in costs for-electricity for every consumer ofthe State . 

. I appreciate your office's careful consideration of this recOJ.nmendJition ~ow1!Td maintaining the 
current waste classifIcation framework for coal combustion products, which has served the. both 
the environment and states economies well for decades. 

Sinte~~7' " 

1J/l t. 1//
1/(1;1/; j ,{;r7fi»r.~, 

Naricy Wi~iJerg, Assistant Con:unissioner 
EnviroIljllental Regulation 

B09-6760 
RMC:onw 

c: Robert M. Confer 



ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SECTION 
Gold Seal Center, 918 E. Divide Ave. ~~ NORTH DAKOTA Bismarck, ND 58501-1947 

~, DEPARTMENT of HEALTH 701.328.5200 (fax) 
www.ndhealth.gov 

May 11, 2009 

Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. EPA Headquarters 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

We understand that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is considering options to 
regulate and classify Coal Combustion Waste (CCW). We agree that CCW, if improperly 
handled, can pose a threat to the environment. This acknowledgement has led many states to 
adopt successful regulatory programs designed to protect public health and the environment. 
As such, we do not see the need for federal regulation of CCWs. 

In North Dakota we continue to successfully protect the environment through state regulation. 
For example: 

~ 	North Dakota has regulated the handling, storage and disposal of CCW for the past 28 
years. Developed with input from industry, public and environmental groups, state 
regulations include permit requirements that identify location restrictions, operating 
criteria, facility design, groundwater monitoring, corrective action, closure/post 
closure care and financial assurances. 

~ 	The North Dakota permit process includes a commitment for a strong multi-agency 
and public participation process. 

~ 	Based upon the development of the North Dakota regulations, the industry has 
abandoned unsuitable management practices proven harmful to the environment. 
The regulations embrace modern engineering and environmental standards with a 
proven environmental protection track record. 

In April 2000, the U.S. EPA considered regulating CCW as a hazardous waste through 
subtitle C ofthe Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). At that time, the 
Department ofHealth communicated to EPA's administrator, Carole M. Browner the 
foilowing: "The states' regulatory program for these power plant wastes meet all the 
requirements of an effective program and yet does not bridle the industry with unnecessary 
paper work and regulation." Since 2000, North Dakota and other states have worked with the 
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EPA, U.S. Department of Interior, U.S. Department ofEnergy and National Academy of 
Sciences to evaluate CCW issues. We suggest EPA review the findings from those federal 
and state agencies, and consult with the states before making any decision on the regulation of 
CCW. 

The North Dakota Department ofHealth believes that its CCW regulatory program, along 
with many other state programs throughout the nation, provides for effective environmental 
protection. Additional federal regulation or reclassification of CCW as hazardous is not 
warranted at this time. 

Should you have any questions relating to this matter, we would welcome you to contact us 
for a detailed overview of our CCW Program. Our solid waste rules can be viewed at: 
http:/www.legis.nd.gov/informationlhtrn1l33-2-.html . 

.E., bief 
Environmental Section 
North Dakota Department of Health 

LDG:dlp 

http:/www.legis.nd.gov/informationlhtrn1l33-2-.html
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March 16. 2009 
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Director;.Office····of..Rt;!sO\;jrdi.• c:()f1SE>r¥~tiQn:aod.··Recovery 

U,S. Environmentall"rotectiqn)Agency . 

1200 PenosylvahjiAvE>nue,.NV¥. 
Washiogtoh;D;C:20460 .... .'. 

- .' --" 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

I understand that. the U;S.EnVi(onlllentaIProtection¢.gencyis movIng f0r.1iardon 
developingregulatlol1llad~fSs~lng 'cofjlcqmbustioI1Wi\lsj;$(CCW)antfintencjSito . 
propose Jules by the end (jfthiiyear.. I wish· toqffer my thOUghts regardirigQhio's 
preferred federal approach to. CCWrSgulations;' . 

I understand that various options are under considera"\1on. My preferred optiqnisto 
follow the previous 2000 USEPAdecisionto rel1ulateCCVV under RCM Subtitle b. 

Other options based upon refllliation under HCRASubtitle . 0 provide noclElar 
advanta!i/es to Ohio'sso/id wasfeorh<tzardouswasle programs that cannot be 
accomplishl;)d under aHCRA Subt.itle D re!i/u.latory<tpproach. In fact, regulation ofCGW 
under RCRA Subtitle. C wouldneedlesslypompl.ipate . Ohio's existirigprQgra/1'1s C!nd 
specifically the inclusion ofGCW in Ohio'sfulure beneficial use program; UnderOhio 
statute, hazardous wastl;) and solid waste aredistinpt and mutually exclusive types of 
wastes. A federal hybrid approach towards regulation of CCW asa hazardous wasle 
intended to be managed at a solid waste disposal facilityisinconflict with Ohio law. 
From Ohio's perspective, federal rl;)gulationunder RGRA Sul:)titil;) D is the approprrate 
approach. 

Ohio's experience is that CCW is a high volume, low toxicity Waste that has not 
exceeded RORA Subtitle C-based hazardous waste characteristics. CCW disposal 
should bl;) regulated and. both COW landfills and surface impoundments mustobtain 
Ohio permits.' Environmental regulation of CCW disposal is most reasonably 
accomplished under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Ohio's experience as a federally approved Subtitle D municipal soHd waste landfill 
permit program has been successful. The regulatory scheme USEPA has taken in 40 
CFR part 258 (municip~1 solid waste landfillS) establishing minimum national standards 
for the. location, design, operation, closure, post-closure, corrective action, and 

Ted StrfcklClnd, Governor 

L,)O Fjs/l{,r, Liuuhmant 130vernor 
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monitoring as well as the method of approving state permitting programs has worked 
well for over a decade. This is the model thatUSEPA should build upon and la.ilar to 
the concerns arising from GCW disposal and mllrla'gemeint; 

Ohio EPA has valuable regulatory eXperience penl1itting arldinspecting CCW drsp~sal 
facilities. We look forward to assisting USEPA in the development of a national ccW 
regulatory program. 

CKlDH/sw 



BRAD HENRYSTEVEN A. THOMPSON OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY GovernorExecutive Director 

May 1,2009 

Mr. Matthew Hale 
. USEPA Headquarters 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue,N. W. 
Mail Code: 530lP 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: EPA's Approach to Regulation of Coal Combustion Waste (CCW) 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

In response to the December 2008 spill of an estimated one billion gallons of CCW from a 
retention lagoon managed by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the Oklahoma Department 
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) understands that EPA is considering regulations that may result 
in CCW being regulated as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C or through a hybrid scheme under 
both Subtitles C and D. While we certainly do not want to diminish the loss of property or the 
environmental harm caused by the TV A incident, we believe implementing extensive regulations 
too quickly and without careful thought may lead to unintended consequences while not 
addressing the root cause of the release. The purpose of this letter is to explain Oklahoma's 
perspective on this issue because we believe CCW is adequately managed under existing state 
statutes and regulations. 

First, I believe it is important for EPA to consider that the TVA incident appears to have been an 
engineering failure completely unrelated to any potential hazardous nature of the CCW. 
Therefore, a knee-jerk reaction to impose Subtitle C regulations on. CCW will do nothing to 
address the cause of the incident. Oklahoma already has regulations in place that we believe 
adequately address CCW disposal so that additional federal regulations will provide little 
additional environmental protection while increasing disposal costs to utilities (and ultimately to 
consumers who are already bearing significant energy costs), and diminish many beneficial 
reuses of CCW. 

When disposed, CCW is considered a non-hazardous industrial waste (NHIW) in Oklahoma. 

Land disposal of CCW is subject to our solid waste management regulations. Under those 

regulations, land disposal sites that accept NHIW (which includes those that accept CCW) are 

subject to nearly identical construction, operational, groundwater monitoring, closure, post

closure, financial assurance, and corrective action requirements as the Subtitle D requirements 

for municipal solid waste landfills. Arguably, one could say that Oklahoma's regulations go 


. further than the federal regulations because our regulations include specific constmction 

requirements for liners and leachate collection systems, slope stability considerations, and third

party quality assurance/quality control reviews of constmction-requirements not included in the 
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federal regulations. Therefore. we believe disposal of CCW is adequately addressed m 
Oklahoma. 

With respect to beneficial reuses, Oklahoma strongly supports recycling and reuse of materials 
that would otherwise be a waste. As such, we have also considered many beneficial reuses for 
CCW. Several years ago, DEQ staff and CCW generators completed an extensive review of 
chemical constituents associated with CCW, and potential uses of the material, to develop 
guidance for its beneficial reuse in several applications such as manufacture of cement, 
solidification/chemical fixation, soil stabilization per ASTM 05239, use as road base material, 
and others. We believe these uses are protective of human health and the environment and 
provide a viable, cost-effective alternative to landfill disposal. Imposing additional regulations 
on CCW may drastically reduce these alternative uses due to the fear of potential liability arising 
from the reuse of a material to which the "hazardous waste" stigma is attached. The result will be 
more waste disposal, an outcome completely contrary to EPA's goal of waste reduction and 
recycling. 

Oklahoma statutes also recognize a reuse for CCW in active or inactive mine reclamation 
projects under the jurisdiction of the Oklahoma Department of Mines (ODOM), a use than can 
greatly reduce subsidence concerns for underground mines.ODOM has developed regUlations to 
provide oversight of this activity, so that any EPA regulations bringing CCW under specific 
Subtitle C or Subtitle 0 authorities are likely to impact this beneficial use of CCW, resulting in 
more landfill disposal' and reduced landfill capacity for Oklahoma's municipal waste. 

In summary, Oklahoma strongly supports environmental regulations when they are based on 
legitimate hazards to human health and the environment, but we cannot support imposing greater 
regulations on an already-properly-managed material because of an environmental disaster that 
seems to be completely unrelated to the material. Oklahoma has a robust regulatory scheme to 
handle CCW, whether disposed or recycled, and we do not feel further federal regulation is 
prudent or necessary. We look forward to working with EPA to address this issue. If you have 
any questions or would like additional information, please contact me at (405) 702-5100. 

~ ~ho~so-n-.D--ir-e-c-to-r-----------------------
Land Protection Division 

Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality 


cc: Carl Edlund. EPA Region 6 
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Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
Rachel Carson State office BUiJding 

P. O. Box 8472 
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472 

April 10, 2009 

.,I 	 Office of Waste, Air and Radiation Mlinagement 

I Mr. Matt Hale; Director 
'1 ' Office ofResource Conservation and Recovery, 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency!
,1 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
! Washington, DC 20460 ' 

Dear Mr. Hale:I 
-l 

717-772-2724 


j We would like to thank EPA for giving the Pennsylvania Department ofEnvironmental 
Protection (DEP) the opportunity to provide comments in advance ofyour agency's efforts to 

I 	 develop regulations on the managementof coal combustion waste. The management of coal 
combustion waste is very important to the state, both environmentally and economically as most .. 
ofthe facilities generating electricity in Pennsylvania combust either pulverized coal or waste 

I 
I coal' as fuel and depend on an environmentally sound program to ensure the effective 

management oftheir waste coal ash. 

Since 1985, DEP has provided oversight on the use ofthe beneficial use of coal ash for 
. mine reclamation and other uses. In 1992, Pennsylvania implemented regulations governing the 
management of coal combustion wastes covering storage, disposal and beneficial use. Under 
those regulations and oversight, coal has been successfully used for mine reclamation throughout Ithe Commonwealth. Through our groundwater monitoring program and data collected at ! 
reclamation sites, we have found no indication of ground water degradation attributable to the 
placement ofcoal ash. In addition to coal ash, DEP regulates other coal combustion wastes, such 
as flue gas desulfurization (FGD) sludge and gypsum, and requires permits prior to the beneficial 

. use ofthese wastes. I 
DEP understands EPA is considering three options for managing coal combUstion.waste: 

as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C, as industrial waste under RCRA Subtitle D, or it 
combination ofthe· two. We believe regulation of coal combustion waste as hazardous waste is 
unnecessary,.as none ofthese wastes generated by Pennsylvania power plants has been obs.erved 
to exhibit characteristics ofhazardous waste. Classification of coal combustion waste as 
hazardous would likely end its beneficial use without any tangible increase in environmental 
protection. Pennsylvania has no commercial permitted hazardous waste disposal facilities, and 
none are being proposed. Therefore, all coal combustion waste generated in Pennsylvania would 
need to be tranSported to other states for disposal· causing the power industry to incur significant. 
costs for transportation and disposal. 
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In summary tbe broad classification and regulation of coal ash as a hazardous waste is 
not supported by science, and if coal ash were to be classified as hazardous waste it would have a 
significant economic impact to Pennsylvania, leading to higher electricity production costs for 
industry and increases in costs for electricity for businesses and every citizen of the

i 
i 	

Commonwealth. 

I 	 From our perspective, regulation of coal combustion wastes under Subtitle D affords 
I 	 sufficient environmental protection and allows beneficial use opportunities. Pennsylvania, 

however, would be supportive ofending the exclusion from regulation as hazardous waste under 
the Bevill Amendment. While this would have little or no effect on Pennsylvania coal' 
combustion waste generators, the more stringent management standards of Subtitle C would then 
apply to coal ash waste that actually exhibits the well established and nationally acceptect 
characteristics of bazardous waste in RCRA. . 

While we understand that federal rules are needed for states that have lax or no regulatory 
oversight of coal combustion waste, there are states, like Pennsylvania, that have established and 

. implemented effective programs. In the federal rulemaking, EPA should be careful not to 
preempt states that have programs that work well. 

As stated above, DEP has a great deal ofexperience with coal combustion waste. Some 
of our experiences are documented in our report Coal Ash Beneficial Use in Mine Reclamation 
andMine Drainage Remediation in Pennsylvania, found at: 
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputateirninreslbmrlbeneficiaCuselIndex.htm. We will be 
happy to provide additional information on our program or meet with you to disCuss our 
experience in beneficially managing this waste stream for the betterment ofthe Commonwealth. 

Sincerely, 

~ . j~l-ft£~ 
tThomas K. Fidler 
iDeputy Secretary 

I 
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August 27, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale 
Director, Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20460 


Dear Mr. Hale: 

This letter is written in response to recent discussions at the federal level concerning the 
possible development of regulations for coal combustion waste (CCW). The South 
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (Department) appreciates the 
opportunity to comment on the regulatory options that are currently under consideration. 
For the following reasons, we believe that the Department's current regulatory 
framework for the management of CCW is protective of the public's health and the 
environment. 

The Department regulates disposal of CCW through its Solid Waste Landfill Permitting 
program and its Water Facilities Permitting (NPDES) program. The solid waste landfill 
regulations contain design, location, operation, corrective action, closure, post-closure 
and financial assurance requirements that are appropriate for the disposal of CCW. 
Landfills that accept coal ash for disposal must perform a waste analysis to ensure that 
the waste is non-hazardous. The Department has implemented a: solid waste landfill 
permitting program since 1972, and in 2008 amended the regulations to strengthen the 
landfill requirements consistent with the types of waste disposed in them. It is the 
Department's position that its solid waste and water permitting programs are adequate for 
the safe disposition ofCCW. 

We believe that classifying CCW as a hazardous waste would create unnecessary barriers 
to the current management options for CCW without producing any greater degree of 
environmental or public health protection. The Department's experience with CCW is 
that this material is not typically hazardous in nature, and would not qualif'y as 
characteristically hazardous under RCRA Subtitle C. Regulating CCW as a hazardous 
waste would significantly impede the beneficial use of this material. Currently, the 
Department makes a case-by-case detemlination on beneficial use requests that requires 
Department review and approval of the waste characterization and associated data, 
proposed beneficial use, and other technical information associated with the proposed 

\()J.'LI[ (:.\ R 0 1.1:-'; A DE P;\ R t M E 'iT () F I[ E.\ I. 1 II .\:-.; Il 1·;:-'; Y f R ():-.; ~j E:-'; 1.\ IC(),\l..r.I{_()J~ 
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use. This process ensures that the proposed beneficial use is environmentally safe and 
protective of the pUblic. Designating CCW as a hazardous waste would not only prevent 
its beneficial use but would also place an even greater demand on already limited 
hazardous waste disposal capacity. 

The Department understands the concerns about coal ash following the release at the 
Tennessee Valley Authority'S Kingston Plant in Tennessee. The Department is 
supportive of EPA's current efforts to inspect and assess the 24 facilities in the country 
that have a high or significant hazard potential for downstream consequences of a failure 
of a CCW surface impoundment. Improved oversight of these types of units seems to be 
the more appropriate approach rather than a sweeping re-definition of CCW as a 
regulated hazardous waste. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. If you have any questions or need 
additional information, please feel free to contact Daphne Neel at (803) 896-4007 or 
Claire Prince at (803) 896-4004. 

sitrkjd~,,=;) 
Robert W. King, Jr. 
Deputy Commissioner 



Excerpt from 

Compilation of State Comments received by ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31, 2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

South Dakota 

I am sending you this email to express our thoughts on regulating coal ash in surface 
impoundments. We in SD do not have "surface impoundments" like the TVA's or others. Our 
one ash disposal site is a dry tomb landfill rather than a surface impoundment with all of the 
issues dealing with the force of moisture and dam structures. One proposed expansion and one 
proposed new power plant generating coal ash will also use dry tomb landfills rather than 
surface impoundments. However, if regulations are going to be promulgated by EPA my fear is 
these regulations will not only address surface impoundments but also coal ash in general 
especially if EPA determines coal ash is a hazardous waste. We currently issue our state solid 
waste rules to permit disposal of coal ash. We use rules and standards goveming our municipal 
solid waste facilities - better known as Subtitle D facilities- for coal ash disposal facilities. We 
may need standards for surface impoundments such as the TVA like facilities but to identify coal 
ash as a hazardous waste would be a mstake. Managing coal ash according to applicable 
Subtitle D standards are adequate to managing coal ash in a dry tomb landfill situation. 
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Excerpt from 

Compilation of State Comments received by ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates respohsesreceived by ASTSWMO as of March 31,2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Tennessee 

March 31, 2009 

Matt Hale, Director 
Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

RE: TN Recommendations for Regulation of Coal Combustion By-Products by EPA 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

The Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (the Department) appreciates the 
opportunity to submit recommendations for the regulation of Coal Combustion By-Products 
(CCBs) to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Tennessee is home to six active 
coal fired power plants. These plants produce approximately 2,000,000 cubic yards or more of 
coal ash per year. The Department has worked with the disposal of coal ash for many years. 
Garey Mabry, the Manager of our State Hazardous Waste Management Program, is 
participating in the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials, and 
has informed the Department of EPA's effort to collect recommendations from states about the 
regulation of CCB waste. We understand that EPA has set a goal of issuing draft CCB 
regulations by the end of this year. 

Attached with this letter are recommendations from Tennessee for the regulation of CCB wastes 
along with data from the analysis of coal for Total Metals and Toxicity Characteristic Leaching 
Procedure Metals. From our perspective, the regulation of CCB waste should be guided by 
sound science and provide protection of public health and environment. It is our 
recommendation that CCB waste be managed as a solid waste, with disposal facilities having 
design criteria similar to that for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Do not hesitate to contact me or Garey (615 532-0845 & Garey.Mabrv@state.tn.us) if you have 
any questions or concerns about our recommendations. If there is a need for state participation 
with EPA with the development of a regulatory path for management, disposal and beneficial 
reuse of CCB waste, we would welcome the opportunity. 
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Sincerely, 

Chuck Head 

CC: 	 Paul Sloan 

Paul Davis 

Mike Apple 

Garey Mabry 

Stan Meiburg 

Tom Welborn 

Alan Farmer 

Mary T. Zdanowicz 


Attachment 1 

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation 

Recommendations for Regulatory Oversight 


Coal Combustion Syproducts in Landfills & Surface Impoundments 


The Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (the Department) appreciates the 
opportunity to provide input to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regarding the 
regulation of coal combustion byproducts (CCSs). The Department has considered the current 
requirements for CCS regulation; the constituents contained in CCSs and reviewed the industry 
practices for generation, collection, storage, treatment, disposal, and beneficial reuse of CCSs. 
Any changes to existing requirements should be made using sound science with the goal of 
protection of the public health, public safety, and the environment. The Department's 
recommendations are presented in outline form, antiCipating that as EPA develops draft CCS 
regulations, states will be provided an opportunity to provide input and. the logic and science 
supporting their position. 

1. 	 Are additional federal regulations needed to insure that CCSs are managed properly across 
the United States? 

Tennessee does not believe that additional regulation of CCSs at the federal level is 
necessary. However, should US EPA adopt rules, the states should be allowed to 
implement them. Tennessee regulates the disposal of CCSs as an industrial waste under 
the TN Solid Waste Management Act, T.CA 68-211-101 et seq. The Department regulates 
the effluent discharged from settling ponds and surface impoundments via the TN Water 
Quality Control Act, T.C.A 69-3-101 et seq. We are reviewing our regulations to determine if 
amendments are necessary to insure that catastrophic failures such as the TVA Kingston 
Coal Ash release do not occur again. 

2. 	 Should CCSs be regulated as a Solid Waste via RCRA Subtitle D or as a Hazardous Waste 
via RCRA Subtitle C? 
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The Department has been reviewing analytical data on CCBs since the early 1990s, when 
developing our existing rules permitting coal ash fill facilities. As a result of the December 
22, 2008, coal ash release from the TVA Kingston Fossil Plant, there have been many more 
coal ash samples analyzed for many parameters such as Total Metals, TCLP Metals, 
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Solvents and Radioactive Materials. None of the 
analytical results indicated levels that would classify coal ash as a characteristic hazardous 
waste. 

Similarly, our testing of "gypsum", produced as a CCB, did not reveal any chemical 
constituents that rise to hazardous waste levels. 

None of the analytical results from coal ash samples we have reviewed were at levels for 
TCLP metals that approach the concentration that would categorize either coal ash or 
gypsum as a characteristic hazardous waste. We have great success in the beneficial 
reuse of CCBs. The Department strongly supports continued regulation of CCBs as solid 
wastes subject to the RCRA Subtitle D Program. Regulating coal ash and gypsum as a 
hazardous waste greatly reduces the opportunity to beneficially reuse this waste and would 
increase the coast of CCB waste management by at least an order of magnitude. 

3. Regulatory Standard Recommendations for CCBs. 

In Tennessee, the Department sees necessary regulatory management of CCBs during 
three distinct handling activities: Management and Disposal in Surface Impoundments, 
Disposal into Landfills, and Beneficial Use. Regulatory standards· for the material must be 
standardized from the point it is first generated. 
A. 	 CCB Surface Impoundments 

1. 	 Surface impoundments should be regulated under the state Solid Waste 
Management Program. Outfalls would continue to be monitored under the Water 
Quality Control Act. 

2. 	 Often surface impoundments are closed as solid waste landfills after having been 
filled with coal ash. Existing standards for disposal facilities should be used in 
designing these facilities. 

3. 	 New and Expansion of Surface Impoundments - The Department is evaluating 
whether new surface impoundments and expansions of existing CCB surface 
impoundments should be required to meet new design criteria and operating criteria. 
Any new regulations will be developed under the state Solid Waste Management 
Program. 

a. 	 Design requirements should include: 

i. 	 A stipulation stating either (1) the surface impoundment shall be used for 
treatment and storage for CCB with CCB removed for disposal or beneficial 
reuse or (2) the surface impoundment shall be closed as a solid waste 
landfill; 
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ii. 	 Design criteria based on the chemical characteristics of the CCB; 
iii. 	 Appropriate containment measures ( e.g. liner); 
iv. 	 Ground water monitoring system; 
v. 	 Installation of piezometers to monitor ground water levels around surface 

impoundment; 
vi. 	 Siting· criteria which determines the site geologic conditions stipulating the 

site is geologically stable and specifies separation from ground water and 
streams; 

vii. 	Geologic buffers; 
viii. Stability analysis; 

ix. 	 Closure plan with cap design; 
x. 	 Post closure plan; and 
xi. 	 Financial assurance. 

b. 	 Operating criteria should include: 
i. 	 Structural stability inspection program for impoundments utilizing dikes; 
ii. 	 Weekly measurement of free board; 
iii. 	 Weekly inspections for seepage with requirements for immediate repair if 

seepage discovered; 
iv. 	 Regular maintenance of dikes including removal of trees, shrubs, bushes, 

etc. growing in the dikes; 
v. 	 Ground water monitoring with semi-annual sampling for total metals; 
vi. 	 Operating methods for ash removal, if removed. 

4. 	 Existing CCB Surface Impoundments - These units should be required to meet 
specific operating criteria and to meet new requirements for financial assurance and 
closure. These regulations are likely to be developed under the existing state Solid 
Waste Management Program. 

a. 	 Requirements should include: 

i. 	 Submission of a permit application including the engineering design of the 
surface impoundment if not previously submitted; 

ii. 	 A stipulation stating either (1) the surface impoundment shall be used for 
treatment and storage for CCB with CCB removed for disposal or beneficial 
reuse or (2) the surface impoundment shall be closed as a solid waste 
landfill; 

iii. 	 Installation of ground water monitoring wells and semi-annual ground water 
monitoring for total metals; 

iv. 	 Installation of piezometers to monitor ground water levels around surface 
impoundment; 

v. 	 Conduct a structural stability and integrity analysis with plans for repair or 
closure if structural stability and integrity are in question; 

vi. 	 Require scheduled structural stability testing and integrity analysis; 
vii. Weekly measurement of free board; 
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viii. Weekly inspections for seepage with requirements for immediate repair if 
seepage discovered; 

ix. 	 Regular maintenance of dikes including removal of trees, shrubs, bushes, 
etc. growing in the dikes; 

x. 	 Closure plan with cap design; 
xi. 	 Post closure plan; 
xii. Operating methods for ash removal, if removed; and 
xiii. Financial assurance. 

B. 	 CCB Landfills 

1. 	 Landfills constructed to receive CCBs should be regulated under the existing state 
Solid Waste Program. 

2. 	 The Department is evaluating whether new and expansions of existing CCB landfills 
should be required to meet new design criteria and operating criteria. Any new 
regulations will be developed under the state Solid Waste Program. Tennessee 
believes this is best achieved by permitting monofill disposal facilities following the 
Tennessee Class II Industrial Landfill design criteria. The Class II Industrial Landfill 
design criteria are equivalent to the design criteria for Class I Municipal Landfills with 
an opportunity for variances upon approval by the Department. Standards would 
include the requirement for a leachate collection system and financial assurance. 

3. 	 Existing CCB landfills should be required to meet specific operating criteria and to 
meet new requirements for financial assurance and closure. These regulations will 
be developed under the state Solid Waste Program. 

Requirements should include: 

a. 	 Installation of ground water monitoring wells and semi-annual ground water 
monitoring for total metals; 

b. 	 Installation of piezometers to monitor ground water leitels around surface the 
landfill; 

c. 	 Conduct an initial structural stability and integrity analysis with plans for repair or 
closure if structural stability and integrity are in question; 

d. 	 Require scheduled structural stability testing and integrity analysis; 
e. 	 Weekly inspections for seepage with requirements for immediate repair if 

seepage discovered; 
f. 	 Regular maintenance of berms including removal of trees, shrubs, bushes, etc. 

growing in the berms; 
g. Closure plan with cap design; 
h. Post closure plan; and 
i. Financial assurance. 

4. Beneficial Reuse of CCBs 
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Tennessee successfully promotes CCSs in beneficial uses. CCSs often have the 
physical properties to be used beneficially in structural fills and other projects. Given 
the goal to reduce solid waste and beneficially reuse materials that are solid waste in 
lieu of virgin products, regulatory flexibility should be maintained to allow CCSs to be 
used as structural fill material, cement and concrete amendment, etc. The 
Department maintains clear regulatory requirements that stipulate that each source 
of the CCSs must meet specific physical and chemical properties before the 
proposed beneficial reuse is approved by the state. 
Tennessee strongly recommends that any regulatory framework adopted by US EPA 
should not limit the ability to reuse CCSs beneficially. 
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Buddy Garcia, Chairman 
Larry R. Soward, Commissioner 
Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Commissioner 

Marl~ R. Vickery, P.G., Executive Director 

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
Pl'otecfil1g Texas by Reducing and Preoenting Pollution 

August 24, 2009 

Ms. Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1101A 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 

Washington, D.C. 20460 


Re: Regulation of Coal Combustion By-Products 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

The Texas Commission on Environmental. Quality (TCEQ) understands that the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is considering several options relating to the regUlation 
of coal combustion by-products (CCBs). A change in the federal regulation of CCBs could have 
a substantial impact on the management of CCBs in the State of Texas. We appreciate the 
opportunity to submit our comments and concerns which are similar in nature to those we 
submitted to EPA in June 2008. 

We understand that EPA is oonsidering regulating CCBs under Subtitle C of the Resource 
Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) or under Subtltle D of RCRA and is also evaluating whether 
to require closure of all active surface impoundments managing CCBs. Of the two options, the 
TCEQ believes that the best management alternative for regulating CCBs would be under 
Subtitle D of RCRA. 

Most states, including Texas, have developed programs that regulate the management and 
disposal of CCBs. On May 22, 2000, EPA issued a determination that state regulatory 
programs were adequate to ensure proper management and disposal of CCBs. In addition, in 
2005, the EPA and the U.S. Department of Energy determined that such state regulatory 
programs have become even more stringent. The TCEQ believes that the regulatory program 
in Texas will ensure that CCBs are managed and disposed in a manner protective of human 
health and the environment. 

Should EPA determine that federal regulation of CCBs is necessary and appropriate: the TCEQ 
believes that CCBs should be regulated under Subtitle D of RCRA, rather than under Subtitle C 
of RCRA. Coal combustion waste in Texas does not exhibit any of the characteristics of a 
hazardous waste based on extensive analytical testing required by TCEQ Industrial Waste 

P.O. Box 13087 • Austin, Te.'(as 78711-3087 • 512-239-1000 • Internet address: www.tceq.statc.tx.us 

http:www.tceq.statc.tx.us
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
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Regulations. Regulation of CCSs under Subtitle C could potentially cause negative impacts, 
such as deterring beneficial use. 

A significant amount of the CCSs generated in the State. of Texas is used in beneficial ways that 
do not pose a threat· to human health or the environment. The beneficial use of CCSs 
conserves the resources for which CCBs are substituted. In addition, the beneficial use of 
CCBs reduces the total amount of waste destined for land disposal and preserves landfill space. 
Using coal ash as a substitute for cement in highway construction and other beneficial 
applications would reduce the amount of waste. EPA has acknowledged in its own publication 
that typically a ton of coal ash compacted to 70 pounds per cubic foot takes up approximately 
28 cubic feet of landfill space and that for every million tons of coal combustion products 
beneficially used reduces the need for 656 acre-feet of landfill space. Regulation of CCBs 
under RCRA Subtitle C would discourage its beneficial use and instead cause the disposal of a 
valuable resource in landfills and surface impoundments. 

The TCEQ appreciates the EPA's consideration of these comments. 



Ms. Lisa Jackson 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Page 3 
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bee: 	 Mr. Minor Hibbs, Chief Engineers Office - MC 168 
Mr. Earl Lott, Director, Waste Permits Division - MC 126 
Mr. Richard A. Hyde, Deputy Director, aPR - MC 122 



Excerpt from 

Compilation of State Comments received by ASTSWMO 


regarding EPA Proposed Regulation of CCB 


This compilation incorporates responses received by ASTSWMO as of March 31, 2009, from: 

Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Virginia, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 

The compilation includes copies of letters sent by some of these States directly to EPA. 

Virginia 

The Commonwealth of Virginia has established a comprehensive program to regulate coal 
combustion waste under the oversight of the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ). The Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (VSWMR), 9 VAC 20-80, provide 
criteria for facilities that store, treat, or dispose of solid waste. Facilities that will dispose of coal 
combustion waste (CCW) in a landfill are required to meet the industrial landfill provisions of the 
VSWMR, to obtain a permit in accordance with those regulations, and are subject to regular 
inspection by solid waste compliance staff. These ihdustriallandfill requirements provide 
standards for siting, design, operation, monitoring, closure, and post-closure of the landfill. The 
VSWMR also allow for certain exclusions and exemptions from CCW's regulation as a solid 
waste when the material is beneficially reused (Le., when used in manufacturing of products, 
used as base/sub-base fill under footprint of road, building, or other structure, and other uses as 
excluded/exempted by this regulation). Additionally, Virginia has promulgated a separate 
regulation, the Coal Combustion By-Products Regulation, 9 VAC 20-85, which provide 
regulatory criteria for the use, reuse, or reclaiming of these materials by applying them to or 
placing them on land in a manner other than addressed in the VSWMR. Coal combustion by
products (CCB) are defined as residuals, including fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas 
emission control waste produced by coal- fired electrical or steam generating units. CCW's 
managed within surface impoundments and lagoons are regulated under state water control 
laws. These units are permitted and inspected by Virginia's water program. 

As detailed above, Virginia has an effective regulatory program for management of CCW/CCB. 
EPA's proposal to issue regulations regarding the management of CCW may impact these 
regulations and programs. The potential implications to Virginia's beneficial use of CCB for 
each of EPA's presented regulatory options are: 

(1) Regulate under RCRA Subtitle D (this was the decision made in 2000) 
The effect on current allowed beneficial uses should be minimal unless specific prohibitions 
are included in this regulatory action. 

(2) Regulate under RCRA SubtRIe C (likely using the authorities contained in Section 3004(x) of 
RCRA) 
If EPA was to regulate CCW as a hazardous waste under the RCRA Subtitle C authorities, 
Virginia would no longer allow these materials to be beneficial reused under our CCB 
Regulations (9 VAC 20-85) and, also, there would be no beneficial reuse 
exclusions/exemption under our Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations (9 VAC 20
80), as well. 
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(3) Regulate under a hybrid system of RCRA Subtitles C and 0 
The effect of this option will most likely depend on the regulation developed by EPA. 
Possibly some beneficial uses may still be allowed contingent upon how EPA will classify 
CCW. 

It should be noted that full effect of this action will not be known until proposed language is 
provided by EPA. However, any decisions to regulate the management and disposal of coal 
ash will likely have an implication for Virginia's regulatory programs including: the need to 
undertake regulatory action; authorization/approval for implementation (if necessary); budgetary 
impacts; and staffing/workload resource issues related to implementation (Le., possible 
permitting/compliance/enforcement program impacts. The implications could have a dramatic 
impact on the all ready strained budgets of many state environmental agencies. It is hoped that 
EPA's decision will include review of the work that many states, including Virginia, have 
undertaken to regulate coal combustion waste. 

2 
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September 30, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code:ll01A 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (1/ADEQ) would like to take this 
opportunity to relay our concerns regarding possible regulatory actions for coal combustion ash 
(coal ash) by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). There have been 
recent indications that EPA may be contemplating regulation of coal ash under the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle C and that a predominant factor is for EPA to 
have enforcement authority. V ADEQ believes that reason alone is inadequate for such a costly 
action; and, it does not adequately consider the states responsibilities and authority to manage 
coal ash under their own laws and regulations. . 

In Virginia, coal ash is regulated as a solid waste under our state authorities and is treated 
in a like manner to other industrial solid wastes. Our regulations provide requirements for coal 
ash management as a solid waste, including appropriate criteria for disposal units. These 
regulations also allow for its beneficial reuse in a manner that is protective of human health and 
the environment. Virginia, like many states, has a strong solid waste management program. Our 
solid waste statutes include enforcement authorities, as was demonstrated to EPA when we 
obtained approval for our municipal solid waste program (a RCRA Subtitle D program). 
Virginia has an ongoing process to evaluate its Subtitle D program including regulations that 
allow for the beneficial reuse of waste materials. We are committed to continuously improving 
this process. 

VADEQ does not support the possible regulation of coal ash under RCRA Subtitle C for 
the following reasons: . 

• 	 Coal ash very rarely fails the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure or any other 
hazardous waste characteristic to warrant characterization as a hazardous waste. 
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• 	 Defining coal ash as hazardous waste will either eliminate or drastically reduce appropriate 
beneficial reuse. 

• 	 There is not an adequate amount of statewide capacity in Virginia to manage this material as 
a Subtitle C hazardous waste. In a recent survey conducted by ASTSWMO, 96 % of states 
indicated that they, like Virginia, have no disposal capacity to assimilate ihis new waste 
stream into a Subtitle C facility. 

• 	 Regnlation under Subtitle C would undermine the rights and responsibilities of a state with a 
delegated Subtitle D program. 

• 	 Regnlation as a hazardous waste presents an unnecessary burden on already strained state 
budgets as it will require additional budgetary and staff resources for the necessary actions 
regarding regulations, authorization, siting, permitting, compliance, and enforcement. 

Given an uncertain environmental benefit and for the reasons stated above, regulation of 
coal ash under RCRA Subtitle C is unwarranted in our view. Virginia urges EPA to consider the 
use ofRCRA Subtitle D as a mechanism to control and manage the environmental aspects 
associated with coal ash. 

DKP:ewf 

cc: 	 Mathy Stanislaus, EPA Assistant Administrator 

for the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 
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April 10, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale, Director 
Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: EPA Regulation of Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

On behalf of West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP) I thank 
you for the opportunity to comment on the potential federal regulation of coal combustion waste. 

Of the three basic regulatory proposals recently outlined by EPA, WVDEP's position is 
that coal asn disposal facilities should continue to be regulated under RCRA Subtitle D. Coal is 
extremely important to the State of West Virginia as both a valuable natural resource and as an 
export cQmmodity. Moreover, coal is burned to produce approximately 99% of our State's 
electricity. While our State's future energy plan calls for renewable sources such as wind energy 
to become an increased percentage of our State's energy portfolio, the burning of coal shall 
continue to playa large role both for West Virginia and for our nation well into the middle of the 
century. 

Coal combustion disposal facilities have been successfully regulated in West Virginia as 
solid waste facilities under RCRA Subtitle D for many years. In light of the serious nature of the 
coal ash release in Tennessee last December, it is inarguable that enhanced scrutiny and 
evaluation of coal combustion disposal practices, as well asa more aggressive oversight of those 
disposal facilities, must be undertaken. However, a decision to designate coal combustion 
wastes as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C may turn out to be counter-productive in at 
least two areas. First, the work of EPA's Resource Conservation Challenge program to promote 
and encourage the recycling of coal combustion products as material to be beneficially used in 
roads, bricks and in other building materials would be made much more challenging should coal 
combustion waste become designated as a hazardous waste (especially from a perception 
standpoint). The other major problem arising from the regulation of coal combustion waste 
under RCRA Subtitle C would be the additional resource burden imposed on both coal ash 
disposal facilities and on the regulating agency. This significant additional burden is in regards 

FJrorfloting a healthy environrnent. 

http:www.wvdep.org
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to the workload and procedures necessary to secure timely permitting, closure and possible 
remedial activities as hazardous waste facilities. 

We believe that the track that EPA and the States are now following is a good one. As 
you know, we are currently evaluating all coal combustion waste facilities as they exist today. 
As we eval uate, we will provide aggressive oversight of these facilities to ensure that releases, 
both catastrophic and minor, do not occur. We believe that the continued regulation of coal 

. combustion waste under Subtitle D, and the strengthening of Subtitle D coverage where 
warranted is the best approach. 

Thank you very much for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

~~~., 
Randy C. Huffman 
Cabinet Secretary 
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March 16,2009 

Matt Hale, Director 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Mail Code 530lP 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

SUBJECT: State Implications of Regulatory Options for the Management of Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Mr. Hale, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input regarding the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's re
evaluation of regulatory options for the management of coal combustion wastes (CCW) aod the potential 
implications for State regulatory programs. 

The State of Wisconsin has formally provided testimony and submitted comments on this issue in the past, but we 
wish to reiterate our opposition to regulation of CCW as a listed waste under RCRA Subtitle C, or to a hybrid . 
approach, such as has been used with cement kiln dust (CKD). Copies of our responses are attached to this letter 
along with a summary table of out' estimated rate of beneficial reuse of CCW in 2006. 

To summarize, we believe that regulation of CCW under the current structure of RCRA Subtitle cis 
inappropriate given the level of environmental hazard posed by these materials. We remain deeply concerned that 
such a categorization would have a significant adverse impact to our ongoing successful efforts to beneficially 
reuse these materials. This beneficial use program avoids the need for landfill space with its associated impacts, 
reduces greenhouse gas emissions, provides for water conservation and reduces energy consumption. We 
recommend that if federal regulation of CCW is detennined to be necessalY, these wastes be regulated using the 
existing regulatOlY model for municipal solid waste under Part 258 of RCRA Subtitle D. 

If you have any fUlther questions, please contact Gene Mitchell, Chief of our Recycling aod Solid Waste Section 
at (608) 267-9386 or gene.mitchell@wisconsin.gov 

Since~d.//') #
t/~Cf~ 

Allen K. Shea, Administrator 
Air and Waste Division 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

cc: 	 Gene Mitchell! Phil Fauble - WA!5 
Kerry Callahan - ASTSWMO 

dnLwi.gov 	 o 
P~ntedl)/\wlsconsln.gov 
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March 9, 2009 

Via E-mail 
Susan Mooney 
Land and Chemicals Division, U.S. EPA 
77 W. Jackson 
Chicago, IL 60604 

Subject: State Implications of Regulatory Options for Coal Ash 

Dear Ms. Mooney: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input regarding EPA's re-evaluation of regulatory options for coal ash, 
and the potential implications for State l-egulatOlY programs. 

Wisconsin utilities generate more than aile million tons of coal ash per year. Approximately 86 %of this ash is 

beneficially used or l-eused. Fly ash is substituted for lime in the production of concrete, and used as a substrate 

material in highway constlUction. Fly ash and bollom ash are also used as geo-technical fill for building 

constl1lction projects and in mine l-eclamation, and as a daily cover at Illunicipal solid waste landfills. In addition, 

one utility has been 'mining' its ash landfill and using it as a fuel, because there is sufficiimt BTU value left in the 

ash. 


Our experience has been that contaminant levels in ash are generally not high enough to trigger a characteristic 

detelmination, and therefol-e we do not believe.it waD'ants regulation as a hazardous waste. If coal ash were to be 

regulated under RCRA subtitle C, the options for beneficially using or reusing the ash would be significantly 

impacted and sevel-ely limited. Under both the federal and Wisconsin's hazardous waste lules, many hazardous 

wastes that are reused as products or that are legitimately recycled are exempt from l-egulation or have 

significantly reduced l-egulation. However, recyclable hazardous wastes that are 'used in a manner constituting 

disposal' (applied to 01' placed 011 the land, or used to produce products that al-e placed on the land) are more 

stringently regulated. This would be the case if coal ash were to be regulated under RCRA subtitle C, and it 

would effectively eliminate the beneficial uses of the ash in our state. 


Although some uses of the fly ash may still be allowed under the hazardous waste lUles (e.g. in concrete 
production), due to tile liability and stigma attached to using a hazardous waste as a product, we predict that the 
ntilities will choose to dispose of the ash instead of tlying to reuse it. Since Wisconsin does not have any active 
pelmitted hazardous waste landfills or surface impoundments. the only option for the material would be to send it 
out of state for hazardous waste disposal. 

As stated in our FeblUalY 11,2008 comments to U.S. EPA regarding the Notice q(Data Availability on the 
Disposal oJCoal ComblL,tion Wastes in Landfills and SlIIjace Impoundments (Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-RCRA
2006-0796), we also do not agree with direct regulation of coal ash disposal facilities under Subtitle D of RCRA. 
This is impractical, given the staffing levels in the solid waste programs at the Regional level and the physical 
separation that the staff would have from regulated facilities. It is also duplicative of the functions that already 
exist in state environmental regnlatory agencies. 

dnr.wi.goY 
wisconsln.gov 
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We agree that there should be minimnm national standards promulgated by EPA for the proper storage, 
management and disposal of coal ash; however, we reco\ll1nend using the model provided by the municipal solid 
waste (MSW) landfill regulatOlY stlucture in Part 258 of Subtitle D of RCRA. This program includes' setting 
basic contents in federal rules and having the EPA regions teview and authorize state rules for adequacy. This 
would take advantage of the resources that the states have to offer and the procedures and precedent set by the 
Part 258 MSW landfill rules. 

Given Wisconsin's history with the management and reuse of coal ash, we believe that we have demonstrated a 
successful program which protects human health and the environment, while reusing materials that teduce costs 
and address energy and climate change issues as well. This demonstrated success could serlle as a model for 
tegulation at the federal level. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important issue. Ifyou have any questions 
about our comments, please do not hesitate to call me at 608-267-0545. 

Sincerely, 

t?-cu",<L /5.~.'--t.•./.J.

J oanie Bums 
Buteau of Waste and Materials Management 
Wisconsin Departlnent of Natural Resources 

Cc: 	 Margatet M. Gueniero - U.S EPA Region 5 Director, Land and Chemicals Division 
Gene Mitchell - WAI5 
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June 6, 2008 

The Honorable Jim Costa, Chair 
Subcommittee on Energy and Minerals 
Committee on Natural Resources 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1626 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

SUBJECT: Beneficial Use and Disposal of Coal Combustion Wastes,in Wisconsin 

Dear Representative Costa: 

I would like to thank you and the members of the House Subcommittee On Energy and Minerals for the 
opportunity to provide information regarding our experience with the beneficial reuse and disposal of coal 
combustion wasles (CCWs) in the Stale ofWisconsill. I regret not being able to testify to the 
Subcommittee il1 person, but hust Ulat these wIitten comments will assist you in your deliberations on this 
inlportant topic. 

We have previously provided the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with related comments in 
response to the Notice of Data Availability (NODA) for the Disposal of Coal Combustion Wastes on 
February 11, 2008 and presented a summary of our environmental data regarding coal ash disposal sites 
to the National Research Council (NRC) for inclusion in their March 1,2006 report Managing Coal 
Combuslion Residues /n Mines. 

Under Wisconsin statutes, CCWs are considered solid wastes and their use and disposal have been 
regulated by the state accordingly since the early 1970's, Cun'ent l'egulations limit land disposal to 
licensed, engineered disposal facilities under our NR 500 series of administrative rules. Sillce 1998, use 
of CCW matedal for productive geotechnical and civil engineering pUlposes has been governed by a new 
rule, ch. NR 538, Wis. Adm. Code, developed specifically to regulate the beneficial reuse of industrial 
byproducts. 

We believe some level of regulation of these materials is necessary. Our administrative rules have grown 
out of our firsthand experience with numerous CCW disposal sites and the collection of decades of 
groundwater and oU,er environmental data. We have observed that CCWs can cause significant adverse 
environmental impacts when improperly managed. Two of the most serious damage cases were profiled 
in detail in the NRC repOit; a number of other disposal sites in Wisconsin have caused significant 
environmental impacts as well. Documented impacts have included threats to human health and welfare 
due to contatrdnation of aquifers providing water to private water supply wells, impacts to surface waters, 
and direct toxicity to plant life, 

Although contaminants and concentrations have varied considerably from location to location due to 
diffel'ences in coal sources, combustion methods and disposal practices, we have identified boron and 

dnr.wl.gov 
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sulfate as the two most common CCW constituents exceeding Wisconsin's groundwater quality 
standards. Additional contaminants exceeding groundwater standards at or near CCW disposal sites have 
included arsenic, selenium, manganese and, to a lesser extent, molybdenum and lead. Other changes to 
groundwater quality caused by CCW constituents, such as increased hardness or alkalinity, can diminish 
the acceptable end uses of groundwater even if specific health-based standards are not exceeded. 

Abundant evidence exists to show that uncontrolled CCW disposal can cause environmental harm. In 
Wisconsin it is the older, unlined CCW landfills and ash sluicing facilities that have been responsible for 
the vast majority of the documented adverse impacts. By contrast, substantial monitoring and 
performance data affirm that Wisconsin's current regulatOlY requirements for lined CCW landfills with 
leachate collection systems have bcen very effective in protecting groundwater and surface water 
resources, as have engineered final covel' systems on the older, unlined CCW landfills. 

Our monitoring data support, that CCWs can be safely and effectively reused in a variety of different 
. projects, especially as an active ingredient in cement manufacture and_3sgeotechnical fill in highway 
embankments, airpOlt runway improvements and other civil engineering applications. In fact, of the 
approximately 1,131,000 tons of CCWs produced in Wisconsin in 2006, over 974,000 tons were 
beneficially reused under our regulations. That is an effective recycling rate of 86 percent. One major 
utility was able to achieve a CCW recycling rate of over 100 percent by beneficially reusing not only 
Virtually all of their CCW as it was generated, but also coal ash previously disposed of in a nearby 
landfill. The reuse of CCW materials in Wisconsin, subject to the design and monitoring standardS we 
have implemented, has not caused discemible environmental impacts. Based on our experience, we are 
convinced that a responsible and environmentally protective regulatory framework can be developed that 
encourages the beneficial reuse of CCWs, and establishes sensible lninimum criteria to safely dispose of 
CCW material if landfilling is unavoidable. 

While we supp0l1 the creation of a basic national framework on the disposal and use of CCWs, we 
caution that there are too many variables at work to justify a set of detailed, one-size-fits-all regulations or 
approaches for the entire country. For instance, groundwater monitoring for the chemically conselvative 
elements boron and selenium works vety well in Wisconsin due to our temperate climate and abundance 
of high quality groundwater near the surface. Stales in more arid climates with high natural backgrounds 
of these elements may not find this monitoring system very effective. Most importantly, the states valY 
considerably in their dependence on groundwater as a drinking water supply and in existing gmundwater 
and surface water regulatory structures. States and regions also differ with respect to available use 
markets forCCW materials. Fedeml regulations should not preempt states from providing addilional 
necessary protections to their groundwater and surface water resources, and should account for the 
variability that does exist amongst states. 

We believe any broad nalional approach developed under the auspices of U.S. EPA for the propel' 
management and monitoring of CCW disposal sites should resetve to the states the ability 10 regulate 
CCWs beyond the federal minimums in a manner they feel is most appropriate given their particular 
circumstances. The U.S. EPA should continue its effOlts to work with the states and other stakeholders to 
find appropriate beneficial reuses for these materials, thereby minimizing the long-term environmental 
costs of maintaining landftlls. 

Onc way to establish such a framework might be through a federallstate effort to develop and actively 
disseminate CCW landfill and beneficial use design guidelines upon which specific state requirements 
could be superimposed. U.S. EPA could convene such an effort and also facilitate discussions on markets 
for beneficial reuse of these materials. Alternatively, the U.S. EPA could establish federal rules that set 
out certain minimum requirements for disposal and reuse. If federal rule making for CCW disposal is 
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pursued, we suggest using as a model the existing municipal solid waste (MSW) landftll regulatory 
suucture in Part 258 of Subtitle D of RCRA. TIli8 program includes setting basic rule contents in federal 
!Ules and having the EPA regions review and authorize state rules for adequacy. This would take 
advantage of the resources that the states have to offer and the procedures and precedent set by the Part 

258 MSW landflll rules. 

Again,thank you for the opportunity to provide information to this Committee. We look forward to 
engaging in a cooperative effOit on this important topic with the U.S. EPA and other states. We think we 
have a particularly effective program in place to manage and beneflcia\ly reuse CCWs and we would be 
glad to share further details of our experiences as well as our environmental data. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Bangert, Director 
Bureau of Waste and Matedals Management 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

cc: 	 Holly Wagenet - via email 
Wendy VanAsselt - via email 
Margaret Guerriero - EPA Region 5 
Gene Mitchell - W A/5 



2006 Coal Combustion Byproducts Production and Beneficial Reuse 

FLY ASH 
PRODUCED 
(TONS) 

BOTTOM 
ASH (SLAG) 
PRODUCED 
(TONS) 

TOTAL 
PRODUCED 

BENEFICIALLY 
REUSED FLY 
ASH (TONS) 

BENEFICIALLY 
USED BOTIOM 
ASH (SLAG) 

. (TONS) 

TOTAL 
BENEI'ICIALLY 
USED 

Alliant 250,000 115,000 365,000 145,000 65,000 210,000 

WE 
Energies 

443,760 90,890 534,650 443,760 90,890 534,652 

WI Public 
Service 
COIp. 
(WPSC) 

148,806 45,672 194,478 148,806 45,672 194,478 

XCEL 
Energy' 

11,905 3,095 15,000 11,905 3,095 15,000 

Madison 
Gas & 
Electric 
(MG&E), 

9,618 246 9,864 9,618 38 9,656 

State of 
Wisconsin 

12,113 10,385 

, Bayfi:ont Power Plant burns tires, wood waste, RR ties, etc. in addition to coal 
2 Blount Street Plant only produces Class "F" ash; will be phased out in 2011 

Total Coal COlllbustion Byproduct Productioll 1112006: 1,131,105 tOilS (approximate) 
Total CCB Beneficially Reused in 2006: 974,171 tons (approximate) 
2006 Recycling Rate: 86 percent 



March 26, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 

Mail Code 11 OlA 

Washington, DC 20460 


Dear Administrator Jackson: 

Recently, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency(EPA) announced that it 
would be undertaking the development of a regulatory proposal for the disposal of 
coal combustion waste (coal ash) by the end ofthe year. This announcement follows 
on the heels of several Congressional actions to address the matter, including Senate 
Resolution No. 64 and a bill introduced by House Natural Resources Committee 
Chairman Nick Rahall II (H.R. 493). As state agencies responsible for regulating the 
placement of coal ash at both coal and noncoal mines nationwide, we have a vested 
interest in EPA's future proposal and request the opportunity to work closely with 
EPA as co-regulators in the development of the proposal, whatever form it may take. 

As you know, in May of 2000, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) published a Notice of Regulatory Determination on Wastes from the 
Combustion ofFossil Fuels. Among other things, andofparticular concern to the 
states, EPA found that, although coal combustion wastes (CCWs) did not warrant 
regulation under subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
as "hazardous waste", the agency had determined that national regulations under 
subtitle D ofRCRA and/or possible modifications to existing regulations established 
under the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) are 
warranted when these materials are used as fill in surface or underground mines. 
IMCC was especially concerned about the "mine placement" aspects of the 
determination given the significant interplay between approved state regulatory 
programs under SMCRA and any potential adjustments to the SMCRA federal 
regulations (which serve as a template for state regulatory programs). 

Following publication ofEPA's notice, IMCC took the lead on behalf ofthe 
states to address the matter and initiated a series of discussions between states, the 
Office of Surface Mining (OSM) and EPA concerning next steps pursuant to the 
regulatory determination. The first of the state/federal dialogues occurred in May of 
2001 and over the course of the next three years, the parties shared and discussed . 
information and analyses of their respective regulatory programs under SMCRA and 



RCRA. The states also provided data and information from state approved permits where mine 
placement was predominant to demonstrate the types ofenvironmental controls applicable in 
these situations and the environmental protection afforded by exiting regulatory standards. 
Copies ofthe various documents and notes generated at the four state/federal dialogues are 
available lit www.epa.gov/epaoswer/other/fossiVindex.htm. 

On March 1,2006, the National Research Council (NRC) within the National Academy 
of Sciences released a report entitled Managing Coal Combustion Residues in Mines. The 
study was in response to a request from Congress and was initiated in June of2004. The NRC 
conducted the study to examine the health, safety, and environmental risks associated with 
using coal combustion residues (also referred to as coal combustion wastes or coal ash) in 
reclamation at active and abandoned coal mines. The study was to determine whether CCWs 
were placed and disposed of in coal mines with adequate safeguards and whether this activity is 
degradingwater supplies in coal mines in contravention ofSMCRA. IMCC, on behalf of the 
states, once again provided data and information to the NRC regarding the nature and status of 
state regulatory program requirements for the placement of CCWs in mines. 

Most recently, IMCC submitted statements to the House Energy and Mineral Resources 
Subcommittee for inclusion in the record of two hearings held by the Subcommittee: one on 
June 10, 2008 regarding "How Should the Federal Government Address the Health and 
Environmental Risks of Coal Combustion Wastes?" and another on February 12 concerning 
H.R. 493, the "Coal Ash Reclamation, Environment and Safety Act of2009". Copies ofthose 
statements are attached. In both statements IMCC articulates the perspective of the states as 
primary regulators in the area ofmine placement concerning the development of any new 
federal regulatory program by OSM or EPA. In this regard, we would note that OSM has 
already developed a draft proposed rule on mine placement which we believe serves as an 
reasonable starting point for further discussions about developing a new federal regulatory 
framework. 

The states, through the IMCC, have been active participants in the regulatory 
development arena with OSM and EPA over the past ten years. As noted in the attached 
resolution adopted by IMCC, we'trust that we will continue our close working relationship on 
this important matter. In this regard, we would request an opportunity to meet with you or 
members of your staff to discuss the specifics of your regulatory proposal and provide early 
input from the states. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory E. Conrad 
Executive Director 

Attachment 

cc. 	 All Commissioners 
Matthew Hale 
Richard Kinch 
Glenda Owens, OSM 

www.epa.gov/epaoswer/other/fossiVindex.htm
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Arizona Oepartment of Transportation 
·Interrnodal Transportation Division 

206 South Seventeenth Avenue Phoenix, Arizona 85007-3213 

Ji'mice K Brewer Ffoyct Roehrich Jr. 
Governor Sta/o E()!J;'/(~c"

AUgllst 4, 2009 
John S. HaHkowski 

Director 

TIle Honorable Lisa JackSQll 
Administrator, Enviromnel1tal Prott.,'ctioll Agency 
:Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania A vcnue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Dear Ms Jackson: 

It has recently been brought to onf attention, by the American Coal Ash Assoc.iatioll (ACAA), {hat the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is considering llew environmental regulations for coal 
combustion by-products, specifically fly ash. This has occurred as a '"t'snl1 OftJIC failure of a wet ash 
impoundment at the Tennessee Val1ey Authority's Kingston, Tenllessee facility. 

In previolls detenllinatiolls by !l,e .EPA (1993 atld lOOO) these coal combustion by-products, including 
Jly ash, did not warrant regulation as hazardous wasic materials. Reclassification ofthese hy"procillcts 
as hazardous waste materials could put the Arizona Depmtment of Transportation (ADO'1') as well as 
other DOT's throughout the United States in a very precarious position with tho EJ'A, the United 
States Department of Transportation (USDOT), and Federal Highway Administration (f'HWA) all of 
whom have been sU'ongly advocating the use of fly ash not only in COllcrete but in a wide variety of 
other uses .fi)]' highway ,wel bridge cOl1strllction since the early 1970's. 

A publication titled "Fly Ash Facts for Highway Engineers" 1)rovicles valuable infunnaiion regarding 
the JTlany uses of fly ash. This publication is sponsored by the USDOT through the FUWA, in 
cooperation with the ACAA and lhe EPA. The second paragraph in the preface of this publication 
states, "1'1y Clsh Itas been used in roadwa)'s alld infers/ale highways sillce the early 1950's. ill 1974, 
the Federal Highway Administration encouHlged !he use offiy ash in concrete pavement with 'iYatice 
N-5080.4', lvlJich urgP4{ stllleS to allow partial slloslillltion affTy ash/or cemen; whene1!er/easihle. ill 
additioll! ill Ja111.fa1)' 1983, the Ellvironmema/ Profection Agency published federal comprehellsrve 
procurement guidelines for cement lind concrete containing fly ash /0 encourage the utilization affly 
a.t;h iind g.J.~al!/jli!..f.Q!.?lJ2afl!l.£e d{~adJjllf..~". 

The benefits of mixing ily ash ill concrete arc many, including abating alkali-silica reactivity (ASR), 
providing a higher ullima:te st.rength without adding more ccmc.nt~ improying worknbiHty, increasing 
resistance to sulfate a!lack, reducing penllcability, increasing durability which leads 10 n longer life lor 
1he concrete structure, helping to reduce shrinkage, and r~.sllltjng in lower costs for concrete stmctm0S 
and products. 



, The lJoD.orableLisa Jackson 

Angust 4, 2009 

Page Two 


Tlle usc of fly asl] in concrete, earth stabilization, structural and cmbankment fills, base courSe 
stabilization, flow able fills, asphalt pavements, grouts, etc provides a subslaniial rcdlictioll in 
greenhouse gases sneh as carbon dioxide (C02). 

If the DOT's arc not allowed 10 nse fly ash in higlJway and bridge' construction, CO2 emissions from 
the production of cement and other products will inerease greatly since marc cement alldother 
cemenlitioliS materials will be required to meet thc strength, durahility, ASR abatcment, and reduced 
penneability requirements of Ule concrete used in our highways, bridges, and other related concrete 
structures, 

In adcliiion, cement (and ultimately concrete) costs will escaJatedue to the lleed for more cement in the 
concrete to meet the .strength requirements. Sjnce more cement \vil1 be needed and produced, morc 
CO2 gases will also be en:ri tted. 

The Cholla Electric Generating Station in Arizona recycles OVer 90% o1't11o fly ash that it generates fOr 
use in a Yiu';ety of applications. Several other generating stations in Arizona also recycle a very high 
percentage oftheir fly ash. This high pen:cni"lge Use ofreeycled fly ash helJls to reduce tll.e need rOT 
more Jly ash storage ponds Bud ultimately contributes to lower electrical cosls jilr the COllsnlUer. 

The Jil.ilure of the wet ash imponndment at thc Tennessee VaHey Authority's Kingston, TCllJJcssee 
facility is Tmilly a safety issue and does not nWke .fly Il.s11 a hazardous material To Use this incidcnt as 
" reason to reclassil)' Dy ash as a hazardons material would be a monumental disservice to coal fired 
pmve-r plnnts~ DOT's in tJIe US, cement U1al1ufachlrers~ conerete suppliers, and the conStruction 
industry that uses cement and concrete in their constlUction activitics. 

ADOT respectfully requests that thc EPA does not regulate or reclassify coal combustion by-prodllC!s 
as hazardous materials under Subtitle C of thc Resourcc COl1versariol1 and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 
j 976 or a hybrid approach ofreglllations under Subtitle C or ony other section ofthe RCRA. 

We tbank you for your altention and consideratiol1 to this matter. ' Please feel Ii'ee to contact our 
offices should you .have [my questions or com,m.cnts, 

Sincerely, 

&:.:::~ 
State .Engineer 



AASHTO Subcommittee on Materials 
Seek to protect the ability to use Fly Ash in highway construction 


August 2009 


WHEREAS, AASHTO has observed the spring 2009 EPA regulatory agenda plans to 
issue a propose ruling regarding certain uses of coal waste, with intent to apply to 
landfill and surface impoundment facilities. 

WHEREAS, Fly Ash is a coal combustion byproduct commonly used in highway 
construction applications such as bridges, pavements, and subgrades, and could 
potentially be designated as "hazardous waste" for disposal purposes with exception for 
certain beneficial uses under the proposed ruling; and 

WHEREAS, Even if EPA's proposed ruling allows for the beneficial use of Fly Ash, the 
stigma associated with using a "hazardous waste" material could effectively eliminate 
the use of Fly Ash in highway construction; and 

WHEREAS, The May 2000 Federal register notice states "We support increases in 
these beneficial uses, such as for additions to cement and concrete products"; and 

WHEREAS, The benefits of using Fly Ash in concrete to improve durability, ultimate 
compressive and flexural strengths, reduce permeability, and mitigation of Alkali silica 
reactivity, will no longer be an option for state DOT's; and 

WHEREAS, The use of Fly Ash in highway construction measurably reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions through the reduced consumption of Portland cement; and 

WHEREAS, The use of Fly Ash in highway construction promotes recycling of a 
byproduct that would otherwise require disposal; and 

WHEREAS, Fly Ash has been used in highway construction for many years without 
documented adverse environmental impacts, no research exists which conclusively 
provides a scientific argument to designate Fly Ash as "hazardous waste". 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the AASHTO Subcommittee on Materials take 
action to notify the EPA of the adverse impact this proposed ruling would have on the 
nation's infrastructure; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the AASHTO Subcommittee on Materials seeks to 
protect the use Fly Ash in highway construction and is against any proposed ruling that 
would impede its use for those purposes. 



STATE OF COLORADO 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
ChIef Engineer 
4201 E. Arkansas Ave. #262 
Denver, C.O 80222 
(303) 757'9206 
(303) 757-9656 Fax 

betober 21, 2009 

Lisa Jackson 
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

SUBJECT: Coal Fly Ash Regulations 

Ms. Jackson, 

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) appreciates and agrees with the 
Environmental Protection Agency's concern for the environment. One of CDOT's efforts in this 
specific regard has guidance in mIT PoHcy 1901.0 (revised 5/21109) that addresses reducing 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,· The use of flyash to reduce the amount of cement in our 
cone·rete mixes is a strategy supported by that Policy. Regulatory changes, .which make fly ash 
more difficult to use, may limit our ability to comply with this Policy and our ability to reduce 
GHGs. 

It is our understanding that the EPA is considering classifying coal fly ash as a hazardous waste. 
lfthis decision limits our ability to use flyashas a construction material, we believe this would be 
an rrnfortunate decision for the transportation industry for following. reasons: 

• 	 Coal fly ash is used to replace up to 30% ofthe portland cement in concrete used by tile 
Colorado DOT. A typical cubic yard of concrete contains 600 lbs of cement, of which 
180 lbs of fly ash could be substituted for portland cement. For each ton of cement 
replaced by fly ash, a ton of carbon dioxide is not produced. The Colorado DOT used 
approximately 65,000 cubic yards of concrete in 2008 and by allowing the concrete 
suppliers to replace 30% of the portland cement with fly ash; we reduccd carbon dioxide 
emissions by approximately 19,500 tons. In addition to the reduced carbon dioxide, fly 
ash is 20-50% less costly to use than portlaod cement. 

• 	 Coal fly ash is the most effcctive mitigative measure for protecting concrete structures 
from a chemical reaction between the alkali in the pOltland cement and the silica in our 
aggregates. This alkali-silica reaction (ASR) creates an expansive gel that breaks apart 
concrete from the inside. Coal fly asb is used to mitigate ASR. As fly ash hydrates; it 
consumes the alkalis and keeps the alkalis from reacting with the aggregates. Preventing 
ASR allows a structure to remain in service for its designed lifespan. 



• 	 Coal fly ash is the most effective measure to protect concrete from external chemical 
attack. As fly ash hydrates, it makes the concrete denser and less permeable. Colorado 
has harsh winters that require roadway treatments. By making the concrete less 
permeable, chlorides from deicing salts that promote rusting of reinforcing bars are 
slowed or prevented from reaching reinforcing bars. By slowing or eliminating the 
corrosion of reinforcing bars, stroctures remain in service for their design lifespan. 

The Colorado Department ofTransportation believes that a closer investigation of the current and 
future situation would conclude that the utilization of coal fly ash would be most beneficial to not 
·be classified as a hazardous material. We look forward to continue to partner with the EPA to 
ensure our transportation facilities are constructed in an env~onmentally responsible marmer. 

Sincerely, 

6?;J~ 
..\:.v Pam Hutton 

Chief Engineer 



Florida Department ofTransportation 
CHAIUJn!: ClHST STENIANm c. KOPELOlfSOS5007 NE 39 th Avenue 

GOVERNOR SECRETARY
Gainesville, Florida 32609 

June 26, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 3000 Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Washington D.C. 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) would like to convey our position on the use of fly ash 
in the hope that we may continue to use tlus material in highway construction. 

The FDOT requires the. use of fly ash as a supplement to the cement used in concrete mixtures for 
highway structures; and specifically in those structures constructed in moderately and extremely 
aggressive environments. The affects ofthese environments can significantly reduce service life due to 
sulfate and chloride deterioration. When fly ash is added to a concrete mixture, it increases the density or 
reduces the ability of chloride ions to permeate through the concrete; lowers the initial heat which protects 
against cracking; and in general, makes concrete more durable. The increased durability saves millions of 
tax payer dollars by extending the service life and delaying the replacement ofa structure. In addition, fly 
ash is 20 to 25 percent of the cost ofcement; therefore, initial savings are realized as the cost ofthe 
concrete mixture is reduced due to the replacement of cement with fly ash. The FDOT also permits the 
use offly ash in roadway base materials, concrete pipe, and other concrete drainage products. The 
continuous use of fly ash, therefore, effectively reduces the amount of waste material that would typically 
end up in a landfill. 

The FDOT is requesting that the Environmental Protection Agency carefully consider the many 
constructive uses of fly ash in highway construction. Transportation agencies at the state and local level 
hope to continue to provide durable concrete at low cost; to reduce waste in landfills and to provide long 
lasting structures. 

Thank you for your consideration of this recommendation. If you have any questions or need additional 
information regarding this topic, please feel free to contact me at (352) 955-6620 or by email at 
Tom.Malerk@dot.state.fl.us. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas O. Malerk, P.E. 
Director, Office ofMaterials 

w\vw.dot.state.fl.us 

http:w\vw.dot.state.fl.us
mailto:Tom.Malerk@dot.state.fl.us
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100 Norlh Senale Avenue 

Room N758 Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor 
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Honorable Usa Jackson 
Administrator 
United States Enviroml1entul Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 

········..···· ..J200··Pellllsylvallia·Ave·N·W··: " ..............."..............................................._........._ ..................................................................._.......- ................................... 
MC I lOlA 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson, 

We are writing to express OUI' views on next steps cUl'l'ently under consideration by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) regarding the regulation of coal combustion products (CCPs). The Indiana 
Department of Transportation (lNDOT) strongly opposes any designation of CCPs as hazardous waste. Such 
action would have significant and long lasting adverse effect upon our ability to beneficially use fly ash and 
other CCPs in highway transportation projects. 

·"-··-{;-Bal··f]y-asil;-a-bYPl'o8uct-of.-€0a·I-G0mbustion . .[GI'.8I{lGt-fiG--g0neratioJl;-has-egcl1-a-Gl'uGi·a!··gu"m<lllt-1H-highway_...._. 
construction projects in Indiana. The regulation of coal ash as a hazardous waste threatens the recycling of this 
valuable material. The total production of CCPs in Indiana exceeds eight million tons per year. The INDOT has 
worked with the Indiana Department of Environmental Management ([OEM) to develop specifications and 
procedures to use CCPs t(ll' engineered fills and as a replacement t'Dr a portion of the cement used in concrete 
mixtures. We have been able to use approximately 42% of the material generated annually as a recycled 
construction material. 

Fly ash improves durability in concrete construction in highway transportation projects by rcducing damaging 
chemical reactions, reducing concrete permeability, and improving concrete strength, which results in improved 
durability and longer service life. Transportation engineers rely on fly ash to help solve challenges to creating 
concrete structures that are both economical and durable. Typically fly ash is substituted for up to 20% of the 
cemcntitous material required. 

While there are other materials - silica fume, metakaolin, blast furnace slag - that can be used to enhance 
concrete durability, these materials are not as readily available, can be 4 - 6 times more expensive, and arc not 
as effective as fly ash. The effect would be to increase construction costs and reduce performance of highway . 
projects. Increasing costs to state governments would further strain limited state resources. 

www.in.gov/doll 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

www.in.gov/doll


We are also concerned about how the proposed reclassification would impact the status of highway pavements 
and constructed fills that have incorporated coal combustion byproducts. We routinely recycle old concrete 
pavements by crushing them to make base material for new roadways. The opportunity to recycle concrete 
pavements would be unavailable in the future. 

We believe we have established adequate procedures to ensure the safe use of CCPs as construction materials. 
Fly Ash may only be used t!'om the Department's approved list of fly ash sources. In order to remain on the 
approved list, monthly tcst results must be submitted to verif'Y the chemical content and engineering properties 
of the material. In addition the monthly report must identify the source of the material and the concrete plants it 
is being shipped to. Projects that will usc CCPs as engineered fill material are approved after a thorough 
geotechnical engineering review. The contractor must provide an erosion and dust control plan. The contract 
special provisions place strict limits on the construction practices on the jobsite, how mu.ch material is allowed 
to be stored on site and how long it may be in storage before it is encased.. 

The regulation of fly ash as non-hazardous waste would ensure the continued safe management of fly ash while 
allowing for its continued beneficial use, including the enhancement of the concrete construction in our nation's 
highway systems. 

Michael W. Reed, Commissioner 

Indiana Department of Tl'ansportation 

.......-.---.--.-~~-----"---------.--.~---.-,,---.----.-~.--.---~----.......-.--------..-.--.----.."--.-----.-."-_._..__._----_... 




STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
BEVFRI,Y Ei\VES PERDUE EUGENE A CONTI, JR. 

GOVERNOR SECRET~Y 

September 3, 2009 

The Honorable Richard Burr 
United States Senate 
217 Russell Senate Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Burr: 

It has come to the attention of the North Carolina Department of Transportation that Ihe 
United States Environmental Protection Agency is considering revising the regulations for 
coal ash and is considering designating fly ash as a hazardous material. We are aware of 
a spill of this material in Tennessee that has properly caused concern; however, it appears 
lhe spill mosllikely would have been prevented by best practices for containment of this 
material. 

Fly ash has been used in concrete mixes in North Carolina for approximately 25 years 
wIthout detrimental human or environmental effects. This product has also been used in 
the construction of roadway embankments with the same success. The benefits of 
including fly ash in concrete mixes for use in our transportation system include improved 
durability, better ultimate strengths, reduced permeability, and mitigation of the detrimental 
effects of alkali silica reactivity. All these benefits translate into better quality and lower 
costs in transportation projects. The use of fly ash in concrete also results in a 
measurable reduction of greenhouse gas emissions due to a reduced consumption of 
Portland cement and promotes recycling of a byproduct that would otherwise be disposed. 

The potential designation of fly ash as a hazardous waste, even if limited for the purpose 
of its disposal, will likely result in a negative impact on both the quality and cost of 
concrete used by the Department. The negative public perception of allowing a hazardous 
material within our right-of-way will likely force us to cease using fly ash, and result in more 
costly and potentially lower quality concrete product being used. 

The Department uses approximately one million cubic yards of concrete annually and 
approximately 75 percent of it contains fly ash. Without the use of fly ash, our choices are 
limited to achieve the desired results. The use of cement only would increase our cost 
approximately $5 million annually, while also increasing greenhouse gas emissions and 
reducing the quality of the concrete. The use of slag and/or silica fume would help with 
the durability of the concrete, but would increase our cost approximately $5 million 
annually; however, the cost could be higher due to potential lack of an adequate supply of 
the materials being available. 

PHONE 919-733-2520 FAX 9IQ·733·9)50 



The Honorable Richard Burr 
September 3, 2009 
Page 2 

With the numerous positive benefits of this material to the transportation industry and the 
public, it appears significant deliberation should be given to the development of best 
practices and requirements for containment of this material rather than designatingJly ash 
as a hazardous material. Based upon the long positive track record of this material, your 
consideration that fly ash not be designated as a hazardous waste and best practices for 
containment be developed is respectfully requested. 

Thank you and please advise should you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

g.-"!~;~' 
EAC:sh 

cc: 	 Jim Trogdon, PE, Chief Operating Officer 
Susan Coward, Deputy Secretary of Transportation 
Susan Howard, Federal Programs Coordinator 



Te){8s.Departmentof Transportation 
DEWlnc, GREER STATE HiGHWAY BLDG. ,125 E. 11TH STREET 'AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701-2483, (512) 463-8585 

Ms,'Usa J~~ksOil;.·EPAA~l'l}i~isfratQr 
USEPAHeadqUarfe'(s ...••... 
Ariel RiQs'BUiltHllg, .~OQm:~OOO 
1200. Pennsylvania Avenue, . N W. 
vvashington,p;C,'204,60 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

-It-i'lascome toml'-attenti~nihatihe-tJ~S;-SEmate-Committee. on Envi fonmenrana Public 
Works is condllctiJ1ghearingsonJhEl.possibJe reclassifiCation of fly ash from a solid 
waste toa hazardous solid waste. The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is 
concerned thatthefeclassificalion ofc(jalflyashas hazardoUs soHdwastewQuld 
drastically, if not totally eliminate, fly ash from the Texas market. Although we 
understand the hazardous classification is notintendeato impact fly ash for beneficial 
use, we believe that this classificatiqn will have a severely negative impact on the 
supply of fly ash for beneficialuse. 

TxDOT concrete operations annually consume approximately 300,000 tons of fly ash 
that would have othelWisebeen disposed of in landfills, TxDOT relies heavilY on fly ash 
as a method for mitigating alkali-silica reaction ahd external sulfate attack, controlling 
heat generation in mass cOncrete structures and prestressed concrete products, and 
reducing the potential ofcorrosJon of reinforcing steel in marine environments. It is also 
utilized in areas of the state that use deicing chemicals.. If the supply of fly ash is 
impacted by reclassification, TxDOT will be hard-pressed to bUild transportation 
structures that will last their intended service life. The projected annual savings from 
initial cost alone isestimated tobe $16,000,000. SelVings d,ue to the benefits of more 
durable concrete far outweighs the savings from the initial cost. 

There are limited supplies of alternative materials that can be used in lieu of fly ash, 
most of which are not readily available in Texas. Compared to fly ash, these alternative 
materials are two to three times the cost of cement, whereas fly ash is only one-third the 
cost of cement. TxDOT cannot afford to rely on these alternative materialS as a means 
to specify economically durable concrete. 

i-oiL -it;~-~\;:· ::'lJ'2J 

f1EDUCF~ cor-J(j(~:S~ nON' ENHANCe SAF1:'TY, r:::XP/\ND CCOHOf.IIC OPPORTLJN!TY • IMFf::OVE AIH QUt,UTV 
INCREAf.,E lHE VAL.UE OF OUR ni,'\N,SPOFlTf(J'lON ASSETS 
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Ms, Lisa Jackson September 17, 2009 

Reclassifying fly ash as a, hazardous solid waste could potentially eliminate a vital 
resourCe that TxDOT depends onto buildlong.lastingdurable concrete structures" We ' 
strongly urgeYoutocQni?,ide[theConl>equ~nces thatT~RqT"'~\NeU~~,?therOqT'l:)and 
users of concret~produ,cts wiUfac~ if fly ash is no '?nger sUppliedJorb,epeficial, use; 
For moredetaiiedinf()rmation on TxDOT's utilization of· fly ash, please contact 
Ms; Lisa Lukefahr at (512) 50(H858, 

a:e:~ b I 
AiH~~eb7S~~n~~Jr,:p,E: '/
Executive, Director' 

cc; DiannaF Noble, PE., Director, Environmental AffairsDivision, TxDOT 
Thomas Bohuslav, PE., Director, Construction Division, TxDOT 
Lisa Lukefahr; RE., Construction Division, TxDOT 
Toribio Garza,p.E" Director, Maintenance Division, TxDOT 
Texas Congressional Delegation' 





INDJANA OFFICE OF UTILITY CONSUMER COUNSELOR 

September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.5. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building, Ma.il Code: H01A 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: EPA Regulation ofCoal CombusllonByproducts 

Dear Administrator Jaci<son: 

On behalf of the Indiana Office of the Utility Consumer Counselor (OVeC), Lam writing_to_comment-onthe 
EPA's proposal as to whet~e·r iCsliould-reg~lilte coal combustion byproducts (CCBs) as hazardous waste 
under Subtitle C ofthe RE,souice Conservation and Recovery Act (HCRA) or as non,hazardou$WasleUnder 
Subtitle D of RCRA. 

I understand that althOUghth~l-e are regulatory oversight requirements containeciin. SubtitleD, the 
regulation and enforcement of solid waste requirements areleftprimarilV to individual states. On April 9, 
2009, the Commissioner of the Indiana ·oepartment of Environmental Management (IDEM),Thomas 
Easterly, sent Mr. Matt Hale of your office a lefter addressirig this issue. I have attached that letter to my 
correspondence for ease of reference and defer to IDEM's expertise and support its analysis in this regard. 

It is not the OUCC's practice to become involved with EPA matters. However, as the statutory 
representative of electric consumers' utility interests within the State of Indiana, the OUCC is compelled to 
draw your attention to addlti6milconce~ns. If the EPA regulates CCBs as hazardous waste, utilities in 
Indiana will be confronted with sharply higher operating costs Which will be passe·d onto Indiana 
ratepayers in the form ofhigher electric rates. Pursuant to Indiana law,utilities are mandated to provide 
reliable services at reason"ble,rates to their customers. Given thiltlndianahas the regulatory infrastructure 
in place to ensure the safe management of CCBs, the OUCC urges the EPA not to pursue the hazardous 
waste option as it could threiltencost-effective, affordable provision' of electric services in Indiana. 
Therefore, the OUCC urges the EPA to continue regulation of CCBs as non-hazardous waste under SubtitleD 
of RCRA. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

S/Y~:J ~__ f 'l 
A. David Stippler, 0 ~ ........" 
Indiana Utility Consumer Counselor 

Enclosure 

.--~-~.--...-.--...--. --~---. 

1 15 WEST WASHINGTON ST, • SUITE 1500 SOUTH· INDJANAPOLTS, IND1ANA 46204 
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INDIANA DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
We Protect-Hoosiers and: Our Environment. 

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr, 100 North Senate Avenue 
Governor Indianapolis, Irldi~na "46204 

(317) 23NI603 
1110inir.s. ..W: Easterly Toll Free (800)451,6027 
Commissioner· www;ldem.lN.gov 

April 9, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hal e, Director . 
Office of R~source Conservation and Recove"y 
U.S. EPA 
12()0 PennsylvaniaAve.NW 
Washingtori, D.C. 20460 

Re: EPA Regulation ofCoal CombustionByproducts 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

I am wl:Wng onbehalfofthe stateofIndiana to add Comme!lt to ilie U.S. EPA process of vetting 
regulation of coal combustion byproducts; We e11comage EPA to continue 'to 1'egulate coal 
combustioribypl'oducts urider subtitle D solid waste regulations. Indiana statute allows uses ofthis 
material in beneficial applications that reduces or replacestlle needforraw materials. A prerequisite 
ofbeing considered for beneficial use. is that ilie material must not be a hazardous viaste. A change 
in the regulatory stallis wouldnegativelyimpact our abilities to consider legitimate beneficial uses; 
Unde!' nocircU1llstance do we want to hnpose a new, U1U1eede<l, regulatory and related financial 
burden on OUT utilities or aurmanufacturers. 

Indiana has for many yeats overseen the disposal of coal coinbustion byproducts and ovcr that time 
has amassed a lot of analytical data relative to the characteristics of coal combustion byproducts. 
None of that data has indicated that tire characteristics of the coal combustion byproducts approaches 
the limits for toxicity utilized ill the federal regulations to identify a hazardouswa:lte. 

In addition, Indiana a(lrees that states have aM sholtldniamtaill the ability to talce the regulatory lead 
in all matters rei at 00 to coal combustion bypl'oducts. I write to express Indiana'spniference for state
lead efforts. Indiana is heavily invested in manufacturing and coal. We have actively sought 
innovative and clean coal technologies to meet our energy consumption needs. In this era of evolving 
technologies, we believe iliat states ShOllld retain the authority to develop programs ofprotection or 
reuse that reflect our geographies and demographics. 

Indiana looks fOlward to continuing conversations with EPA relative to ilie re.gulation of coal 
combustion byproducts, and appreciates ilie opportunity to provide input If you have any q1lestions 
conceming our comments or need data please contact Mr. Bluce P'alin, Assistant Commissioner of 
the Office ofLand Quality at 317/233-6591 01' bpalin@iden],lli,gQ"y'. 

<..,Sinc# 

-~{~y ..... . 
Commissioner 

Recycll".d Papt'J' ® All Eql1nl· OpP0l1unlty Emjiloyer Piea.W} Recycle 0 

http:PennsylvaniaAve.NW
http:www;ldem.lN.gov


David Lott Hardy 
STATE o INDIANA Chainnan 

dlhardy@urc.in,govINDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
Office: (317) 232-2702 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204-3407 Facsimile: (317) 232-6758 
101 W. WASHINGTON STREET, SUITE 1500 EAST 

September 10, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 110IA 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: Federal Rulemaking for Coal Combustion Byproducts . 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

I am writing on behalf of the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission ("IURC") in response to the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's ("EPA") consideration of new or revised federal regulations 
regarding coal combustion byproducts ("CCBs"). It is my understanding that the EPA is currently 
evaluating whether to develop new requirements to regulate CCBs as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C 
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), or to continue to regulate the material as a 
non-hazardous waste under Subtitle D of RCRA. Another option under consideration by the EPA is 
whether to require the early retirement of active surface impoundments used by electric utilities to 
manage CCBs. 

I understand that, to date, every State environmental agency that has provided comments to the 
EPA on this issue, including the Indiana Department of Environmental Management ("IDEM"), has 
opposed new regulations that would classifY CCBs as hazardous waste. The IDEM has instead 
recommended that the best management option for regulating CCBs is to continue to regulate the material 
as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D. The IDEM has taken this position, in part, due to its 
recognition that the continued regulation of the material as a non-hazardous special waste preserves the 
ability to beneficially reuse CCBs in a number of applications. In addition, as also pointed out by the 
IDEM, Indiana has an effective regulatory infrastructure in place to ensure the safe management of these 
materials. 

As an economic regulator the IURC is concerned that, if the EPA concludes that CCBs should be 
regulated as a hazardous waste, utilities in our State will be confronted with sharply higher operating 
costs that could threaten the cost-effective and reliable provision of electric service in Indiana. Therefore, 
the IURC respectfully recommends that the EPA continue to regulate CCBs as non-hazardous wastes 
under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:dlhardy@urc.in,gov


Louisiana 'Public Service Commission 
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The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: IlOlA 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Federal Rulemaking for Coal Combustion By-Products 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

On behalf of the Louisiana Public Service Commission CLPSC" or "Commission"), 
write to urge YOlf to consider the possible consequences of the EPA's evaluation of whether or 
not to regulate coal combustion byproducts ("'CCBs") as hazardous wastes under Subtitle C of 
RCRA, or as non-hazardous wastes under Subtitle D of the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act ("RCRA "), and whether to require the early retirement of active surface impoundments used 
by power plants to manage CCBs. The outcome of these evaluations could significantly affcct 
future electricity prices and, in some cases, the ability of utilities and generators to provide 
reliable and uninterrupted power services. Although the LPSC does not generally involve itself 
in environmental issues, EPA's plan to develop federal regulations for ha, the potential to 
compromise the ability of utility companies in Louisiana to provide reliable electric services at 
consistent and affordable rates. Because of the far-reaching effects that this issue could have on 
electric services in our state. I write this letter on behalf of the Commission. 

It is my understanding that every state environmental agency that has weighed in on the 
issue thus far (approximately twenty state agencies) has opposed regulating CCBs as hazardous 
waste because CCBs exhibit no hazardous characteristics and regulalion of the CCBs as 
hazardous would prevent the beneficial uscs of tile material due to the stigma that would attach. 
Instead, every state, including Louisiana, has taken the position that the best management option 
for regulating CCBs is as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D. The states take this 
position because it would preserve and expand the beneficial use of CCBs (which uses preserve 
natural resources and reduce the amount of wastes disposed) and because the states have the 
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regulatory infrastructure in place to ensure the safe management of these materials. which IS 

definitely the case in Louisiana. 

As noted in the letter to you fTOm Secretary Harold Leggett of the Louisiana Department 
of Environmental Quality. ("LDEQ") dated May 29. 2009: 

The LDEQ has successfully regulated CCW by' regulation since 1983. 
Current EPA regulations do. not provide standards for managing and disposal 
of industrial solid waste such as CCW. However. the LDEQ has developed an 
industria! solid waste program and has promulgated regulations based upon 
LDEQ's EPA-approved municipal landfill regulations. 

The data we have seen indicates that CCW would not qualify as characteristic 
hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C. Levels of toxic constituents and 
pelmeability are both very low. Nevertheless, Louisiana's regulations require 
that landfills that accept CCW must have liners and groundwater monitoring. 
and meet all national standards for location, design. operation, closure. post
closure, corrective action, and monitoring. All available soil. groundwater 
and surface water monitoring data show that our current regulatory scheme is 
fully protective of those media. 

Regulating CCW under RCRA Subtitle C would provide no clear advantages 
to Louisiana's solid waste or hazardous waste programs that cannot be 
accomplished under a RCRA Subtitle 0 regulatory approach. On the 
contrary, regulation of CCW under RCRA Subtitle C would needlessly 
complicate Louisiana's existing programs and increase costs to the regulated 
community. Under Louisiana law. hazardous waste and nonhazardous solid 
waste are distinct types of wastes. A federal hybrid approach that would 
designate CCW a hazardous waste, but allow it to be managed at a solid waste 
disposal facility, would conflict with Louisiana law. 

Furthermore, a large portion of the fly ash CCW generated in Louisiana is 
sold as a by-product, replacing Portland cement. This use avoids the emission 
of carbon dioxide that would result from the production ofPortland cement. 

If the EPA concludes that federal regulations are necessary. the LDEQ 
encourages the EPA to consider using the regulatory framework developed by 
the LDEQ. The LDEQ is available to provide assistance in this regard. 

The Commission is concerned that, notwithstanding the views of the states. EPA could 
nonetheless regulate CCBs as hazardous waste and that power plants in this state will be 
confronted with sharply higher operating costs which will eventually be passed on to Louisiana 
ratepayers. Some smaller plants may actually have to cease operations because the costs of 
retrofitting their CCB management units to meet the hil7.ardous waste standards andlor losing the 
capacity to manage CCBs in surface impoundments will be too high to allow these plants to 
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recover the conversion costs given the iimited capacity of these unils. The loss of generating 
capacity is a significant concern to this Commission as it would directly threaten the utilities' 
ability to provide reliable and cost-effective power. Since the states have already made clear that 
their programs will ensure the safe management of CCBs. we see no reason for EPA to pursue 
the hazardous waste option. Such all approach could threaten cost-effective and reliable 
provision of electric services in most if not all states. including Louisiana. 

While we understand that federal rules are needed. for states that have lax or no regulatory 
oversight of- coal combustion waste. there are states. like Louisiana. that have established and 
implemented effective programs. including beneficial waste programs. In the federal 
rulemaking. EPA should be careful not to preempt states that have programs that work well. 

For these reasons, it is respectfully suggested that EPA to regulate CCBs as non
hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Sincerely. 

Eve Kahao Gonzalez 
Executive Secretary and Counsel 

cc: Commissioners 
Brandon Frey 
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NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS 
P.O. Box 1269 

1120 Paseo de Peralta DISTRICT 1 JASON MARKS 
Santa Fe, NM 87504.1269DISTRICT 2 DAVID W. KING, VICE CHAIRMAN 

DISTRICT 3 JEROME D. BLOCK 
DISTRICT 4 CAROL K. SLOAN 
DISTRICT 5 SANDY JONES, CHAIRMAN Office ofthe Geneml Counsel 

Ph: 505·827-6947 
CHIEF OF STAFF Fax: 505·827·4194 
Daniel "Danny" Mayfield 

September 15, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1101A 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: Federal Rulemaking for Coal Combustion Bvproducts 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

Electric utilities in New M,exico have recently brought to our attention a 
decision to be made shortly by EPA that could significantly affect future electric utility 
rates and, in some cases, the ability of utilities to provide reliable and uninterrupted 
power delivery services. While the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission 
("PRC") does not generally involve itself in regulatory issues involving coal 
combustion byproducts ("CCBs"), EPA's plans to develop federal regulations for 
CCBs has the potential to compromise the ability of utility companies in New Mexico 
to fulfill their responsibility to provide reliable electrical services at consistent and 
affordable rates. Because of the far-reaching impacts that this issue could have on 
electric services in New Mexico, we feel compelled to express our views on the 
subject. 

In particular, we understand that EPA is evaluating whether to regulate CCBs 
as hazardous wastes under Subtitle C of RCRA, or as non-hazardous wastes under 
Subtitle D of RCRA. EPA also reportedly is evaluating requiring the early retirement 
of active surface impoundments used by electric utilities to manage CCBs. We 
understand that, to date, every State environmental agency that has weighed in on 
the issue (approximately twenty State agencies) has opposed regulating CCBs as 
hazardous waste, but instead has taken the position that the best management 
option for regulating CCBs is as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D. The 
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States take this position because it would preserve and expand the beneficial use of 
CCSs and because the States have the regulatory infrastructure in place to ensure 
the safe management of these materials. We believe that this is certainly the case 
in New Mexico with our New Mexico Environment Department and the Mining and 
Minerals Division of the New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources 
Department. 

Notwithstanding the views of the States, we are concerned that EPA will 
nonetheless regulate CCSs as hazardous waste and that utilities in New Mexico will 
be confronted with sharply higher operating costs to be passed on to the rate 
payers. Even more troubling is that some smaller plants may actually have to cease 
operations. This is because the costs of retrofitting their CCS management units to 
meet the hazardous waste standards and losing the capacity to manage CCSs in 
surface impoundments will be too high to allow these plants to recover the 
conversion costs given the limited capacity of these units. 

As you can appreciate, the loss of generating capacity is a significant concern 
to the NMPRC as it directly threatens the obligation of utilities to provide reliable and 
cost-effective power. Under the PRC's mandate, utilities in New Mexico are required 
to provide reliable electrical services to their customers. We are deeply concerned 
that a decision by EPA to regulate CCSs as hazardous waste threatens the ability of 
at least some utilities to meet this obligation. Given that the States have already 
made clear that their programs will ensure the safe management of CCBs, the PRC 
sees no reason for EPA to pursue the hazardous waste option. Such an approach 
would appear to be regulatory overkill and, more importantly, could threaten cost
effective and reliable provision of electrical services in our State. 

Again, while it is not generally the business of the PRC to involve itself with 
EPA regulatory matters, a decision by EPA to regulate CCSs as hazardous waste 
threatens to compromise the reliability of power delivery services in New Mexico. 
For this reason, the NMPRC respectfully recommends that EPA regulate CCBs as 
non-hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle D. 
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Thank you for your attention to this matter. 


Sincerely, 


NEW <::CJ"REGULATION COMMISSION 

SANi:W JONES, HiRMAN 

-O/~ Ill.~ :J2~ U 

DAJDW, KING, VICE CHA~ 

MMISSIONER 


CAROL K. SLOAN, COMMISSIONER 
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COMMIS$IONERS ... 
EDWARD S.- FfNLEY,' JR·;,- Chairm~lJi 

ROBERT V. OWeNS.JR. 
LORINZO L. JOYNER' 

August 1G, 2009 COMMIl;SIONERS 
WILLIAM T.Q)JLPEPPER.1I1 

BRYANEcEiEATTY 
SUSAN W.RASON 

TONOLA D. BROWN-BLAND 

The Honorabl~ Lisa .Jackson, Acirninistrator 
U. S'. Envirqnmental ProlectioqAgpnQY 
Ariel RiosBuilctinr;iiMailC9¢e: HCl1A 
1200 Pennsylvania Avt.lf1u~,NW 
Washington,· Dc: 20460 

Re; Federal Rulemaking for Coal CombVstiOn Bvproducts 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

Because ofa matter the electric ufifities of North Carolina recently brought to our 
attention, I write on behalf of the North CarolihaUtiIitiE18 CommIssion (NCUG) regarding 
the regulation of coal combustionbyproducts ("CCBs"). The Neuc does not often 
involve itself in federal environmental. regufatorymatters,but the regulation of GCBs 
could potentially interfere with the ability ofthe utilities fo provide affordable, reliable and 
uninterrupted power delivery services in North Carolina. 

We are informed that EPA is re-evaluating whether to regulate CCBsas 
hazardous wastes under Subtitle C of RGRA, or as non-hazardous wastes under 
Subtitle D of RCRA. EPA also reportedly is evaluating requiring the early retirement of 
active surface impoundments Used by electric utilities to manage CCBS. North Carolina 
already has in place a regulatory framework that ensures effective management of 
CCBs. That framewqrk was reinforced just last week by enactment of a law 
strengthening coal ash pond safety oversight. However, if regarDless of existing and 
adequate state regulation, EPA feels compelled tQ imp0se heightened federal regulatory 
standards in this area, the NCUC believes it would be best if CCBs are regulated as 
"non-hazardous wastes" under RCRA. 

If CCBs are designated as hazardous wastes that must be disposed of a.t a 
limited number of hazardous waste facHities across the country, North Carolina electric 
consumers and ratepayers would unavoidably be confronted with higher cosfl; for 
electricity as the electric utilities' costs of handling, transporting and disposing Of CGBs 
will be significantly increased. The major electric generators in North Carolina generate, 
and therefore would have to dispose of, in excess of 3.5 million tons of coal ash per
year. 

430 North SaliSbury Streel • Raleigh. North Caroline 27603 

Telephone No: (919) 733.4249 

Facsimile No' (919) 733.7300 
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Moreover, present agreements allbwingfor disposaUhrough beneficial usewpuld 
likely biilC!dviilFsely affected by a hazardouswa~te ds's.ignatlon fqr GCSs .. To ElI~b9r~tfh 
even before the Clean Air . Interstate R,uleWi:ls aqoJJted, North Carolina's Qt$Sn 
SmokElstack$.iegisiation required enii~sjonsofSOi atrdNOx from seVeral coal-fir$d 
generating plants in theSt/ilte to be signific"ntly reduced through the installation of 
scrubbers .. Our' utilitieshav$developed beneficiaJlIseprOgrarns ·fol'thewastl9 from 
these scrubbers, spendingl?rgesums of money to constructfaciUtiestoUi3El!h~'vI'sste 
in the manufacture ofsyntheticgypslJrn. Wt;p genuinely fearthiil gypsum indusffy.Willnot 
be interested in continuing the partnership to receive and recycle CCSs if.they are 
labeled and regulated as h"zardou6 wastes. AI~o, iheutmties provide coalashuse.das 
a lower cost afternativeto GElmen! in the manufacture. of State roads. IfCCSs areto be 
treated as hazardOUS wastl;ls, another means pTOispossipithe ash would Be lost, 
significantly increasing tile costs of State rgad 'building contracts. 

For the foregoing reasons,among others, the NCUC respectfUlly asks th.at you 
proceed With caution before entertaining any recommendations oJ- proposals to label 
CCBs as hazardous waste, particularly in light of existing sound and effective State 
programs for the safe management of CCSsas non·hazardous waste. The NCUC is 
most concerned that a hazardous waste designation. for CCSs could threaten cost
effective provision of affordable and reliable ele.etrie service in North carolina. 

Again, the NCUC respectfully recCltnmends that EPA regulate CCSs as non
hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle 0 as this would be consistent with EPA's earfier 
determination that coal ash need not be reguJated as hazardous waste.s; 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~.f,t-~ /rrr 
Edward S. Finley, Jr. Chair V 

Cc 	 Dee A. Freeman, Secretary 

NC Department of Environment & 

Natural Resources 




NORTH CAROLINA 

PUBLIC STAFF 

UTILITIES COMMISSION 

August 5, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 

U,S, Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1101 A 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, bc 20460 


'Re: Federal Rulemaking for Coal Combustion Byproducts 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

I am writing on behalf of the Public Staff of the North Carolina Utilities 
Commission ("Public Staff"), a state agency under North Carolina, law that 
fUnctions as a consumer advocate before the North Carolina Utilities Commission 
on all utility-related matters in the state. The electric' utilities in North Carolina 
have recently brought to our attention a pending decision by the EPA that could 
significantly affect future electric utility rates and, in some cases, the ability of 
utilities to provide reliable and uninterrupted power delivery services. While the 
Public Staff does not generally involve itself in environmental regulatory issues, 
the EPA's plans to develop federal regulations for coal combustion byproducts 
("CCBs") has the potential to compromise the ability of North Carolina's electric 
utility companies to fulfill their responsibility to provide reliable electrical service 
at affordable rates. Because of the far-reaChing impacts that this issue could 
have on electric 'service in North Carolina, I feel compelled to express our views 
on the subject. 

In particular, our understanding is that the EPA is evaluating Whether to 
regUlate CCBs as hazardous wastes under Subtitle C of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), or as non-hazardous wastes under 
Subtitle D of RCRA. As we understand it, the EPA is also evaluating a 
requirement for the early retirement of active surface impoundments used by 
electric utilities to manage CCBs. We understand that, to date, every State 
environmental agency that has Weighed in on the issue (approximately twenty 
State' agencies) has Opposed regulating CCBs as hazardous waste. The 
agencies have instead taken the position that the best management option for 
regulating CCBs is as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle Din order to 
both preserve and expand the beneficial use of CCBs and because the States 

Robert ·P. GrUber, Executive Director 
4326 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4326 • 919n33-2435 • Fax 919/733-9565 
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have the regulatory infrastructure in place to ensure the safe management of 
these materials. We believe that this is certainly the case in North Carolina. 

Notwithstanding the views of the States, we are concerned that the EPA 
will nonetheless regUlate CCSs as hazardous waste and that, as a result, the 
utilities in our State will be confronted with sharply higher operating costs which 
will be passed on to rate payers in the .form 'of higher electric rates. Even more 
troubling is the impact this will have' on the beneficial reuse programs here in 
North Carolina. As you may know, North Carolina's Clean Smokestacks Act 
required several coal-fired generating plants in the State to significantly reduce 
emissions of S02 and NO" ihrough the Installation of scrubbens, even before the 
promulgation of the Clean Air Interstate Rule. The utilities have also spent large 
amounts of money to construct the fadlities necessary to partner w"ith the 
gypsum industry and to develop a beneficial reuse program for the waste from 
these scrubbers .. If the EPA decides to regulate CCSs under Title C, then these 
facilities will be negatively impacted. 

Under mandate from the North Carolina Utilities Commission, utilities in 
North Carolina are required to provide reliable and uninterrupted electricai 
service to their customers. We are deeply concerned that a decision by EPA to 
regulate CCSs as hazardous waste threatens the ability of utilities to meet this 
obligation in a cost effective manner. Given that the States have already made 
clear that their programs will ensure the safe management of CCSs, the Public 
Staff sees no reason for the EPA to pursue the hazardous waste option. 

Again, while the Public Staff does not typically involve itself with EPA 
regUlatory matters, a decision by the EPA to regulate CCSs as hazardous waste 
could threaten cost-effective and reliable provision of electrical service in our 
State. For this reason, the Public Staff respectfully recommends that EPA 
regulate CCSs as non-hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Robert P. Gruber, Executive Director 
Public Staff - North Carolina Utilities Commission 

cc: 	 Edward S. Finley, Jr., Chairman 
North Carolina Utilities Commission 

Dee A. Freeman, Secretary 
North Carolina Department of Environment &'Natural Resources 



Publl" Uti!ith~$()hio Commission 
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Akn ~, S.d~fiber, G!ait11111fl 


September i, 2009 

Th;: Hon01:tilile Usa Jackso~ Adi11lt1istrator 

United States Enviror.n:teruru Ptoteciion Agency 

.Add Rios.l3uiit'ling, '&1ail Code; 110lA 

1200 Pt.'ll1lsylvarlia Avenne~ NW 

Wtwhington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackoon: 

It has ClITtle to my attettti.on!hat the D~S. Environmental Pt'Oiecl1011 Agency (US-EPA) IS 
c:ur.rondy l'cviawing the regulation nfcool combustil.Wl waste (CC\V), I understand th~ process IS 
under- an ,a£grt:ssivt~ iime schedule, Dne to the far rel1ching effects ofthis issue on the electric 
industry ill OWO~ ! fee! compelled to share my views "vfth you. 

Typically, the Public UtiHties Corrunissinn ofOhin (PUrO) docs not weigh in on 
USEPA regulatory matters. However, we share the Ohio Environmental PxotC::(..'tlon Agency's 
conct.-"ITIS cnmrmcr,.lc;.ted via letter to the US EPA on :it:1I1rch 16.2009. We agree that tbe prefbrred 
option to -regulate CC\V is to follow m(! 2000 USEPA decb;ion to regulate it under RCR1\ 
Subtitle D. 

The mi.ssion ofthc; FUCO i':l to a~ure ull custm:nun ~1CCC$S to adeqlla,te~ sale and reliable 
utiLity serviees al fair prive.'), Imposing hazardous 'waste regulation OIl ce'w could callsre 
tl'em"~l1dQns J;{)mpliance costs for OhiofS dectIic utilities. M such~ I am oont~med that Ohio"s 
electric ntiHties would bl! confronted with sharply hiV)ler operating {X)stS. tmd these (;ost':l could 
ultimately be- passed along to rute J1D)rers., 111MY ofwhlch :.:!re t.lreildy -struggling:in this tight 
(,cQnonw_ AdditkmaIly, l. am. concerned abollt the potentiul loss of coru-'fired generation 
cO]"udty. which is alH~tdy nuder great uncertainties from carbon C4,IStS 8:ssodaled witb federal 
Ieg:l~tative initiadve.s. 

I a1'r~-ciate your tntentiou and wnsidetation ofthjs itn:portant issue and its tmnh1catiotls 
11) the· electridty nue 'puy(;.~r3 of Ohio. 

Atan R Sd-u:i1.1cr 
C1YJiTmull 

e.c: Chris Korlzski, DhectCif, Ohl.o Envlwumentnl Prote-etion j\gency 

j 81) E",;t 8rMd $trC'Jt 
C!)\!,rrnil's$, Qh'io4321S,JT93 

-!6Hl46ti-JOHi 
W'WJ,PIJCO,ohfO,'i!.W 
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILI"'!' COMMISSION 

COMMONWEAL"rH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

HARR!SeURG, PENNSYLVANIA 

July 28, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel RiosSuilding; Mail Code: 1101A 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: Federal Rulemaking for Coal Combustion Byproducts 

. Dear Administrator Jackson: 

As members of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("PUC"), we 
write because electric utilities and generators have recently brought to our 
attention a decision to be made shortly by EPA that could significantly affect 
future electricity prices and, in some cases,. the ability of utilities and generators 
to provide reliable and uninterrupted power services. While the PUC does not 
generally involve itself in environmental issues, EPA's plans to develop federal 
regulations for coal combustion byprodu'cts ("CCSs") has the potential to 
compromise the ability of utility companies in Pennsylvania to provide reliable 
electric services at consistent and affordable rates. Because of the far-reaChing 
effects that this issue could have on electric services in Pennsylvania, we feel 
compelled to express our views on the subject. 

In particular, we understand that EPA is evaluating whether to regulate 
some or all CCSs as hazardous wastes under Subtitle C of RCRA, or as non
hazardous wastes under Subtitle D of RCRA. EPA also reportedly is evaluating 
whether to require the early retirement of active surface impoundments used by 
power plants to manage CCBs. We understand that, to date, every state 
environmental agency that has weighed in on the issue (approximately twenty 
state agencies) has opposed regulating CCBs as hazardous waste because 
CCSs exhibit no hazardous characteristics and regulation of CCBs as 'hazardous 
would prevent the beneficial uses of the material due to the stigma that would 
attach. Instead, every state has taken the position that the best management 
option for regulating CCSs is as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D. 
The states take this position because it would preserve and expand the beneficial 
use of CCSs (which uses preserve natural resources and reduce the amount of 



wastes disPQsed) and because the states have the regulatory infrastructure in 
place to ensure the safe management of these materials. We believe that this is 
certainly the case in Pennsylvania. 

As noted in the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) letter to you dated April 10, 2009, from Deputy Secretary Thomas K. 
Fidler, classification of coal combustion waste as hazardous would likely end its 
beneficial use practices without any tangible Increase in environmental 
protection. Since 1985, DEP has provided oversight on the beneficial use of coal 
ash for mine reclamation and other uses. In 1992, Pennsylvania implemented 
regulations governing the management of coal combustion wastes covering 
storage, disposal, and beneficial use. Under those regulations and oversight, 
coal has been successfully used for mine reclamation throughout the 
Commonwealth. Through a groundwater monitoring program and data collected 
at reclamation sites, DEP has found no indication of ground water degradation 
attributable to the placement of coal ash. Inaddition to coal ash, DEP regulates 
other coal combustion wastes, such as flue gas desulfurization (FGD) sludge and 
gypsum, and requires permits prior to the beneficial use of these wastes. 

We are concerned that, notwithstanding the views of the states, EPA 
could nonetheless regulate CCBs as hazardous waste and that power plants in 
our state will be confronted with sharply higher operating costs which will 
eventually be passed on to customers. Some smaller plants may actually have 
to cease operations because the costs of retrofitting their CCB management 
units to meet the hazardous waste standards and/or losing the capacity to 
manage CCBs in surface impoundments will be too high to allow these plants to 
recover the conversion costs given the limited capacity of these units. In 
Pennsylvania, this would affect our many smaller pulverized coal-fired and waste 
coal-fired plants which are not large enough to absorb the cost of disposing of 
large volumes of "hazardous" waste, which are not hazardous under any 
commonly accepted definition of that term. 

As you can appreciate, the loss of generating capacity is a significant 
concern to us as it would directly threaten our utilities' ability to provide reliable 
and cost-effective power. Since the states have already made clear that their 
programs will ensure the safe management of CCBs, we see no reason for EPA 
to pursue the hazardous waste option. Such an approach would appear to be 
regulatory overkill and, more importantly, could threaten cost-effective and 
reliable provision of electric services in Pennsylvania, . 

While we understand that federal rules are needed for states that have lax 
or no regulatory oversight of coal combustion waste, there are states, like 
Pennsylvania, that have established and implemented effective programs, 
including beneficial waste programs. In the federal rulemaking, EPA should be 
careful not to preempt states that have programs tHat work well. . 



For these reasons, we respectfully urge EPA to regulate CCSs as non
hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Thank you for your consideration of our views. 

d'"'"j./~

~H.caWley r 

Chairman 

~ .J. 1';i;.J.
:ehris;-fI 

Vice Chairman 

I<'~ p. p. c,.L 

Robert F. Powelson 

~ission 

Kim Pizzingrilli 
mmissioner

. c! 
vv~ardn~r 
Commissioner 



cc: Honorable Arlen Specter 
Honorable Robert P. Casey, Jr. 
Honorable Jason Altmire 
Honorable Robert Brady 
Honorable Christopher Carney 
Honorable Kathy Dahlkemper 
Honorable Charles W. Dent 

. Honorable Mike Doyle 
Honorable Chaka Fattah 
Honorable James W. Gerlach 
Honorable Tim Holden 
Honorable Paul E. Kanjorski 
Honorable Patrick J. Murphy 
Honorable Timothy F. Murphy 
Honorable John P. Murtha, Jr. 
Honorable Joseph R. Pitts 
Honorable Todd Platts 
Honorable Allyson Y. Schwartz 
Honorable Joe Sestak 
Honorable Bill Franklin Shuster 
Honorable Glenn Thompson 
Carol Browner, Assistant to the President for Energy and Climate Change 



1401 Main Street 
C. Dukes Scott STATE OF SOUTH CAROUNA Suite 850 
Executive Director OFFICE OFREGI.JLATORY STAFF COlumbia, SC 29201 

August 26; 20ll!) .........•.. 


The HOnOraQletiSa)~~~50h:Ad~ln'i~rator . 
U.S. Ehvironmentalf'ti?te~iOn Agency 

Ariel Rios. Building, MailCodi!: 1iolA 

1200 pennsylviln1aAveill.ie, NW 

Washington, D.C 20460 


Re: FederiIiRulerTl~kingforc;,aICombusiionByproducts 

Dear Administrator JackSon: 

I am writing on behalf of the South Carolina Office ofRegul~toryStaff r'ORS"),a 
South Carolina state agency statutorily mandated to represent the public interest in 
utility regulation forthe.maj()r utility industries-,-electric, natural gas, 
telecommuhic~tionS,JNaterl\Nastewater,. and transportation and. railroad safety. In 
fulfilling ourmisSion,\Nemustb.alancethe concernsofthe using and consuming public, 
the financial integriwofpllblicutilities, and the economic development of South 
Carolina. Under South Carolina .. law, iUs the duW andresponsibiliw of the DRS to 
provide legal represehtationof the public interest before federal rellulatory agencies 
and federal .courts in proceedings that could affect·therates or service of any public 
utility. 

The electric utilities In South Carolina have recently brought to our attention a 
pending decision by the EPA that could significantly affect future electric utiliw rates 
and, in some cases, the abiliw of the utilities to provide reliable and uninterrupted 
power delivery services; It is our understandirigtliat theEI'A is evaluating whefherto 
regUlate coal combustion byproducts("CGBs','.).ils hazardous wastes under Subtitle C of 
the Resource Conservation arid Recovery Act ("RCRA") or as non-hazardous wastes 
under Subtitle D of RCRA. Additionally, we understand that the EPA is evaluating a 
requirement for the early retirement of active surface impoundments used by electric 
utilities to manage CCBs. 

Phone: (803) 737~0805 Cell: (803) 463-6524<j.. Fax: (803) 737-0895-+ Home: (803) 782·8547 

E·mail: cdscott@regstaff.sc.gov<j.. Website: http://www.regulatorystaff.sc.gov 
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ORS recommends that tCBs should be classified as non-hazardous wastes under 
RCRA Subtitle 0 in order to both preserve and expand the beneficial uses of CCBs and 
because the States, and In particular South Carolina, have the regulatory infrastructure 
in place to ensure the safe management of these materials. Annually, tile electric 
utilities generating electricity to serve South Carolina consumers (and parts of North 
Carollna)' utilize approximately 46.4 million tons of coal and produce roughly 5.14 
million tons of ash. Annual average CCB reuse percentages vary for each electric utility 
operating in South Carolina, but range from 30% to 60% percent or more. CCB reuse 
applications include wallboard manufacturing, cement and concrete block production, 
and highway construction projects. We are concerned that a decision to regulate CCBs 
as hazardous wastes will not only diminish valuable reuse applications and cause prices 
for ash products to increase but will also result in a significant increase in electric rates 
due to the increased costs to handle and dispose of CCBs. South Carolinians, according 
to 2007 census figures, have 18 percent less disposable income than the average 
American, and based on 2007 Energy Information Administration data, this state ranked 
eleventh highest In average residential electric expenditures. Any increase in electric 
rates will have a profound impact on customers who are already financially 
disadvantaged and further will be detrimental to our state which presently ranks a's the 
fourth highest In unemployment in the country. 

While the ORS does not typically involve itself with EPA regulatory matters, a 
decision by the EPA to regulate CCBs as hazardous wastes could threaten cost-effective 
and reliable provision of electrical service in our State. Reclassifying CCBs from 
nonhazardous wastes to hazardous wastes could significantly increase operating costs of 
electric utilities in South Carolina, a result which at a minimum could potentially 
compromise the ability of the electric utilities to provide reliable electric service at 
affordable rates and could force significant rate increases on the electric customers in 
South Carolina. For these reasons, ORS respectfully recommends that EPA continue to 
regulate CCBs as non-hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle D. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter and for consideration of the views of 
the ORS. 

Sincerely, 

C. Dukes Scott 

1 Two ofthe lnvestor~owned electric utilities serving South Carolina also serve portions ofNorth Carolina.. 
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August 28, 2009 

Lisa P. Jackson, Administrator 
Ariel Rios Federal Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. Room 300 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Proposed regulation of coal combustion products ai; hazardous wage. 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The Michigan Manufacturers Association (MMA) and the Michigan Chamber of Commerce 
(Chamber) want to express our deep concems and opposition over the potential regulation 
of coal combustion byproducts (CCBs) as hazardous waste. 

We agree with the overwhelming and consistent recommendations of state environmental 
protection agencies, members of Congress, ash marketers and industries that use coal ash 
for a myriad of beneficial uses, and virtually every business sector that has contacted EPA 
on this matter, to urge EPA to develop federal non-hazardous wage regulations for coal ash 
under Subtitle D of RCRA. As these different groups have made clear, such an approach 
would allow EPA to work with the states in implementing regulations that are fully protective 
of human heaKh and the environment without negatively impacting coal ash beneficial use 
and causing an increase in energy prices at a time when the country can least afford it. 

The regulation of CCBs as hazardous wage would carry with it the most onerous set of 
regulatory controls available to EPA under federal law. Such regulation is wholly 
unnecessary. Thus far, over 20 state environmental agencies h!:lVe contacted EPA on this 
issue arid the states unanimously agree that EPA should not regulate coal ash as a 
hazardous wage, but rather should regulate coal ash as non-hazardous wage, like most 
other industrial solid wastes generated in this country. Regulating CCBs as hazardous 
waste would overkill, and in fact would be environmentally counter-productive because such 
regulation would efuctively end the beneficial use of coal ash, which piays a significant role 
in the reduction of greenhouse gases. 

Creating a negative stigma over the management of these wastes by classifying them as 
hazardous wil result in a disincentive for the business community to pursue the 
development of additional applications of these materials for beneficial purposes. These 
materials are being used in a variety of ways including cement and concrete applications, 
highway construction programs, and wallboard manufacture, all the while reduchg the 
volume of disposed waste wilhout endangering human heaKh or the environment. 
Regulation of CCBs as hazardous waste would have a devastating impact on such 
beneficial uses. 



Equally important is that regulating coal ash as a hazardous wage would impose exorbitant 
costs on coal fired power plants and may cause some plants to close. A recent economic 
report analyzing just some of the cost impacts of hazardous wage regulation of coal ash 
makes clear that a distinct percentage of coal fired plants would dose because the costs of 
operating under a hazardous waste regulatory regime would not bE') sustainable. The 
closure of these units could create significant power reliability concerns in certain regions of 
the country. 

The MMA and the Chamber memberships are concerned about the imposition of add~ional 
costs and resources that will be required to implement a hazardous waste regulatory 
program for these wastes. Given the overwhelming economic challengffi confronting all 
sectors of the U.S. economy, it is absolutely critical that EPA not impose unnecessary 
regulatory controls on the electric power industry by regulating CCSs as a hazardous waste. 
Such an approach would result only in further increases in energy costs, leading to 
additional job losses. 

We urge you to regulate CCSs as non-hazardous wastes under Subtitle D of RCRA 

Respectfully, 

Randall G Gross Jr 
MMA Director of Environmental and 
Regulatory Policy 

Doug Roberts, Jr. 
Michigan Chamber of Commerce 
Director ofEnvironmental and Energy Policy 



North Carolina 

Department of Comme_rce 


Beverly Eaves Perdue, Governor ,J, Keith Crisco, Secretary 

August 5, 2009 

Honorable lisa Jackson 
Administrator 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW 

Me 1101A 


Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson, 

I am writing to express my views on next steps currently under 
consideration by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
regarding the regulation of coal combustion products (CCPs).1 
understand that EPA is evaluating whether to regulate CCPs as a 
hazardous waste under Subtitle C of RCRA (Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act), or as a non-hazardous waste under Subtitle D of RCRA. 
The North Carolina Department of Commerce strongly opposes any 
designation of CCPs as hazardous waste. Such action would Ilave 
significant and long lasting adverse effects upon jobs in our state by 
impairing companies' ability to beneficially use fly ash and other CCPs in 
concrete block, wallboard production, and highway transportation projects. 
EPA's plans to develop federal regulations also h.ave the potential to 
compromise the ability of our utility companies to provide reliable electric 
services at affordable rates. Our competitive electric rates have been 
invaluable in attracting new industry to our state. 

North Carolina: nte State ofMinds 
301 North Wilmington Street. Mllil Service' Center 4301 • Raleigh, North Carolina 27699.4301 

Tel: (919) 733·3449. Fax: (919) 7J3~8356 

An Equal Opporlunily/A ffirmlltive Action Emplo,}'er 



Based upon testing data, it is my understanding that classifying CCP's as a 
hazardous waste is not warranted and would place unnecessary barriers 
on its beneficial reuse in the future. North Carolina has been a leader in 
requiring our electric utilities to install state of the art emission controls for 
sulfur dioxide. The calcium sulfate that is generated as the air emissions 
are "scrubbed" is now being used at a newly operational wallboard facility 
that represents a substantial investment in jobs and taxes that are crucial 
as our unemployment figures are among the highest in the country. 
Consistent with Governor Perdue's broad green jobs agenda, this plant 

.manufactures LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 
certified wallboard that will be in demand as green buildings are erected 
across the southeastern United States. 

I believe that a hazardous waste designation is not supported by nearly 
three decades of EPA study and formal determinations marked by strong 
scientific integrity. The regulation of CCP disposal as non-hazardous 
waste under RCRA Subtitle D will ensure protection of human health and 
the environment without unnecessarily stigmatizing resources that have the 
high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred alternative to disposal. 
This approach will ensure that CCPs are safely managed while continuing 
to promote and expand their benefiCial use. 

Sincerely, 

t:{~~ 
///Keith Crisco 

Secretary 

Nortlt Curari/I{!: Tile Stale afll{im/s 
301 North Wilmington Street. Mail Service Center 430] • Raleigh, North Curolina 27699,430 I 

Tel: (919) 733-3449 • Pax: (919) 7J3-8356 

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 



Mark Sanford Joe E. Taylor, Jr. SOUTH CAROLINA 
Governor SecretaryDEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

October 8, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rlos Building, Mail Code: llOlA 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson,' 

On behalf of the South Carolina Department of Commerce, I am writing to express my concerns 
about the pending EPA decision regarding the regulation of coal combustion byproducts (CCBs). 
r understand that EPA is considering whether to classifY CCBs as hazardous waste under Subtitle 
C of RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) or as non-hazardous waste under 
Subtitle D ofRCRA. 

The South Carolina Department of Commerce opposes the classification of CCBs as hazardous 
waste as it would negatively affect economic development in our State. The Department of 
Commerce recommends that CCBs be classified as non-hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle 
D in order to both preserve the beneficial uses of CCBs (wallboard manufacturing, cement and 
concrete block production, and highway construction projects) and avoid an unnecessary 
increase in electric rates. I'or these reasons, the South Carolina Department of Commerce 
rcspectfully recommends that EPA continue to rcgulate CCBs as non-hazardous wastes under 
RCRA Subtitle D. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. 

w~."~ 

e ". Taylor, Jr. 

1201 Main Street, Suite 1600, Columbia, SC 29201 
Tel: (803) 737-0400' Fax: (603) 737-0416' www.sccommerce.com 

http:www.sccommerce.com
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

CA.F'!TOI. BUIt.PING, SUITe: I r 8 
.JACK CONWAY 

700 CAP'lTAL AVE:N"UE. 
ATTORNEY (3E.N"ERAL 

rRAHKFORT, KE.HTUCKY 40130 I 

. (502) 6Qo6-5300June 19, 2009 
FAX: (~02) 564-2S94 

Lisa. P. Jackson, Administrator 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 1l0lA 

U.S. EPA Headquarters 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N'W 

Washington, DC 20460 


Re: Potential Regulation of Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my concern regarding recent 
comments made by the EPA at the 2009 World of Coal Ash Conference. Specifically, Matt 
Hale, Director of the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Indicated that the 
EPA Is consid ering proposing regulations that would re-classify ash released from coal
fired power plants as hazardous waste. While I understand in the future there may be 
opportunities to provide official comment on regulations proposed by your agency, I 
would like to offer.the following observations for your consideration as you begin to draft 
these regulations. 

It is my understanding that current hazardous waste landfill space is inadequate to 
hold the volume of waste that could be newly classified as hazardous. In order to 
accommodate added classifjcatl~ns of hazardous waste, additional lands would need to 
b.e identified as appropriate areas for waste disposal, acquired, and then converted to 
safely store that waste. This would be a major undertaking requiring the commitment of 
federal and state resources and millions of taxpayer dollars. 

Also, classifying ash released from coal-fired power plants as "hazardous" could 
preclude or impair many newly-created alternative uses for this material. As presented at 
the 2009 World of Coal Ash Conference, research Is underway at the University of 
Kentucky to explore potential uses for this coal ash waste. In fact, much time and many 
resources have already been Invested to make this material recyclable and it is currently 
available for use in aesthetic and functional ways. For example some coal ash can be 

AH EQUAL. OPPORTUNITY EMPL.OYE'" M/F'/D 
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Usa P. Jackson, Administrator 
Page Two 
June 19, 2009 

used as a component in cement mhctures, molded into reclaimed furniture, and used in 
other household products such as tile. 

As you ane aware, coal is an Integral part of Kentucky's economy and an important 
domestic energy resource, I agree that there is merit in the development of some form of 
national ash disposal standards, but only when based upon scientific evidence. I also 
recognize the need to explore ways to recycle and re-use materials in a way that is 
environmentally sound and economically Viable for an industry that employs thousands of 
Kentuckians and literally keeps our lights on. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these initial comments. I would like to 
request that I be Included in the ongoing dialogue as your agency begins deliberations on 
this important issue, Please let me know what upcoming opportunities may exist to 
provide more! comprehensive input. 

/srb 
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Member Unions 
Brotherhood of Locomotive 

Engineers 
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of America 

President 
Bill Cunningham 

September 19,2009 

The Honorable Lisa Perez Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The collapse ofa dam at a coal ash pond operated by the TVA near Kingston, 
Tennessee was a major environmental event which will require all extensive 
cleanup effort which concerns us all. EPA deserves praise for its quick action 
following the spill, and for its initiative to review and determine the integrity and 
safety ofother sites where co.al combustion byproducts (CCB' s) are stored. 

The magnitude ofthis spillage has obviously raised pUblic concern about storage 
of CCB's and the potential for accidents that might harm surrounding 
communities. And, understandably EPA has raised the issue of regulation of 
CCB's at the federal level and even the possibility of classifying CBB's as 
hazardous waste. 

We believe the evidence shows thai it would not be appropriate to classify CCB's 
as hazardous waste. In 1999, during the Clinton Administration, EPA submitted 
their finding to Congress that CCB's do not exhibit the characteristics of 
hazardous waste, which are: corrosivity, reactivity, ignitability and toxicity. The 
following year, EPA determined that CCB's should not be regulated as hazardous 
waste under Subtitle C of RCRA. 

Classifying CCB's as hazardous waste would all but rule out their beneficial recycling and reuse 
which provides energy savings, greenhouse gas emissions reductions, and resource conservation. 
Currently, about 46% of these materials are used for beneficial purposes, a figure that is increasing, 
and with proper incentives could be raised much higher. 

In the past, CCB's contributed to the construction ofthe Hoover Dam the San Francisco-Oakland 
Bay Bridge and more recently was used for the new 1-35 bridge in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Their 
use for such purposes not only conserves resources and energy, but is often superior to the materials 
they replace. 

At this time, CCB's are regulated primarily by state agencies. An argwnent for state regulation is 
that a one size fits all approach will not work. Flexibility and discretion by the states is needed due 
to the many differences in storage sites in each state. As a state environmental administrator pointed 

http:www.ujae.org
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out, states must be able to tailor standards based on the type of ash generated, the characteristics of 
that ash, the land disposal methods used, and the geology and groundwater conditions. 

IfEP A decides to regulate CCB's at the federal level, comprehensive and stringent measures are 
available to EPA without classifying them as hazardous waste. Levels of contaminants are similar in 
nature to low-hazard industrial wastes including kiln dust, wood ash, foundry sands, paper mill 
wastes, or steel mill waste. 

CCB's can be regulated in the same way as municipal solid waste. They present less ofan 
environmental concern than municipal solid waste which contains not only heavy metals, but also 
organic, acidic and alkaline materials. And the organics in municipal waste can be more 
problematic than industrial wastes. Regulation of CCB's as municipal solid waste would give the 
public sufficient protection from any eO\~romnental problem that might be posed by CCB's 
including the kind of spillage that occurred near Kingston. 

Steps to regulate CCB's should be taken judiciously, given the importance of coal in providing 
secure and affordable energy for our nation. Coal currently provides about half of the electricity 
generated in the US and is the cheapest and most abundant domestic fuel. Regulations should 
recognize the importance of reuse of CCB' s and ensure their continued beneficial use. The 
misclassification of CCB' S as hazardous waste would hurt the ability to use this resource and 
greatly increased the need for disposal sites. 

Bill Cunningham, President 
Unions for Jobs and the Environment 
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Office oj the Mayor 

ISLAND 
Working Together jar a 

Better 1bmorrow. Today. 

September 28, .2009 , 

Judy Sheahan 

Assistant Executive Dlr.,ctor 

The United States Conferel1ce of Mayors 

1620 Eye Street Northwesi, 

Washington DC 20006 


Dear Ms, Sheahan: 

The City of Grand Island is ~riting' to inform you of a pending propo~albYthe U.S. 
, Environmental Protection Agency which seeks to regulate ash generated during the, combustion 

of coal to produce electricity. The ash produced during the.combustion of coal is referred to as, 

coa" combustion by-product or CCS. Listing CCSs as hazardous waste would have substantial 

adverse consequences for the City of <::;rand Island,due to the increase in costs associated with 

managing and disposing of the material from our power plants; as well as the lack of availability, 

of CCSs for construction proj",cts. The'City of Grand Island wishes to register strong opposition 

to regulating CCBs as hazardous waste and requests that you urge the National Conference of" 

Mayors to send comments to EPA by October 1" or as soon,as possible thereafter opposing the 

designation of CCSs as hazardous.' ' ' 


In the past: EPA has evaluated CCSs several tiines, and ineach;eview did not fincithe ~aterial ' 

to be hazardous under their regulations. The City agrees with previoUS EPA evaluations and the' 

position expressed nearly' universally by state" environmental agencies, state transportation 

authorities, state public utility commissioris, members of the U,S, Congress and virtually all 

industry groups, that EPA should, continue to regulate CCSs as non-hazardous 'waste, 

Regulating' CCBs pursuant to the federa,l non-hazardous waste allows for the imposition of 

management and disposal controls on CCSs that are fully protective of human health and the 

erivironment without unduly impacting the beneficial uses of cess and imposing SUbstantial 

unwarranted costs ori cities and municipalitie~ across the nation: Currently our City provides 

cess for beneficial lJse as, approved by the Nebraska Environmental Protection Act, the 

Integrated Solid Waste Management Act, arid Titie 132 - Integrated Solid Waste Management' 

Regulations. Any unused material is disposed of in a state licensed on-site ash disposal facility. 

Semi-annual ground water sarripling has shown there has been nothrl')at to human health' or, the 

environment. To regulate cess as haiardous materials would no! provide' any' additional 

enVironmental protection. " ' , 


In contrast, the regulation of CCSs as hazardous waste would require the City of Grand Island 

to dispose of CCSs generated during the production of electricity at commercial hazardous 

waste disposal facilities. There are very few such facilities in the U.S., and these facilities have 

limited capacity and impose substantial costs for the disposal oLhazardous wastes. The 


, disposal cost for .the City will be substantially greater (approximately $2.8 million annually) if . . .. . 

City Hall • 100 East First Street • Box 1968 '. Grand Island. N~braska 6880'2-1968 • 
(308) 385·5444. Ext. 110 • FAX: 385·5486 ; Email: mayor@grdnd-island.com • www.grand-island.com 

http:www.grand-island.com
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Judy. Sheahan . 

September 28, 2009
. '. ~ . . 

C'CBsare re-r'egulatedas hazard~~s waste. Thesecb~ts will be bornedire~tly by the electric 
· ratepayers In Grand Island. . Furthermore,. because the few commercial hazardous' waste 

disposa/faciliiies are often located. great distances from the generation of el€ctricity, there are ..•. 
· addittonalcosts oT transp:orting large volumes of tCBs to these facilities. . .' .' 

. '. . . . . .' . 

<The listing oiCCBsas 'hazardous waste willalsosigriificantly ,reduce the opportunities for 
. beneficially using these. materials, which could impaCt'the cosi and availab.ility of-maierials fof a 
variety 01 construCtion projects, Asdeiai/edin a.letter. to EPA, the American Concrete Inst.itute . 

. advises that C,CBs would no longer be .used :in 'concrete and otller cohstructkin materials if 
'. regulated as .hazardouswaste. IJmivai/abilitY of CCBs wo.uld ihcrease the costs of projeCts in . 
Grand Island including road construCtion projects which. often include sutisiantial. quantities offly .a.sh,··· " . '. . '. '.' . .' '. .. 

IUs neCeS~ary for EPA to understand that the~eUIi~ecessaryinCreases in costsf;~ the disposal' 
and transpcirtation of CCBs as hiJzardous .wastes'as well as construction projects that use.' 
CCBs as construction maierials are takirig' place in the context of drasticclJtsin the services 

. '.m;:in)idties ahd municiPalities have had to impose during these challemging .economictimes...•.. ..1 
· Diverting municipal resourc.es iolhe management 6f CCBs as hazardOl,iswaste will interfere'" 
· With the prioriiies of:the Oity of Grand Island and compound the difficulties of managing alreadY, 

tightbudgeiS: .••. ' . . . '.' .... .. .... . I 
.... ". ',' 

In light of the issues adci;essedaboite, we urge you to encOurag~. the, U.S. Conference of· . 
'. ·.Mayors to send comments to the. EPA registering opposition to the regulation of CeBs as." 

h.azardous waste, The deadline for comments to the. EPA is October 1,.20b9; We apologiz,efor' . 
Ih$ short riotice, but we only recently beea'me aware of the 9Pportunlty to comment: '. 

. . . . .' . . . . .' 

. • .• ' Plea~e contact Gary Mader., Cily of. Grand 1~landiJtilities' Dir~i:tor, at (30B)3a5-5444,ext. 280' 
. wiih any questions. Thank you for your attention to this matter." .... . ;', 

.... ~................... . 


· Margaiet~ ... . 


City of Grand Island, Nebraska 


, ." .' 
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• 
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lio North ,FIasting$ Avenue 
P.O. Box'1085Vern 1). Powers 

HlIstl~g~, NJ.!i 68902 
Mayor Tdcphonl~: (40~) 461-2317 

vpower8@dt)·o1h~sijngs.org FIlX: (402) 461-2323Nebraska 
. . -' ,.' 

September 28, 2009 

Mathy Stanislaus 

Assi~tant Adrnillistrat{){ 

Offke·of'SbiidW'aste.·Bli4~ln~i·gency Response 

U.S. Enviro!j~el1ta!f'i9teptitm Agency 

1200.PeunsYlvlmiaA,Y<;'l1:lle NW 

Washingtqn, bC 2046Q . 


Re: tP2jJi~pos~~Jisting'~ft:~rcombustion By-Prod1Jcts as Hazal'dous Waste 
City ofHastings, Nebraska 

Dear Mathy Stanislaus: .. 

As Mayor fortheCity ofI.f~in!\s,NebraskaI am writing10 .inf()rm you of a pending proposal 
by the U.S,Envir()hli1e\lta!pro~ction Agel1cy Which may seckto regulate coal ash by products 
(referred Joas coal. co111b1Jstionb.)'"l'ro<!uCts or CCBs) generate<1 during the combustion of coal to 
produce electl'icity as a: hazardous waste, The listing of CCBsashazardons waste would have 
dramatic and adverse conseqlle.nces for the City of Hastings. This is due to the il1crease in costs 
associated with managing and disposing of CCBs as well as the laek of availability of CCBs for 
beneficial use such as CClllstruction projects. We wish to register our strong opposition to the 
regulating CCBs as hazardous waste and request (hat you ccintactthe National League of Cities 
and the Council ofMayorsandurgethes~groupS to send comments to EPA by October l't, 2009 
or as soon as possiple (hereafter opposing the designati011 of CCBs as hazardous waste. 

We agree with theposition e~pressed nearly universally by state envil'onmental agencies, state 
transportation authorities, statepublic utility conUllissions, members oftheU.S. Congress and 
virtually all industry groups that EPA should regulate CCBs as non-hazardous waste. Regulating 
CCBs pursuant to a federal non-hazardous waste progranl would allow for the imposition of 
managelllent and disposal controls on CCBs that are fully proteetive ofhuman health and the 
environment without unduly impacting the beneficial uses of CCBs and imposing substantial 
lmwarranted costs on cities and municipaliti es across the nation. 

Specil1caUy the State ofNebraska regulates the storage and disposal ofCCB's. The storage and 
disposal ofCCB's are permitted and regulated by the Nebraska Department ofEnvironmental 
Quality. The local CCB materials produced are non-hazardous. This is principally due the 
sourcc of coal as being fi'om the Powder River Basin of Wyoming. The source of coal greatly 
impacts thc quality of the CCB produced. The local CCB materials are tested using the Toxicity 
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP). This test procedure is used by EPA to del1ne 
toxicity under Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 40 CPR part 261. These materials are 
tested regularly and are well below the limits established by the TCLP test and thus are non
hazardous. The use of CCBs allows the City ofBastings to reduce its carbon foot print by 
avoiding the manufacture of replacement products such as concrete cement. 

http:vpower8@dt)�o1h~sijngs.org
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In contrast, the regulation ofCCBs as hazardous waste could require the City of Hastings, 
Nebraska to dispose of CCBs generated during the production of electricity at commercial 
hazardous waste disposal facilities. There are very few such facilities in the U.S., and these 
facilities have limited capacity and impose substantial costs for the disposal of hazardous wastes. 
The costs of disposing of CCBs will be substantially greater ifCCBs are regulated as hazardous 
waste then if CCBs are regulated as non-hazardous. These costs will be borne directly by 
taxpayers andlor ratepayers in Hastings, Nebraska notwithstanditig the fact that CCBs can be 
regulated as non-hazardous waste while ensuring the safety of the public and the protection of 
the environment. Furthermore, because the few commercial hazardous waste disposal facilities 
are often located great distances from the generation of electricity (and CCBs), the costs of 
transporting significant volumes of CCBs to these facilities would substantially increase the 
already high costs of disposal of CCBs as hazardous waste. 

The listing of CCBs as hazardous waste will significantly reduce the opportunities for 
beneficially use of these materials; this will impact the cost and availability ofmaterials for a 
variety of construction projects. As detailed in a letter to EPA, the American Concrete Institute 
maintains that due to potential liability concerns CCBs will not be used in concrete and other 
construction materials if regulated as hazardous waste. Unavailability ofCCBs could increase 
the costs and/or seriously delay projects in Hastings, Nebraska including road construction 
project which often include substantial quantities offly ash (a CCB product). 

It is imperative for EPA to understand that these unnecessary increases ill costs for the disposal 
and transportation of CCBs as hazardous wastes, as well as construction projects that use CCBs 
as construction materials, are taking place in tile context of drastic CLltS in the services many 
cities and municipalities have had to impose during these challenging economic times. Many 
cities and states have had to cut essential services including fire and police departments, school 
teachers and emergency medical services. Divelting city and municipality resources to the 
management of CCBs as hazardous waste will interfere with the priorities of the City of 
Hastings, Nebraska and compound the difficulties ofmanaging already tight budgets. 

Please feel free to contact me at 402-461-2317 if you have any questions. Thank you for your 

attention to tllis matter. 


Sincerely, D 
~, 
Mayor 

City ofHastings, Nebraska 


Cc: 	 Hastings City Council 

Andrew Hanson, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations 






March 25, 2009 

Mr. Matt Hale 
Director, Office' of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
MC 5301P 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Mr. Hale, 

The American Coal Ash Association strongly opposes any designation of coal combustion 
products (CCPs) as hazardous waste. We believe it would have significant and long lasting 
effect upon soCiety's willingness to beneficially re-use fly ash and other CCPs by destabilizing 
their markets. Regulatory schemes that would deSignate these materials as hazardous for 
purposes of disposal will stigmatize them and eliminate many examples of environmentally and 
socially sound beneficial use. CCP disposal standards can and should be addressed without 
unnecessarily stigmatizing resources with high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred 
alternative to disposal. We welcome dialogue with the Agency and the environmental 
community to ensure that future regulatory frameworks promote the safe beneficial re-use of 

CCPs. 

We understand one strategy being discussed for improving disposal standards could involve 
designating CCPs as "hazardous waste" when bound for disposal, but exempting CCPs from the 
hazardous waste designation when used beneficially. As described in detail in the Appendix to 
this letter, ACAA contacted the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Florida, Delaware, 
North Carolina, Colorado, Tennessee, Georgia, Michigan, North Dakota, Wyoming, Indiana, 
Illinois, and Montana. Of the responses received to date, every state indicated that beneficial 
use of CCPs would not be permitted under current regulations if they were to be designated 
hazardous, even only if for the purposes of disposal. Iowa and Wyoming both indicated they 
were not at all in favor of a hazardous determination because of the complications it would 
bring to the state regulatory agency. To remove the opportunity to conserve natural resources 
or reduce greenhouse gasses by designating CCPs as hazardous would be a reversal of 
environmentally sound policies in place for three decades. This would have a devastating effect 
on the beneficial use of these valuable resources. 

ACAA believes that a hazardous waste designation in any setting is not supported by nearly 
three decades of EPA study and formal determinations marked by strong scientific integrity. In 
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addition to the EPA itself, members of academia, state agencies, the Department of Energy, the 
Federal Highway Administration, the Department of Agriculture, the Recycled Materials 
Resource Center, the Electric Power Research Institute, the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group, 
electric utilities and many others have repeatedly evaluated the constituents found in CCPs 
(such as fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag and air emission control residues). Using the criteria 
outlined in Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) CCPs have been 
evaluated for toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity and reactivity and been found to be well below 
the criteria in Subtitle C that would require a hazardous classification. 

CCP Utilization Progress Since the 2000 Determination 

On May 22, 2000, the EPA published its Regulatory Determination on Wastes from Fossil Fuels
Final Rule in which the agency concluded that these materials "do not warrant regulation 
under subtitle C of RCRA and is retaining the hazardous waste exemption under RCRA section 
3001(b)(3)(C)." The determination also discussed an issue raised wherein the electric utility 
and ash utilization industries indicated that they believed subjecting any CCPs to a subtitle C 
regime would place a significant stigma on these materials, the most important effect being 
that it would adversely impact beneficial reuse. Ind ustry stated that the concern was that, even 
though beneficially reused CCPs would not be hazardous under the contemplated SUbtitle C 
approach, the link to SUbtitle C would nonetheless tend to discourage purchase and re-use of 
the materials. In the determination the EPA also stated, "We do not wish to place any 
unnecessary barriers on the beneficial uses ofthese wastes, because they conserve natural 
resources, reduce disposal costs and reduce the total amount of waste destined for dispos"al." 

In 2009, that concern has not changed and is even greater. In 1999, CCPs utilization was 
estimated to be 30% or approximately 30 million tons annually. In 2008, that number had risen 
to 43% and 56 million tons annually, nearly double the tonnage reported in 1999. This is a 
remarkable achievement considering total tonnage of CCPs produced has grown significantly 
during the same period. 

The IfWaste" Stigma 

If the EPA were to assign a hazardous waste designation for CCPs, even for the limited purpose 
of disposal operations, we believe it would have a devastating effect on the beneficial use of 
the resource. Producers, marketers and users of CCPs would be confronted with myriad new 
uncertainties and perceived risks associated with marketing, handling, transporting and utilizing 
CCPs. By impeding the beneficial use of CCPs, a hazardous waste deSignation would have the 
unintended consequences of dramatically increasing the volumes of material disposed and 
eliminating the significant environmental, economic, and sustainability benefits accomplished 
by beneficial use. 

CCP disposal standards can and should be addressed without unnecessarily stigmatizing 
resources that have the high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred alternative to 
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disposal. We are not aware of any beneficial uses where properly managed CCPs were proven 
to have had an adverse impact on public health or the environment. 

EPA and others have consistently recognized that consumers of beneficially used CCPs are 
highly sensitive to concerns about the materials they are using. For example: 

• 	 In the U.S. Department of Energy's 1993 Heport to Congress titled "Barriers to the Increased 
Utilization of Coal CombustionjDesulfurization By-Products by Government and Commercial 
Sectors," the agency identified "restrictive regulation of fly ash as a solid waste" as an 
institutional barrier to CCP utilization. 

• 	 In a 1998 update to the DOE report, the Energy and Environmental Research Center 
reported that adoption of beneficial use guidelines by states continued to be impeded in 
some areas by an "overly cautious approach." 

• 	 Beginning in 2002, at beneficial use summits sponsored by the EPA and hosted by EPA 
regional offices, a recurring theme discussed at these summits was the barrier that was 
found in many states by regUlating industrial byproducts, including CCPs, as "wastes" rather 
than products. The perception that a waste could not have the same characteristics or 
benefits as a virgin material were cited in many presentations given by members of 
industry, state' agencies and end-users. 

• 	 In the International Energy Agency's January 2005 report on "Benefits and Barriers in Coal 
Ash Utilisation," the Agency writes that "Fly ash utilisation is hindered where it is regarded 
as a waste or by-product." 

• 	 In EPA's June 2008 Report to Congress on Increasing Usage of Recovered Mineral 
Components, end user perception of health and safety issues is clearly identified as a barrier 
to increasing CCP utilization. 

• 	 On October 7, 2008, EPA issued a new final rule that streamlines regulation of hazardous 
secondary materials to encourage beneficial recycling and help conserve resources. In 
explaining the rule change, EPA wrote: "By removing unnecessary regulatory controls, EPA 
expects to make it easier and more cost-effective to safely recycle hazardous secondary 
materiaL" These actions recognize that hazardous waste designations impose requirements 
that create significant barriers to efficient recycling. Furthermore, the streamlining of 
regulations under the October 2008 final rule only pertains to recycling on-site or under 
tightly controlled conditions and would not be responsive to the widely dispersed beneficial 
use pathways that have been developed for CCPs. 

• 	 Just last week, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources wrote to EPA urging the Agency 
not to designate CCPS as hazardous waste, explaining that such regulation is not supported by 
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the data, and cautioning that such action IIhas the potential to put an end to many beneficial uses'! 
for coal combustion wastes in Iowa. 

Historical Successes 

The development of broad-based partnerships, regionally and nationally, supporting the safe 
beneficial use of CCPs is one of the greatest success stories of American environmental policy. 
Industry and environmental regulators have cooperatively and effectively focused on the 
common goals of reducing landfill use and building a "green supply chain" for construction 
materials. That green supply chain has, in turn, created enormous benefits in conserving 
natural resources, reducing energy usage, improving quality of finished products, and reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. The increase in beneficial use of nearly 30 million tons annually 
since the Final Rule in May 2000 shows the measurable impact that partnerships promoting 
proper CCP use can have. Besides avoiding as much as 115 million tons of greenhouse gases 
through the use of fly ash in concrete products, approximately 402.3 million tons of CCPs have 
been diverted from disposal since 2000. Of this large number, a similarly large number of other 
materials were not extracted, processed and used since these CCPs were available and used 
instead. 

In 2003, the EPA, in partnership with the Department of Energy, the Federal Highway 
Administration, the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group and the American Coal Ash Association 
created the Coal Combustion Products Partnership, or C'P'. In the last three years, the US 
Department of Agriculture- Agriculture Research Service, the Electric Power Research Institute 
and the National Ready Mix Concrete Association have joined C'P'. The stated purpose of this 
partnership is " ... to help promote the beneficial use of Coal Combustion Products (CCPs) and 
the environmental benefits that result from their use." The C'P' website identifies a number of 
specific environmental benefits for the partnership including: greenhouse gas and energy 
benefits; benefits from reducing the landfillingof CCPs; reducing the need to mine virgin 
materials as well as performance and economic benefits. Each of these benefits is described in 
detail, which argues strongly to making sure that beneficial use continues. 

In 2004, EPA Region 3 in partnership with the Federal Highway Administration founded the 
Green Highways Initiative (now known as the Green Highways Partnership (GHP). This effort, 
which is focused in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States, emphasizes the need for 
watershed-driven storm water management, conservation and ecosystem management, and 
recycling and re-use of industrial byproducts. In the four plus years of its efforts, the GHP has 
formed alliances with organizations such as the AASHTO Center for Environmental Excellence, 
the Maryland State Highway Administration, the Industrial Resources Council, the National 
Ready Mix Concrete Association;the American Concrete Pavement Association, state 
departments of environment or natural resources, contractors and academia. The common 
goal of all partners is a more sustainable method of designing, building operating and 
maintaining our nation's transportation systems. Incorporating CCPs, and other industrial 
materials, is but one part of this strategy. 
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Any proposals to regulate disposal of CCPs as "hazardous waste" threaten to undo this 
progress. This letter will illustrate that nearly 30 years of technical study with high scientific 
integrity has concluded that there is no basis for a hazardous waste designation for CCPs - for 
disposal or beneficial use. Similarly, gO'ing back to 1980, years of federal regulatory 
determinations have also concluded that a hazardous waste designation is unwarranted. And 
most importantly, a hazardous determination would undo and nearly completely stop 
beneficial uses for all CCPs. 

America Needs to Use CCPs Today Even More 

In his Order on Scientific Integrity dated March 9, 2009, the President of the United States 
indicated that "Science and the scientific process must inform and guide decisions of my 
Administration ..:' As stated in the paragraphs above, extensive scientific study under the 
direction of Administrations of both Democrats and Republicans has concluded that beneficial 
use of CCPs is safe for public health and the environment. Furthermore, there is no scientific 
evidence to support a hazardous waste designation for CCPs in any setting - beneficial use or 
disposal. 

EPA is well aware of federal efforts that recognize and support a green supply chain that, for 
example, promotes fly ash re-use as a partial replacement for portland cement. Wherever 
concrete is used, fly ash should be used to improve the c.oncrete product making it not only 
green and less costly but also more durable and less permeable. Executive Order 13423, 
"Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management" requires 
federal agencies to purchase green products and services, including recycled content products. 
Federal Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines (CPGs) and Environmentally Preferable 
Purchasing (EPP) encourage and assist federal agencies in purchasing environmentally prefer
able products and services. The Ronald Reagan Building is cited as a case study inwhich used fly 
ash was used in concrete for the construction of this facility. Federal concrete projects used an 
estimated 5.3 million metric tons of coal fly ash in 2004 and 2005 combined. The increases in 
beneficial use have occurred despite the ongoing resistance by project owners to implement 
CPG and EPP guidelines. If such use was required as part of a broader national strategy, then 
beneficial use of CCPs could growth even more rapidly. 

These examples of federal purchasing guidelines are helping set a model for a new "green 
supply chain." Architects, builders and project owners follow not only federal leadership they 
also adhere to construction recommendations like Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) and the Green Globes Initiatives to promote more sustainable construction. The 
passage of the recent stimulus package and funding for infrastructure construction demand 
implementation of practices that address lifecycle costs and long term durability attributes that 
CCPs can provide in many applications. Besides reducing the need for landfill space and 
conserving other natural materials, CCPs can offset carbon dioxide emissions and are generally 
less expensive that competing materials. 
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In 2005, the American Coal Council performed an economic assessment of the impact that the 
CCP industry has on the nation's economy. At that time, it was estimated that the combined 
direct and indirect economic benefits that CCPs provided was approximately $4.5 billion. That 
number has grown substantially since 2005 since production and utilization has increased 
nearly 10% and green building has expanded even more since the study was completed. This 
incorporation of CCPs into the "green supply chain" has created jobs and has been used in' 
countless sustainable projects thai illustrate the long term benefits of products containing CCPs 
as well as reducing green house gasses and providi ng locally available materials to many sites. 
Reducing the amount of waste generated in this nation, while reducing the costs of projects 
and conserving other materials for higher values of use are essential elements of a more 
sustainable America. 

In a recent report by the Freedonia Group on March 17, 2009, it was reported that recycled
content (e.g., fly ash, blast furnace slag) concrete sales reached $9.5 billion in 2008, 
representing 15 percent of green building materials demand. That capped a climb from $6.4 
billion in 2003, equivalent to an 8.3 percent annual growth rate. Demand for recycled content 
concrete is forecast to grow 8.4 percent per year to $14.3 billion in 2013, accounting for an 
increasing share of total concrete used. This growth offly ash in concrete products would be 
severely limited, if not eliminated, by a hazardous classification. 

Some Consequences of a Hazardous Label for CCPs 

Any effort to regulate disposal of CCPS as hazardous waste would have catastrophic effects on 
the ability to maintain, much less increase, the beneficial use of the materials. New barriers to 
beneficial use would be erected because: 

• 	 State regulator resistance to beneficial use of materials otherwise designated hazardous 

• 	 Heightened consumer resistance to beneficial use of materials with a hazardous waste 
stigma 

• 	 Operational complications created for CCP producers, marketers and consumers 

We have included in the Appendix to this letter specific examples of the impact we have 
already seen upon beneficial use as a result of news media accounts that have inaccurately 
labeled CCPS as "toxic" or "hazardous." We have also contacted a number of producers, 
marketers, end-users and state agencies that have offered opinions to us as to what they think 
a hazardous determination (even if just for disposal) would have on future beneficial use. 
These statements are also included in the Appendix as are a number of pieces of 
correspondence, mainly in the form of emails that ACAA has received concerning this issue . 
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ACAA is are aware of no regulatory precedent for a material that is regulated in one setting as a 
hazardous waste for disposal while being allowed in substantially the same form in other 
settings as a widely available construction material. Rules drafted, but never adopted, for 
cement kiln dust may be cited as a potential example. However, the beneficial use pathways 
for cement kiln dust (CKD) differ substantially from the pathways used by CCPs. In the case of 
CKD, the regulations anticipated that the material would never leave the possession of the 
cement manufacturers that created it. Therefore, higher standards for disposal could possibly 
be assumed to create incentives for the cement manufacturers to reuse CKD in their own 
operations. In the case of CCPs, the reuse pathways are mostly external to the producer. There 
are no precedents for industries avoiding handling materials as hazardous waste on their own 
properties by dispersing the materials to hundreds or thousands of properties owned by others. 

The European Union also has addressed the issue of beneficial use of CCPs as part of its 
development of a Waste Framework Directive. The barrier to beneficial use created by a 
"waste" classification was clearly discussed in a 2005 paper by the United Kingdom Ash Quality 
Association that concluded: "In fact, the directive is in danger of having the opposite effect -to 
reduce the existing use of byproducts and suppress the development of new means of and 
recycling." 

A significant consequence of a hazardous waste designation would be that the United States 
would have millions more tons of hazardous waste to dispose of every year as resources would 
no longer be desirable for beneficial use. In addition to increasing the need for additional 
highly engineered hazardous waste landfills, the loss of beneficial use applicationswould 
eliminate economic benefits of reuse, further exhaust natural mineral resources, and 
significantly curtail environmental practices that today reduce the United States greenhouse 
gas emissions footprint by approximately 15 million tons per year. There are currently only 21 
hazardous waste facilities permitted in the United States, many of which are located nowhere 
near electric generating stations or industrial boilers. ACAA is assuming that any rulemaking for 
CCPs would affect other production units such as industrial and commercial boilers that 
produce essentially the same type of CCPs in their generating, process heat or manufacturing 
operations. 

There are no commercial hazardous waste disposal sites in Montana, North Dakota, Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina or 23 other state,s. Each site is 
limited by permit to specific daily tonnages and total acres of space to receive hazardous 
materials. The construction of new sites would be costly, if even possible, given widespread 
public opposition to hazardous waste disposal in most communities. 

State Regulatory Implications of a Federal Hazardous Designation 

Beneficial use of CCPs depends on acceptance by state environmental regulators, usually in the 
form of Beneficial Use Determinations. A federal designation of CCPs as hazardous waste 
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would disqualify CCPs from consideration for beneficial use in every state jurisdiction surveyed 
by the American Coal Ash Association so far. 

In states where beneficial use of CCPs is permitted by regulations or even exempted, ACAA is of 
the opinion that a hazardous determination for CCPs in disposal would curtail use in these same 
states. During the week of March 9, ACAA contacted the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland, 
Virginia, Florida, Delaware, North Carolina, Colorado, Tennessee, Georgia, Michigan, North 
Dakota, Wyoming and Montana. Of the responses received to date, every state indicated that 
the beneficial use of CCPs would not be permitted under current state regulations if they were 
to be designated hazardous, even only iffor the purposes of disposal. The Appendix to this 
letter cites statements made by these state agencies. 

Resistance by Producers. Marketers and End-Users 

Likewise, ACAA polled many of its member producers and marketing firms. Their responses 
were the same as the states. A hazardous determination would eliminate beneficial use. Their 
statements, emails or letters are also cited in the appendix to this letter. 

In informal conversation, ACAA also discussed this issue with some firms or organizations that 
did not want to place their comments in writing, since the idea of a hazardous designation was 
simply speculation at this point in time. However, some of their statements are illustrative of 
our concern. 

A large wallboard manufacturer stated, for example, were FGD gypsum to be designated 
hazardous for the purposes of disposal that would eliminate that firm's use of FGD gypsum 
entirely. Their logic is the designation of hazardous for any ingredient in wallboard production 
would make the w"llboard likewise hazardous and they will not produce a product that could 
be perceived as hazardous, even if testing were to demonstrate it is not. The liability issues 
around such a convoluted arrangement would be far too great to chance'on continuing under 
such a scenario. 

At the American Concrete Institute's Board Advisory Committee on Sustainable Development 
meeting held in San Antonio on March 15, 2009, this question was posed to the members: "If 
CCPs were to be designated as hazardous by the EPA, what would be ACI members' reactions?" 
The responses were almost unanimous. Any such designation would virtually eliminate the use 
of fly ash in concrete, despite the fact that fly ash is bound in the matrix. The perception that 
portland cement concrete contained "hazardous" constituents would stop ready mix producers, 
specifiers, concrete products manufacturers and others from incorporating fly ash in their 
various concrete applications. One member stated it would be a dangerous precedent since 
some of the characteristics of fly ash (pH, chemical composition, etc.) are similar to the same 
characteristics of portland cement. Another person stated that since supplementary 
cementitious materials, such as fly ash, are an important part of the sustainable nature of 
concrete, removing fly ash from concrete products would set back efforts to reduce the cement 
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industry carbon footprint (elimination as raw feed for clinker, elimination of FGD gypsum in the 
finishing process, no more blending of fly ash and portland cement at the kiln, no more 
blending of fly ash and cement at the ready mix producers facilities, etc.) 

Similarly, at the ACI Committee 232.2 (Fly Ash in Concrete) meeting on March 16, 2009 the 
same question was posed to those members. Similarly, members were assertive in their reply 
that any designation of hazardousness to fly ash would eliminate that use offly ash in almost all 
concrete applications. The perception of risk to those not familiar with the properties and 
characteristics of concrete would necessitate countless efforts to re-educate end-users about 
the actual risk. Already producers of concrete products are being~questioned about fly ash 
safety based on widely distributed media coverage of the Kingston event. Committee 
members also described questions they are receiving about the anticipated impact of mercury 
capture on fly ash use. There is a fear that using any fly ash involved in mercury capture 
processes will expose workers to health risks associated with mercury. There have been 
questions about off-gassing of mercury for fresh and hardened concrete, as well as concerns 
about the leaching of mercury for de-constructed concrete. These examples about mercury are 
indicative of the far greater reaction the industry would see were fly ash to be considered 
hazardous for any situation. 

Operational Impacts of a Hazardous Waste Designation 

Discussions of a hazardous waste designation for CCPs often focus on the "truck scenario": If a 
truck leaving a power plant turns left to go to a disposal site, the material is hazardous; if it 
turns right to go to a beneficial use application it is not. This scenario is not that simplistic and 
does not reflect reality, wherein a hazardous deSignation creates costs, risks, and requirements 
at numerous stages of the product life cycle. For instance: 

• 	 Insurance and Indemnity - Insurance costs and requirements for hazardous wastes are 
higher and more complex than for non-hazardous industrial byproducts. Furthermore, 
indemnification issues between producers, marketers and consumers of CCPs would 
complicate the ability to accomplish beneficial use. 

• 	 Retroactive liability - to classify (CPs as hazardous would raise questions about all the 
previous projects where CCPs were used in small or large scale projects. Would land 
reclamation activities, soil stabilization projects, pavements, wallboard products, grouts 
and numerous other applications now require removal and disposal to make that 
project safe? The average citizen as well as public officials would no longer accept 
materials now considered hazardous to be used in commercial applications, not to 
mention the fears that would be raised about past uses. Class action lawsuits against 
producers, marketers, contractors, and end-users would be overwhelming, as 
demonstrated by the "Chinese wallboard" and "sulfate" issues discussed below under 
Market Reaction Examples. 
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• Regulatory Oversight - What oversight would the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration and other worker safety organizations provide in overseeing worker 
exposure to CCPs? Would increased protective gear be required, or unnecessarily 
perceived to be needed, for workers handling CCPs at various levels of the product 
distribution chain? What other worker trai ning would be required? Issues related to· 
hexavalent chromium in portland cement have been seen to generate widespread 
concern among workers, despite health risk information demonstrating this is not a 
serious concern in most typical situations, 

• Transportation - Would trucks and railcars transporting CCPs be required to carry 
hazardous waste placarding, lading paperwork and perform related transportation 
agency licensing and notifications? What clean-up standards would be enforced in the 
event of spills? Will all drivers now be required to obtain additional licenses to haul 
hazardous wastes, when going to a I'andfill or to a utilization location? Would transport 
vehicles (truck, rail and/or barge) have to be cleaned between the shipments of 
different commodities? How would clean-up residues be handled? 

• Facility Handling-Would coal-fueled power plants be required to implement new 
operational procedures now that they are producing materials that could be treated as 
hazardous wastes? Would operational activities need oversight similar to those found 
at a nuclear power plant since the plant now produces and handles "hazardous" 
substances? Would CCPs be regulated differently at a concrete batch plant or other 
manufacturing facility? In the event of spills, would CCPs face stricter clean-up 
requirements than for other products with similar chemical constituents, such as 
cement? Could incidental spill clean-up wastes be sent to local MSW landfills or would 
they be required to go to hazardous waste landfills? 

• Secondary Waste - What would be the regulatory status of products containing CCPs 
that need to be disposed? For instance, a small amount of concrete is almost always 
disposed after completing a job. If that concrete contains coal fly ash, would its disposal 
be governed by hazardous waste regulations? Furthermore, when structures containing 
CCPs are demolished, would their disposal be governed by hazardous waste 
regulations? What about sample shipping and testing laboratory requirements? Would 
labs need to be certified for hazardous waste handling? How would disposal of samples 
after testing be handled? 

• Secondary Product Types -If CCPs are combined with other materials prior to marketing 
as a product, will those materials be affected by the regulatory status? For instance, will 
the production of blended cements be discouraged because inclusion of the CCPs may 
result in higher insurance and regulatory exposure? 
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• 	 In-place Worker Exposure - Would enhanced worker protection be required if products 
containing CCPs were modified during their useful life? For instance, what would be the 
impact on concrete cutting and coring operations? 

Effects of Operational Impacts on CCP Producers 

The combined effects of the operational impacts of a hazardous waste designation 
would discourage producers of CCPs from seeking beneficial uses. CCP producers would 
have little or no incentive to widely distribute a material that is already designated 
hazardous in one setting and may later be determined hazardous in other settings. To 
do so would expose producers to risks of widely dispersed clean-up operations and 
potential individual and class action litigation. 

One of the reasons for a significant increase in CCP beneficial use rates since EPA's 2000 
Final Regulatory Determination has been the reliance of CCP producers on EPA's 
decision. The Final Regulatory Determination was issued after a vigorous public 
discussion that gave industry confidence that matters pertaining to a hazardous waste 
designation were settled and that they could move forward on beneficial use 
implementation with little fear of retroactive liability. Many CCP producers began 
increasing capital investments in facilities needed to direct CCPs to beneficial use rather 
than disposal. Wisconsin is often cited as a model state for beneficial use of CCPs. 
Clearly defined state regulations encouraging beneficial use have supported the 
development of a robust market for CCPs in a manner protective of the public health 
and environment. Similar policies in states like Pennsylvania and Texas have shown 
that encouraging beneficial use is a powerful incentive to producers and marketers of 
CCPs. 

If EPA now reverses its Final Determination with respect to CCI' disposal, CCP producers 
will likely have little confidence in their ability to rely on any assurances by the Agency 
that beneficial use applications will remain classified as non-hazardous.. Risk of 
retroactive liability will return as a significant decision-making factor when evaluating 
resources devoted to promoting beneficial use. 

Effects of Operational Impacts on CCP Marketers 

The increased costs associated with transporting, handling, permitting, recordkeeping, 
and indemnifying materials that may be deemed hazardous would negatively alter the 
economics of marketing CCPs. Even more difficult would be overcoming the stigma 
associated with selling a product that is considered hazardous in other settings (See 
Market Reaction Examples below) 
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Effects of Operational Impacts on CCP Consumers 

Consumer attitudes towa rd CCPs would be negatively affected on two levels. 
Manufacturing consumers - such as ready mixed concrete producers - would be less 
likely to use a product that carries the risk of increased regulatory scrutiny or worker 
exposure issues (as stated by the wallboard manufacturer and members of ACI 
committees discussed above). End use consumers that already require extensive 
education on the health and environmental safety of CCP beneficial use would likely 
abandon consideration of the products entirely. Brief discussions with several lEED 
accredited professionals have speculated that architects would no longer request fly ash 
in concrete because of perceived risks. 

Three Market Reaction Examples 

The effort to increase beneficial use of CCPs is already negatively affected by misinformation 
about health and safety issues and by popular news media stories that mischaracterize CCPs as 
"toxic" or "hazardous." An official desfgnation of CCPs as hazardous in any setting will only 
exacerbate the issue. A regulatory double standard would discourage CCP producers from 
distributing materials into a marketplace that could be rife for speculative litigation. Although it 
is difficult to determine the exact marketplace reactions, we offer three examples of situations 
wherein the tainting of CCPs with a label of "toxic" or with some widely held perception has 
had a negative impact on the industry. 

California CHPS 

The California Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) has established a 

green rating system, similar to lEED that provides guidance to CHPS members that want 

to increase their use of recycled content materials in their sustainable construction 

practices. Section ME4.1, "Recycled Content," contains the following text: 

"For California school projects, credit is not offered under this credit for concrete 

containing fly ash with a concentration of mercury more than 11 ppb (0.011 

mg/L) as determined by a Waste Extraction Test (WET) used by the Department 

of Toxic Substance and Control (DTSC) found in California Hazardous Waste Code 

Title 22, Chapter 11, Appendix II WET procedures. For non-California school 

projects mercury concentration should not be more than 5.5 ppb (0.0055 mg/l) 

as determined by a Toxicity Characteristic leaching Procedure (TClP) following 

EPA 7470A." 

In this example, CHPS has singled out a perceived negative characteristic of fly ash and 

imposed a unique condition that is not applied to any other construction material. For 
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example, other materials that might contain mercury, such as granite, stone, 

aggregates, portland cement, ceramics, etc. are not included in this precaution. 

Common items~ such as lighting fixtures, contain higher amounts of mercury that could 

conceivably be released in a school, but they are not included 'in similar warnings. The 

CHPS motivation is to discourage use of fly ash from coal fueled power plants, rather 

than a genuine concern in protecting human health. Testing data from EPRI, Ohio State 

University, the University of Nevada-Reno and other sources was provided to CHPS to 

help them understand the actual risk (almost non-existent) to building occupants from 

mercury that might be found in the concrete matrix.' Industry arguments were to no 

avail. This stigmatizing of fly ash is a modest example of the complications that would 

arise from a hazardous designation. The CHPS note in this section is being replicated in 

other similar CHPS programs and as recently as March 2009, was found in the draft 

Colorado CHPS guide. 

Florida Wallboard 

In Ft. Myers, Florida a class-action complaint was filed on January 30, 2009 in U.S. 
District Court charging wallboard made by the Knauf Company was "inherently 
defective" and claims this Knauf drywall is made from fly ash, compounds of which 
combine with moisture to form sulfuric acid that can corrode copper tubing and 
electrical wiring. About 10 million sq ft of Knauf-made drywall was used in the state 
between 2004 and 2006, according to the complaint. ACAA has discussed this lawsuit 
with the Gypsum Association which has been following the issue closely. Both 
Associations understand that the Chinese drywall was made from gypsum are (not FGD 
gypsum) and DOES NOT contain fly ash. Furthermore, no wallboard produced in North 
American is made using fly ash. There is speculation that the attorneys for the lawsuit 
have deliberately included fly ash in the complaint because it tends to portray negative 
connotations, given the incident in Tennessee in December. Despite attempts to 
persuade attorneys to remove "fly ash" as part of the argument (since it is not present 
in that wallboard), they have refused. Media coverage about fly ash in the US has used 
inflammatory words such as "toxic sludge" or "hazardous waste" which furthers the 
goals of the class action claimants, despite the fact that no fly ash is contained in the 
Chinese wallboard or any other wallboard used in the US. These types of 
misperceptions about wallboard have spread to other parts of the country as reported 
by ACAA members. 

California Sulfate Attack 

In California beginning in the mid-1990s, there were numerous lawsuits based on 
allegations of sulfate attacks on concrete foundations. Several law firms were successful 
in winning suits wherein homeowners were supposedly experiencing defects in their 
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concrete foundations due to damage resulting from sulfate chemicals in soils that were 
in contact with concrete. Arguments were successfully made that suppliers used 
excessive water when mixing the concrete and that the wrong types of cement was 
used. However, in 2006 a California judge ruled that the plaintiffs seeking more than $5 
million in damages in that particular case had failed to demonstrate that the defendant 
concrete suppliers had actually supplied defective concrete. Since the beginning of the 
lawsuits in the 1990s, nearly $1 billion in settlements had taken place. The judge also 
rejected the decisions of previous lawsuits allowing the defendants to recover the 
expenses their incurred for expert witnesses. Althe heart of the lawsuits was the 
question, whether or not the foundations had actually been damaged or weakened by 
sulfates in the soil and if so, had this endangered the structures themselves. The judge 
concluded that there was insufficient evidence to prove the concrete supplied by the 
defendants was improperly proportioned or contained a type of cement unsuitable for 
the service. The judge further noted that when a method of presenting evidence is 
"veiled in the clothing of objective science" it may be difficult for juries to evaluate 
complex data. Furthermore he said that when controls are lacking linked to general 
scientific acceptance, juries may be inappropriately swayed by expert opinion based 
upon junk science, potentially leading to unsupported conclusions. 

Conclusions 

We believe the three examples cited above of market reactions to alleged risks related to 
mercury in fly ash, fly ash in wallboard and sulfate attack indicate the grave risk to beneficial 
use were CCPs to be classified as hazardous in some manner. To overturn nearly thirty years of 
scientific evaluations, assessments, investigations and evidence to the contrary would set back 
decades of beneficial use. CCP disposal standards can and should be addressed without 
unnecessarily stigmatizing resources with high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred 
alternative to disposal. Improved methods of disposal, appropriate regulatory oversight and 
characterization of CCPs with their intended application will allow beneficial use to be safely 
conducted in the future. Encouraging beneficial use, which commensurately reduces the need 
for landfill is a far better method of regulatory action. The numerous examples of incentives 
and support from government agencies that could increase beneficial uses described in the 
June 2008 Report to Congress offer positive incentives that would increase CCP utilization. To 
remove" the opportunity to conserve natural resources or reduce greenhouse gases by 
designating CCPs as hazardous would be a reversal of environmentally sound policies in place 
for three decades. 

Any decision the EPA makes about a hazardous designation has international implications as 
well. The C'P' program and the Green Highways Partnerships have been recognized by 
international CCP managers as leading the way toward sustainable construction. The strong 
encouragement by the EPA has been cited by members of ECOBA (European Coal Byproducts 
ASSOCiation), CIRCA (Canadian Industries Recycling Coal Ash) and others as outstanding 
examples of governmental support that should be replicated across the globe. In many ways, 
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the United States is viewed as a leader in responsible CCP management by virtue of the 
numerous state and federal guidance documents promoting beneficial use. 

We have attempted to portray some of the consequences and the implications we believe that 
a hazardous determination would have upon CCPs and the nation. The extraordinary costs 
associated with such a decision are difficult to quantify, but they would be measured in billions 
of dollars and in job losses of tens of thousands. Sustainable practices would be affected across 
the nation and natural resources of this nation depleted even more rapidly than seen now. 

We thank you for your time and consideration of this information. We are available at your 
convenience to discuss any information contained within. 

Sincerely, 

If~VvtWy~ .AtfM%y~ 
Thomas H. Adams 
Executive Director 

Copies: 

M. Vickers 
R. Dellinger 
P. Grevatt 
R. Kinch 
T. Degeare 
J. Sager 
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Appendix to ACAA Letter to Matt Hale dated March 25, 2009 

This appendix contains a number of statements from organizations and individuals that ACAA 
contacted during March. These individuals or organizations were asked to provide ACAA 

. information about what they thought a determination of "hazardous" for CCPs, even if just for 
purposes of disposal, would have on beneficial use. Please note these statements are personal 
opinions of the entities indicated. 
Also included are examples of communications received unsolicited from CCP users concerned 
about characterizations of fly ash in media accounts ofthe Kingston incident. 

From State Regulators 

From the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

Dave, 

I·wanted to run your question by folks in our Bureau of Waste Management before responding. 

(1) If something is declared hazardous waste, even if the laws permitted its beneficial use, it 

would not be beneficially used simply because of public opposition. We get opposition for 

things that are not hazardous. I don't know how we could defend the beneficial use of 

something that was declared hazardous. 


(2) Here's a comment I received from our Waste program: 

"If coal ash was listed as hazardous waste and the general, current hazardous waste regulatory 
scheme remained as it is, it would be dimcult to continue beneficial uses, especially where the 
use involves placement on the land. There are certain beneficial-use-like exclusions in the 
current hazardous waste regulations (i.e. using hazardous'waste as an effective substitute 
for commercial products, etc.), however, none of those exclusions allow placement on the land 
or incorporation into products that are placed on the land unless many other'hoops are gone 
through (like demonstrating that the hazardous constituents have undergone a chemical 
reaction so as to become inseparable by physical means, and meeting the land disposal 
restriction standards)." 

(3) Here's another comment from our folks in the Waste program concerning what EPA would 
have to go thru to list ash as hazardous: 

EPA would, in (his) opinion, have a long, uphill battle since their own listing regulation at 40 CFR 
Part 261, Subpart 0 states that "the Administrator will indicate his basis for listing the classes or 
types of wastes listed in this subpart by employing one or more of the following Hazard Codes: 
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Ignitable Waste .......................... (/) 

Corrosive Waste ......................... (C) 

Reactive Waste .......................... (R) 

Toxicity Characteristic Waste ... (E) 

Acute Hazardous Waste ............. (H) 

Toxic Waste ............................... (T) 

Appendix VII identifies the constituent which caused the Administrator to list the waste as a 

Toxicity Characteristic Waste (E) or Toxic Waste IT) in §§ 261.31 and 261.32." 

There are no "codes" to cover the hazard associated with damming up;' billion gallons in an 
inadequate structure. I guess we will see what they are thinking as far as attempting to apply 
the hazardous waste regulations. 
(4)The ash that we beneficially use in PA in no way comes even close to exceeding the limits for 
the 8 RCRA metals. Below is a comparison of the RCRA leaching limits & our own requirements 
for beneficial use. 
RCRA mg/L PA Beneficial Use mg/L 
(TCLP) (SPLP) 
Ag 5.0 2.5 
As 5.0 0.25 
Ba 100.0 50 
Cd 1.0 0.125 
Cr 5.0 2.5 
Pb 5.0 0.375 
Se 1.0 1.0 

If EPA were to declare all ash as hazardous I'm curious as to what their basis would be. Despite 
claims to the contrary, we have not seen pollution from beneficially used ash. Last year PA 
used over 11 million tons of ash in the mining program. With the amount that's been used for 
mine reclamation in PA, if it were going to pollute we should be seeing pollution. We aren't. 

From the State of Maryland 

Dave-
My answer is speculative, as your question notes: My opinion is that any designation of a 

waste as hazardous would definitely stigmatize the ability to reuse or recycle the material to 
the maximum extent practicable. My sense is that if there were a federal designation as 
hazardous, any reuse/recycling would have to be done within the confines/construct of Subtitle 
C requirements. If EPA were to make such a designation, my personal opinion is that it would 
be incumbent on the Agency to provide additional criteria/guidance on how the materials can 
or should be beneficially used within Subtitle C. Since Subtitle C is a delegated program, my 
sense is States are going to have their hands tied somewhat within the constraints dictated by 
EPA. I am not aware of a circumstance where a waste is designated as hazardous if disposed 
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but non hazardous if beneficially used. Am not saying it does not occur, but that I don't know 
of any instance where it is occurring. 

Be aware my response is purely my opinion and has not been vetted with legal counselor 
technical staff. 

From the State of Michigan: 

Michigan currently regulates coal ash as a solid waste under Part 115, Solid Waste 

Management, of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as 

amended (NREPA). Michigan's program for Solid Waste Management has been in place since 

1978. These regulations were amended in 1993 when Michigan became an approved state 

under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle D program. Based on the 

analytical information that we have seen on coal ash, we believe that the levels of 

contaminants contained in coal ash are similar in nature to those found in cement kiln dust, 

wood ash, foundry sands, paper mill wastes, or steel mill waste. With the promulgation of the 

1993 rules, we consider all these waste to be low-hazard industrial waste (i.e. they leach less 

than ten percent of the hazardous waste limits when using the appropriate leaching tests.) 

Low-hazard industrial waste in Michigan may be disposed of in a landfill that has less-stringent 

design standards than a landfill taking either industrial or municipal solid waste, or it may be 

disposed of in a permitted surface impoundment. 

Michigan currently has eight sites that accept only coal ash and/or associated wastes from coal

fired power plants. Four of the facilities are surface impoundments, and four are solid waste 

landfills. Coal ash is also disposed of in combination with other wastes in numerous low-hazard 

industrial waste landfills, industrial landfills, and municipal solid waste landfills located 

throughout the state. 

The four active surface impoundments were all in existence prior to the enactment of 

Michigan's Solid Waste Management Act in 1978, and were"grandfathered in" without 

necessarily meeting the current requirements for the design and siting of such facilities. Three 

of the four surface impoundments are in the process of closing and/or converting to dry 

handling systems. 

The statutory provisions of Part 115, of the NREPA also exempt coal ash from regulation as a 

solid waste under certain conditions when the ash is used as: 

• a component of concrete, grout, mortar, or casting molds; 

• a raw material in asphalt for road construction; 
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• 	 aggregate or road or building material that will be stabilized or bonded by cement, limes 
or asphalt; or 

• 	 a road base or construction fill that is covered with asphalt, concrete, or other material 
approved by the state. 

RCRA Subtitle C wastes in Michigan are currently regulated under Part 111, Hazardous Waste 

Management, of the NREPA. The regulation of coal ash under full HCRA Subtitle C would end 

the current beneficial uses of coal ash. Existing surface impoundments and landfills would be 

subject to more stringent design standards and would require either retrofitting of existing 

landfills (if even possible) or closure of those disposal facilities. Neither of these options could 

be implemented immediately. 

Michigan currently has regulations in place governing the reuse and disposal of coal ash that 

are protective of public health and the environment. If coal ash were determined to be subject 

to regulation under Subtitle C, it would necessitate considerable changes to Michigan solid and 

hazardous waste regulations. Such changes would likely be subject to considerable opposition 

from any industry and/or municipality that generates coal ash waste and would likely lead to 

increased costs for energy generation and for businesses or industries utilizing the material. 

From the State of Florida: 

Dave, 

If EPA decided to declare coal ash a hazardous waste, I suspect the beneficial use of coal ash 

would stop in Florida unless EPA also created some special exemptions. For example, I imagine 

cement plants that take coal fly ash may have to be permitted as hazardous waste treatment 

facilities and this would likely be difficult even if the cement plants wanted to do it. I also think 

it is unlikely we would allow folks to build roads with a hazardous waste. So we would be left 

with some sort of disposal. But last time I checked Florida does not allow hazardous waste 

disposal facilities, so that would mean generators would either have to ship the ash out of state 

or do some sort of on-site treatment to render it non-hazardous. I guess whether or not it 

could be treated to be non-hazardous would depend on the reason EPA gives for calling it a 

hazardous waste in the first place. And what about the existing on·site ash disposal areas 

around the state? Would these now become hazardous waste disposal facilities needing 

cleanup or HW permits? 

I think we all agree that the TVA coal ash spill in Tennessee is a terrible mess. EPA needs to 

determine if we have other slurry impoundments like this that may fail in the country and work 

on preventing that, of course. Maybe they should provide more materials and training on how 
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to do good inspections for these facilities. Also, can the power plants that have slurry 

impoundments just convert from a wet to a dry process? Encouraging changes in the power 

generation process may be a better solution than trying to define coal ash as a hazardous 

waste. But maybe I just don't know the details well enough. 

I will copy others who know more about the HW world thanl do who may want to comment 

also. 

From the State of Virginia: 

Hi, Dave, 

xxxxx has asked that I respond to you in regards to the use of CCPs. If EPA were indeed to 

reverse their prior position and decided to regulate CCPs as a hazardous waste under the RCRA 

Subtitle C authorities; it is very likely that Virginia would no longer allow these materials to be 

beneficial reused under our Coal Combustion By-Products Regulations (9 VAC20-85) and there 

would also be no beneficial reuse allowances our Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations 

(9 VAC 20-80), as well. And there is no speculation on what/if any effect the 2008 DSW ruling 

would have on some reuse potential if CCPs were declared hazardous waste (by the way, 

Virginia has yet to decide on seeking authorization for that rule). 

From the State of Iowa: 

Listing coal combustion byproducts as a hazardous waste would eliminate beneficial use in Iowa 

per Iowa Administrative Code (lAC) 567-Chapter 108. Iowa's beneficial use regulations pertain 

to "solid by-products," which expressly exclude hazardous wastes. Thus, if coal combustion 

byproducts were regulated as a hazardous waste, they could not be beneficially used in Iowa 

and an entire beneficial use market would be eliminated. In addition, Iowa has no hazardous 

waste landfills, which means all the coal combustion byproducts that were being beneficially 

used would have to be exported (easily over one million tons per year) to a hazardous waste 

landfill in Peoria, Illinois. If this facility was not available, Iowa utilities would have to seek a 

disposal in a hazardous waste landfill more than one state away (I.e. Colorado, Oklahoma, 

Indiana are the next closest. 
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From the State of Indiana: 

Regulating coal combustion byproducts as hazardous waste would effectively end beneficial 

use in Indiana. Iowa State statute (IC 13-19-3-3) exempts nine uses from regulation as a solid 

waste. The statute directs that the coal combustion byproducts are "(A) not included in the 

definition of hazardous waste or is exempt from regulation as a hazardous waste under 42 USC 

6921". EPA's designation of coal ash a hazardous waste would effectively remove this material 

. from the beneficial use portion of the Indiana statute. 

From CCP Producers 

From AES ILP Indianapolis, IN : 

There probably would be no further beneficial use in Indiana. We have a statute (IC 13-19-3-3) 
that exempts nine uses from regulation as a solid waste. The statute requires that the CCP "(A) 
is not 'lncluded in the definition of hazardous waste or is exempt from regulation as a hazardous 
waste under 42 USC 6921". I suppose EPA could make disposal a hazardous waste, but also 
exempt use under 6921, but discussions I have had with marketers, even that legal fix would 
probably not allay the "stigma" fear. I am prettysure it would prevent IPL's use/disposal at coal 
mines, which is very important to us, especially if they phase out ponds for disposal. I haven't 
research this, but I think there are ASTM issues thatwould arise with use as a raw material to 
make cement as cement replacement in concrete under C-618. These are our two major ash 
uses. An even bigger problem for us would be use of FGD gypsumas raw material in 
manufacture of wall board. We believe we can sell/use all of our approximately 600K tpy gyp 
(and maybe more). If we have to put this in a landfill, it would be not only an economic disaster 
(not only for us but the board manufacturers who would have to go back to mining more rock 
gyp), but also in my view an indefensible environmental travesty to dispose something that is 
useful, especially when coming from an environmental agency who changed name OSW to 
Resource Conservation and Recovery. 

From ARRIPA, Harrisburg, PA: 

"If EPA or PADEP classifies CFB coal ash as hazardous waste; the tax free conversion of PA's 

second largest environmental problem (AML-AMD) into alternative energy, as well as its 

correlating labor force and economies that have been providing such benefits for several 

decades, will likely disappear." 
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From We Energies, Milwaukee, WI: 

Mr. ThomasH. Adams, Executive Director 


American Coal Ash Association· 

15200 E. Girard Avenue, Suite 3050 

Aurora, CO 80014 


The purpose of this letter is to express our serious concern regarding the potential impacts to 
our successful coal combustion products utilization program at We Energies ifeoal combustion 
products were to be labeled a "hazardous" substance. The valuable mineral resources 
contained in coal combustion products need to be matched nationally to environmentally 
sustainable practices rather than destined for disposal. A hazardous label will be extremely 
harmful to these efforts. Product information is already recorded on Material Safety Data 
Sheets for users. Our industry also already provides required information under the federal 
Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) reporting requirements. The addition of a "hazardous" label will 
likely have the effect of creating an unwarranted concern for potential users. The net effect will 
be an increase in the amount of these mineral resources wasted and disposed, and at the same 
time create an increase in the mining of essentially the same "natural" minerals with associated 
environmental production impacts. 

We Energies has worked diligently to develop, and patent several beneficial uses for virtually all 
of our fly ash, bottom ash and flue gas desulfurization gypsum in recent years. In fact we have 
gone so far as to recover previously disposed materials from landfills at times to meet customer. 
demand for these commodity resources. Our fly ash is primarily utilized as a cementitious 
material in the production of concrete, and controlled low strength materials for the 
construction industry. Smaller amounts are also used for soil stabilization, full depth (in-situ) 
recycling of asphalt pavements, raw feed material for cement manufacturing, and for mine 
subsidence prevention. Our bottom ash materials are used· primarily as an alternative to mined 
aggregates for use as bases for concrete/asphalt pavements and foundations. Some bottom ash 
is also used as raw feed material for cement manufacturing. Our flue gas desulfurization (FGD) 
gypsum has essentially a 1.1 been used from the first day of production in wallboard 
manufacturing, and more recently also in agriculture. All of these uses essentially replace mined 
materials of the same composition, or manufactured materials with their own environmental. 
impacts. 

• 	 The preservation of natural mined gypsum, sand, stone, and cement raw feed materials 
(clay, shale and limestone) for use by future generations, and elimination of the 
environmental impacts associated with additional mining operations. 

• 	 The complete use of residual energy in higher carbon coal ashes for cement production, 
or concrete quality fly ash production preserves mined coal for future use. 

• 	 The significant energy and fuel used in the kiln production of cement and lime can be 
conserved and offset by fly ash usein concrete and other products. 
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• 	 The various emissions associated with cement and lime production (including 
approximately one ton of CO, emitted for each ton produced) can be offset with each 
ton of fly ash utilized. . 

The following are patents held by We Energies for CCP Activities: 

Carbon dioxide sequestration in foamed controlled low-strength materials (7,390,444) 

Mercury removal from activated carbon and/or fly ash (7,217,401) 

Ammonia removal from fly ash (6,945,179) 

Electrically conductive concrete and controlled low-strength materials having carbon fibers' 
(6,821,336) 

Ammonia removal from fly ash (6,755,901) 

Coal combustion products recovery process (6,637,354) 

Electrically conductive concrete and controlled low-strength materials (6,461,424) 

Re-burning of coal ash (5,992,336) 

In conclusion, we acknowledge the need for improved safety and inspection of disposal 
facilities where warranted in light of the failure at TVA and other locations. However, a 
"hazardous" label on coal combustion products will be counter-productive as it is likely to 
discourage the safe, beneficial use of these materials, create more disposal, increase demands 
on limited disposal facilities, dedicate more land to disposal with associated impacts, increase 
mineral resource mining, and at the same time severely damage the numerous existing proven 
beneficial uses to society of these valuable mineral resources. 

From Ameren Energy, St. Louis, MO: 

Tom, 

OVer the years, Ameren has been very proactive in pursuing and developing beneficial use opportunities 

for our ash materials. OUf ash is currently used in many beneficial use applications ranging from 

engineered structural fill, cement replacement in concrete, cement kiln feedstock, concrete and asphalt 

filler, flowable fill applications, soil drying and amendment, mine reclamation applications, grit blasting, 

and roofing shingles. All these applications have been engaged by Ameren and our ash customers based 

on the principle that ash i~ non-toxic, non-hazardous, and a less expensive alternative to other 

resources. A reclassification of ash as hazardous or toxic would severely impact Ameren's beneficial use 

options, ultimately resulting in significantly higher operating costs for our plants. OUf ash customers 

would also be impacted as they would have to switch to possibly higher cost material alternatives. 
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Though we have no formal correspondence in hand at this time to share, we have discussed with 

several of our cement replacement customers the potential impact a "hazardous" reclassification of fly 

ash would have on their ash use. They have stated emphatically that it would "kill" the use of fly ash as a 

cement replacement fn concrete. During 2008, nearly 35 percent of Ameren's total ash production was 

utilized as a cement substitute in concrete. With a reclassification thi,$ beneficial use option would most 

likely be eliminated for Ameren's fly ash materials. 

A reclassification would also severely limit and probably eliminate Ameren's ash use and interest in 

structural fill projects, mine reclamation, soil drying and amendment, flowable fill, concrete filler, grit 

blasting and roofing shingle applications. The hazardous classification would impose regulatory barriers 

that would end many of these applications, and the remaining ones would have to be evaluated to 

determine whether continuing to participate in these applications is a prudent business strategy in light 

of reclassification. Depending on project timing and year, these applications have utilized in the range of 

35 to 60 percent or more of Ameren's total annual ash production . 

.Based on discussions with our customers, cement kiln feedstock maybe the only viable beneficial use 

application that may survive·after a reclassification. Some cement kilns are permitted to handle 

hazardous wastes whether or not ash that has been reclassified hazardous could be used in kiins near 

our plants is unknown. One of our current cement kiln customers indicated that they are not currently 

permitted to accept hazardous waste feedstock materials. It's possible that they could seek a permit 

modification. But there are costs associated with seeking the permit and ultimately accepting and 

operating with a hazardous waste. They could decide that there are less expensive, lower risk alternative 

materials available and not- pursue ash use. During 2008, about 8 percent of Ameren's total ash 

production was utilized as cement kiln feedstock. 

One thought to keep in mind is that none of Ameren's ash customers have to use ash in their projects 

or product applications. All things equal, our customers use ash pecause it offers a less expensive 

alternative to other materials ultimately providing them with lower project and/or operating costs. If 

ash is reclassified as hazardous, the perceived risks and higher costs associated with using ash become 

high as compared to other materials. Our ash has not changed (makeup or constituents), but the 

hazardous labeling will assign unnecessary costs to using ash. Ameren's customers will simply turn to 


lower cost, lower perceived risk materials. The switching costs to our customers to utilize alternative 


materials in lieu of ash are expected to be very low. 

Obviously for Ameren and the industry, the costs associated with ash reclassification would be very high. 

Ash materials that 'once generally represented a revenue source,for the Company would possibly 

become a very high operational cost item. Disposal costs and options are not known with 

reclassification. But even if we were allowed to utilize the remaining a~h disposal capacity at our plants, 

this space would be quickly depleted with the ash volumes that would now be placed in these facilities. 

Existing contracts with ash customers, marketers, contractors, and transportation organizations would 

possibly have to be either force majeured or renegotiated. Past ash beneficial use applications, projects, 
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products, and on-site ash disposal facilities may all need to be re-eva-Iuated and possibly mitigated in 

light of a reclassification. The costs and risks for the Company and industry could be very high. 

I believe one of the most important concepts that the ACAA needs to communicate here, and hopefully 

the regulators will understand this message, is that ash customers do not have to use ash materials. 

There are alternative materials available. By classifying ash as toxic or hazardous, ash customers will 

simply switch to lower perceived risk, non"-hazardous materials and not deal with a"sh. I believe it is as 

simple as this. 

I hope you find this quick write-up helpful. Please let me know if you need additional information or 

have questions, 

From Public Service of New Hampshire, Manchester, NH: 

Nothing new to you, but ash reuse is difficult enough with the solid waste stigma. I canlt even imagine 
that it's possible to continue burning coal if they elevate the regulatory status. It's not possible to 
"stabilize ll that volume of IIhazardous waste" and landfill capacity would disappear. ! doubt we could 
operate.our plants due to worker protection standards if the coal dust blowing about was classified as a 
"toxic material." Last month the NHDES requested my input on an ASTSWMO survey regarding 
impoundments. NHDES is on our side and support regulation at the state level 

From Progress Energy, Raleigh, NC: 

Dave and Thomas, 

Should CCBs be classified as a hazardous waste, we don't believe that any of Progress Energy's CCBs 

generated from our North Carolina, South Carolina or Florida plants would be used in our ongoing or 

future beneficial re-use applications. Our current beneficial reuse projects include concrete, Portland 

cement, structural fill projects, concrete block, wallboard and a variety of products utilizing 

cenospheres. 

Information regarding FDEP's Solid Waste Regulations and industrial by-products is provided below. We 

are unaware of any North or South Carolina State Regulations. 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/qui ck _ topics/rules/d ocuments/62-701. pdf 

Florida Rule Chapter 62-701.220 General Applicability 

Industrial byproducts, if 

1. A majority of the industrial byproducts are demonstrated to be sold, used, or reused within 

one year; 
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2. The industrial byproducts are not discharged, deposited, injected, dumped, spilled, leaked, or 

placed into or upon any land or water so that such industrial byproducts or any constituent 

thereof may enter other lands or be emitted into the air or discharged into any waters, including 

ground water, or otherwise enter the environment such that a threat of contamination in excess 

of water quality standards and criteria or air quality standards is caused; and 

3. The industrial byproducts are not hazardous wastesi 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions 

From AEP, Columbus, OH: 

In an interview with an AEP CCP Manager, he pointed out there areas of concern that AEP has on the 
issue of hazardous designation: 

o 	 CCPs are not hazardous and there is ample data to demonstrate it 

a 	 End-users have already contacted AEP asking abbut the hazardousness of CCPs and their 
perception that will have to stop using them because of it 

a 	 Corporately, he doubts that company attorneys will permit AEP to continue marketing 
materials that are considered hazardous for disposal, but not for beneficial use. The 
liability risks to the corporation are too great. 

From CCP Marketers 

From the 'SEFA Group, Lexington, SC 

Tom, 

To follow-up on our phone conversation this afternoon - The SEFA Group is very concerned about the 

"unintended consequencesll and the overall negative dynamic that would impact the beneficial reuse of 

coal fly ash IF coal fly ash were designated as a hazardous waste. We do not think that the facts support 

such a designation and we think that the negative connotations associated with such an aspersion would 

be ruinous for The SEFA Group - and for the Fly Ash Industry. 

The SEFA Group is a marketer of coal fly ash; that is what we do. We have been in business since 1976. 

We have spent over 40 years developing a market for coal fly ash as a quality-enhancing additive for 

concrete, During the last four decades we have worked closely with our customers to change their 

perception of our product from "fly trash" - something that can be used in concrete to make it cheaper 

- to fly ash, a key ingredient for concrete that needs to be used in order for concrete to maximize its 
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potential for strength and durability. All that we have built - our customers, our reputation, our 


business, our industry - would disappear overnight, IF coal fly ash were designated as a hazardous 


waste. 


The SEFA Group is a marketer of coal fly ash - that is how we derive our revenue. Our employees have 

jobs because we have developed a market for fly ash in concrete construction. Our employees would 

. lose their jobs, IF coal fly ash were designated as a hazardous waste. 

. Of course, we have heard the refrain that this designation would ONLY apply to fly ash that would be 

disposed - a feeble attempt to make a distinction between disposal and utilization. However, the truth 

(and the perception) remains that The SEFA Group would become a purveyor of hazardous material and 

our customers would drop us like a hot potato, IF coal fly ash were designated as a hazardous waste. 

From- our customers' perspective, if coal fly ash ~hat is disposed at a power plant is considered 

hazardous, then they would consider fly ash delivered to their concrete plants to be hazardous. They 

would be exposing their employees to the health hazards associated with handling a hazardous waste. 

During the normal course of their employees' daily duties, they handle/use specification-grade fly ash to 

produce ready-mix concrete. Therefore, they have asked us a reasonable question - Ifwhat is my 


liability if I continue to use fly ash in my concrete,lI 


From our customers' perspective, if fly ash is considered hazardous, then they would be exposing their 

customers to the health hazards associated with hazardous waste. Why would their customers want the 

hospitals and the schools that they build to be built with a hazardous material? What is their liability? 

What is the risk for their children who will attend these schools? 

Tom, let us know what we can do to keep this destructive designation from being applied to fly ash. The 

facts do not support such a deSignation. 

From Lafarge, NA, Herndon, VA: 

In a personal conversation in San Antonio, Tom Adams talked with a senior executive of Lafarge. That 

person stated that Lafargewas very concerned about a potentially hazardous designation for coal ash. 


Since Lafarge uses and markets large volumes of CCPs in cement manufacturing, wallboard production 


and to end users, they see a potentially devastating downturn in these markets if CCPs are in some 

manner considered hazardous. 


The following is a marketer's internal memo sent to senior managers of major ready mixed 
concrete 

<Dear Producer> 

Date: January 21, 2009 
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Subject: Fly Ash -Current Environmental Issues Related to its' Use in Ready Mix 
Concrete 

Executive Summary 

Over the course of the past several weeks it has become apparent that there is increasing 
concern regarding the future viability of fly ash. This is largely due to the recent events which 
have drawn attention to the storage of coal ash and groundwater contamination. In addition, 
there is pending legislation regarding control of mercury emissions from coal burning power 
plants. 

On December 24,2008, a spill of approximately 1 billion gallons of coal ash sludge occurred at 
the Kingston Fossil Plant'outside of Knoxville, Tennessee. On December 31, 2008, a $54 million 
class action lawsuit was awarded to residents of Gambrills, Maryland due to contaminated 
groundwater from coal ash deposition in asandand gravel quarry. These recent events have 
reignited a debate as to whether classify coal ash as a hazardous waste, especially, if future 
regulations require mercury to be captured within the fly ash. 

Fly ash, for use in concrete, will be required to be processed as the mercury emission reduction 
regulations become effective for coal burning power plants which may affect its' quality, 
availability and cost. This federal reduction requirement will most likely not go into effect for 
several years; however, state authorities may adopt requirements sooner. Carbon treatments 
are the most efficient methods to remove the mercury, necessitating power companies and/or 
fly ash marketers to install carbon treatment or carbon removal equipment to maintain 
acceptable fly ash quality. 

We will continue to monitor this situation and update you as information becomes available. 

Legislation 

Mercury is found in coal that is utilized at coal burning power plants and has not historically 
been a regulated emission. In 2000, the Clinton administration decided to initiate an expensive 
plan to regulate mercury emissions from power plants. The decision CUlminated a lengthy 
process that began with the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, which required the 
Environmental Protection Agency to evaluate mercury and other toxic emissions to determine if 
they warranted more stringent regulation. 

On December 14th, 2000, the EPA announced that mercury emissions from coal fired plants 
pose significant hazards to public health and must be reduced. The agency proposed mercury 
regulations in 2003 and would issue final rules by December 2004. If fully implemented in 2005, 
the rules were projected to reduce mercury emissions by nearly 50% from 1990 levels. 
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In March 2005, the EPA removed Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units 
from mercury emission requirements, stating that their original findings "lacked foundation and 
.because recent information demonstrates that it is notappropriate or necessary to regulate 
coal and oil-fired Utility Units". 

On February 8, 2008,a three-judge panel on the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia ruled the EPA violated the Clean Air Act in 2005 when it exempted coal-burning 
power plants from the act's most stringent requirements for cleaning up hazardous pollutants. 
This decision means the EPA must start over in crafting a regUlation to cut mercury emissions. 
The judges also invalidated the agency's plan to adopt a "cap and trade" program to cut 
mercury emissions from power plants. The program would have allowed power plants to buy 
and sell mercury pollution credits. . 

As a result of the court's decision, it is likely the EPA will develop a Maximum Achievable 
Control Technology (MACT) standard, which will require every oil or coal based power plant to 
install mercury specific controls. This rule making could take several years to finalize and might 
not require emission reductions for more than 5 years'. However, some states may be 
incorporating the mercury reduction requirement locally, before the EPA develops national 
regulations. ' Source: Edison Electric Institute 

Environmental 

Power plants in the United States emit a small amount of mercury compared to natural 
processes and non-U.S. manmade sources. Once released, mercury vapor travels long distances 
and deposits in distant locations. It is estimated that only 20% of mercury emitted by U.S. 
power plants is deposited locally. 

Human exposure to elemental mercury (Hg) directly emitted from power plants is not harmful. 
To become a human health hazard, mercury must undergo a complex transformation into the 
compound methylmercury (MeHg), which must be ingested, primarily through fish, in a· 
suffiCiently large dose. It is not possible to quantify how much MeHg in fish results from electric 
utility plants, therefore, the EPA does not know whether reducing mercury emissions from 
power plants will reduce MeHg levels in fish. 

Current controls in place for other regulated pollutants, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide 
(NOx) have already reduced the mercury levels. As a result, mercury levels have declined 
significantly from 77 tons in 1995 to 40 tons today from coal and oil fired Utility Units. 

Mercury Removal Technology 

There are many technologies available to control mercury emissions from a poweeplant. The 
most cost effective and efficient (> 90% removal) method is the use of activated carbon 
injection (ACI) which absorbs the mercury and is then transferred along with the fly ash. This 
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elevates·the carbon content (and mercury content) of the fly ash rendering it unusable for 
concrete unless it is further processed. This process results. in elevated levels of mercury in the· 
fly ash. 

Fly ash marketers/suppliers either currently have or are developing technology to treat or 
remove the elevated carbon levels that result from this mercury removal process. These 
include: 

Boral - Fly Ash Carbon Treatment (FACT) 

Headwaters - In Development 

SEFA - removal using Staged Turbulent Air Reactor (STAR) 

Separation Technologies (STI) • removal electrostatically 

Effects on C·oncrete 

There are two main concerns regarding concrete containing fly ash with elevated levels of 
carbon and mercury. 

1. How does the activated carbon affect concrete performance? 

2. Do the elevated levels of mercury in the fly ash pose any performance or health risks? 
If the activated carbon is not removed or treated, it is impossible to entrain adequate air into· 
the concrete rendering it unusable. Several studies have been conducted regarding the 
elevated mercury levels inJly ash and shown to be of no concern when encapsulated in 
concrete. The highest emission levels occur during initial curing and progressively reduce as the 
concrete hardens. Interestingly, concretes containing no fly ash had the highest level of 
mercury emission rates when compared to concretes containing fly ash of any kind. This is 
primarily due to the improved permeability when fly ash is incorporated into the concrete 
mixture. In any case, only a very small percentage of the mercury was released and does not 
pos~ any health concerns. 

Miscellaneous emails from end users 


From: <Community Advocate> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 8:07 AM 

To: <CCP Marketer> 
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Subject: FW: Fly ash - <Project Site> 

Dear <Marketer>: 

. . 

I exchanged emails with you last April as I was collecting information about the suitability of a 

fly ash/soil mixture for the refurbishment of trails in an inner city nature park in <Location>. 

Over the course of that investigation, I was sent and read the ACAA booklet about soil 

stabilization with self-cementing coalfly ash. I also read numerous documents available on the 

web, and was in touch with Dr. <Local University Professor>, who sent me material from a 

study he had conducted about soilleachates from coal by-product-containing road construction 

materials. 


Recently, however, the articles attached below have stirred up a lot of local concern again 

about whether we should be using fly ash in the park. My reading of all of these materials is 

that it does not pose any danger to humans or animals and that there is minimal danger from 

leachate. However, I am not sure that I can convince all of these people. Could you help me to 

formulate a statement that might allay their fears? 


I appreciate any help. 

Best wishes, <Community Advocate> 


From: <Interested Third Party> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 21,2009 6:S6 AM 

To: <Community Advocate> 

Subject: Fly ash - <Project Site> 


<Advocate>, 


When you reported to the <Local Club> concerning plans to use fly ash to build up trails in 

<Project Site> I recalled there had been some historic concerns expressed upon its 

environmental impact, but assurances you offered at that time, as I recall, of its inert and safe 

nature was accepted as fact. 


Recent events with the fly ash spill at the TVA project has brought renewed attention to the 

issue and a Google search has revealed several articles referring to the product as containing 

concentrations of arsenic, heavy metals and carcinogens. A search of the EPA website was not 

readily helpful or revealing. 
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I feel a responsibility to bring these concerns to your attention, however, given the immediate 
implications concerning comments concerning it being a safe product to use when handled 
properly and in the right applications and encourage you to explore the true safety of the 
product before utilizing it to build up pathways in <Project Site>. 

This is copied to two folks I understand that serve on Your <Project Site> Board, as well as, the 
President of <Project Board> as you serve in the environmental chair position of that latter 
organization. 

Two representative articles from the media are copied below for your information. 
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September 4, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa P. Jackson 
EPA Administrator 
USEPA Headquarters 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Mail Code: llOlA 
Washington, DC 20460. 

Subject: Fly Ash as a "Hazardous Waste" 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

As one of the world's leading authorities on concrete technology, the American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) urges the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to consider the technical and 
sustainability implications of classifying fly ash as a "hazardous waste" under subtitle C of the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). It is ACl's opinion that designating fly ash 
as a "hazardous waste" will result in little or no fly ash being used in concrete in the US. We 
anticipate the concrete industry will no longer specify its use; and fly ash producers would not 
permit its beneficial use due to liability concerns, preferring to impound fly ash rather than allow 
its use. Further, the designation of fly ash as a "hazardous waste" is counter to the goal of 
sustainability. 

Who isACI 

The American Concrete Institute is a 501(c)(3) nOn'profit technical and. educational society 
organized in 1904 and is the leading international forum for the discussion of all technical 
matters related to concrete. 

Over the past hundred years, ACI voluntary members have significantly advanced knowledge of 
concrete materials and structures by developing standards and publishing scholarly manuscripts, 
technical papers and articles. ACI is an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) accredited 
Standards Developing Organization (SDO), and maintains national standards iIi the area of 
concrete technology and application. ACI currently supports over 100 technical committees 
whose expert members develop these national standards using the consensus process. 

ACI is not a trade organization and has !!Q commercial interest in concrete or concrete products. 
ACI members seek to advance concrete knowledge for the benefit of the general public. 

Fly ash in concrete construction 

Fly ash is commonly specified in concrete mixtures to improve durability, thus increasing service 
life with both environmental and economical benefits. This is important not only to private 
owners, but also to Federal, State, and Local jurisdictions responsible for the design, 
construction, maintenance and repair of buildings, bridges, roads, and infrastructure. Hungry 
Horse Dam, completed in 1953, was one of the first applications in which fly ash was used, and 
at least 100 major locks and dams using fly ash have been constructed under the direction of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, or private engineering firms. 



The durability of concrete can be improved and service life extended by using fly ash Fly ash 
can 

• 	 lower concrete permeability and thus reduce the rate of ingress of water and aggressive 
chemicals; 

• 	 resist deleterious alkali-aggregate and sulfate reactions; 

• 	 increase the compressive strength; 

• 	 improve the workability of fresh concrete, enabling more thorough compaction; 

• 	 reduce the heat of hydration in mass concrete. 

Fly 	ash is recognized in the US Green Building Council's LEED system as a post-industrial 
recycled material. The use of fly ash in concrete enhances the recycled material content of a 
building and is recognized as a beneficial strategy for CO2 reduction. 

The use of fly ash in concrete is an effective and often-used environmentally responsible strategy 
to promote sustainability since it 

• 	 uses a typically land filled industrial by-product (15 million tons diverted from landfills 
in 2007); 

• 	 reduces cement content of concrete, and thus CO2 generated (15 million ton reduction in 
C02 in 2007); 

• 	 reduces the amount of embodied energy in concrete; 

• 	 reduces virgin materials extracted from the earth. 

Strategically, the effective elimination of fly ash in concrete would be a step backward in the 
nation's efforts to provide a more sustainable infrastructure. 

Impacts of designating fly ash as a "hazardous waste" 

ACI's most notable contribution to the construction industry is the ACI 318 Building Code 
Requirements for Structural Concrete and Commentary. The code is adopted by the ICC in the 
International Building Code. It satisfies ISO 19338 "Performance and Assessment Requirements 
for Design Standards on Structural Concrete," and is used worldwide. This Code recognizes the' 
use of fly ash as an effective supplementary cementitious material, which leads to 
environmentally responsible construction 

It is not within the purview of ACI to determine whether fly ash is a "hazardous waste." As you 
know, EPA determined in May, 2000 that these materials "do not warrant regulation under 
subtitle C of RCRA and is retaining the hazardous waste exemption under RCRA section 
3001(b)(3)(c)." Fly ash of any composition that is incorporated into concrete is to a high degree 
sequestered, and its environmental interaction is significantly reduced. Such sequestering 
remains even if the concrete is subsequently ground into aggregate-sized particles and recycled. 

Designation of fly ash as a "hazardous waste" will likely eliminate its inclusion in future project 
specifications for fear of possible legal exposure and liability. Such a designation would also 
likely lead to its removal from future national codes and standards for the same reason. 



Summary 

ACT is a technical society, and unlike trade organizations does not represent any trades related to 
or part ofthe concrete industry. Our concern deals with the impact that designating fly ash as a 
"hazardous waste" will have on concrete technology, the best use of concrete, and concrete's 
sustainable impact on society. 

Recognizing that 

• fly ash is commonly accepted and used world-wide, 

• fly ash can contribute to longevity and economy of concrete construction, and 

• fly ash use is a key strategy to sustainable construction, 

EPA should not risk harm to the environmental and material benefits of fly ash use in concrete 
when addressing the impoundment requirements for fly ash, nor abrogate the ability to make 
effective and safe use of this industrial by-product. ACI suggests that a national enforcement 
program for fly ash impoundment be developed to strengthen the current oversight and reduce 
the likelihood of another catastrophic release· such as occurred in Kingston, Tennessee but 
without labeling fly ash a hazardous waste. 

ACT would be pleased to provide the EPA with technically accurate and credible resources on 
the use of fly ash in concrete during the EPA's deliberations. A copy of ACI Committee 232 
report dealing with fly ash's use in concrete is attached for your reference. 

Sincerely, 

><t.c / 
~ " 

Florian G. Barth William R Tolley 
President Executive Vice President. 

Enclosure: 

ACI Committee 232 Report entitled "Use of Fly Ash in Concrete" 

cc: 	 Mathy Stanislaus, EPA Assistant Administrator 
Mr. Matt Hale, Director, Office of Resource 
John Sager, EPA 
Thomas J. Vilsack, Secretary of Agriculture 
Gary F. Locke, Secretary of Commerce 
Steven Chu, Secretary of Energy 
Raymond L. LaHood, Secretary of Transportation 
Rahm Emanue~ Chief of White House Staff 
Carol Browner, Energy Coordinator 
ACI Board of Direction 
David Sanders, Chair, ACT Technical Activities Committee 





August 28, 2009 

. Honorable lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
MC 1101A 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson, 

American Concrete strongly opposes any designation of coal combustion products (CCPs) as hazardous 

waste. Such action would have significant and long lasting effect upon society's willingness to 

beneficially re-use fly ash and other CCPs by destabilizing their markets. Regulatory schemes that would 

designate these materials as hazardous for purposes of disposal will stigmatize them and eliminate 

many examples of environmentally and socially sound beneficial use. CCP disposal standards can and 

should be addressed without unnecessarily stigmatizing resources with high potential for safe beneficial 

use as a preferred alternative to disposal. We welcome dialogue with the Agency and the environmental 

community to ensure that future regulatory frameworks promote the safe beneficial re-use of CCPs. 

RCRA requires that EPA consider the "current and potential utilization" of CCBs in evaluating its· 

regulatory options for CCBs [See RCRA § B002(n)(8)]. EPA and the States have consistently recognized 

that regulating CCBs as hazardous waste under Subtitle C would adversely impact their beneficial use. 

Such a result would not be consistent with RCRA's directive that EPA consider such beneficial uses in 

evaluating CCB regulatory options. On the other hand, regulation of CCBs under RCRA Subtitle D would 

not adversely impact CCB beneficial use, While at the same time allowing for the development of federal 

regulations that would ensure that CCBs are managed in a manner protective of human health and the 
environment. 

On May 22, 2000, the EPA published its final Regulatory Determination on Wastes from Fossil Fuels in 

which the Agency concluded that these materials "do not warrant regulation under subtitle C of RCRA." 

EPA also stated that it did "not wish to place any unnecessary barriers on the beneficial uses of these 

wastes, because they conserve natural resources, reduce disposal costs and reduce the total amount of 
waste destined for disposaL" 

The concern with the impact of hazardous waste regulations is even greater now. In 1999, CCP 

utilization was estimated to be 30% or approximately 30 million tonners annually. In 2008, that number 

had risen to 43% and 56 million tons annually, nearly double the tonnage reported in 1999. This is a 
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remarkable achievement, considering total tonnage of CCPs has grown significantly during the same 


period. 


One of the reasons for a significant increase in CCP beneficial use rates since EPA's 2000 Final Regulatory 

Determination has been the reliance 9f State regulatory agencies, CCP producers and marketers on 

EPA's decision. The Final Regulatory Determination was issued after a vigorous public discussion that 

gave industry confidence that matters pertaining to a hazardous waste designation were settled and 

that they could move forward on beneficial use implementation with little fear of retroactive liability. 

Many CCP producers began increasing capital investments in facilities needed to direct CCPs to 

beneficial use rather than disposal. Clearly defined state regulations encouraging beneficial use have 

supported the development of a robust market for CCPs in a manner protective of the public health and 

environment. State policies encouraging CCP beneficial use provide a powerful incentive to producers 

and marketers of CCPs. 

If the EPA were to reverse its Final Determination and assign a hazardous waste designation for CCPs, 

even for the limited purpose of disposal operations, we believe it would have a devastating effect on the 

beneficial use of the resource. Producers, marketers and users ofCCPs would be confronted with 

myriad new uncertainties and perceived risks associated with marketing, handling, transporting and 

utilizing CCPs. By impeding the beneficial use of CCPs, a hazardous waste designation would have the 

unintended consequences of dramatically increasing the volumes of material disposed and eliminating 

the significant environmental, economic, and sustainability benefits accomplished by beneficial use. The 

. valuable mineral resources contained in coal combustion products need to be matched nationally to 

environmentally sustainable practices rather than destined for disposal. The net effect will be an 

increase in the amount of these mineral resources wasted and disposed, and at the same time create an 

increase in the mining of essentially the same "natural" minerals with associated environmental 

production impacts. 

Any proposal to regulate disposal of CCPs as "hazardous waste" threaten to undo the considerable 

progress that industry, in partnership with EPA, has made to increase CCP beneficial use. Nearly 30 

years of technical study with high scientific integrity has concluded thai there is no basis for a hazardous 

waste designation for CCPs - for disposal or beneficial use. Similarly, going back to 1980, years of 

federal regulatory determinations have also concluded that a hazardous waste designation is 

unwarranted. And most importantly, a hazardous determination would undo and nearly completely 

stop beneficial uses for all CCPs. 

In 2005, the American Coal Council performed an economic assessment of the impact that the CCP 

industry has on the nation's economy. At that time, it was estimated that the combined direct and 

indirect economic benefits that CCPs provided was approximately $4.5 billion. That number has grown 

substantially since 2005 since production and utilization as increased nearly ten percent and green 

building has expanded even more since the study was completed. This incorporation of CCPs into the 

"green supply chain" has created jobs and has been used in countless sustainable projects that illustrate 

the long term benefits of products containing CCPs as well as reducing green house gasses and providing 
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locally available materials to many sites. Reducing the amount of waste generated in this nation, while 

reducing the costs of projects and conserving other materials for higher values of use are essential 

elements of a more sustainable America. 

We believe that a hazardous waste designation is not supported by nearly three decades of EPA study 

and formal determinations marked by strong scientific integrity. The regulation of CCP disposal as non

hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D will ensure protection of human health and the environment 

without unnecessarily stigmatizing resources that have the high potential for safe beneficial use as a 

preferred alternative to disposal. This approach will ensure that CCPs are safely managed while 

continuing to promote and expand their beneficial use. 

Thank you for your consideration of American Concrete's views. 

Sincerely, 

T. Chris West 

Vice President/General Manager 

American Concrete 

5550 N.E. 22 0d St. 

Des Moines, IA 50313 

Office: 515-263-3860 

Fax: 515-263-3878 

Email: ctwest@oldcastlematerials.com 

www.amerconcrete.com 

http:www.amerconcrete.com
mailto:ctwest@oldcastlematerials.com


500 New Jersey Ave" NW 
7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-638-2272 
202-638-2698 fax 
www,pavementcom 

AMERICAN CONCRETE 
PAVEMENT ASSOCIATION 

August 21,2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 

Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 

Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N,W. 

Washington DC 20460 


Dear Ms, Jackson: 

We are writing to express our concern about a potential Environmental Protection Agency 
ruling pertaining to the regulation of fly-ash (a coal combustion product) as a hazardous 
waste material. 

It Is our understanding that your agency is considering revisiting previous EPA 
determinations that these materials do not warrant regulation as hazardous waste materials 
(1993 and 2000), It is clear to the concrete pavement industry that the result of these earlier 
determinations is that the beneficial use of fly-ash has grown significantly over the last few 
decades, 

We believe beneficial use of fly-ash would be severely crippled under the proposed 
rulemaking, For example, some state regulations prohibit the use of a "hazardous waste" for 
any beneficial use, We are aware that many DOTs around the country allow and encourage 
the use of fly ash for various reasons, Among the numerous benefits derived from using fly 
ash in concrete are improved longevity, increased strength, enhanced durability and 
improved cost effectiveness. Increasing the longevity of our concrete infrastructure alone 
has huge positive implications for natural resource conservation and energy savings, There 
are also greenhouse gas savings realized with the use of flyash in concrete mixtures, 

We believe that regulating flyash as a hazardous waste would have significant unintended 
negative consequences that could potentially undo several decades of advancement in 
concrete durability and infrastructure longevity, as well as reduced disposal needs. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. We anticipate contacting your staff in the 
near future to discuss the numerous environmental and economic benefits of fly ash that are 
now at stake with this possible ruling, 

Leif G. athne, P.E. 

VP - Highways and Federal Affairs 


C: G. Voigt, President & CEO 



September <xx>, 2009 

The Honorable lisa P. Jackson 
EPA Administrator 
USEPA Headquarters 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Mail Code: 1101A 
Washington, DC 20460 

Subject: Fly Ash as a "Hazardous Waste" 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

When the Environmental Protection Agency carefully weighs the merits of classifying fly ash as 
a hazardous waste under subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the 
American Society of Concrete Contractors (ASCC) urges you to consider the following points: 

• 	 Since the 19S0s, millions of tons of fly ash have been used as a low-cost portland
cement replacement in concrete, and also as a supplementary cementitious material 
that improves concrete durability. There has been no reported evidence that this use of 
fly ash has contributed to health problems for concrete production and construction 
workers. 

• 	 When used as a cement replacement, fly ash reduces carbon dioxide emissions because 
less cement is needed to produce concrete that is also strong and durable. Both the 
reduction in carbon dioxide and the improved durability have helped to make concrete 
a more sustainable construction material. Classifying fly ash a s a hazardous waste 
would reverse these sustainability gains primarily because few fly ash generators
primarily coal-fired power plants-would be willing to market a hazardous material and 
thus accept the liability for health claims by workers in concrete production and 
construction. 

• 	 If fly as is classified asa hazardous waste, it is unlikely that engineers and architects will 
continue to use specifications that mandate replacing up to SO% of the portland cement 
in concrete with fly ash. Again, few engineers would be wiliiAg to accept liability for 
possible helath claims by workers. 

• 	 Even if fly ash were specified for use in concrete construction projects, contractors 
would be reluctant to bid on such projects because of the liability issue. 

In summary, classifying fly ash as a hazardous waste would have a harmful effect on 
sustainability efforts in the concrete industry while also increasing the cost of concrete 
construction. Neither effect will be beneficial to the citizens of the United States. We urge that 
the EPA not classify fly ash as a hazardous material. 

Sincerely, 



Beverly Garnant 
Executive Director 

American Society of Concrete Contractors 
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, Auguli! 6, 2009 

·.TheHortorabIe ~iBiJa~ksoil.. . 
· .' ./l.diii.iirist~atOi', En¥ironmefltal Protection Ag~ncy 
· Room 30GO,:Ariel Rios 13uiidihg . ' ... ' 

. "1200 P~sylviima Avellue, N.W. . 
.' WiishlllgtPll. P,C. 20460 ' . . 
. " ,,

Dear Ms, Jack~on: ' 

~i; y6u are aware; the ,~nVi~i:nnenta1 Prote6tion Ag~ncy is cUrrently co~sideiing n~w regul~tiori$ 

for cQalcombustionproducts, .iijellidirigtly ash, ~s a ie,stilt o,ftiie [(lilUre of (i w.ei {I~ti '. . 

impi)1l11d!p.ent attlie.Tennessee; ValleyAuthority's Kirig~tori, Tennessee facilitY ill D~ceinber 

20Q8. :The 'splii ~as the result, orthe f,ulure pf'the contiiiirinenl'$tnlChtte artd!iRdnothirig to do, '. . 

wiUl.the m!lte,r11cl1 ~rejn. As a resilltt/le ag¢!lcy is revisiting prev./mis!3PA d,eienriinations ~hat 

Ulese Ii1llierials did not w!lITliI1t:regtilationas haZ(ttdo)ls \yastes.13eD.eJici~r useofthese iiia,ierillis. 


· has grown'signitr~ali.t1Yin the last several Y¢1lt'$ and recla~sificill!oiiWQlild creiiteserious . 
'. Il!rinten4t:d cOrisequ\,Ifces. . , .'. '. . 

Attlristi~e it is believed'that coal com.builtjon products win beregulaled under SUbtitle.C ofthe .' 

R\i~qur(je COllseQrlltion lIridRecpveryACt(RCRA), oritn Illte.approjiCh of regulation under . . 

siMtt!e.c for disposal purp'oies but nqt as II Oilzl!l'dous waste forberieficilliuse. The Arizona . 


.RockProdl\btSAssocilition blllieves beneficial usi would be severe11i1npacted in either c~e. For 
exampie;:some'siaiereg;ull!ions prdhibitt\j.euse 6fu "hai!ltctOljswaste" for any l>'elleticiaLuse. .. . .. . . . . . I 
th~.e has beeri~rani.atic'grOwth in utilization arid the growth in suppiy of fly ash which is 

illilic!liiveQf Iioth-the in~reiised deman:d for ponc,ete based.constrilction.!lnd'the gro\ving 

ac<;eptiU1ceoff1y ashas.a viabre iUJ,d ecolloinical construction matepal:That~aid,many DOts' 

aroUnd theeoUntry Ililow 'ilnd,encoUi:age the useof fly ash for use i11 ready inifCed concrete. 
 I 
·AmOng the Jienefit~derived from.using fly ash 'are the following: improved tiJtimate.eotllpressive . i 

. and flexural sirerigths, reducec;!permeBbility, improved workability and mitigation of alkali 
.aggregate hiactiviiywhic;h protects our'l'ital infr~trncture. '. .. . 

.' 
A pUblication 'titied, "Fly AsJiFacts for' HighWily Engineers" proVides valuable iUformation 

reg~ding'.the many uses offly'ash. This,\,ublication is sponsored by the U8DOTilirough the 

FijWA, iit cooperation :with,the ACAA and.the EPA. The secondpai:agraph in thepreflice of 

this'publication stat~, "Fly ash lias been .used in roadwaysimd interstate highways .slnce the 

.early 1950's, [n 1974, 'the f'edera{Highway Administration enciJuraged theu~e ojflyash in 

concrete pavement with 'Notice N-srJ80.4', which IIrgedstates'to allow parlial 8,ubstitul/on.oj 

fly. asp for c~ment WMrle"~rfeasible, In addition; in'Jaiiuary 1983, the EnyironmelJtal 

Protection Agency published federal comprehensive procurement guidelines for dement and 


,918 West Adams Street· Phoenix, AZ 85007.2732 

(602) 271.0348' Fax (802) 255·0383. www.azrOckproducts.com 

http:www.azrOckproducts.com
http:8,ubstitul/on.oj
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........ c~l\cfeie· aOlit~ini!lgfly ash Ii? enqbui'Wt.(f}~e~;liJ1ariim..bjj1;i~¥'a~d:~~i~biiSIi~om~llilh~e' . 

. .; :deadlines". TIi~ reclilssifi~E!tion ~d r,<guIil'ti9n.~ffettd(iea;~~~jn:t<irilf.il}.Y rd .EPA'S.!l4\1¢atiiin 


effprts to promote the elimination of; WlIsie"streairis:8rld"wquid deJli"ly il).crease unwanted 

!)lnissions. . .' :..' . . .... '. 


Econo~i~'benefitsofthismateri~lmq;!ldered\l;~ic~B:s~orfl~'a~Ji;di§po~~l, inc¢~~ed r~;venii¢ " . 

.'frolJl the.~ale pf th~as~~d ~.a\'iligs. fi'oitqi~!ri~th~!l$~)O pl~~.'?r~~9re 'costjY oo,ment . 


Conversely, Itot allowmg Its use cQi!ldpe deyastab.llg ti;l anillre~(jY, str!l1l1~tI eponomy. : 


'~nVironineriiai ben~fits ofli~i~tiY~Sh'are~~erolisi First;its:'~~:~onsetJ~s:llmdfllI;~pace. 
....'Eved' t(jii'ofP<iai coibllsp,oit ptodllctst/1atis.~~~dt<;i impr!>v:~Q.ill' riai\on.'s;high~a¥$!ihd •... 

bw!d!ng~ 'is Ii fpIitbllt ls, riot \lep6sited·~ ~ lan.d~U, :i1Jy !iii4:i~:(i1~o il1'ecpv~r~d ~e~o~t~¢ anti " . , ;. 

iedlic6s ~~pieti!Jn .ofn~tural~e~qili:ces,; . fly ash tl14l)il~$.tli~ ¢riefgy"i~teil$iVf;\'mi\rt~~ehA'iij¥of', 
'. ,ot\1:ercQncre~ iIigt:edients; leading;to~avibgs.iriboth,.eh~tgy,J,i~age ani! ~fuis1iionsof:greeQli<i)ise . 
, . ." gas¢s.F.lnally, ;i~ )IS,ell! ccinbret~ ~q~lifi,e!i JOl:;CI:~jt Wi4~~theU,~,,6f.e~i1Bt,iil4iiig :qollnci!'s . : .,', 

.·pqpqla,r £EBDraljng system: fot ~,~stai~1",.(lo!i~ti'u¢tllll:iiW4:tb:e ~:viitJnriiei)~bener,~s oPtly, 
'1j~1i u~e arefreql\entlyCited by ntitii~i'ousgov~l'fiI)teD,t .agencie.s; ,including th,e tr;s, Department of 
Bn~tgy$dthe EPA, . " 

,The Ari,zona, Rock ProductsA~s.~aiim~n !iPlltci6i~~~ thedPp~rtu~io/ 'to 8~)JriU'tcoti1Inent ~ , ' ' 

". ieqiIestsihatthe EPA lIoes'n<it .r$lgulate, orrecl~ssifY'flY/ash.~ h~z!ird()usmate~iii'sutider


Silbii'tle,d .ofRCRAofany alternative appreaeh Utider subtlt1¢¢: "','" . 

,.:, 

Sinoerely; 

.. ~;/t2:r,:~
,~.·6 ~. " '.. . 

, Steve TrusselC 

Executive Dire(ltor 


cc: B.en.omIilbles, Director APEQ . 
. John HalikQwski, ADOT Diteetor 

John Bogert, ADOl' ChiefQfOperati6ris 

{Ilciyd Roehrich, ADOl' Sl!Ite Enginoof 




October 5, 2009 

Lisa Jackson· 
USEPA Headquarters 
Ariel Rios Building· 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 

Boral 
Material 
Technologies 

BORAL MATERIAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
45 Northeast Loop 410, Suite 7(10 
San Antonio, TX 78216 
Phone (210) 349·4069 
Fax (210) 349-BS12 

Room 3000 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Dear Lisa Jackson: 

Boral Material Technologies Inc. (BMTI) is a marketer of fly ash and coal combustion 

products, with more than four decades of experience marketing to the concrete industry. In 

addition, BMTI maintains a standardized, consolidated and proactive approach to ensure that a 

safe and healthful work enviromnent is preserved, and emphasizes its commitment to being a 

responsible steward with respect to the safety and health of the enviromnental impact of its 

operations and products. BMTI embraces the principle of sustainable development through 

meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs. We recognize that the community expects responsible environmental, health 

and safety stewardship. 

This letter is regarding the current legislation that is under review that would reclassify 

coal fly ash from a solid waste to a hazardous solid waste, with the exception of ash applied for 

beneficial use. Any "hazardous waste" designation of coal ash would create serious negative 

impacts for our country. Fly ash· has been reviewed by the EPA and classifi.ed as non hazardous 

in 1993 and 2000, based on scientific evidence that has not changed. This evidence collected 

over decades, justifies the exclusion of coal fly ash from RCRA Subtitle C. This includes heavy 

metals content. In fact, TCLP results, as required by Subtitle C, are often not detectable or are a 

fraction of the allowable threshold. We strongly urge you to consider the scientific evidence 

and disregard public perception and emotional opinions when making a final decision over this 

matter. 

Coal ash is a byproduct created by the combustion of coal for generation of electricity. 

Currently about 50% of the electricity generated in the U.S. comes from the combustion of coal. 

The most recent data available from the American Coal Ash Association (ACAA) indicate that 

over 130 million tons ofcoal ash was produced in 2007. 

http:classifi.ed


Labeling coal ash as a hazardous waste, even if for the limited purpose of regulating its 

disposal, would have severe impacts on our economy and environment without providing. 

material improvement in the protection of public health and safety. Major impacts would 

include the following: 

• 	 Recycling or "beneficial use" of coal ash would virtually stop if it were designated "hazardous." 
According to 2007 ACAA data, 43% of the 130 million tons of coal ash was recycled and 
therefore diverted from disposal in landfills or impoundments. The benefits of fly ash have been 

shown over decades in both research and field experience. Fly ash physical and chemical 
characteristics enhance the overall concrete product so that it can resist chemical attack from 
external sources. It is highly effective in mitigating the deleterious effects of alkali~silica 
reaction, reducing potential expansion due to sulfate attack, reducing the potential for corrosion 
of reinforcing steel, and greatly enhancing long term strength. This enhanced durability results 

in longer service life and reduced replacement and repair cost to tax payers. 
• 	 Greenhouse gas emissions would increase as fly ash would not be used to replace portland 

cement in concrete mixtures. Recent data show that "UP to 15 million tons of CO2 emissions were 
avoided in 2007 because of fly ash use in lieu of portland cement in various applications and 
nearly 120 million tons avoided since 2000. 

• 	 Many state regulations prohibit the use of a material designated as hazardous for beneficial use. 
n is expected that negative public perception of hazardous materials would yirtually halt 
acceptance of products containing coal ash should they be designated as hazardous wastes. 
Utilities would be forced to acquire significant amounts of property for disposal of coal ash no 
longer beneficially used. In addition to land acquisition, permitting new sites has proven to be a 
lengthy and costly process even for non-hazardous solid waste disposal sites, let alone hazardous 
wastes.. The costs for land acquisition and permitting would be passed on to consumers. Our 
economy cannot sustain such additional burdens in these times of economic turmoil. 

Coal ash disposal standards can be addressed without unnecessarily stigmatizing this 

resource, which has a track record of safe beneficial use as a preferred alternative to disposal. 

The decades of coal ash contributions to improving both our environment and economy must be 

allowed to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Shelton 

President 



September 1, 2009 

The, H ono ra blelisaJa ckson 

Administrator 

United States EnvironmentaPProtettlorrAgency 

Room 3000 ' , 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, D.C20460 


Dear AdministratdrJatksori: 

Byram Concrete & Supply,lnc. is opposed to potential ruling by US. EFAthatwould regulate fly ash as a 
hazardous waste material; Such regulation'could"have thep!>rversefmpact dfHmiting beneficial uses of1:he 
material, therefure.in'creasingw~stedstockpile5 th'atposetheve,y risks thatEPAaims to mitigate. 

Byram Concrete & Supply, Inecis 'a re"dym.j>i'COnc'~teproducer. In this role, we rely on fly ash as a strategic 
material for our business. 

, , 

In2007,the concrete industryas awh"le usedapprokimatelv 14;5 miliiontonsoUly aSh in concrete, asthe 
most widely usedsupplemerrtalcementing material (SCM).,Fly ash works in combination with Portland 
cemenHo impart beneficial qualitiestoconcrete and is,then encapsulated itself. 

In fact, supplementary materlals5uch as fly ash contribute both to'c6ncret~"s'exceptionirl performance and 
sustainability. When combined witlkementin concrete SCMsimprove durability, strength, constructability 
and economy. Inthecase'of higft'Ways,'streets, parking'~reas,ando,ce'ln"side sfructures, durability is the 
number one concern. Fly, ash, as well as slag, silica fume and, other SCM"S, are used to enhance the durability 
of concrete by decreasing permeability and cracking; Jtrey,help:blockmigration of chloride ions (froffideicing 
chemicals or seawater) to reinforcing steel,the mostcommon'cause, of corr05ion. In the ,case of buildings, 
SCMs help to create high 'strength,concreteusedto"build some of the tallest buildings in the world. For 
homes, fly ash concrete provides an economical and durable alternative foe foundations, patios and 
driveways. 

The environmentaL benefits of using these industrial by products in concrete results in longer lasting 
structures and reductions in the amount of waste materials sent to landfillS; raw materials extracted, energy 
required for production, and air emissions, including c~rbon dioxide. 

We understand that EPA's proposed new regulations may:iriclude a reclassification offfy ash from a 
nonhazardous waste material to:a--hazardous waste material-for disposal purposes and a non-hazardous 

56 Lafayette Avenue, Suite 310, White Plains, NY 10603 914.289.0357 Fax 914.682.4486 
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waste material when used'for beneficial purposes. We oppose there-dassification of fly ash in any form for 
several reasons. 

EPA's primary goals should'be to reduce the amountoffly ash wasted ,and to ensure that whatever fly ash is 

, wasted is managed properly. A hazardous wastedesignation-whilepotentia:lly advancing the secontlgoal

would undermine the primary goal. Some states forbid the, beneficial reuse of hazardous wastes, which could 

create a "Catch 22" situation thatpr~ventsshedding the'hazardouswas1;edesignationthrough reuse.,A 
better solutionwou Id be, to presurm,that fly ashjsnot haza rdousu niess:It'dsnot"reused, a nd improperly 
ma naged. This will' achieve EPA'sgoa Is without forfeiting reus';' opp6~tUriities._. - - . 

The adverse impact of improperly.craftedregulation ~ri:t;'e,u,s. economy could be enormous. Concrete is 
used for neariya/lforms of construirtionjineiuding'horri~s;', buildings,highways, airports, domestic water 
systems, local ro"ds, d"ms"and ptiwergen~rati0nstryctureSCjn~pWOPriateregulationofflyash would 
rend e r the' prod uct difficu luo manage, transpcirtlln dstore,. even for- .environmenta IIy be neficial purposes, 
thus rendering the use offlyash,tooexperisiveto justify. Itwould ,alSo be devastating to the concrete 
industry. The concrete industry supplements hearly15%'ofthecehlenting.materialSinconcrete with fly ash 
and other SCMs. Eliminating the:a~aila,QilityofJly,ash.inal'\YWay",ould re~ultincost increases that could 
render concrete non~corn:petiti.ve: 

The use of flyash·inconcrefe·is sak'Oricethelllically'bound jnconcrete, ,fly ash does not pose any 
environmental or health threat. Any'ruliqg thatwould designatffly..ash ashazardbusinahyform would 
result in a public perteptionthatitis hazardous'in concrete ,also. This .would resultinproject owners refusing 
to accept concrete with fly ash inthe mixture. It would in effect kill the demand for fly ash in concrete. Fly 
ash that was once used'in a beneficial Way .would end up in landfills. 

The ready m-j>t:ed concrete industry .is·relying on the use of flV ash as a key component of its Sustainability 
Initiative. NRMCA members have set a goal tD'",duce embodied energyin concrete by 20%' by 2020 and 30% 
by 2030 in addition to reduclng,caibon footprint of concreteby.Q0%,by2020 and30%by 2030. To 
accomplish these goals,tne indust,ywillhaveto increasethe use,offlyash·inconcreteto 31- million tons by 
2020 and 52 million tons by 203Q; A'hazard6uswasterUlingfor,fly,ashin ariyform would render these goals 
simply unachievable. 

A hazardous waste designafionisnotsuppbrted'oyscience and the negative consequences of doing so would 
economically harm the fly ash and concrete industries and result in less durable infrastructure. 

We urge you not to discourage the benefidal reuse in your efforts to ensure proper management of fly ash. 
Reuse is nearthe top ofthe w"stemanagementhierarchy,and should be encouraged, particularly when it is 
accompanied by a host of corollary environmental and'economicbenefits. Pleaseensurethat regulation of 
fly ash does not create a prohibition or chilling effect onbeneficiaLreuse ofthe material. 

Sincerely, 

.4() 'I Ij .rtU.J dJ:i~o<.-...-
Paul F. Schmieder, Chief Operating Officer 
Byram Concrete & Supply, Inc. 

56 Lafayette Avenue, Suite 3,10; White Plains, NY 10603 -914.289.0357 Fax 914.682.4486 

http:non~corn:petiti.ve


February 2, 2009 

Dear Senator Boxer and EPA Administrator Jackson: 

Weare the leadership team at Cal Star Cement, in Newark, CA. The purposes of this letter are (1) 

to share some perspectives that we hop·e may be helpful as you consider and develop policy 

responses to the recent fly ash spill at TVA's Kingston plant; and (2) to request a meeting with 

you. 

CalStar is a Silicon Valley company focused on green building materials. With deep background 

and credentials in the environmental movement, we are. committed to developing new products 

that are energy efficient in their manufacture and help mitigate climate change when used in the 

place of traditional building materials. We are funded by Foundation Capital (Menlo Park, CAl 

and EnerTech Capital, two of the most successful venture capital firms in the clean technology 

field. 

After more than a year of intensive R&D, we will build our first factory this year to make bricks, 

concrete products and general use cement using fly ash from a We Energies Coal-Fired Power 

Plant in Wisconsin. Compared to conventional clay bricks, CalStai's bricks require 80% less 

energy and emit 80% less C02 in their manufacture and incorporate up to ·99% post-industrial 

by-products. Similarly, CalStar concrete products use 80% less energy and emit 80% less C02 

compared to conventional Portland cement concrete. These breakthrough products are of great 

interest to architects, engineers and builders who are focused on green building. 

With our company mission centered around environmental stewardship and our initial focus on 

fly ash bricks, we have studied and learned a great deal about fly ash. Based on our scientific 

and technical work, we believe three facts in particular merit your attention: 

1. 	 Fly ash is one of our most powerful tools for reducing the CO2 footprint of cement· 

2. 	 Fly ash is safe when incorporated into building materials and in other applications 

3. 	 Fly ash is not a hazardous waste, though it is imperative that it be disposed of 
properly. 

We provide more detail on each of these points below. 

CalStar Cement, Inc. 6851 Mowry Avenue, Newark, Ca 94560. 510.793.9500 



I. 	 Fly ash is one of our most powerful tools for reducing the CO2 footprint of cement. 
Cement is one of the biggest single contributors to greenhouse gas emissions in the 

world. Globally, cement manufacturing generates 2.4 billion tons per year of CO2 ; by 

comparison, all passenger automobiles emit about 2.8 billion tons per year. In the U.S., 

cement manufacture generates over 100 million tons of CO2 each year. 

The simplest and most efficient way to reduce Portland cement's CO2 footprint is to use 

less cement by substituting fly ash. On average across the U.S. today, fly ash is used to 

replace about 15% of the Portland cement in concrete. Since 1990, over 200 million tons 

of fly ash have been used in this manner. In obviating the use of ordinary cement that 

would have generated almost a ton of CO2per ton of cement produced, this application of 

fly ash has prevented approximately 200 million tons of C02 from being released into the 

atmosphere during this period. This is significant, approximately equivalent to 

eliminating the emissions of 40 million passenger cars for a year. 

We estimate that a similar quantity of CO2 emissions can be avoided in the U.S. over the 

coming decade by continuing to expand the acceptance and adoption offly ash in 

concrete, bricks and other building materials. The economic recovery plans to invest in 

infrastructure and buildings will require large amounts of concrete. Using high-fly ash 

mixes is es~ential to meeting the twin goals of infrastructure investments and CO2 
mitigation. 

Looking beyond the U.S., a new McKinsey study] released on 26 January 2009 cites the 

use of fly ash in cement and concrete as a key component of global climate change 

policy, representing ahnost 490 million tons of annual CO2 reduction potential at a 

negative cost, i.e. requiring no carbon tax or subsidy. 

2. 	 Fly ash is safe when used in building materials and other applications. Fly ash has 

been specified as a partial cement replacement and in other building materials for over 50 

years. Pioneered by Prof. PK Mehta ofUC Berkeley among others, the addition offly 

ash makes concrete more durable and more reliable, and il'1 many parts ofthe country less 

costly. 

In California, CalTrans requires 25% fly ash blends in most of its mix designs; many 

notable structures in our state including the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the 

de Young Museum have been built using concrete with 50% fly ash replacement for 

cement. The U.S. Green Building Council encourages the use of fly ash in its LEED 
rating system. 

Numerous academic studies and publications by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Electric Power Research Institute and others 

1 Mckinsey & Co., Pathways to a Low Carbon Economy, Version 2 of the Global Greenhouse 
Gas Cost Abatement Curve. 
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document the safety of fly ash when used in concrete and similar applications. Notably, 

leading environmental advocates also endorse the reuse of fly ash in concrete and other 

construction products. The National Resources Defense Council writes, "For some types 

of [coal combustion wastes], there are alternative uses as raw material for construction 

products such as concrete, plaster, and wallboard. When directed toward these 

'encapsulated uses', the dangerous chemicals in the waste are not subject to erosion and 
leaching into the environment.,,2 

. Lisa Evans of Earthjustice (the legal arm of the Sierra Club) testified in front of a US 

House ofRepresentative Committee last June that, "Reuse of ash as a component of 

asphalt, concrete, and gypsum board are legitimate and safe reuses that should be 

encouraged. In addition, recycling ash in concrete can result in a large reduction of 
greenhouse gases.,,3 

CalStar's R&D confirms these views. Our Board of Directors is adopting an 

Environmental Safety & Health policy that is unequivocally committed to ensuring that 

our products and processes meet all appropriate standards for safety. Our raw materials 

and end products are subj ected to the strictest internal and external testing, and have been 
found safe in all dimensions at all stages of their life cycle. 

3. 	 Fly ash is Dot a hazardous waste, though it is imperative that it be disposed of 
properly. Fly ash has been exempted from RCRA regulation since 1982, based on 

EPA's strong belief at that time that it was not hazardous. Since then, samples from 
hundreds of power plants have been tested by EPA, EPR! and others proving that the 

material rarely exceeds EPA limits on any of the chemicals or metals of concern, and 

generally falls below those limits by a very large margin. If the RCRA exemption were 

rescinded today, the vast majority of fly ash would remain categorized as a non

hazardous waste based on its actual chemical content. 

With that said, practicing proper disposal practices is essential as 55% of the material is 

not recovered for beneficial use. Where beneficial uses cannot be found, we support 

policies that will protect public safety by eliminating surfa~e impoundments and ensuring 

that landfills are lined appropriately. 

* • * * 

2 NRDC, "Dangerous Disposals: Keeping Coal Combustion Waste Out of Our Water Supply", Natural 

Resources Defense Council, 2007. 

3 Evans, Lisa, Earthjustice, Testimony before the Subcommittee of Energy and Mineral Resowces, 

Com-mittee on Natural Resources, U.S: House of Representatives, 2008. 
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Increased beneficial use of fly ash represents a rare and valuable opportunity to address three 
important national priorities at Once: reducing gteenhouse gas emissions to mitigate climate 
change, managing a large category of industrial by-products, and creating new green-collar jobs. 

CalStar's mission includes all of these priorities. 

To realize this opportunity nationally, public policy should continue to support the safe and 
beneficial use of fly ash when properly used in products, as U.S. EPA's Coal Combustion 

Products Partnership has sought to do since 2003. At the same time, public safety. needs to be 
protected with appropriate laws regarding fly ash management and disposal. We believe both of 

these policy objectives can be achieved. 

We respectfully request a meeting with you to provide additional clarification and information. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Porat, PhD 
Founder, Chairman and CEO 

ThomasM.Pounds 
Chief Operating Officer 

Signatories: 

Paul Holland, Foundation Capital 
Member of the Cal Star Cement Board of Directors 

Bill Kingsley, EnerTech Capital 
Member ofthe Cal Star Cement Board of Directors 

Amitabha Kumar, PhD 
Director ofR&D, CalStar Cement 

Kumar Mehta, PhD, author, "High-Performance, High Volume Fly Ash Concrete" 
Emeritus Professor, U.C. Berkeley, and CalStar advisor 

Luke Pustejovsky 
VP Business Development, CalStar Cement 

Julie Rapoport, PhD; PE, LEED AP 
Director of Product Development, CalStar Cement 

CalStar Cement, Inc. 6851 Mowry Avenue, Newark, Ca 94560. 510.793.9500 



COLORADO READY MIXED'CONCRITE ASSOCIATION 

August25,2009 

The Hdtioi'abie'Lisa'}acksdn 
Adrt1i1ustrl\tpt '",' ., ",'" ',' . 
Unitec!States, EIlvlhmrilel\ta]Pforectioi'i Agency 

AriejRiosBuiIdillg ,',' "', "" ••", ',' " , ' 
1200Penns),lyahiil.).\yeJ1UeiNW 
Washil1gt011, DC2046Q 

Deal' Adnunistrator Jacksoll' 

We 8]'<', a Not for Profit Associaticm representing the Ready Mixed Concrete 
Industry in the statecifCo10rado.locirtediiLPleas'e allow this letter to serve as 
OUl' objection to a pot?nti£\l ruling by the U.S. EPA that would regulate coal 
combustion!ly ash asa hazardous \vaste n1aterial. Such regulation would result 
in linliting the beI1efic:ial'Llses of fly ash ,~ihich would then reslllt in increasing the 
amount that would need to be placediniandfills. 

In 2007, the concrete indhshyused approximately 145niilIion tons of fly ash in 
concrete which makes it the n10st widely used supplemental cementing materia:! 
(SCM). Under the proposed terms of the EPA's regulations, almost all of this 
14.5 million tons would not have been used and would have fOLmd it's ,Nay to a 
landfill. 

Ply ash is a major contributor to concrete's excepti()nal performance. When 
combined with Portland Cement, it improves durability, strength, 
constructabi!it), and cost. In the case ot highways, streets and local roads, 
buildings, dams, power generation structures, parking areas and residential L1ses, 
durability is the number one concern. Fly ash is used to enhance the durability 
by decreasing permeabilily and cracking. 

The use of an industrial by-product like fly ash has obvious environmental 
benefits. What is not so obvious is the fact that fly ash makes longer lasting 
concrete products which greatly reduces the amount of waste materials sent to 
landfills, raw materials that must be extracted, energy required for production, 
air en1:1ssions, etc. 

6855 SOUTH HAVANA STREET • nS.lO • CENTENNIAL, co 8011? 
PHONE: (303) 290.0303 • FAX: (:103) 290·800B 

www.c.rmca,org 

www.c.rmca,org


COLOf.A1J(l READY MIXEDCONCREtEAsSOCIATfON 

[t is (Jur. uhderstanqii1.g that· thepropDsed . regulation. may include .. a 
l'eclassification of fly ashtoaJ1.azardous waste material for disposal purposes 
and a rio)1-haz€n'dc)Us \vflstev:£lteriahvhenl.\sfld for beneficial purposes. A great 
dealpf flyashisusedh1.W~col}$t1'11gti(1l1 of state highWays and roads. However, 
mDst stfltes alsopl.ohi.bitthense ofhazardops. Illatel'i€jls aspart of the concrete 
mix d~sigtL Webeli,eve therecdesignafiOll ~fflya$h asa "spmetimes haza,rdons 
material" ~voll1d result in a bano.!i!'s use by state and local governmeilts and 
many commercia,l a!ld.resid~ntial building, owners. Inappropriate regulation 
would increase the. cost ortlyash 10 the poiritthat itwould no longer be feasible 
or economical to use. When this occurs, an additional 1,4.5 million tOIlS (and 
gl'Owingevery ,year) will find its way to a landfill for disposal. A better 
approach. might be to leave the qesignatiori of fly ash as a non-hazardous 
material and proll1otethei'ells<;eand control the storage aspects. 

We would encourage you·· tCl . nof inad,'crtclltIi d;stourage the use of this 
importantby-produd inyonr efforts to ensure proper management and storage. 
Reuse of industrial by-products is atthe topofthe waste management hierarchy 
and should be encouraged, especially when accompanied by a number of proven 
envirollll1ental and economic benefits. We respectfully ask to ensure the 
regulation of fly ash does not create a number of unintended consequences on 
the beneficial reuse of this material. 

Sincerely, 

P-~ t~~···· 
Bernie Cawley C) 
Executive Director 

oR55 SOUTH HAVANA STREET' # :510 • CENTENNIAL, CO 80112 
PHONE: (303).290'030., • FAX, (303) 290·8008 

www.crmca.org 
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August 31, 2009 

Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
MC 1101A 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

Concrete Paving Association of Minnesota strongly opposes any designation of coal combustion 

products·(CCPs) as hazardous waste. Such action would have a significant and long lasting effect upon 

society's willingness to beneficially re-use fly ash and other CCPs by destabilizing their markets. 

Regulatory schemes that would designate these materials as hazardous for purposes of disposal will 

stigmatize them and eliminate many examples of environmentally and socially sound beneficial use. 

CCP disposal standards can, and should be, addressed without unnecessarily stigmatizing resourCes with 

high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred alternative to disposal. We welcome dialogue with' 

the Agency and the environmental community to ensure that future regulatory frameworks promote 

the safe, beneficial re-use of CCPs. 

RCRA requires that EPA consider the "current and potential utilization" of CCBs in evaluating its 

regulatory options for CCBs [See RCRA § 8002(n)(8)]. EPA and the States have consistently recognized 

thot regulating CCBs as hazardous waste under Subtitle C would adversely impact their beneficial use. 
Such a result would not be consistent with RCRA's directive that EPA consider such beneficial uses in 

evaluating CCB regUlatory options. On the other hand, regulation ofCCBs under RCRA Subtitle D would 

not adversely imPflct CCB beneficial use, while at the same time aI/owing for the development of 

federol regulations that would ensure that CCBs are monaged in a manner protective ofhuman health 

and the environment. 

On May 22, 2000, the EPA published its final Regulatory Determination on Wastes from Fossil Fuels in 

which the Agency concluded that these materials "do not warrant regulation under subtitle C of RCRA." 

EPA also stated that it did "not wish to place any unnecessary barriers on the beneficial uses ofthese 

wastes, because they conserve natural resources, reduce disposal costs and reduce the total amount of 

waste destined for disposaL" 

The concern with the impact of hazardous waste regulations is even greater now. In 1999, CCP 

utilization was estimated to be 30% or approximately 30 million tonners annually. In 2008, that number 

had risen to 43% and 56 million tons annually, nearly double the tonnage reported in 1999. This is a 

remarkable achievement, considering total tonnage of CCPs grew significantly during the same period. 
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One ofthe reasons for a significant increase in CCP beneficial use rates since EPA's 2000 Final Regulatory 

Determination has been the reliance of State regulatory agencies, CCP producers and marketers on 

EPA's decision. The Final Regulatory Determination was issued after a vigorous public discussion that 

gave industry confidence that matters pertaining to a hazardous waste designation were settled and 

that they could move forward on beneficial use implementation with little fear of retroactive liability. 

Many CCP producers began increasing capital investments in facilities needed to direct CCPs to 

beneficial use rather than disposal. Clearly defined state regulations encouraging beneficial use have 

supported the development of a robust market for CCPs in a manner protective of the public health and 

environment. State policies encouraging CCP beneficial use provide a powerful incentive to producers 

and marketers of CCPs. 

If the EPA were to reverse its Final Determination and assign a hazardous waste designation for CCPs, 

even for the limited purpose of disposal operations, we believe it would have a devastating effect on 

the beneficial use of the resource. Producers, ma rketers and users of CCPs would be confronted with 

myriad new uncertainties and perceived risks associated with marketing, handling, transporting and 

utilizing CCPs. By impeding the beneficial use of CCPs, a hazardous waste designation would have the 

unintended consequences of dramatically increasing the volumes of material disposed and eliminating 

the significant environmental, economic, and sustainability benefits accomplished by beneficial use. 

The valuable mineral resources contained in coal combustion products need to be matched nationally to 

environmentally sustainable practices ratherthan destined for disposal. The net effect will be an 

increase in the amount of these mineral resources wasted and disposed, and at the same time create an 

increase in the mining of essentially the same "natural" minerals with associated environmental 

production impacts. 

Any proposal to regulate disposal of CCPs as "hazardo~s waste" threaten to undo the considerable 

progress that industry, in partnership with EPA, has made to increase CCP beneficial use. Nearly 30 

years of technical study with high scientific integrity has concluded that there is no basis for a 

hazardous waste designation for cCPs - for disposal or beneficial use. Similarly, going back to 1980, 

years of federal regulatory determinations have also concluded that a hazardous waste designation is 

unwarranted. And most importantly, a hazardous determination would undo and nearly completely 

stop beneficial uses for all CCPs. 

In 2005, the American Coal Council performed an economic assessment of the impact that the CCP 

industry has on the nation's economy. At that time, it was estimated that the combined direct and 

indirect economic benefits that CCPs provided was approximately $4.5 billion. That number has grown 

substantially since 2005 as production and utilization have increased nearly ten percent and green 

building has expanded even more since the study was completed. This incorporation of CCPs into the 

"green supply chain" has created jobs and has been used in countless sustainable projects that illustrate 

the long term benefits of products containing CCPs as well as reducing green house gasses and providing 

locally available materials to many sites. Reducing the amount of waste generated in this nation while 
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reducing the costs of projects and conserving other materials for higher values of use are essential 

elements of a more sustainable America. 

In Minnesota fly ash is used in almost every cubic yard of concrete pavement. There are three very 

important reasons for its use in Minnesota. First, the use of fly ash in almost every cubic yard of 

concrete increases the concrete's durability by reducing its water demand which in turn decreases its 

permeability. Low permeability is one of the best defining properties of durable concrete. Second, the 

use offly ash in concrete, more often than not, reduces its susceptibility to chemical reactions that can 

destroy the matrix of the concrete itself. Lastly, the use of fly ash in concrete is a very sound 

environmental decision. Its use reduces or eliminates the requirement of its disposal in a landfill. In 

addition, when fly ash is used, it is substituted for cement in the mix. This reduction in cement greatly 

lowers the overall carbon footprint of the concrete pavement. 

We believe that a hazardous waste designation is not supported by nearly three decades of EPA study 

and formal determinations marked by strong scientific integrity. The regulation of CCP disposal as non

hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D will ensure protection of human health and the environment 

without unnecessarily stigmatizing resources that have the high potential for safe beneficial use as a 

preferred alternative to disposal. This approach will ensure that CCPs are safely managed while 

continuing to promote and expand their beneficial use. 

Thank you for your consideration of Concrete Paving Association of Minnesota's views. Please feel free 

to contact me if you have any questions or require further clarification. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew J. Zeller, PE 

Executive Director 

Concrete Paving Association of Minnesota 



FLORIDA EtECTRIC POWER COORDINAT!NG GROUP, IN9. (FCGj 
·1408 N. WeSTSHORE BLVD., SUITE 10"02 

TAMPA. FLORIDA 336(j7:4511 

(813) 289'5644 • FAX (8131 289'5646 

Mr. Matt Hale 
Direct()r, Office ofResgyr?!lY9nseryationanq Recovery 
United States Envir0r1mentii.lIPrqtectioh Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Me,NW; 
MC 5301P 
Washil"lgton, D.O. 20460;, 

Re; Federal Regulationilf yoal Combustl9n~roducts 

Dear Matt: 

This letter is being svtimitted on QehaW ofthe FloridaEleqtric PowerC()~rdinaling 
Group, Ihc.Environm~ntalyqrprpitt~eJPCG). .The FCGJ;'l a nonprofit a!l;'lopilltion ,of 
twenty-five ,(25)investor~QWnedl,rnu'nieipaHy-owned,andcOQPerative!y-ownildelilctri9 
utilities engaged'inthebusjnesS9fl)rpv:lcjin~thegfeat 'majority of ele9triepowertoth,e' 
public in the, State of Fibfida; Thil , FQGunderstancjs thllLtheU,S',l:Environ.mental' 
Protection Ag~ncy (§PA) is pr~s~lltIYevaiu"tjll~Whethertodep~rtfrqmits current 
regulatory, positionthar material~ res,ultingfi:qm tbe combu;'ltionoffossil "fu~rs,(co§I' 
combustion productsor 9Cps) ,,,reto be fil,g\Jlateq by ,the slates, exempt, from federal 
hazardous waste regulation' uhder SublitleCofthe Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). 

EPA's current position, was established after conducting ,several extensive 
stUdies regarding coal Gombustionproducts as dire~ted unoer theBevill amendment to 
RCRA. ,In the agency's March 1999 Report to Gong~ess on Wastes from the 
Combustion of Fos?iI Fuels, EPA concluded that "[cJurrent management pr"ctices,,,nd 
trends and existing state' and fil(jeralauthorities "ppear ao!;!quate for protection of 
human health and the environment." Report to Congress, 3"73. While the Tenriessee 
Valley Authority (TVA) coal ash release In December 200Bfocuseo renew!;!dattention 
on the question of the neea, for federal regulation of CCPs, the FCGbelieves that 
federal regulation of CCPs as hazardous waste under Subtitle C of RCRA would be 
misdirected and resultin significant "dverse consequences. 

If EPA were to now mandate RCRA SubtitieC regulation forCCPs, such a 
decision by the agency woUldresul1 in broad-based economic, as well as environment,,1 
harm. The economic impacts woilldaffectevery industry seCtor that either burns coal 
as an energy source oru!les the byproducts of coal combustion in thil manufacture of 
products, affecting utility, ratepayers, as well as purchasers of consUmer goods, 
employees, and shareholders alike. Substantial economic impact will result from such 
an EPA action through the added costs of management of this material under Subtitle 
C of RCRA requiring appropriate treatment, storage, or disposal at permitted RCRA 



hazardous waste management facilities. In short, this means that much of this material 
may need to be transported and disposed of in RCRA Subtitle C land disposal facilities. 
This is especially significant for FCG members since such facilities do not exist in 
Florida, as they are speciflcaily prohibited by state law in Section 403.7222, Florida 
Statutes. As a result, this material (generated in large quantities) would have to be 
transported out of state to appropriate facilities, thereby, Increasing substantially the 
operation costs of Florida electric utilities. The FCG has conservatively estimated that 
Subtitle C landfill disposal costs for coal combustion products generated by Florida 
electric utilities would exceed a half billion dollars annually. Many of these same 
concerns have been expressed by State of Florida officials in the letter from the 
Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials (ASTSWMO) on 
these matters dated April 1, 2009 (attached). See ASTSWMO Letter, page 5. 

The adverse environmental impacts may be less obvious but are just as 
significant. EPA noted with broad approval in its 1999 Report to Congress the diversity 
of beneficial uses of these materials that reduce the volume of waste that must be 
landfilled. These uses include incorporation as a raw material in the production of 
concrete and gypsum wallboard. Indeed, In some applications, these materials are 
uniquely environmentally beneficial. Even the hint of federal hazardous waste 
regulation would stigmatize these materials and ultimately dryup the markets that the 
electric utility industry has developed through years of diligent environmental and 
economic research. If these beneficial uses are curtailed as a result of Subtitle C 
Regulation, CCPs would need to be replaced by mined virgin mineral resources 
instead, resulting in greater environmental impacts from the mining, processing and 
transportation of these minerals. An EPA revised regulatory approach would run 
counter to the goals of RCRA to prornote ways of reducing the disposal of solid waste 
by encouraging properly conducted recycling and reuse of such waste. Again, similar 
concerns have been articulated by State of Florida representatives. See ASTWMO 
Letter, Cornpilation of State Comments, Page 2. 

The FCG believes that EPA need not consider a regulatory approach under 
Subtitle C of RCRA in light of the information that has been provided to the federal 
agency describing the characteristics of the coal combustion products and their 
associated managernent practices throughout the United States supporting the position 
and demonstrating that coal combustion products do not exhibit the characteristics of a 
hazardous waste. In fact, Florida electric utilities submitted information to Florida 
environmental officials regarding the management by FCG members of electric utility 
ash and other cornbustion wastes resulting from the generation of electriCity. That 
information was subrnitted in 1994 to Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
(FDEP) representatives in the context of Florida's regulation of solid waste 
management facilities (contained in Chapter 62·701, Florida Adrninistrative Code) to 
assist the state agency in forrnulating its industrial solid waste managernent regulatory 
provisions. That report identified for FDEP that these cornbustion wastes were being 
managed responsibly and posed no risk to human health and the environment. In that 
report which was favorably received and accepted by FDEP, the FCG provided Florida 
environmental officials with information supporting that pOSition and demonstrating that 
coal combustion products do not exhibit the characteristics of a hazardous waste. 



In summary, Florida's and other states' solid waste programs are fully adequate 
to ensure the safe -management of CCPs. There is no technical justification for 
regulating such material as hazardous waste. Regulation of CCPs as hazardous waste 
would have a devastating impact on beneficial use of these materials and would 
unnecessarily burden and complicate Florida's waste regulatory program. 

The FCG very much appreciates EPA's consideration of its comments in this 
matter. Should you have any questions regarding our comments, please contact Tanya 
Portillo at (813) 207-7981. 

Sincerely, 

tfBc.~,;f 
FCG Environmental Committee 

Enclosure 

C: 	 FCG Environmental Committee 
FCG Solid Waste Subcommittee 
Ms. Tanya Portillo 
Mr. Mike Petrovich 



Freight Pipeline Company 

260 I Maguire Blvd. 
Columbia, MO 65201, USA 

Phone: (573) 442-0080 Henry Lin 
Fax: (573)442-0810 

President & CEO E-Mail: fpc_liuh@yahoo.com 
Website: www.freightpipelinecoffipany.com 
Website for Brick: www.greenestbrick,coffi 

To: Malt Hale, Director 

Office of Resollrce Conservation and Recovery 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, MC 5301P 

Washington, DC 20460 


Subject: Comment and Suggestion on I'roposed Change of Classification for Fly Ash 

Dear Mr. Hale: 
I am the inventor of the Greenest Brick technology which won the 2008 C2P2 Award in Innovation, 

an award co-sponsored by EPA. My invention was also selected by both TIME and POPULAR 
SCIENCE magazines as one of top ten best inventions of 2007. I am also an emeritus professor of civil 
and environmental engineering (University of Missouri - Columbia). I would like to respond to the 
proposed EPA new regulation to classifY coal-generated fly ash as a "hazardous waste." The opinion 
expressed here is strictly my own and is not reflecting that of any institution that I am affiliated with. 

Frankly, I am against the proposed new regulation for the following reasons: 
1. Studies by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have shown that the amounts of hazardous chemicals 
(heavy .metals) that exist in coal-fired fly ash are minute -less than that exist in many natural rocks and 
soil. 
2. Unlike coal dust which causes the black-lung disease to coal miners, no occupational hazard or disease 
has ever been identified with fly ash, in spite of the fact that fly asb handlers have been dealing with fiy 
ash daily for decades now. 
3. Experience tells us that fly ash is less hazardous than coal dust. Yet coal is not classified as hazardous, 
and is transported by trucks and trains routinely, causing some coal dust to be emitted into air. 
4. There is a good scientific reason for fiy ash to be less hazardous than coal dust, street dust and cement, 
none of which has been classified by EPA as "hazardous". Fly ash iS,less hazardous than these "non
hazardous" materials because most of the particles in fly ash are glassy spheres. They can be expelled 
from lungs relatively easily once they are inhaled, and can be removed from eyes easily by flushing the 
eyes with water. In contrast, most particles of coal dust, street dust and cement are particles of irregular 
shapes having sharp edges. They are far more difficult to expel from lungs or wash out of eyes. 
5. ClassifYing fiy ash as "hazardous waste" will generate the wrong impression-that fiy ash is as 
dangerous as some of the truly hazardous materials such as the spent fuel of nuclear power plants, or 
hazardous waste from a chemical plant that manufactures sulfuric acid or cyani de. ClassifYing a non
hazardous material as "hazardous" does not serve public interest because it misleads the public, and 
diverts public attention from truly hazardous materials. 
6. My experience has been that the public is very sensitive to the term "hazardous waste". Once fly ash is 
classified as "hazardous waste", the public will be reluctant to Use any product made from fly ash despite 
assurances from the manufacturer that the product is safe. Therefore, classifying fly ash as "hazardous 
waste" is expected to harm all types of beneficial use of fly ash. It wiJI severely hinder progress made in 
recent years in increasing beneficial use of fly ash in the United States. 

www.greenestbrick,coffi
http:www.freightpipelinecoffipany.com
mailto:fpc_liuh@yahoo.com


7. Once classified as a "hazardous waste", the thousands of existtng coal ash landfill sites scattered 
around the nation, including impoundments near power plants, will automatically become "hazardous 
waste sites," requirtng Superfund cleanup. To clean up so many hazardous waste sites would certainly 
bankfupt the nation. On the other hand, not to clean up such sites will cause residents around the sites to 
rise up against EPA and electric utilities owning such sites. Thousands of law suits will be filed against 
EPA and electric utilities, benefiting no one but trial lawyers. 
8. The proposed new EPA regulation is known to have been prompted by the fly ash spill at TVA's 
Kingston Power Plant last December, which received widespread public concems and media coverage. 
However, classifytng fly ash as "hazardous waste" will do little to help prevent another Kingston, or to 
enhance any public safety. An effective way to prevent similar future spills of fly ash from impoundments 
is for the government to beef up rules on dam safety. This can be done either by simply extending the 
nation's existing Dam Safety Regulations to cover fly ash impoundments (which is not done currently), or 
creating a set of new rules on dam safety speciflc for fly ash impoundments. 
9. Let us not forget a lesson learned from recent history. About 15 years ago, EPA was sued by an 
environmental activist group, which forced EPA to withdraw the "non-hazardous" classification for fly 
ashes generated by power plants that burned municipal solid waste (!,rash). The action brought great chills 
to the once booming wasie-to-energyjndustry tn the nation. Suddenly, all the waste-to-energy facilities in 
the nation became severely affected. No more new waste-to-energy facilities have been built in the U.S. 
since, and the fly ash generated from existing facilities was no longer used, and had to be dumped tn 
special landfills for hazardous wastes, which cost much more to build and operate than ordinary landfills. 
Did the nation's enviromnent benefit any? No, because the special landfills do not render hazardous 
materials non-hazardous; they merely store hazardous materials, postponing the problem for our children 
and grandchildren to deal with. How much better it would have been to the economy, the environment 
and to our children and grandchildren if the fly ash from waste-to-energy facilities were not considered 
hazardous and used beneficially! That sad mistake made 15 years ago must not be repeated today with 
coal-fired ashes. . 

Based on the foregoing facts and evidence, it is clear that classifying fly ash as "hazardous waste" 
does little to help prevent future spills of fly ash, yet will greatly damage national interests including but 
not limited to hindering beneficial use of coal ash, damaging the enviromnent (by increasing landfills), 
and diverting public attention from truly hazardous materials that require such attention and the 
"hazardous" designation. 

Due to the above, I feel that it is my patriotic duty to explain the above problems to you, and to 
urge you to advise your superiors in EPA not to change the current classification of fly ash. The proposed 
change is a bad idea that does not make sense, does not benefit the enviromnent, and will cause severe 
damage to national interest. 

I am taking the liberty of copying this letter to all Congress persons from Missouri, and certain 
other key tndividuals, urging them to oppose this proposed new rule change. It would be better yet if EPA 
would quit pursuing this misguided idea of reclassifying fly ash, and dO'something positive instead, such 
as providing tax incentives and more research funding for beneficial use of coal ashes! 

Sincerely, 

Henry Uu, PhD, P.E. 

Cc: Missouri Congressional Delegation (Senators: Christopher S. Bond and Claire McCaskill; House of 

Representative Members: Todd Akin, Roy Blunt, Russ Carnahan, William "Lacy" Clay, Jr., Emanuel 

Cleaver, Jo Ann Emerson, Sam Graves, Blaine Luetkemeyer, and Ike Skelton. 

American Coal Ash Association: Tom Adams, Mike MacDonald, David Goss, Annely Noble. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); Susan Bodine. 




GYPSUM ASSOCIATION 


July 13, 2009 

Mr. Matthew Hale 

Director 

Office of Resource Conservation & Recovery 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 

MC5301P 

Washington, DC 20460 


Dear Mr. Hale: 

I am the Executive Director of the Gypsum Association, the trade association for 
the gypsum wallboard ("wallboard") manufacturing industry in the United States. The 
eight U.S. - based members of the Gypsum Association manufacture and ship 
approximately 99% of the wallboard installed on an annual basis in the United States. 

For more than 20 years, Gypsum Association member companies have 
successfully and safely developed technologies to use flue gas desulfurization (FGD) 
gypsum to manufacture wallboard. The latest available figures indicate that in 2007, 
members of the Gypsum Association used more than eight million short tons of FGD 
gypsum - approximately 67% of the FGD gypsum produced in the U.S. - to 
manufacture wallboard. 1 In 2008, almost 33% of the gypsum used to manufacture 
wallboard in the U.S. was FGD gypsum. 2 Gypsum Association companies produced the 
equivalent of eight billion square feet of wallboard from FGD gypsum in 2008 - enough 
to finish the interior of 800,000 average size homes.3 

. 

After last December's release of fly ash at the TVA facility in Kingston, 
Tennessee, the EPA stated that it would review storage facilities of coal combustion 
prodUcts for "impoundment safety and integrity." As part of that review, the EPA intends 
to propose new regulations addressing all coal combustion products - which 

1 Data on total FGD gypsum use compiled by the Gypsum Association and the American Coal Ash Association. 
ACAA data from American Coal Ash Association 2007 Coal Combustion Product (CCP) Production & Use Survey 
Results; http://www.acaa-usa.org/assoc!.tionsl80031fiIes/2007 ACM CCP Survey Report Form%2809-15
08%29.pdf 
2 Calculated as FGD Gypsum'" [(Domestic Crude + Imported Crude + FGD Gypswn)- Uncalcined Ore], Data 
compiled by Gypswn Association. Note that use ofdata from two different years within the paragmpb is 
intentional. As ofthe date ofthis letter the 2008 ACM study is not complete. 
3 An average singie-furnlIy home incorporates 6,050 square feet of finished walls and 2,335 square feet Offlnished 
ceilings. Housing Facts, Figures and Trends 2004; National As.ociation ofHome Builders; Washington, DC. 

6525 BELCREST ROAD, SUITE 480 • HYATTSVILLE, MD 20782 • TELEPHONE 301-277-8686 • FAX 301-277-8747· WWW.GYPSUM.ORG 
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may include by definition not only fly ash, but the FGD gypsum used by Gypsum 
Association members. We understand that proposed new regulations may include a 
reclassification of the EPA's current designation of coal combustion products from non
hazardous waste to either. hazardous waste, or to a hybrid classification of hazardous 
waste for disposal purposes and non-hazardous waste when used for beneficial 
purposes. 

The purpose of my letter is to inform you that the Gypsum Association opposes 
the classification of FGD gypsum as hazardous waste in any context for the following 
reasons: 

1. 	 FGD gypsum is safe and has been used without incident in millions of homes 
and commercial buildings in the United States for more than 20 years. A 
determination that FGD gypsum is hazardous waste in any circumstance is 
not supported by any facts or by any science. 

2. 	 The EPA has consistently been on record that FGD gypsum is safe. Nothing 
has occurred in the production of FGD gypsum to change that designation. 

3. 	 The economic impact of designating FGD gypsum as hazardous waste could 
be enormous, affecting an entire U.S. industry and potentially millions of 
homeowners. 

> FGD gypsum is safe. Gypsum, which has been used in making wallboard for almost 
100 years, is a benign, non-hazardous material.4

,5 No studies suggest otherwise. The 
crystalline structure and chemical composition of mined gypsum rock and FGD ~¥psum 
are nearly identical, a fact cOnfirmed by every study conducted on the subject.6

" FGD 
gypsum is a "by-product" but it does not occur by accident. IUs the result of an 
engineered, controlled process that is specifically designed to produce a commercial 

, Chemical InJormation Review DocumentJor Synthetic and Naturally Mined Gypsum (Calcium Sulfate 
Dihydrate)[CAS No. 13397-24-5J; National Toxicology Program, Nation.llnstitute ofEnvironmental Sciences, 
Nation.llnstitules ofHealth, U.S. Deparirnent ofHealth and Human Services; January 2006; 
http://nlp.niehs.nih.govlfiles!Gvnsuml.pdf . 
5 Public comment on gypsum, natural and synthetic fonns to the Nation.l Toxicology Program, May 2006; 
http://nlp.niehs.nih.gov/filesIUSG Byers 051006 att.pdf 
6 Comparison ofNatural Gypsum and FGD Gypsum. Studies for a comparative assessment ofthe health impact of 
natural gypsum and FGD gypsum from coal:fired power plants with a view to their use in the manufacture of 
building materiais, VGB Technical Scientific Reports, VGB-TW 707 e, 1990 
7 A Comparison ojProperties ofFGD & Natural Gypsum Products, Debra F. PfIughoeft-Hassett el.al., Energy & 
Environment.l Research Center, Agriculture & Industrial Uses ofFGD Gypsum Workshop, October 23,2007 
8 GypsumJor Agricultural Use in Ohio - Sources and Quality ojAvailable Product; Ohio State University, School 
ofNatural Resources; http://ohioline.osu,edulanr-fuctl0020.html 

http://ohioline.osu,edulanr-fuctl0020.html
http://nlp.niehs.nih.gov/filesIUSG
http://nlp.niehs.nih.govlfiles!Gvnsuml.pdf
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product. FGD gypsum is specifically manufactured to have the same crystalline 

structure and chemical composition as mined gypsum rock. 


For more than two decades, Gypsum Association members have successfully and 
safely manufactured wallboard using FGD gypsum. As a result, the use of FGD 
gypsum to make wallboard in the U.S. has increased nearly every year and it is 
expected to increase further as the production of FGD gypsum increases. Since 2000, 
the gypsum board manufacturing Industry has produced the equivalent of 72 billion 
square feet of FGD wallboard - enough material to finish the interior of more than 7 
million American homes. 

> The EPA has consistently been on record that FGD gypsum is safe and 
beneficial in making wallboard and other gypsum-based products. In 1993 and 
again in 2000, the EPA determined that FGD gypsum is a "non-hazardous waste" and 
encouraged its use in making building products. In its 2000 regulatory determination 
that FGD gypsum and other coal combustion products were "non-hazardous waste" the 
EPA stated: "We do not wish to place any unnecessary barriers on the beneficial uses 
of these wastes, because they conserve natural resources, reduce disposal costs and 
reduce the total amount of waste destined for disposal."g Nothing has changed in the 
process that produces FGD gypsum since that time. In 2008, the EPA website 
highlighted as a case study the construction of a new, high-speed wallboard plant built 
by one Gypsum Association member adjacent to a power plant that produces FGD 
gypsum. The case study cites the "many benefrts" of the partnership including: the 
beneficial use of a material that would otherwise be placed in landfill, the reduction of 
the amount of natural gypsum that is mined, the economic savings of landfill operations 
and costs, and the creation of a "very consistent, high-quality synthetic gypsum that 
meets rigid feedstock quality specifications.' 

The EPA further confirmed the safety of FGD gypsum when, as recently as March 2008, 
the agency supported the use of mined and FGD gypsum in agricultural applications, 
stating that "[bloth mined and FGD gypsum can be used as a soil amendment in a 
range of soil and hydrogeologic conditions.,,1o The EPA publicly stated that it and "the 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) support the use of FGD gypsum in 
appropriate soil and hydrogeologic conditions as an effective method of soil 
conservation and industrial material recycling." In addition, the EPA specifically 
encouraged the exploration of "expanded use of FGD gypsum as a soil amendment" for 

, Federal Register, Part IlL' Vol. 65, No. 99; Envirorunental Protection Agency; 40 CFR Part 261; Regulatory 
Detennination on Wastes from the Combustion ofFossil Fuel; Final Rule; Monday, May 22, 2000; pg. 32217 
10 Agricultural Useslor Flue Gas Desuijurization (FGD) Gypsum; United States Envirorunental Protection Agency, 
March 2008, EPA530-F-08-009; htto://www.eoa.gov(osw(partnerships!c2p2(pubslfgd-fs.pdf 
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crops, including fruit, vegetables and grain that can benefit from the increased calcium 
provided by FGD gypsum as an agricultural supplement." 

> Classification of FGD gypsum as hazardous waste in any context would harm 
the environment, undermine the industry's 20·year investment in this recycling 

. technology, and unnecessarily increase consumer costs. Gypsum 
Association companies operate or have announced construction of almost 20 
manufacturing plants that make or will make wallboard either entirely or in part using 
FGD gypsum. Over the past decade, Association members have invested billions of 
dollars to build and operate these manufacturing facilities. At the same time, they have 
created thousands of new job opportunities, primarily in rural areas, while efficiently 
placing manufacturing facilities near coal-fired power plants where FGD gypsum is 
readily available. 

An EPA determination that FGD gypsum is hazardous waste - even if only In the 
context of disposal - may create a negative, perhaps permanent, impression in the 
minds of consumers that products made with FGD gypsum or food grown using FGD 
gypsum are inherently hazardous and unsafe. Such an impression would be grossly 
incorrect as wallboard made with FGD gypsum has been used in millions of homes over 
the past two decades without significant incident or complaint and FGD gypsum has 
been successfully added to soil as a conditioning and agricultural agent during the same 
period oftime. 

In addition, the impact of a hazardous determination on the owners of the millions of 
homes that already contain wallboard made with FGD gypsum cannot be overlooked. 
Beyond the real risk that those homes could be perceived to have a reduced market 
value, construction materials made with hazardous waste might need special handling 
during remodeling or renovation. Demolition material that includes hazardous waste 
also presents disposal challenges and carries an increased CGlst to a homeowner. The 
EPA's own efforts to encourage the recycling of gypsum drywall waste will be 
immediately curtailed. 

Finally, an EPA reclassification that may make FGD wallboard unacceptable to 
American homebuyers would seriously undel1T1ine the massive investment that the U.S. 
wallboard industry has made, with the EPA's encouragement, to partner with producers 
of FGD gypsum. Given a hazardous deSignation for FGD gypsum, new plants, which 
now provide more than 60% of the U.S. wallboard capacity east of the Mississippi, could 
be shuttered and thousands of jobs could be lost. Si.nce these plants were strategically 
located near the FGD gypsum source - in most instances in locations where no mined 
gypsum rock supplies exist - the cost of converting these plants to accommodate mined 
gypsum and the pel1T1anent increased cost of transporting mined gypsum, could make 
the operation of these facilities cost prohibitive. This would be true in a robust 
construction market; it is even more likely in today's troubled economy. 
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Even if there were a market for wallboard made with FGD gypsum classified as 
containing hazardous waste, the additional cost or risk of using a raw material that has 
been determined to be a hazardous waste would very likely reduce the willingness of 
the wallboard application and installation industry to use the product. A hazardous 
waste designation would incur the additional costs of special transportation, storage, 
disposal and increased compliance-related record keeping. This increased expense, 
along with the elevated product liabilityl toxic tort exposure (and related insurance 
costs) that come with the use of a hazardous waste, could make the use of FGD 
gypsum cost prohibitive. 

The potential impact of any EPA hazardous waste determination on the market for FGD 
gypsum products is not difficult to predict. If wallboard made with FGD gypsum became 
unacceptable to the public, virtually every ton of FGD gypsum produced would be 
placed in landfill rather than beneficially recycled. All the benefits of recycling FGD 
gypsum that have been highlighted by the EPA for years would disappear. 

The Gypsum Association believes there is no need or valid basis for the EPA to 
designate FGD gypsum as "hazardous waste" in any context. No reports of any 
negative effects from FGD gypsum on human health or the environment exist. Scientific 
comparisons between mined gypsum rock and FGD gypsum have conSistently shown 
that the two materials are benign and nearly identical in their make-up. 

In contrast, there is a tremendous potential for harm to be caused by the 
unwarranted and unnecessary reclassification of FGD gypsum as "hazardous waste," 
even if only for disposal purposes. What has been a perfect example of the beneficial 
use of a recycled material could be eliminated if the finished product is inadvertently 
tainted by an EPA determination. Homeowners whose houses already contain FGD 

. gypsum products could suffer from the perceived loss in value of their homes, as well as 
from the increased cost of handling the material during remodeling and renovation. 
Multi-million dollar investments and thousands of jobs in an industry already burdened 
by the housing recession could be jeopardized. 

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns. We are available at anytime 
to meet and discuss these issues with you further. 

/J!JfiJ9{. ftuJ(
Michael A. Gardner 

Executive Director 


J 


ce: Hon. Lisa Jackson· EPA 
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(lJ RESOURCES Adding Value to Energy ™ 

August 10, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 3000 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson, 

Headwaters Resources strongly opposes any designation of coal combustion products (CCPs) as 
hazardous waste. Such action would have significant and long lasting effect upon society's willingness to 
beneficially re-use fly ash and other CCPs by destabilizing their markets. Regulatory schemes that would 
designate these materials as hazardous for purposes of disposal will stigmatize them and eliminate 
many examples of environmentally and socially sound beneficial use. CCP disposal standards can be 
addressed without unnecessarily stigmatizing resources with high potential for safe beneficial use as a 
preferred alternative to disposal. We welcome dialogue with the Agency and the environmental 
community to ensure that future regulatory frameworks promote the safe beneficial re-use of CCPs. 

With on-going projects at 103 utility locations and approximately 20 million tons of coal combustion 
products under management annually, Headwaters Resources is the largest manager and marketer of 
coal ash resources In the United States. Headwaters Resources is also responsible·for more than half of 
the nation's total sales of coal fly ash for use in concrete applica'tions - an important contributor to 
reducing greenhou~e gas emissions associated with concrete construction. 

RCRA requires that EPA consider the "current and potential utilization" of CCPs in evaluating its 
regulatory options [See RCRA § 8002(n)(8)]. EPA and the States have consistently recognized that 
regulating CCPs as hazardous waste under Subtitle C would adversely impact their beneficial use. Such a 
result would not be consistent with RCRA's directive that EPA consider such beneficial uses in evaluating 
CCP regulatory options. On the other hand, regulation of CCPs under RCRA Subtitl,e D would not 
adversely impact CCP beneficial use, while at the same time allowing for the development of federal 
regulations that would ensure that CCPs are managed in a manner protective of human health and the 
environment. 

On May 22, 2000, the EPA published its Final Regulatory Determination on Wastes from Fossil Fuels in 
which the Agency concluded that these materials "do not warrant regulation under subtitle C of RCRA." 
EPA also stated that it did "not wish to place any unnecessary barriers on the beneficial uses of these 
wastes, because they conserve natural resources, reduce disposal costs and reduce the total amount of 
waste destined for disposaL" 

Headwaters Resources, Inc. 

10653 S. RIVer Front Parkway, Suite 300 South Jordan, UT 84095 
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The concern with the impact of hazardous waste regulations is even greater now. In 1999, CCP 
utilization was estimated to be 30% or approximately 30 million tons annually. In 2008, that number 
had risen to 43% and 56 million tons annuallY, nearly double the tonnage reported in 1999. This is a 
remarkable achievement, considering total tonnage of CCPs has grown significantly during the same 
period. 

One of the reasons for a significant increase in CCP beneficial use rates since EPA's 2000 Final Regulatory 
Determination has been the reliance of State regulatory agencies, CCP producers and marketers on 
EPA's decision. The Final Regulatory Determination was issued after a vigorous public discussion that 
gave industry confidence that matters pertaining to a hazardous waste designation were settled and 
that they could move forward on beneficial use implementation with little fear of retroactive liability. 
Many CCP producers began increasing capital investments in facilities needed to direct CCPs to 
beneficial use rather than disposal. Clearly defined state regulations encouraging beneficial use have 
supported the development of a robust market for CCPs in a manner protective of the public health and 
environment. State policies encouraging CCP beneficial use provide a powerful incentive to producers 
and marketers of CCPs. 

If the EPA were to reverse its Final Regulatory Determination and assign a hazardous waste designation 
for CCPs, even for the limited purpose of disposal operations, we believe it would have a devastating 
effect on the beneficial use of the resource. Producers, marketers and users of CCPs would be 
confronted with myriad new uncertainties and perceived risks associated with marketing, handling, 
transporting and utilizing CCPs. By impeding the beneficial use of CCPs, a hazardous waste designation 
would have the unintended consequences of dramatically increasing the volumes of material disposed 
and eliminating the significant environmental, economic, and sustainability benefits accomplished by 
beneficial use. The valuable mineral resources contained in coal combustion products need to be 
matched nationally to environmentally sustainable practices rather than destined for disposal. The net 
effect will be an increase in the amount of these mineral resources wasted and disposed, and at the 
same time create an increase in the mining of equivalent "natural U minerals with their associated 

environmental production impacts. 


Any proposal to regulate disposal of CCPs as "hazardous waste" threatens to undo the considerable 
progress that industry, in partnership with EPA, has made to increase CCP beneficial use. Nearly 30 
years of technical study with high scientific integrity has concluded that there is no basis for a hazardous 

. waste designation for CCPs ~for disposal or beneficial use. Similarly, going back to 1980, years of 
federal regulatory determinations have also concluded that a hazardous waste designation is 
unwarranted. And most importantly, a hazardous determination would undo and nearly completely 
stop beneficial uses for all CCPs. 

In 2005, the American Coal Council performed an economic assessment of the impact that the CCP 
industry has on the nation's economy. At that time, it was estimated that the combined direct and 
indirect economic benefits that CCPs provided was approximately $4.5 billion. That number has grown 
substantially since 2005 since production and utilization has increased nearly ten percent and green 
building has expanded even more since the study was completed. This incorporation of CCPs into the 
"green supply chain" has created jobs and has been used in countless sustainable projects that illustrate 
the long term benefits of products containing CCPs as well as reducing greenhouse gases and providing 
locally available materials to many sites. Reducing the amount of waste generated in this nation, while 
reducing the costs of projects and conserving other materials for higher values of use are essential 

elements of a more sustainable America. 
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We believe that a hazardous waste designation is not supported by nearly three decades of EPA study 
and formal determinations marked by strong scientific integrity. The regulaiion of CCP disposal as non
~azardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D will ensure protection of human health and the environment 
without unnecessarily stigmatizing resources that have the high potential for safe beneficial use as a 
preferred alternative to disposal. This approach will ensure that CCPs are safely managed while 
continuing to promote and expand their beneficial use. 

Thank you for your consideration of Headwaters Resources' views. 

~. 
Bill Gehrmann 
President 
Headwaters Resources, Inc. 

cc: 	 Robert Sussman, EPA 
Matt Hale,EPA 
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IOWA CONCRETE PAVING ASSOCIATION 
360 S.E. Delaware Avenue· Ankeny, Iowa 50021 . (515) 963-0606 . FAX (SIS) 963-4010 

September 22, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
. Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 

Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

On behalf of the Iowa Concrete Paving Association, I wish to express appreciation for the opportunity to 
provide comments to the EPA while your agency is still vetting options respective to potential regulation 
of the beneficial use of fly-ash. Since 90% ofthe electricity in Iowa is generated by coal-burning 
facilities, the issue of regulating the beneficial use and disposal of coal combustion waste (CCW) has 
serious implications to our state. For many years, Iowa's concrete paving industry, with guidance from 
the state Department of Transportation, has incorporated fly-ash as an important component for many 
miles of concrete pavement construction across the state. The beneficial use of fly-ash, a proven 
supplemental cementitious material, pays an immediate dividend to the Iowa taxpayer in lowered cost of 
concrete. 

Members of our Association believe beneficial use of fly-ash would be severely crippled under the 
proposed rulemaking relevant to regulating fly-ash as a hazardous waste. Numerous other benefits 
derived from using fly-ash in concrete include improved longevity, increased strength, and enhanced 
durability. Increasing the longevity of our concrete infrastructure, alone, has significant positive 
implications for natural resource conservation and energy savings. There are also greenhouse gas 
savings realized with the use of fly-ash in concrete mixtures. 

It is our understanding that your agency is reconsidering previous EPA determinations that suggest that 
these materials do not warrant regulation as hazardous waste materials (1993 and 2000). It is clear to 
the concrete pavement industry that the conclusion ofthese earlier determinations is that the safe and 
beneficial use of fly-ash has grown significantly over the last few decades. 

Regulating fly-ash as a hazardous waste would have significant unintended negative consequences that 
could potentially undo several decades of advancement in concrete durability and infrastructure 
longevity. Such regulation would also necessitate a major disposal dilemma. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~[f~ 
Gordon 1. Smith, P.E. 
President 



IOWA READY MIXED CONCRETE ASSOCIATION 
3BO SE DELAWARE AVENUE ANKENY, IOWA 50021 PHONE (515) 965-4575 FAX (515) 963-4010 

September 22, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

On behalf ofthe Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete Association, I wish to express appreciation for the 
opportunity to provide comments to the EPA while your agency is still vetting options respective to 
potential regulation of the beneficial use of fly-ash. Since 90% of the electricity in Iowa is generated by 
coal-burning facilities, the issue of regulating the beneficial use and disposal of coal combustion waste 
(CCW) has serious implications to our state. For many years, Iowa's ready mixed concrete industry, with 
guidance from the state Department of Transportation, has incorporated fly-ash as an important 
component for numerous cubic yards of concrete for construction of streets, parking lots and various 
structures. The beneficial use of fly-ash, a proven supplemental cementitious material, pays an immediate 
dividend to the Iowa taxpayer in lowered cost ofconcrete. 

Members of our Association believe beneficial use of fly-ash would be severely crippled under the 
proposed rulemaking relevant to regulating fly-ash as a hazardous waste. Numerous other benefits 
derived from using fly-ash in concrete include improved longevity, increased strength, and enhanced 
durability. Increasing the longevity of our concrete infrastructure, alone, has significant positive 
im plications for natural resource conservation and energy savings. There are also greenhouse gas savings 
realized with the use of fly-ash in concrete mixtures. 

It is our understanding that your agency is reconsidering previous EPA determinations that suggest that 
these materials do not warrant regulation as hazardous waste materials (1993 and 2000). It is clear to the 
concrete pavement industry that the conclusion of these earlier determinations is that the safe and 
beneficial use of fly-ash has grown significantly over the last few decades. 

Regulating fly-ash as a hazardous waste would have significant unintended negative consequences that 
could potentially undo several decades ofadvancement in concrete durability and infrastructure longevity. 
Such regulation would also necessitate a major disposal dilemma. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~~lf~ 
Gordon L. Smith, P .E, 
Executive Director 



ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

WASHINGTON HARBOUR:FOLEY 3000 K STREET, N.W. 
SUITE 600

FOLEY & LARDNER LLP WASHINGTON, D,C, 20007-5109 
202.672.5300 TEL 
202.672.5399 FAX 
foley.com 

August 7, 2009 WRITER'S DIRECT LINE 
202.295.4021 
rstoll@foley.com EMAIL 

Mr. Matthew Hale, Director 
Office of Resource Conservation & Recovery 
U.S. EPA (5301P) 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20460 


Re: Concerns Over "Stigma" for Coal Combustion Products 

Dear Matt: 

Thank you for agreeing to meet with representatives of my client, Lafarge North 
America, Inc., and me on August 18 to discuss Lafarge's concerns regarding EPA's development of 
RCRA regulations for coal combustion waste (CCW). You probably know that Lafarge is a major 
manufacturer ofPortland cement and related construction products. You may not know, however, 
that Lafarge also utilizes, manages, and markets coal combustion products (CCPs) in the U.S. 

During our meeting, we can describe Lafarge's CCP practices. In advance of that 
meeting, however, we would like stress certain points for your consideration, as we recognize that 
you and ORCR staff are working to meet the agency's goal ofpublishing a proposed rule by the end· 
of2009. 

Lafarge's primary concern is the potential for EPA's rules to present a barrier to" 

beneficial reuses of CCW. As you may recall, EPA's Bevill Determination for CCW in 2000 was 
based in significant part on EPA's desire to avoid placing "barriers on the beneficial uses ofcoal 
com bustion wastes so they can be used in applications that conserve natural resources and reduce 
disposal costs." 65 FR at 32221, May 22,2000. 

We understand that EPA may be considering proposing RCRA Subtitle C controls on 
the disposal ofCCW, while exempting (either wholly or conditionally) some types ofCCP uses from 
the Subtitle C regime. Lafarge is quite concerned about any approach that would classifY disposed 
CCW as a Subtitle C hazardous waste. Lafarge believes that any type of Subtitle C coverage for 
CCW would place a "stigma" on all CCW and CCP, and would impose a significant deterrent on 
CCP beneficial use practices. 

In its 2000 Determination EPA stated that it would be "particularly concerned" about 
any adverse effect on beneficial re-use markets, noting that more than 23 percent of the total CCW 

BOSTON JACKSONVILLE MILWAUKEE SAN DIEGO SILICON VALLEY 
BRUSSELS LOS ANGELES NEW YORK SAN DIEGO/DEL MAR TALLAHASSEE 
CHICAGO MADISON ORLANDO SAN FRANCISCO TAMPA 
DETROIT MIAMI SACRAMENTO SHANGHAI. TOKYO 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 
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generated each year is beneficially reused. fd. At 32217. Nine years later, in part due to EPA's 
choice not to subject CCW and CCP to tbe stigma of hazardous waste, more than 40 percent of 
CCW is beneficially reused. 

We believe it is now more important tban ever to avoid stigmatization that would 
deter CCP usage. The name ofthe statute is, after all, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 
Any CCW that is no longer destined for beneficial reuse will be destined instead for landfill disposal 
- a result that would defeat a major purpose ofRCRA. 

Response to Public Interest Groups' Arguments Regarding Lack of Stigma 

(I) Other Recycled Products 

On June 5, 2009, several public interest groups sent a letter to every member of 
Congress arguing, in effect, that fears of "stigma" for CCPs are speculative and overblown. A copy 
of their letter is attached. They assert that Subtitle C regulations for CCW "can simultaneously 
promote coal ash recycling and protect tbe public and environment" because EPA's regulations 
could classifY disposed CCW as a hazardous waste yet treat CCP "as a non-hazardous product when 
it is safely recycled." 

They assert: "EPA has made these distinctions many times before without damaging 
the market for recycled products." While this assertion may generally be correct regarding the types 
of"recycled products" tbat EPA has excluded from Subtitle C, it is wholly inapplicable to the 
situation ofCCW and CCP. As explained below, CCPs - and the markets for CCPs - are 
significantly different from the recycled products to which the public interest groups refer. 

The hazardous wastes from which recycled products are derived include waste 
solvents, spent sulfuric acid, and metal-bearing waste. These materials almost always require 
significant processing, distillation, chemical treatment, or smelting to be turned from a waste into a 
product. In most situations the end product is still a hazardous material under various federal and 
state laws and is sold back into a market tbat is otherwise purchasing hazardous materials - with all 
of the risks and associated management practices that purchasers would be using to handle 
equivalent virgin materials. 

For instance, waste solvents are recycled using various forms of distillation that 
remove contaminants and render the solvent suitable for reuse. Often tbey are sold back to the same 
companies tbat generated them as wastes in tbe first place. Most are still considered hazardous 
under DOT shipping regulations and users handle tbem as hazardous materials just as they would 
virgin solvents. 

Sulfuric acid is recycled by feeding it to a furnace where it is thermally broken down 
and then reconstituted as sulfuric acid, indistinguishable from the sulfuric acid produced from other 
sources of sulfur. Obviously sulfuric acid is tben sold into the market as a hazardous material. 
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Metal bearing hazardous waste is often fed to smelters where the metals are thermally 
extracted from contaminants. Alternatively, some metals are recycled by using chemical extraction 
and purification methods. Such metals are resold into the chemical market place - often as 
hazarcIous materials depending on the nature of the metal or metal salt. Some of these recycled 
metal salts are used in fertilizers but they must meet strict controls on contamination. 

A very small fraction of waste solvents are "clean" enough to fall into RCRA's 
"comparable fuel" exemption where they are burned in an industrial boiler, often at the same site 
where they are generated. 40 C.F.R. §261.38. This exemption does not eliminate the fact that these 
materials often continue to be treated as hazardous materials since they are frequently flammable 
and some are considered toxic. They can only be used as "products" in certain types of industrial 
boilers, and they do not openly enter a commodity-based nationwide market place. 

The contrasts these recycled products present tothe CCP situation are stark and vivid. 
First, in virtually all of these recycled product situations, the product is readily distinguishable 
chemically and physically from the hazardous waste used to produce the product. Recycled solvent 
product is not the same material as a waste solvent, and recycled sulfuric acid is not the same 
material as spent sulfuric acid. In ahnost all cases of CCP utilization, however, the CCP is exactly 
the same as CCW physically and chemically - the CCW goes through no distillation, processing, 
smelting, etc. before it becomes CCP. 

Second, products from recycled hazardous waste typically are utilized only in 
industrial settings, and in situations where both the recycled product and the virgin product for which 
it substitutes are clearly hazardous materials. Users fully understand and expect the product to be a 
hazardous material and are equipped to manage the materials as hazardous. This is absolutely not 
the situation with CCPs. CCPs have a wide variety ofbeneficial uses in non-industrial settings 
(including home building) in which users are not accustomed to handling or accepting materials that 
have been designated hazardous - especially hazardous wastes. Moreover, there are readily 
available alternatives to CCPs available in the market place which are not associated with any 
hazardous waste designation. 

Thus, ifEPA listed disposed CCW as a hazardous waste, potential CCP users would 
be confronted with the fact that exactly the same material they could choose to use has been 
officially declared a hazardous waste. While EPA's regulations might say that CCP used beneficially 
is not a hazardous waste, the plain and simple mct would be that the CCP material would be 
physically and chemically the same as a hazardous waste. When there are plenty of substitute 
materials available that do not carry this baggage, it is obvious that consumers would be highly 
motivated to avoid the CCP. As explained above, the same facts simply do not apply to the recycled 
solvent and similar situations, so the public interest groups' argument simply misses the point. 
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(2) CERCLA Hazardous Substances 

Public interest group representatives have also argued that since the passage of 

CERCLA in 1980 all CCW and CCP contains CERCLA "hazardous substances," and that has not 

resulted in any stigma that has deterred CCP usage. That argument is equally unpersuasive and 

unavailing. 


There is hardly any material that does not contain CERCLA hazardous substances, 
including natural soils and trees. Moreover, CCW is not listed as a CERCLA hazardous substance, 
it simply contains some of the substances on the list. This pales by comparison to the impact of 
having a material explicitly named on EPA's list ofRCRA hazardous wastes. 

We should also note that while this is not rational, in the minds of the general public 
any combination of the words "hazardous waste," "toxic waste," or "chemical waste," conjures up 
the specter ofLove Canal, the Valley of the Drums, cancer, birth defects, and worse. This public 
phobia regarding hazardous wastes is also manifested in many judicial decisions. 

In many states, established judicial precedent holds that hazardous wastes are 
"abnormally dangerous" or "ultra hazardous," giving rise to "absolute" liability.' Judges deciding 
cases involving alleged injury from hazardous wastes have been quick to hold defendants liable. 
Some of the more colorful opinions have referred to hazardous waste as a "Frankenstein monster'" 
and as posing "the same threat to health and welfare today as the detonation of dynamite.'" 

These cases did not deal with a situation in which EPA had listed a material as a 
hazardous waste when disposed, but not when used as a product. But in alleging a CCP had caused 
a personal injury, plaintiffs' lawyers could obtain an advantage if they could show that the material 
in question is exactly the same material physically and chemically as a listed ·RCRA hazardous 
waste. Once they show that, they can start quoting cases about Frankenstein monsters and dynamite. 

We do not endorse or support these doctrines or cases, of course, but plaintiffs' 
lawyers are certainly aware ofthem. And since prospective purchasers and users will presumably 
want to minimize their risks of tort liability, they will have great incentive to avoid purchasing or 
using the "monster" in the first place. 

* • • * • • • • • • * 

. 'E.g, New Jersey v. Ventl'on, 468 A.2d 150 (N.J. 1983). 

2 Kenney v. Scientific, 407 A.2d 1310, 1320 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div. 1985). 

, Schwartzman v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe., 842 F.Supp. 475, 479 (D.N.M. 1993). 
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It is thus entirely logical and reasonable to expect that when purchasers and users of 
products are presented with a choice between a material which - in exactly the same physical and 
chemical form - has been officially designated as an EPA hazardous waste and a material which has 
not been so designated, that purchasers and users would choose the latter. We hope you and others 
at EPA will consider these concerns most seriously. 

Very truly yours, 

Richard G. Stoll 

cc: 	 Robert M. Sussman 
Mathy Stanislaus 
Barry Breen 



LATTIMORE MATERIALS COMPANY 
P.O. Box 556 
McKinnet, Texas 75070-0556 
972-221-4646 main 
972-569-6998 fax 
www.lattimorematerials.com 

September 9, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washlngton DC 20460 

Re: EPA ruling pertaining to the regulation of fly ash as a hazardous waste material. 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

I am writing to express my concern about a potential Environmental Protection Agency ruling pertaining to the 
regulation of fly ash (a coal combustion product) as a hazardous waste material. 

It is my understanding that your agency is considering revisiting previous EPA determinations that these 
materials do not warrant regulation as hazardous waste materials (1993 and 2000). Since those detenninations 
have been made, all segments of the concrete industry have benefited in terms of producing high quality, 
increased durability, and more environmentally conscious concrete. Consumers and users have enjoyed lower 
costs in terms of upfront costs to purchase and use concrete, as well as reduced maintenance and warranty 
issues because of improved concrete performance. 

If the proposed reclassification of fly ash as a hazardous waster moves forward, it could substantially increase 
the construction costs across the country, virtually overnight, especially for those projects that are currently in 
progress. Contract pricing would no longer apply to newly regulated materials, and as such, all pricing would 
have to be renegotiated overnight 

For example,- some state regulations prohibit the use of a "hazardous waste" for any beneficial use. I- am 
however aware that many DOTs around the country allow and encourage the use of fly ash for various reasons. 
Among the numerous benefits derived from using fly ash in concrete are improved longevity} increased strength, 
enhanced durability and improved cost effectiveness. Increasing the longevity of our concrete infrastructure 
alone has huge positive implications for natural resource conservation and energy savings. There are also 
greenhouse gas savings realized with the use of fly ash in concrete mixtures ·that are aligned with current EPA 
initiatives for the reduced emissions. 

In my professional opinion, regulating fly ash as a hazardous waste would have significant and direct negative 
consequences that could potentially undo several decades of advancement in concrete durability and 
infrastructure longevity, as wen as reduced disposal needs. The unintended consequences could potentially 
cripple several aspects of our industry including transportation haulers, ready-mix concrete producers, and 
certain market segments such as the residential construction market that relies heavily upon the use of fly ash in 
concrete. 

Additionally} enormous efforts have gone into proving the "green" and sustainable aspect of the use of fly ash as 
a cement replacement. To take fly ash off the table for use in concrete through reclassification would now leave 
us with the only option to actually Use more cement} not less. In turn} we would consequently release more 
emissions into the atmosphere, and actually decrease the sustainability of our concrete structures. 

PAGEI0F2 
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Essentially, fly ash is a product that we can consume within concrete to make a better more durable product, 
minimize the amount offty ash that has to go to landfills, and reduce emissions all at the same time. If the EPA's 
reclassification were to go into effect, we would have a lBO-degree turn. Concrete becomes less durable and 
more expensive, we have to create an entirely new disposal method for the newly classified "hazardous" waste. 

I am hopeful that many of my colleagues have contacted you regarding this. I am completely for the 
improvement to our environment. However, I think that in most cases a simple and practical solution can work 
the best. The reclassification of fly ash as a hazardous waste is neither simple, not practical, and will ultimately 
create more problems than it philosophically attempt<> to solve. 

Should yOll or your staff have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Richard S. Szecsy, PhD, PE 
Vice-Presiden~, New Product Development and Risk Management 
Lattirnore-Material mpany. 

http:www.lattimorematerials.com
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COMMERcE 
August 28, 2009 

Lisa P. Jackson, Administrator 
Ariel Rios Federal Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. Room 300 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Proposed regulation of coal combustion products as hazardous wage. 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The Michigan Manufacturers Association (MMA) and the Michigan Chamber of Commerce 
(Chamber) want to express our deep concems and opposition over the potential regulation 
of coal combustion byproducts (CCBs) as hazardous waste. 

We agree with the overwhelming and consistent recommendations of state environmental 
protection agencies, members of Congress, ash marketers and industries that use coal ash 
for a myriad of beneficial uses, and virtually every business sector that has contacted EPA 
on this matter, to urge EPA to develop federal non-hazardous wage regulations for coal ash 
under Subt~le D of RCRA. As these different groups have made clear, such an approach 
would allow EPA to work with the states in implementing regulations that are fully protective 
of human heatth and the environment without negatively impacting coal ash beneficial use 
and causing an increase in energy prices at a time when the country can least afford it. 

The regulation of CCBs as hazardous wage would carry with it the most onerous set of 
regulatory controls available to EPA under federal law. Such regulation is wholly 
unnecessary. Thus far, over 20 state environmental agencies h?ve contacted EPA on this 
issue and the states unanimously agree that EPA should not regulate coal ash as a 
hazardous wage, but rather should regulate coal ash as non-hazardous wage, like most 
other industrial solid wastes generated in this country. Regulating CCBs as hazardous 
waste would overkill, and in fact would be environmentally counter-productive because such 
regulation would efuctively end the beneficial use of coal ash, which plays a significant role 
in the reduction of greenhouse gases. 

Creating a negative stigma over the management of these wastes by classifying them as 
hazardous wil result in a disincentive for the business commun~y to pursue the 
development of additional applications of these materials for beneficial purposes. These 
materials are being used in a variety of ways including cement and concrete applications, 
highway construction programs, and wallboard manufacture, all the while reducilg the 
volume of disposed waste without endangering human heatth or the environment. 
Regulation of CCBs as hazardous waste would have a devastating impact on such 
beneficial uses. 



Equally important is that regulating coal ash as a hazardous waae would impose exorbitant 
costs on coal fired power plants and may cause some plants to close. A recent economic 
report analyzing just some of the cost impacts of hazardous waae regulation of coal ash 
makes clear that a distinct percentage of coal fired plants would dose because the costs of 
operating under a hazardous waste regulatory regime would not be sustainable. The 
closure of these units could create significant power reliability concerns in certain regions of 
the country. 

The MMA and the Chamber memberships are concerned about the imposition of additional 
costs and resources that will be required to implement a hazardous waste regulatory 
program for these wastes. Given the overwhelming economic challenges confronting all 
sectors of the U.S. economy, it is absolutely critical that EPA not impose unnecessary 
regulatory controls on the electric power industry by regulating CCSs as a hazardous waste. 
Such an approach would result only in further increases in energy costs, leading to 
additional job losses. 

We urge you to regulate CCSs as non-hazardous wastes under Subtitle D of RCRA 

Respectfully, 

Randall G Gross Jr 
MMA Director of Environmental and 
Regulatory Policy 

Doug Roberts, Jr. 
Michigan Chamber ofCommerce 
Director of Environmental and Energy Policy 
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June 3,2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 

U,S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1l01A 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20460 


Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The Midwest Coal Ash Association (MCAA) understands that EPA is 
currently evaluating its regulatory options for the management of coal 
combustion products (CCPs) and plans to propose federal management 
standards for CCPs by the end of the year, MCAA is a regional trade 
association representing the various members listed at left. The members 
of MCAA are dil'(:ctly involved in the genemtion, marketing, and 
beneficial use of coal combustion products. This issue involves an 
important component of the nation's overall energy policy, as EPA's 
decision cc:mld affect reliability of service from the electric grid, electricity 
costs from coal-fired plants, the continued viability of CCP beneficial use 
practices (which plays a significant role in the reduction of greenhouse 
gases, as substantiated in the February 12, 2008 EPA report:. Waste and 
Materials-Flow Benchmark Sector Report: Beneficial Use ofSecondary 
Materials - Coal Combustion Products), and the ability of certain power 
plants to remain in service. As you will note, the members of MCAA are 
primarily located, and do most of their business, in the coal producing and 
burning states of midwest U.S.A. Thus the concerns are real, to all 
members of our organization. ' 

We understand that EPA is considering three options: (1) federal 
regulation of CCPs as non-hazardous solid waste under RCRA Subtitle D, 
(2) regulation as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C, and (3) a 
hybrid approach where CCPs would be regulated as hazardous waste with 
an exception from hazardous waste regulation for CCPs that are managed 
in conformance with specified standards. We believe that EPA has wisely 
sought input from the states, as well as other stakeholders, regarding' their 
preferences with respect to these various options .. We understand that at 
least twenty states, in addition to the Association of State and Territorial 
Solid Waste Management Officials (ASTSWMO) and the Environmental 
Council of States (BCOS). have responded to EPA's request for input, and 

Address: c/o First Energy Corporation. 76 South Main Street, Akron, Ohio 44308 
Telephone: (330) 384-4676 
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that they all have taken the position that the best management option for regulating CCPs is 
option (I), regulation as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D. MCAA believes that 
regulation as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle D is the only reasonable option being 
considered. As an association, we have been directly involved in the study of these materials 
over several decades. While EPA studied these materials, under the direction of the U.S. 
Congress, from the, original Bevill Amendment in 1980, through the EPA April 2000 regulatory 
determination, and since then, MCAA, and separately its member companies, has been directly 
involved in providing the data to support the findings of EPA that these materials do not warrant 
regulation as hazardous waste. 

In December of 2008, a dike at an ash impoundment owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority . 
(TVA) failed, allowing coal ash to escape and thus affect the environment immediately adjacent 
to and down stream of the facility. To date, published data from sampling by TVA and the ' 
Tennessee environmental authorities has indicated that no existing regulatory limits have been 
exceeded. It appears that the failure was the result of an engineering design flaw in the dike 
structure. This is not being accurately portrayed by the national media, or by the environmental 
activists who have been so vocal in the aftermath of the failure. They would lead the public to 
believe that somehow the toxicity of the ash directly caused the dike failure. Although coal ash 
does contain trace elements of heavy metals, due to the heavy metals in the coal burned, the 
levels of these metals are extremely low, often lower than the natural salls in the area where they 
are managed, as explained in an Amelican Coal Ash Association (ACAA) communication - Pact 
Sheet #2,3/10/09, Coal Combustion Products: Not a Hazardous Waste, which can be found at 
the website: www.coalashfacts.org.This is exactly why EPA has deternlined several times that 
coal ash does not walTant regulation as hazardous waste. 

MCAA and many of its members are also members of the ACAA. We understand that ACAA 
has provided input to the Agency on the regulatory evaluation of CCPs and agrees that regulation 
under RCRA Subtitle D is the only reasonable option being considered. ACAA provided 
extensive information and data on the impacts that a hazardous' waste determination would have 
on the beneficial utilization of CCPs. OUf membership agrees that a hazardous waste 
determination would severely cripple or eliminate the beneficial use of coal ash. Placing the 
stigma of hazardous waste on CCPs threatens to eliminate its use. And all the results that ACAA 
explained, such as increased disposal costs, the current limited availability of hazardous waste 
landfj]] capacity, the need to mine more natural resources to fill the void left when CCPs are no 
longer available for use, the increased C02 production from needing to again produce more 
portland cement, etc."are real results that will happen should CCPs be regulated as hazardous 
waste. 

EPA has determined, more than once, that CCPs do not warrant regulation as hazardous waste. 
The toxicity ofCCPs has not changed. Many states have improved their disposal management 
practices and have the infrastructure in place to manage CCPs in a manner that protects public 
safety and health. EPA acknowledged that in their 2000 determination and it was further 
acknowledged in a 2006 EP AlDOE report. The generators and users of CCPs, such as the 
members of MCAA and ACAA, are,committed to continually imjll'oving the way we manage 

Address: clo First Energy Corporation, 76 South Main Street, Akron, Ohio 44308 Telephone: (330) 384-4676 
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these materials, in order to be able to utilize as much of the CCPs as possible in safe and 

responsible ways. 


MCAA does not believe that there is evidence, new or old, that would support any regulatory 
option other than RCRA Subtitle D. Thus, we respectfully urge EPA to consider the evidence, 
and to work closely with the States in developing a performance-based federal program for CCPs 
under RCRA Subtitle D non-hazardous waste autholity. This approach will ensure that CCPs are 
safely managed while continuing to promote and expand their beneficial use. 

Thank you for your consideration of MCAA's views .. 

sa r;'~
Gary/~p.E.
PreSide~~est Co I A 

Electronic copies: Members 

Address: c/o First Energy Corporation, 76 South Moin Street, Akron, Ohio 44308 Telephone: (330) 384.4676 
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Harry Lee James, P.E. 
Executive Director 

August 26, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 3000, Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

This is to express our opposition to a potential ruling by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) ruling pertaining to the regulation of fly ash as a hazardous waste material. The 
Mississippi Concrete Industries Association (MCIA), the trade association representing concrete 
producers in Mississippi, opposes any proposed regulation that would re-classify fly ash in any 
form to a hazardous waste material. 

The environmental benefits of using fly ash in concrete results in reductions in waste materials 
sent to landfills, air emissions, and the energy required for production. Previous EPA studies 
determined that fly ash does not warrant regulation as a hazardous waste material. The 
beneficial use of fly ash has grown significantly over the last few decades as the result of these 
earlier determinations. 

The beneficial use of fly-ash would be severely cripple under the proposed rulemaking as some 
state regulations prohibit the use of a "hazardous waste" for any beneficial use. Many State 
DOTs around the country allow and encourage the use of fly-ash in concrete and other 
engineered transportation infrastructure applications. Among the numerous benefits derived 
from using fly-ash in concrete are improved longevity, increased strength, enhanced durability 
and improved cost effectiveness. Increasing the longevity of our concrete infrastructure alone 
has huge positive implications for natural resource conservation and energy savings. 

Imposing regulations on fly ash as a hazardous waste material would have significant 
unintended negative consequences that could potentially undo several decades of 
advancement in concrete durability and infrastructure longevity .. 

Thank you for considering our comments and concern. Please ensure that the numerous 
environmental and economic benefits of fly ash are not jeopardized with this possible ruling. 

Sincerely, 

Harry Lee James, PE 
Executive Director 

mailto:info@mississippiconcrete.com
http:www.mississippiconcrete.com
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July 21, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 

Administrator 

United States Environmental Protectiqn Agehcy 

Room 3000· 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania AVenue, NW 

Washington, 000460. 


Dear Administrator Jackson: 

The National Ready Mixed Concrete Association (NRMCA), the trade association representing concrete 
producers in the United States, is opposed to a potential ruling by U.ScEPA that would regulate fly.ash as 
a hazardous waste material. Such regulation could havethe perverse impact of limiting beneficial uses 
of the material, therefore increasingwasteolstockpilesthat pose the very risks that EPA aims to 
mitigate. 

In 2007, the concrete industry as. awh()le used approxirnately 14.S rnllli(Jn tonsoffly ash in concrete, as 
the most widely used supplernental cementing material (SCM). Fly ash works in combinat.ion with 
portland cementto impart beneficial qualitiesto concrete and is then encapsulated itselL 

In fact, supp.lementary materials such as fly ash contribute both to concrete's exceptional performance 
and sustainability. When combined with cement in concrete; SCMs improve durability, strength, 
constructability and economical factors. In the case of highways, streets, parking areas, and ocean-side 
structures, durability is the numper one concern. Fly ash,as well as slag, and silicafume, other SCM'S, 
are used to enhance the durability of concrete by decreasing permeability anderacking. Theyhelpbjock 
migration of chloride ions (from deiCing chemicals or seawater) 10 reinforcing steel, the most comm~n 
cause of corrosion. In the case of buildings; SCMs help to createhigh strerigth concrete used to build 
some of the tallest buildings in theworld, For homes, fly ash concrete provides an economical and 
durable alternative for foundations, patios and driveways. 

The environmental benefits of using these industrial by-products in concrete results in longer lasting 

structures and reductions in the amount of waste materials sent to landfills, raw materials extracted; 

energy required for production, and air emissions, induding carbon dioxide. 

We understand that the EPA's proposed new regulations may include a reclassification of fly ash from a 
non-hazardous waste material to a hazardous waste material for disposal purposes and a non-hazardous 
waste material when used for beneficial purposes. NRMCA opposes the re-classification of fly ash In any 
form for several reasons. 

NATIONAL READY MIXED CONCRr;TE ASSOCIATION 

900 Spring Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910· 888~S4 ~NRMCA Fax: 30/ ~585~4219 • Email: nrmca@nrmca.org • www.nrnica.-orga 

www.nrnica.-org
mailto:nrmca@nrmca.org
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EPA's primary goals sho~ld be to reduce the amount of fly ash wasted and to ensure that whatever fly 
ash is wasted is managed properly. A hazardous waste designation-while potentially advancing the 
second goal-would undermine the primary goal. Some states forbid the beneficial reuse of hazardous 
wastes, which could create a "Catch 22" situation that prevents shedding the hazardous waste 
designation through reuse. A better solution would be to presume that fly ash is not hazardous unless it 
is not reused and improperly managed. This will achieve EPA's goals without forfeiting reuse 
opportunities. 

The adverse impact of improperly crafted regulation on the U.S. economy could be enormous. Concrete 
is used for nearly all forms of construction, including homes, buildings, highways, airports, domestic 
water systems, local roads, dams, and power generation structures. Inappropriate regulation offly ash 
would render the product difficult to manage, transport and store, even for environmentally beneficial 
purposes, thus rendering the use offly ash too expensive to justify. It would also be devastating on the 
concrete industry. The concrete industry supplements nearly 15% of the cementing materials in 
concrete with fly ash and other SCMs. Eliminating the availability of fly ash in any way would result in 
cost increases that could render concrete non-competitive. 

The use of fly ash in concrete is safe. Once chemically bound in concrete, fly ash does not pose any 
environmental or health threat. Any ruling that would designate fly ash as hazardous in any form would 
result in a public perception that it is hazardous in concrete also. This would result in project owners 
refusing to accept concrete with fly ash in the mixture. It would in effect kill the demand for fly ash in 
concrete. Fly ash that was once used in a beneficial way would end up in landfills. 

The ready mixed concrete industry is relying on the use offly ash as a key component of its 
Sustainability Initiative. NRMCA members have set a goal to reduce embodied energy in concrete by 
20% by 2020 and 30% by 2030, in addition to reducing the carbon footprint of concrete by 20% by 2020 
and 30% by 2030. To accomplish these goals, the industry will have to increase the use of fly ash in 
concrete to 31 million tons by 2020 and 52 million tons by 2030. A hazardous waste ruling for fly ash in 
any form would render these goals simply unachievable. 

A hazardous waste designation is not supported by science and the negative consequences of doing so 
would economically harm the fly ash and concrete industries and result in less durable infrastructure. 
We urge you not to discourage the beneficial reuse in your efforts to ensure proper management of fly 
ash. Reuse is near the top of the waste management hierarchy and should be encouraged, particularly 
when it is accompanied by a host of corollary environmental and economic benefits. Please ensure that 
regulation of fly ash does not create a prohibition or chilling effect on beneficial reuse of the material. 

Sincerely, 

~C~ 
Robert Garbini 
President 
National Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
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Ociober 5, 2009" . 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson 

Administrator 

United StaiesEhvironmen)<l1 Protection Agency 

Room. 3000, Mail Code 11 OlA -

Ariel RiosB\lHdifl~ 

.1?-OO PennsyLvaoi<lAvenue, NW 
Washington,' DC 20460 

RE: Pink Hill Acres Demolition Landfill - Beneficial Use of Fly-Ash Material 

Dear Admlr1istrator Jackson: 

We are a privately held Construction and Demolition Landfill located in Blue~prings, MissOL/rL 
The footprint of our site is approxlmately 80 acres, with 20 acres being permitted for usessa 
landiilL Priorto our ownership, the site was an underground rock quarry, Therefore, a large 
portion of the site outside of Ihe landfill footprint is Undermined, 

We are firm believets in the benefits that can be realized for our society through making recycling 
a priority. The majority oflhew6Iste that comes through our gates is either recycled or used in a 
beneficial way for oUfsite, We recycle asphalt shingles, woOd waste, and broken concrete and 
asphalt 

In addition to recycling these products, we have found that using fly-ash from the local power 
plant to stabilize the underground mine on our site has been very beneficial. We have been 
placing fly ash slurry in our mine since 2006. This stabilization has prevented many cave-ins, and 
allowed us to use the land on top of the mines for other recycling operations, Without having the 
stabilization that the fly-ash product giVeS LIS, we would not be able to use this land for fear of it 
caving in. 

The particular limestone mine and rock strata at our site is very restrictive to groundwater flow, 
The permeability in th.emine bedrock of 10 ., to 10'& em/sec is lower than current requirements 
(10" em/sec) for the clay portion of ash landfills, and in lact is so low that it is in the range of 
current RCRA Subtitle D regulatory reqUirement (of 10 " cm/sec) for the clay portion of Municipal 
Solid Waste Laridfillliners. We use only fly ash that is pOZlolonic (self-cemen1ingjin nature to 
provide the structural strength needed 10 support the mine. Any heavy metals in this malerial are 
effectively encapsulated within the naturally ,emented fill, thus being further protective of the 
environment. 

It is our understanding that the EPA is considering classifying fly-ash material as ahazardolls 
waste. This classification would prevent us from using the product to improve bur land. We 
would no longer be able to use the ash to stabilize our mine, and wOi.Jld not be able to use the 
land on lop of the mine for our recycling activities or future development. 

Facility: 3500 NW 7 Highway' Blue Springs. MO 64014. Phone 816-229,6395 • Fax 816,229'0396 



In our opinion, classifying fly-ash as a hazardous waste is Unl'l6Cessary, andwou'dii~ii~~~;; '. 

beneficial use oftheproducl to sites such as ours and the manyother valuable uses the produCt 

provides to the construction industry. We have not had any problems with this product as verified 

through our groundwater monitoring wells. We hOpe to continue ils use in tbe future. 


Thank you for carefully considering the regulation of fly ash material $0 it can continue to be 

safely used in beneficial ways. Please call me at 816.921.8200 if you have any questions. 


Sincerely, 

Pink Hill Acrers Demolition Landfilll 


Mathew Bowen 
General Manager 

c: Matt Hale 
Mathy Stanislaus 
SenatarKi! Bond 
Senator Claire' McCaskiit 
Congressman Emanuel Cleaver 
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David M. Ratcliffe Bin SC1500 
Chairman, President and 30 Ivan Allen, Jr, Boulevard NW 
Chief ExeGutive Officer Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

Tel 404.506,5000 

SOUTHERN'\' 
COMPANY 

July 23,2009 

Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.w, 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Management and Regulation of Coal Combustion Syproducts (CCSs) 

Dear Ms. Jackson, 

Thank you for meeting with our EEl CEO group on July 22, 2009, I appreciate 
your candor and cooperative spirit and look forward to working with you and your staff on 
the many Important issues in front of us. 

As a follow-up to that meeting, I wanted to reiterate a few of Southern Company's 
concerns over the future regulation of coal combustion byproducts ("CCBs") since it is 
the immediate issue on our agenda. Southern Company urges EPA not to apply 
hazardous waste regulations to CCBs because it will severely restrict opportunities for 
beneficial use and significantly increase handling, transportation, and disposal costs. 
Any consideration by EPA to mandate a phase-out of wet management practices would 
require major equipment modifications at many power plants, including (but not limited 
to) the conversion of fly ash and bottom ash handling systems and new treatment 
methods for liquid discharges currently managed in ash ponds. 

Regulating CCBs as hazardous waste and the mandatory phase out of wet 
management practices will have a substantial economic impact to Ihe electric utility 
industry and is likely 10 cause a certain percentage of coal-fired plants to close, 
according 10 current and ongoing studies being conducted throughout the industry, 
Because of this, any loss in localized generation will creale a significant reliability 
concern for the transmission grid, Any feasible replacement of Ihat generation loss will 
result In massive cost increases for customers. 

A decision for EPA is whether to regulate CCBs under Subtitle C or D of the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), or some hybrid of the two. In other 
words, EPA must decide whether to ignore the almost 20 years of detailed study and Its 
own conclusion that the regulation of CCBs as hazardous wasle is not warranted. 



I 
1 
I 

IWhether intended or riot, any application of Subtitle C is likely to reduce 

beneficial uses substantially - even if EPA proposes a hybrid C program that provides 
 !
exemptions for certain beneficial uses. Utilities and vendors will have serious concerns 
'about selling and distributing a product EPA characterizes as "hazardous" for purposes I 
of RCRA, with or without an exemption. EPA is well aware of the many beneficial uses I,
of CCBs. The curtailment or elimination of beneficial uses that would likely result from a j 

jSubtitle C or hybrid C program increases the volume of CCBs that must be managed in 
~a land-based facility. Consequently, more and larger facilities would be required and 

beneficial uses - Including use in road-building, concrete and gypsum in agricultural I 
applications - would diminish. 

I 

I 
!EPA concluded in 2000 that CCBs should not be regulated as hazardous. 


TodaY,we are aware of no new findings that would cause EPA to'reach a different 

conclusion. In fact, the efforts EPA has taken in response to the TVA Kingston release 


, in ,December 2008 have focused on the structural stability of CCB surface 
impoundments rather than the nature of coal ash. Further, EPA itself has approved the 
disposal of the Kingston material in a Subtitle D, non-hazardous, landfill with the use of 
the material as alternative daily cover. i 

~ 

~ 

In conclusion, Southern Company encourages EPA to continue to rely on its past 

determination that the regulation of CCBs as hazardous waste Is not warranted. I thank 

you for your consideration of our concerns. Please let me know if I may provide 

additional information or assistance'as EPA continues its efforts in this area. 


Sincerely, 



September 2, 2009 

Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
MC1101A 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson, 

I am the President of the Texas Coal Ash Utilization Group. Texas Coal Ash Utilization 
Group (TCAUG) is a non-profit organization whose membership includes utilities that 
operate coal fired power plants, companies that market and manage coal combustion 
products and academia within the State of Texas. 

In 1990, TCAUG was formed by marketers, academia and local Texas utilities to 
promote the beneficial reuse of coal combustion products (CCPs). TCAUG has been 
instrumental in working with local and state government in providing scientific data and 
research that illustrates the beneficial use of CCPs. Through our outreach with these 
agencies, the Texas Commission of Environmental Quality (TCEQ) issued a guidance 
letter in 1995 that CCPs are recognized as a material and not considered a solid waste. 
This letter was instituted as an agency rule in 2001 and has been the key to the 
overwhelming success the State of Texas maintains in CCP ,utilization year after year. 
Texas recycles more CCPs than any other state, This is now referred to as the seven
waste criteria rule (30 Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 335). 

TCAUG strongly opposes any designation of coal combustion products (CCPs) as 
hazardous wastE;!. This determination would completely change the regulatory 
framework upon which CCPs are recycled in Texas today. Such action would have a 
significant and long lasting effect upon society's willingness to beneficially reuse fly ash 
and other CCPs by destabilizing their markets. Regulatory schemes that would 
deSignate these materials as hazardous for purposes of disposal will stigmatize them 
and eliminate many examples of environmentally and socially sound beneficial use. 
CCP disposal standards can and· should be addressed without unnecessarily 
stigmatizing resources with high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred 
alternative to disposal. We welcome dialogue with the Agency and the environmental 



community to ensure that future regulatory frameworks promote the safe beneficial re
use of CCPs. 

RCRA requires that EPA consider the "current and potential utilization" of CCPs in 
evaluating its regulatory options for CCPs [See RCRA § 8002(n)(8)]. EPA and the 
States have consistently recognized that regulating CCPs as hazardous waste under 
Subtitle C would adversely impact their beneficial use. Such a result would not be 
consistent with RCRA's directive that EPA considers such beneficial uses in evaluating 
CCP regulatory options. On the other hand, regulation of CCPs under RCRA Subtitle D 
would not adversely impact CCP beneficial use, while at the same time allowing for the 
development of federal regulations that would ensure that CCP disposal is managed in 
a manner protective of human health and the environment. 

On May 22, 2000, the EPA published its final Regulatory Determination on Wastes from 
Fossil Fuels in which the Agency concluded that these materials "do not warrant 
regulation under subtitle C of RCRA." EPA also stated that it did "not wish to place any 
unnecessary barriers on the beneficial uses of these wastes, because they conserve 
natural resources, reduce disposal costs and reduce the total amount of waste destined 
for disposal." 

The concern with the impact of hazardous waste regulations is even greater now. In 
1999, CCP utilization was estimated to be 30% or approximately 30 million tons 
annually. In 2008, that number had risen to 43% and 56 million tons annually, nearly 
double the tonnage reported in 1999. The State of Texas alone utilizes 60%-70% of 
produced CCPs annually. This is a remarkable achievement, considering total tonnage 
of CCPs has grown significantly during the same period. 

One of the reasons for a significant increase in CCP beneficial use rates since EPA's 
2000 Final Regulatory Determination has been the reliance of State regulatory 
agencies, CCP producers and marketers on EPA's decision. The Final Regulatory 
Determination was issued after a vigorous public discussion that gave industry 
confidence that matters pertaining to a hazardous waste designation were settled and 
that they could move forward on beneficial use implementation with little fear of 
retroactive liability. Many CCP producers began increasing capital investments in 
facilities needed to direct CCPs to beneficial use rather than disposal. Clearly defined 
state regulations encouraging beneficial use have supported the development of a 
robust market for CCPs in a manner protective of the public health and environment. 
State policies, like the one in Texas, encouraging CCP beneficial use provide a powerful 
incentive to producers and marketers of CCPs. 

If the EPA were to reverse its Final Determination and assign a hazardous waste 
designation for CCPs, even for the limited purpose of disposal operations, we believe it 
would have a devastating effect on the beneficial use of the resource. Producers, 
marketers and users of CCPs would be confronted with myriad new uncertainties and 
perceived risks associated with marketing, handling, transporting arid utilizing CCPs. 
By impeding the beneficial use of CCPs, a hazardous waste designation would result in 



eliminating the significant environmental, economic, and sustainability benefits 
accomplished by beneficial use. The valuable mineral resources contained in coal 
combustion products need to be matched nationally to environmentally sustainable 
practices rather than destined for disposal. The net effect will be an increase in the 
amount of these mineral resources wasted and disposed, and at the same time create 
an increase in the mining of essentially the same "natural" minerals with associated 
environmental production impacts. 

Any proposal to regulate disposal of CCPs as "hazardous waste" threaten to undo the 
considerable progress that industry, in partnership with EPA, has made to increase 
CCP beneficial use. Nearly 30 years of technical study with high scientific integrity has 
concluded that there is no basis for a hazardous waste designation for CCPs - for 
disposal or beneficial use. Similarly, going back to 1980, years of federal regulatory 
determinations have also concluded that a hazardous waste designation is 
unwarranted. And most importantly, a hazardous determination would undo and almost 
completely eliminate beneficial uses for all CCPs. 

In 2005, the American Coal Council performed an economic assessment of the impact 
that the CCP industry has on the nation's economy. At that time, it was estimated that 
the combined direct and indirect economic benefits that CCPs provided was 
approximately $4.5 billion. That number has grown substantially since 2005 since 
production and utilization as increased nearly ten percent and green building has 
expanded even more since the study was completed. This incorporation of CCPs into 
the "green supply chain" has created jobs and has been used in countless sustainable 
projects that illustrate the long term benefits of products containing CCPs as well as 
reducing green house gasses and providing locally available materials to many sites. 
Reducing the amount of waste generated in this nation, while reducing the costs of 
projects and conserving other materials for higher values of use are essential elements 
of a more sustainable America. 

We believe that a hazardous waste designation is not supported by nearly three 
decades of EPA study and formal determinations marked by strong scientific integrity. 
The regulation of CCP disposal as non-hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle 0 will 
ensure protection of human health and the environmeRt without unnecessarily 
stigmatizing resources that have the high potential for safe beneficial use as a preferred 
alternative to disposal. This approach will ensure that CCPs are safely managed while 
continuing to promote and expand their beneficial use. 

Thank you for your consideration of TCAUG's views. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Silvertooth, President 
Texas Coal Ash Utilization Group 



September 28, 200$ 
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ReguJatiol1!'fG()~IComb[,;tion p.. '·ro.tlucts 

The Ho.MorabJeL)sa Jacksifn 
Administratof' ."> • . . 
UnitedStatesEhvih;hmentaIProtectio n IIgeh cy 
Room 3000; MaH.Cod~ ~101'I\ 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 PennsylvaniaAvenue,NW 
Washingtpn, D(20460": .' 

..:-' --:-

Re: . 

Dear Administrator Jadson: 

We are'writing to ~xpr'essourc6rice"ri r~~~rdJhgtliep9tehii~ll"~gulationOfc6alcombusti()n products 
and to urge EPAt6deveJppareguJ~tory sChem~thatwJllcontlnuetoan6wthese products to beused 
for beneficial purposes,. Itisvital thatthesemate:ials,Wlthth~iruniRuely,y'aluqble qualities, continue 
to be available for beneficial uses, Includlngbu,t nofiimitedtominestabiliziltion andreciamation, 

. ,-' -' .: ---. --- , ;----'-,- :~' -- ;-),", '." .. , ': ;---' -'- '/ -~ -' 

USC Technologies has succe~sfuny'used26al 6brribuhiorl products forhlin~~tabilizafiDnln abandoned 
underground limestone mines in the Kansas CiW area.formorethan 15,y~ars, Todate,our stabilization 
of these limestone mines has allowed nearly $200 mlllJon of coin mercia I andresidential development to 
occur at locations In thehearfof Kansas City,Missouriwhere unstable mines'had rendered the property 
otherwise unusable for development;· Coal combUstion p,roducts are not only the mosteconomical 
method for stabilizing these mines; they are also th,e mosteffectivein·filling the voids; These products 
also have been used to stabilize portions of a number of unsta!:>le Kansas City area mines (both Missouri 
and Kansas) beneath Citystreets and St~te and Federal Highways that had either been closed due to' 
mine collapses or have beenat Imminent risk of collapse. 

We have been able to demonstrate, with rnore than 10 years worth of.silmpling data, that using coal 
combustion products for minestabilizatioilhas been envir()nmentallY safe and fully protective. The 
particular limestone ledge and rock strata in the Kansas City area is very restrictive to groundwater flow. 
The permeability In the mine bedrockofl0" to 10" cm/sec is lowerthan current requirements (10.5 

cm/sec) for the clay portion of ash landfills, and in fact Is so low that itis In the range of current RCRA 
Subtitle D regulatory requirement (of 10" em/sec) for the clay portion of Municipal Solid Waste Landfill 
liners, The coal combustion products we use provide Structural support inall circumstances of the mine 
environment, wet or dry, to ensure complete,lohg-term stabilization, Weuse only fly ash that is 
pozzalonic (self-cementing) In nature. Anyheavyrnetals in this rnaterialare effectively encapsulated 
within the naturally cemented fill, thus being further protective of the environment, 

Use of coal combustion products for ehgineered mine filling must continue to be allowed without undue 
regulation so we can continue to improve and stabilize these mines to put the land above them back to 
more productive use and make them safe for the g.eneral pUblic, For the geological conditions otthese 

4151 N. Mulberry brive· Suite 205 • Kansas City, Missouri 54115 
. (816) 595-3013 • Fax (816) 746-5138 
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and other Kansas City arean\ines,th~ usedfthesepr~dlJcts;s So wellsuitedto the needs ofm;ne 
stabilizationtha! itis about asfar~5you.can getfrom thinkihg bf these projects as waste disposal. 

As you rnaykrow, abo~t44Rercentof coa(fomhustipri propucts ai~u~~d·forbeneficial purposes. 
Regu lating ·com bustion. pr9duCtjods ..und~rSubtitl~.Cot~~RAvv?uld"drasticaily reduce these benefiti a I 
uses. Generators wouldberequirecfto construct an enormQusa rrlOunfofnew landfill capacity to .. 
accommodate unuse.d materials, This would result Ina sjgn!fic.ntW~*Qfresources that could beput 
to more productive use topron\ot~<\Mitionalsafebe~eflciaiusesandinvesting in alternative energy 
sources. 

We understand EPA. may ·~.ec6nsiderin~ s.orne other of'tlon5,ind.~~i..Ilgregulating these .materials under 
Subtitle DorundedheCleanWate~Act, .. Either ofthese optiQnsm~ypro~idetheflexibility needed to 
ensure continued,protectiveuseJor beneficialp~rposes.lnpartitula~'.Weqelieve regulation underthe 
Clean Water Act would be an effective means of addh,ssingth~ rishassociated with wet management 
of these materials, without lrndulyinl1ibitingtneii beriefieialtisefor purposes like rnihe stabilization. Fo r 
example,our activityIsregulated iryMissouri undeythe State's Underground Injection Control program. 
Our permit requiresground'!'ater mqnitqri~gtoens~rethe l)'I~teri.IJ5 notadversely affecting 
groundwater. More than 10 years' of monitoring oata c.onfirm.sth~.t~o releases are occurring . . .. - ". 

We would weleomethe. opportunity to presentmoiedetaHed information to you or your staff regarding 
our unique beneficial use so the new regulations can be writte~ with as much knowledge available as 
possible so we can have avery effective regulation to~c~omplishourmu.tual goals.7' . , 

"""'~ ~. 
!-1sennirig vents:~:nt 

USC Technologies LLC 

Cc: MarkTempleton, Missouri Department of Natural Resources 
John Mitchell,Kansas bepartment of Health and Envir()nment 
Senator Claire McCaskill 
Senator Christopher "Kit" flond 
US Representative Emanuel Cleaver 
US Representative Sam Graves . 

Matt flal", Unitedstafes Environmental Protection Agency 
Mathy Stanislaus,United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Don Toensing, Region 7, Environmental ProtectionAgency 



Utility Solid Waste Activities GrolJp IU~ 
c/o Edison Electric Institute I 

701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I . 
Washington, DC 20004-2696 i 

202·508-5645 I . 
www.uswag.org I 

BY HAND AND REGISTERED MAIL 

March 24, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa Jackson, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building, Mail Code: 1101A 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Jackson: 

I write on behalf of the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group ("USW AG") to respond to 
some of the inaccurate statements contained in the March 2, 2009 letter that was sent to you by 
the Environmental Integrity Project and other groups (collectively, "Environmental Integrity") 
regarding coal combustion byproducts. USW AG is a trade association of over 100 energy 
industry operating companies and associations including the Edison Electric Institute ("EEl") 
and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association ("NRECA"). USWAG has worked in a 
constructive and cooperative manner with EPA for nearly three decades regarding the Agency's 
implementation of the Bevill Amendment as applied to coal combustion byproducts.! We are 
aware that you have announced that EPA intends to propose RCRA regulations addressing the 
management of coal combustion byproducts and we look forward to continuing to work with you 
and your staff in a constructive manner to that end. 

USWAG respects the right of Environmental Integrity or any other group to express its 
views to EPA regarding the regulatory options for coal combustion byproducts. By its very 
nature, the rulemaking process involves multiple stakeholders with differing views, but it also 
depends on providing the Agency with accurate factual information and data. Environmental 
Integrity's March 2, 2009 letter falls far short of meeting that standard. 

We do not address every misstatement in Environmental Integrity's letter, though we are 
confident that EPA's professional staff, who have been studying the management of coal 
combustion byproducts for over two decades, can readily identify many of the letter's 
inaccuracies. Your commitment to sound science as the driver in setting regulatory policy 

! EEl is the principal national association of investor-owned electric power and light companies. NRECA is the 
national association of rural electric cooperatives. Together, USWAG members represent more than 85% of the 
total 'electric generating capacity of the U.S., servicing more than 95% of the nation's consumers of electricity. 

http:www.uswag.org
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depends on factual accuracy. It is important, therefore, that USW AG address some of the major 
inaccuracies and omissions in Environmental Integrity's submission. 

As fully discussed below, contrary to the assertions in the letter: 

• 	 EPA has never determined that coal combustion byproducts should be regulated as 
contingent hazardous wastes; in fact, the Agency made the opposite decision in its 
regulatory determination for coal combustion byproducts in 2000; 

• 	 EPA's draft risk assessment does not present documented health risks associated with 
coal combustion byproducts; the assessment is a draft study reflecting an incomplete 
scientific analysis which has been subject to mixed reviews of independent, expert peer 
reviewers and does not make any final scientific conclusions regarding the risks 
associated with coal combustion byproducts; 

• 	 The 2006 joint EPAJDOE Report demonstrates that increasing percentages of coal 
combustion byproducts are being beneficial I y used, State disposal controls are becoming 
more robust, and the vast majority of newer coal combustion byproduct disposal facilities 
have liners and groundwater monitoring; 

• 	 EPA's Office of Research Development studies evaluating the higher metal content in 
combustion residuals resulting from enhanced emission controls show that total metal 
content in the residuals is not a good indicator of potential leaching; and 

• 	 Rather than "back pedaling" and engaging in a "waiting game" over the past nine years, 
EPA staff has responded to numerous requests by environmental organizations to conduct 
and fund meetings, hearings, and studies on coal combustion byproducts; during this 
period, it has updated its information on coal combustion byproduct management 
practices and State solid waste regulatory controls for these materials. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Environmental Integrity Falsely States that EPA Has Determined that Coal 
Combustion Byproducts Should Be Regulated as Contingent Hazardous Wastes 
Environmental Integrity states in its letter that "[t]he Agency first recognized coal ash to be a 
contingent hazardous waste requiring safe standards for disposal in the regulatory determination 
dated March 5, 2000, which it posted on its website. That decision was based on years of study, 
and over the past decade, the evidence to support federal standards has continued to accumulate." 
Environmental Integrity letter at 3. This statement is patently incorrect. 

Environmental Integrity's Letter is false in two respects. The first inaccuracy is the 
statement that EPA issued a regulatory determination recognizing coal combustion byproducts to 
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be a contingent hazardous waste when, in reality, EPA not only did no such thing, it did precisely 
the opposite. Also false is the statement that this "determination" constituted a "decision" by 
EPA. 

The document Environmental Integrity refers to was an internal EPA working draft 
prepared by staff as an alternative to the tentative conclusion submitted in EPA's Report to 
Congress in March 1999 that these materials should not be regulated as hazardous waste under 
Subtitle C of RCRA. That draft was never signed by any EPA official, and was never published 
by EPA in the Federal Register. 

The more serious lapse on Environmental Integrity's part is its failure to disclose that 
EPA took the opposite position in its regulatory determination for coal combustion byproducts 
published on May 22, 2000 (65 Fed. Reg. 32214). In that determination, EPA concluded that 
coal combustion byproducts "do not warrant regulation under subtitle C of RCRA." [d. at 32214 
(emphasis added). Indeed, EPA acknowledges in its actual determination that it evaluated the . 
so-called "contingent hazardous waste approach," but concluded that the better approach to 
ensure the adequate management of coal combustion byproducts was "to develop national 
regulations under subtitle D rather than subtitle c." [d. at 32216. EPA concluded "that subtitle 
D [non-hazardous waste] regulations are the most appropriate mechanism for ensuring that these 
wastes disposed of in landfills and surface impoundments are managed safely." Id. at 32221. 

State environmental regulatory agencies have continually supported EPA's conclusion 
tl,at coal combustion byproducts do not warrant hazardous waste regulation. Just last year, the 
Environmental Council of the States ("ECOS") issued a Resolution agreeing with EPA that the 
disposal of coal combustion byproducts does not warrant hazardous waste regulation (ECOS 
Resolution 08-14 at 2 (Att. 1». See also Comments of The Association of State and Tenitorial 
Solid Waste Management Officials on EPA's Notice of Data Availability on the Disposal of 
Coal Combustion Wastes in Landfills and Surface Impoundments (EPA-HQ-RCRA-2006-0796) 
(urging non-hazardous waste controls if EPA is to pursue federal regulations). The States are 
especially concerned that hazardous waste regulation of coal combustion byproducts would 
threaten the survival of the growing market for beneficial use of these materials, a concern EPA 
also expressed in its 2000 regulatory determination. See 65 Fed. Reg. at 32232. Indeed, last 
week, the State of Iowa sent a letter to EPA urging it not to regulate coal combustion byproducts 
as hazardous waste, explaining that such regulation is not supported by the data, and cautioning 
that such action "has the potential to put an end to many beneficial uses" for coal combustion 
wastes. See Letter from Iowa Department of Natural Resources to EPA, March 19,2009 
(Atl. 2). 

2. Environmental Integrity Inappropriately Suggests that EPA's DraffRisk Assessment 
Presents Documented Findings - Environmental Integrity states that "EPA's 2007 Human and 
Ecological Risk Assessment from Coal Combustion Wastes "documented the highest cancer 
risks from surface impoundments" and also "found unacceptable health risks from clay-lined 
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coal combustion waste landfills leaching arsenic into groundwater", Environmental Integrity 
letter at 1-2. These allegations are based on an incomplete scientific analysis. What 
Environmental Integrity does not reveal when describing the assessment is that it is a draft 
document which expressly states on every page "Do not cite or quote." This admonition is 
included for good reason. EPA has sought public comment on the draft and is subjecting the 
draft to an independent peer review by outside experts. The comments, including those by the 
peer reviewers, include significant criticisms of the draft results. It is improper for 
Environmental Integrity to claim that this "work in progress" makes definitive findings with 
respect to risks from coal combustion byproducts. 

A general point acknowledged by the independent, expert peer reviewers about the draft 
assessment was "the difficulty of identifying and characterizing the human and ecological risks 
of an activity being conducted on a national level, considering the site-specific nature of risk 
assessment and the diversity of site conditions nationwide." See Memorandum to Thea Johnson, 
EPA from Industrial Economics, Inc. (Sept. 25, 2008) (Executive Summary at 3, Att. 3), A peer 
reviewer also cautioned against misusing the draft because it was based on information collected 
before 1995, and did not consider the newer data assembled in the EPA/DOE Report 
demonstrating that "the proportion of lined landfills appears to have changed significantly 
between the 1995 data and the subsequent U.S. DOE (2006) study." See Comments by 
Dr. R. Kerry Rowe on Draft Risk Assessment at 2. Another common theme of the peer 
reviewers was that "the dearth of site-specific information in the risk assessment" was "a 
weakness in the analysis." !d. at 4. Given the "identification of shortfalls and limitations in the 
analysis," the peer reviewers CaJl1e to different conclusions; some believed the draft assessment 
could lead to "an overestimation of risk," while others suggested that it could "underestimate 
risk." ExecutiveSummary at 3. 

3. Environmental Integrity Mischaracterizes Annual CCB Management Practices - In 
the second sentence of the letter, Environmental Integrity states, without any supporting 
reference, that "[n]eady a hundred million tons of toxic coal ash and related combustion wastes 
pile up in unlined ponds and pits across the United States every year." Environmental Integrity 
letter at I. This statement is grossly misleading. Environmental Integrity ignores the facts that a 
significant and growing percentage of coal combustion byproducts generated each year are never 
disposed of and instead ar'e beneficially used, and that the vast majority of newer coal 
combustion byproduct management units that have come on-line since 1994 have liners and 
groundwater monitoring and are not "unlined ponds and pits." 

The most recent, comprehensive study on coal combustion byproduct management 
practices, entitled "Coal Combustion Waste Management at Landfills and Surface 
Impoundments, 1994 - 2004 (DOEIPI-004)" ("EPAIDOE Report") was conducted jointly by 
EPA and the Department of Energy and is cited extensively in Environmental Integrity's letter. 
Apart Ii'om finding that "[b]etween 1994 and 2004, the aJl10unt and quality of environmental 
controls at CCW [coal combustion wastes] management units appear to have increased" (id. at S
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5), the Report found that "[s]ignificant amounts of CCW are used beneficially," observing that 
the most "common beneficial application ofCCW is the use of fly ash as a partial substitute for 
Portland cement in concrete." !d. at 4. In fact, the American Coal Ash Association reported that 
in 2007, the most recent year for which coal combustion byproduct production and use data are 
available, more than 56 million tons of the 131 million tons of coal combustion byproducts were 
beneficially utilized. American Coal Ash Association, "2007 Coal Combustion Product (CCP) 
Production and Use Survey Results." . 

EPA. itself has extolled the benefits of the beneficial use of coal combustion byproducts, 
explaining that it "reduces GHG [green house gas] emissions, and reduces the need for land 
disposal." Testimony for the Record, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Committee on 
Environment and Public Works United States Senate, (Jan. 8,2009) at 8 (copy Att. 4). EPA 
explained that the United States saved nearly 73 trillion BTUs of energy - equivalent to the 
annual energy consumption of more than 676,000 households - by recycling 13.7 million tons of 
fly ash in 2007 in place of Portland cement, resulting in reduced GHG emissions of 12.4 million 
metJic tons of CO2. [d. 

The DOEIEPA Report also examined coal combustion byproduct landfills and surface 
impoundments that were permitted, built, or laterally expanded between 1994 and 2004. The 
Report found a trend towards dry handling of CCWs, with about two-thirds of newly expanded 
or built units being landfills. [d. at 21-22. Equally important is DOElEPA's finding that the vast 
majority (98%) of new and expanded landfills and surface impoundments have liners and the 
vast majority (91 %) of new and expanded landfills and surface impoundments have groundwater 
monitoring. [d. at 31, 34. 

4. Environmental Integrity Mischaracterizes the Conclusions from EPA Studies 
Examining the Composition of Coal Combustion Byproducts - Environmental Integrity 
mischaracterizes the results of two EP A Office of Research and Development ("ORD") studies 
assessing the potential leaching characteristics of coal combustion byproducts generated from 
power plants using enhanced emission controls. Environmental Integrity states that ORD "has 
recognized that air pollution controls will transfer even larger quantities of heavy metals in ash, 
scrubber sludge, or other combustion wastes, and that these will be dumped into impoundments 
or landfills that are not designed to contain toxic waste." Environmental Integrity letter at 4. 

Environmental Integrity's statement incorrectly implies that the higher metal content in 
coal combustion byproducts will result in more leaching of the metals. This suggestion is not 
supported by the ORD studies. In fact, the studies caution precisely against drawing such a 
conclusion, stating explicitly that "it is not recommended to base landfill management decisions 
on total content of constituents in CCRs [coal combustion residues] since total content does not 
consistently relate to quantity released." See "Characterization of Mercury-Enriched Coal 
Combustion Residues from Electric Utilities Using Enhanced Sorbents for Mercury Control," 
EPA-600/R-06/008, at xiv (Feb. 2006); see also "Characterization of Coal Combustion Residues 
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from Electric Utilities Using Wet Scrubbers for Multi-Pollutant Control," EPA-600/R-08/077, at 
xviii (July 2008) ("ORD Wet Scrubber Study") ("Leaching concentrations do not correlate with 
total content except for specific constituents in selected materials where the constituent (i) is 
weakly retained, and (ii) leaching concentration have a low variability relative to pH. Thus, total 
content is not a good indicator ofleaching." (emphasis in original». 

Nor do the ORD studies support the conclusion that coal combustion byproducts will be 
"dumped" into units that are not designed to contain these materials. Neither ORD study 
assesses the capability of any unit to safely manage coal combustion byproducts or draws any 
conclusion supporting the assertion that these materials will be "dumped" into unsafe landfills or 
impoundments. The two ORD studies are intended to evaluate the potential changes in leaching 
characteristics of coal combustion byproducts resulting from specified emissions technologies. 
The two reports are the first of a series of four EPA reports, the final of which will "provide a 
probabilistic assessment of the leaching potential of mercury and other [constituents of potential 
concern] based on plausible management strategies. See ORD Wet Scrubber Study at xviii (July 
2008). Regulatory policy issues regarding coal combustion management strategies is intended to 
be addressed in the final EPA report, the draft of which reportedly is scheduled for publication in 
the Spring of 2010. See EPA Presentation on "Improved Leach Testing to Evaluate Fate of Hg 
and other Metals from Management of Coal Combustion Residues," EPA-A&WMA Technical 
Information Exchange, Research Triangle Park, NC (Dec. 2-3, 2008). 

5. Environmental Integrity Wrongly Accuses EPA of "Backpedaling" and Delay - A 
constant refraiIl in Environmental Integrity's letter is that, since the 2000 Regulatory 
Detelmination, EPA has been engaged in "counterproductive backpedaling" and a "waiting 
game" with respect to deciding whether and how to develop a federal regulatory program for 
coal combustion byproducts. See Environmental Integrity letter at 1,4. This characterization is 
inaccurate and unfair, especially given that over the course of the past nine years EPA has 
responded to multiple requests by various organizations to conduct and fund meetings, hearings, 
and studi<;s to allow additional evaluation of management practices, beyond those already 
evaluated in the 2000 determination. 

For example, at the request of various environmental organizations, EPA conducted a 
public meeting in Washington, D.C. in 2003 to hear the concerns of groups regarding the 
management of coal combustion byproducts. These groups believed that a Washington, D.C. 
hearing was insufficient and requested a series of hearings around the country. In response, EPA 
conducted four "Listening Sessions" in 2004 in Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Texas to receive the 
testimony of environmental organizations, local citizens, industry representatives, state 
regulators, and academics. See 69 Fed. Reg. 9825 (March 2, 2004). 

In 2004, at the urging of certain groups opposed to mine placement of coal combustion 
byproducts, Congress directed EPA to fund a study of mine placement by the National Academy 
of ScienceslNationai Research Council ("NRC"). That study took nearly a year and a half to 
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complete and resulted in a 2006 report that concluded, among other things, that "enforceable 
federal standards be established for the disposal of [CCPs] in minefills" and that the scope of the 
preexisting Surface Mining Control & Reclamation Act ("SMCRA") "is broad enough to 
encompass such regulation during reclamation activities." NRC, Managing Coal Combustion 
Residues in Mines, p. 11 (March 1,2006) ("NRC Report"). 

In view of the new data collected by EPA during this time period, the Agency 
appropriately issued aNotice of Data Availability ("NODA") in 2007 seeking public comment 
"on how, if at all, this additional information should affect the Agency's decisions as it continues 
to follow-up on its Regulatory Determination for CCW disposed of in landfills and surface 
impoundments." 72 Fed. Reg. 49714 (Aug. 29, 2007). Environmental organizations, including 
some who are signatories to the Environmental Integrity letter, requested and received two 
extensions on the NODA comment period. See 73 Fed. Reg. 6723 (Feb. 5, 2008). Thus, far 
from engaging in a "waiting game" since 2000, EPA has actively responded to requests by 
organizations to collect additional data on coal combustion byproduct management practices, and 
has also joined with DOE to update its records regarding the improving trends in State coal 
combustion byproduct disposal regulations and coal combustion byproduct management 
practices. 

* * * * * 

Any regulatory decision involving coal combustion byproducts demands adherence to the 
facts and sound science. We look forward to meeting with you in the near future to discuss these 
important issues and to working with EPA staff as the Agency continues to develop a sound 
regUlatory program for coal combustion byproducts. In the meantime, please call me if you have 
questions regarding the points raised in this letter (202-508-5645). 

Sincerely, 

("---v'c.:J;?p'"-,,.-'-'.-
.---.::>-'~" 

James R. Roewer, Executive Director 
Utility Solid Waste Activities Group 

Attachments 
cc: 	 Barry Breen, EPA 

Matt Hale, EPA 
Robert Dellinger, EPA 
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Sincerely, 

~T/ 
Brlall Tormt·y, Chie~ 
Land Qual ity Bureau 
El1\rirnnmental Sc-lvices Divi'sion 

Ce: 	Richlltd Leopold, Director, lD.f\,lJt 
Wayne Gieselman, Adl)linistl'Utor, Environmental ServicesDiv., lJ)NR 
Alex M.non. Land Quant)' Bureau. JDNR 
Mary Zdanowicz, Exec,u:t.iveDireclor,.ASTS·WMO 
Don Tocnsing, US EPA,RegionVH 
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STATE OF IOWA 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

PATTY JU[)(.;E., LT.-QOVCRNOR" RICHARD·A. LEOPOLD. DIRECTOR 
CHESTERJ, 

March 19, 2009 

MIl. MAlT HALE, DIRECTOR 

OFFICE OF RES 0 URCECONSERVATION AND RECOVERY 

US ENVIRONMENrAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

1200 PENNSYLVANNIAAVENW 

WASHINGTON OQ20460 


RID: EPA R~gulati"n of Coal Combustion Waste 

Dear Mr. Hale: 

On behalf of tll.e IowaDepartmentofNaturaJResolJ[ces'(IDNR} ""doll!' dil'ector we wantto 
express our thanks for the oPPOltwuty'.toproVidecommentst"EPAwhileyouare still vetting 
options. Since 90% Of the electricily inlowa is. generated by coal·burning facilities, the issue of 
regulating thebenei:icialus.e and disposai oi' coa!conibustiol\ waste (CCW) has serious 
implic.tions to our state. WeMvelookedlltBPA' sproposedreglilatory scenarios andi! is 
lDNR's positiollihat the EPA should appr<iqchCCWreglllatiolls ,similarto thcupproach that is 
taken wi th mUllicipill solid wust.eunder 40 'CFR P~rt 258, commonly'r.fen'ed to as R eRA 
Subtitle D. Using the lessons letuncdby states since tile adoption.of4Q CFRPaJ.l 25Band 
historical CCW data collo<>ted by stutes,RCRA Subtitle D could:bc modified to speciftcaJly 
address CCW wusto disposalfuciJity requirements and is the framework that tbe EPA should 
build upon. 

The I)epartmem underslandsiliattheEPAis consWering options tOri:gulatcCCW us a 
h"'~\Tdous waste underRCRA SubtitleC. Tbisoptionis not supported bythehistodc data [hat' 
has been collected from generators ofCCWhlIoW'ilWhich shows that CCW does not. exceed 
RCRA Subtitle C hazardous w~ste clraructe1i'stics, Regu·lationuncierJ{CRA Subtitle C also has 
the potential to pm all endt() manybenetici:alllses for CCW.ln most stales, aprll11aty 
requirement for a beneflcialuse detetl)lination islhatthc waste nolbe haztwdous. Mos! 
imp0l1antly. deel.ming CCW • hazardous waste creates an even grelitefhardshipin lowabecallse 
of the atnounUhat is gcncrated'andthe fact that there isno ReM C permitted disposaJ f:itcilities 
in the state. The Iike)ihood of sCtiug such il facilit)' borders on tire ,impossible. The ·implications 
of this action ate that CCW generators would be forced to ship materials to smrGunding stutes for 
disposal. ThaI could become ve·rycostJy for Iowans and .. extremely difficult to Justify when U,ere 
is little scientific data supporting such drastic measures. 

IDNR looks forward to eontinucdconversaiions and invo!vemenlwieh EPA on CCWrcgulation 
through ASTSWMO. Again, w.wanno express our appt'eciatibnfor the o)Jpo!1ullityto provide 
input. Should you have anyquestiollsspecific,to our·comments or need relevant data pertaining 
to CCW generated ;nlowa, pJCase dOllol hesitate to contact meat (515) 28·1-8927 or Alex Moon 
<It (515) 281·6807 or alex.moon@dndowa.gov. 

502 EAST 9th STREET Il)j;S MOINES, IOWA S(13 I9-0034 

PHONE 5J5 w28i-S9!R FAX 515~281-8895 w~w.jowadnr.gov 

http:w~w.jowadnr.gov
mailto:alex.moon@dndowa.gov
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MEMORANDUM September 25, 200'8 

TO Thea Johnson; U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste 

FROM Christopher Lewis and Mllrk-Ewen, Industrial Economics,.Incorporated 

Peel' review of "Draft Human and Ecological Risk Assessment of Coal Combustion 
SUBJECT 

Wastes" 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, (EPA), as part of its ,Regulatory 
Deterrriination_.concerning the ,porenti~ tegulation-:ofthe land placement of coal 
combu,tlonwastes(CCW) under ,ubtlile DofRCRA, prepared an analysis 
characterizing the human and ecological risks associated 'with -land placement ofthe-se 
materials. "Specifically, in August of200-7, EPA-'released the '''Draft Human and 
EcologiCal Risk Assessment ofCoal--Combustioii";Wa.ste~" document'(Risk Assessment) 
as-part'of-a Notice ofData AvailabilitY. The-purpos6 o{the notice was-to seek public 
input and 'stakeholder-comment on' infomlation being.considered for the Regulatory 
Determination .. EPA received extensive· public comments on the,Risk Assessment. 

Subsequently, EPA retained Industrial Economics, Incorporated (lEc) to conduct an 
independent'peer review oUhe Risk Assessment. This memorandum presents a brief 
descript~on of the,peer review process' aild the, results 'ofthe peer teview. Each of the 
individualreviews'by-the peer reviewers, as well us·a copy·ofall·materials sent to each·of 
the peer reviewers, an~'-included as attachments to this memorandum. I 

TH E P E E·R IEc conducted·ihe review'in :accordance with·the 'Peer'Review -Handbook, -published by 
REVIEW PROCESS EPAtthird edition, June 2006). Our management-of the review consisted afthe 

following general activities: 

• 	 Identified areas ofexpertise necessary for a sdentifically rigorous review. 

• 	 Identified a list. of candidate expert· peer reviewers. 

• 	 Evaluated the expertise of each of the candidate expert peer reviewers. 

• 	 Created. a short~list of 10 candidate expert peer·reviewers. 

• 	 Determined the interest and availability of-the short~list.of candidate expert peer 
rev:iewers. 

• 	 Determinoo for."each ofthe· remaining short~listed candidate peer reviewers any 
potential'conflict of interest or lack of impartiality, or the appearance'of any' 
potential conflict of interest or lack of impartiality; excluding candidates with 
either. 

I Given the volume: of supporting mateiiaIs, we provide them in a separate attachment packet. 

http:short~list.of


III Finalize"d-'a ream of five expert-peer reviewers. 

• Developed charge questions in conjunction with EPA for the conduct of the 
review. 

• Initiated the'review. 

III Managed-a-pubHc tdeconference-to allow-members ofthe'public and/or 
stakeholders to submit oral-comments for consideration by-the expert peer 
reviewers. 

III Coordinated with the'.peel'-rev;ewers.to-finaIize their written reviews. 

This 'review was conducted 'as _a-Ietter:review. :Eaclt ofthe rev'iewers was prav-ided -with.a 
copy of the Risk Assessment,' a copy of all public comments-made during the NODA 
public comment period (and, a -trans cript of-the peer rev.iew teleconference); a supporting 
document for the Risk Assessmerit-entitled '(Characterization ofInfiltratio.n Rate Datu_ to. 
Support'Groundwater Modeling Efforts'~, and:.chru:ge:questions, A -oopy. of all-materials 
provided to_the'~xpert:peer reviewers,:i~-Inci~dea as-an ada'endum'tothis memorandum. 

In seeking;candidates to serVe as-expert peer reviewers,- as-well as in, our selection of the 
final-team of rev iewers,we made-an~ffort,to.include-indi-viduals with expertise in o.ne o.r 
more of the al:eas outlined in.Exhibit L,

EXHIBIT 1 AREAS OF EX PE·RTlSES OUGHTIN"POTENTIAlPEER ..REVJEWERS 

EXPo.sure and Risk Assessment 

Management o.f Coal Co.mbustion 
Waste 

Probabltistic'Risk Techniques 

Metals Assessment 

Groundwater;Modeling. 

approaches, to' condUcting 
ecological exposure and risk 

including- expenence creating or reviewing 
risk-assessment -documents 

sources, I 

and disposal- of-coal combustion waste 

methods ,used and approaches to. 
sta'tistical-an-d analytical tools 'that 

the of- risk, 
type distribution 

the methods and approaches o.f 
of metals in various 

an understanding o.fthe 
effects, and,the fate 

fate ,and transport of co.ntaminants in 
as weU,as the effects o.f-soil pro.perties-dn 
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Our final team-oaf e~pertTeviewers consisted',ofthe following'individuals: 

• 	 Dr.--Nicholas Basta, Ohio State University; 

• 	 Dr. Charles Harvey, Massachuse~ Institute ofTechnologYi 

• 	 Dr. William Hopkins, Virginia 'Polytechnic -Institute and State University; 

• 	 Dr. Korry- Rowe, Queens-University; and 

• 	 Dr. Donna Vorhees,-The SCience"Cdllahorative~ 

Each -of the -rev.iewers was allowedc:siX':t0 eight--weeks ~fter the ;public teleconference- (held 
in July 200~) to coinplete'his .orher.-review. -Upon'rece:iptnhhe:letter rev-iews, we'read 
through--ea6h-ofthem and clarified-,any-inconsistencie~:_and'cbrrected any typographical 
errors with the',asslstance-df.the'rev-iewer~ and finalized-the,reviews. A brief summary of 
the maj-dc'nndings-,and-points of-interest from ,the,rev'iews are-included, below. Each of 
the--final-,rev-iews: is included :as--an,attachmel1t to this:memoiandum'. 

MAJOR FIN.DINGS· Due to,the"dl-fferent-areas-ofexpertise of-each,ofthe-ex'pert reviewers, avai'iety of 
AND POINTS OF vie\.vpolrits'are:'-expressed-,in the ~eviews. -Tn general;:th~neviewerstended -to comment 

I NTEREST more extensively on-tbose-~spects;ofthe Risk.Ass-essl)lent'thatwere-within the purv iew ,of 
their'areaCs)-of ex,pertise.- Specifically ,- the foci of the' reviewers, as expressed in their 
re,-:i'ews. ,are---indic'ated"below. 

• 	 Dr.:,Nicholas B~sb..-focused .on the'overalLriskassessmenf approach, including 
th~_use of-rhethods_and'parameters used; in geochemical modeling, 

• 	 Dr. -Charles Harvey focused 'on the use _of probabilistic approaches employed in 
the'analysis in the context of fate and transport of contaminants in the 
en "ironment. 

• 	 Dr. William-Hopkins focused-on ecological impacts as-they were addressed in the 
analysis. 

• 	 Dr:Xerry Rowe focused on the_relationship between-:the use oflandfill.liners and 
the analytical approach. 

• 	 Dr.-Donria-Vorhees focused on-the adequacy:of-the_human health risk assessment 
approach in the ,contextof requiremenis for proper conduct of probabilistic risk 
assessments. 

Following is'a' set-of general summary points. 

• 	 Each-ofthc rev-iewers:acknowledged the. difficulty-of identifying and 
characterizing the human and ecological -risks-ofan,activity being conducted--on a 
national level, considering the'site-specific nature-of risk assessment-and the 
diversitY of site-conditions nationwide. 



• 	 In.general, the reviewers:thought.thai the -Risk Assessment.made gObd:,use of 
availa~le data,-but each ofthe, reviewers-identified shortfans or Iim'itations of-the 
analysis. -A complete and,accurate'characterization of these shortfalls and 
limitations is -best-;conveyed, by _readingthe individual-reviews; we do not attempt 
to- distiU or enumerate them all 'here. In ,most circumstances, the reviewers 
ofTerecl sugge,stion~ about how -to- improve ,~pon the:analysis; 

• 	 A -riUmber:ofcommon:the_me~.w.ere present_ across the reviews-. For example, th~ 
aearth::~fsite-specific'i~formation in-the-risk-assessment was: unifonnly,: identi fled 
as a"wehlmess"in the ana.Iy;is. In "addition,:-the reviewers:agreed-thatinslifficient 
background:infonnation _was- provided- in'the'-Risk Assess-men! (e.g., :input data 
usod.·for modeling) to allowforaJullevaluation oftheanalyticalapproach,or to 
allow-a'-reader.. to reconstructthe:ana'lYsis. ''In-:addition, a-common theme-among 
several ofthe reviewers-was that uncertainty and variability were not discussed 
separately; or to the exteht thattheywould·haveJikedto have seen. 

• -,Given the identification of short fa Us and_liInitations-'inthe analysis, the revi~wers 
catne_ t~' _different:concJ~slons, about 'how-th_~ -anal):';dcaJ- approach 'would:,affect ,. 
esti,mat~s'::Of- risk -in-the report,_ :For·e?'_~mple_I_'pr. ,I:J_}J.sta:indicated,that-tlle 
ecological--benchmarks -used were-"overly'protective, leading: to :a~ overestimati~n 
of rIsk._: In 'contrast; Dr. Hopkins- suggested that-the -focus on exposure 'scenarios 
-deaifng with"leachate-affected surface wider, as -opposed_to :scenarios:dealing 
with direct _exposure to-leaching pond ,water,..was 'an:approach that- would 

, 'underestimate -risk; 

• 	 There-was a -general cems.enslls-that data used -in- 'the analysis should be-updated to 
refieet:mol'e recent information, _Although-the-rev·iewers expressed general 
approval of-the Risk Assessment, a number ofthe reviewers:qualifIed their 
gencnil'suppo.rt-ofthe anafysis'with,th6 caveaHhatthe analysis wotild:need:to be 
updated. 

LIST OF Following-is a l-ist-Of attachments to this memorandum: 

ATTACHMENTS 
• 	 Expert peer -reviews-. 

a 	 Review, by-Dr. Nicolas Basta 

o 	 Review by Dr. 'Charles Harvey 

o 	 ReviewbyDr. William Hopkins 

o 	 R~v-iew by Dr. Kerry Rowe 

a 	 Review by Dr. Donna Vorhees 

• 	 Peer:r.eview_rnateriils (provided 'in separate packet). 

o 	 Cover lettor-to reviewers 



a 	 Charge 'Questions 

o Risk Assessment Document 

a Additional Materials: Characterization ofInfiltration Rate Data 

o 	 Written public comments provided to EPA during NODA public 
comment period and transcript ofpublic teleconference 

o 	 Transcript of the peer,reviewtele~nferel~ce, 

• 
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TESTIMONY FOR TIlE RECORD 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

COMMITTEEON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS 
. UNITED STATESSENATE 

January 8, 2009 

Madam Chairman and members oftheCommittee, thank you for the opportunity to 

provide testimony on the U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency' s(EPA's) role in theresponse 

to the recentrelease ofcoal ash from the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)King~ton Fossil 

Plant in Harriman, Roane County, Tennessee. In additionlo adesciiptionofthe aCtions EPAhaS 

taken as part ofthe response to this release, the testimony alscidiscussesEPA's regulatory efforts . 

regarding the manitgemeni Drcoal ash in landfills andsurfaceimpowulments, such as the surface 

impoundment that wasthesource ofthe rec"r.lt release ·inTennessee. The testimony concludes 

with information on EPA'sefforts to encourage the beneficial use orcoal ash: a set ofpractices 

which are yielding significant environmental and economic benefits, including reducing 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the environment: as well as the need farland. disposal of 

coal ash. 

Response to Kingston Coal Ash Release 

On December 22, 2008,.at 1:00 a.m., a retaining wall in a surface impoundment at the 

TVAKingstonFossiI Plan! breached, causing the release ofan estimated SA million cubic yards 

offlyash to the Emory and Clinch Rivers and surrounding areas. The release extended over 

approximately 300 acres outside the ash storage area. The breached irnpoundmentwas one of 

three impoundments at the facility used for settling the fly ash and discharging the water that was 

1 
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used to transport the fly ash to the disposal site. The initialrelease ofmaterial from the plant's 

surface impoundment created a Wave of water and ash that destroyed three honies, disrupted 

electrical power, ruptured a natural gas line in a neighborhood located adjacent to the plant, 

covered railway and roadways, and. necessitated the evacnationofa nearby neighborhood. 

Shortly after learningdftherelease, EPA deployed an On'SceneCoordinator 10 the site 

of the TVA Kingston FossilPlant coal ash release. EPAjoinedTVA,the TeunesseeDepailment 

of Environment and Conservation (TDEC), the Roane County Emergency Management Agency, 

and the Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA}in a coordinated response (Le;, 

utrifiedcommandinthe NationalincidentManagement Systeffi).EPAisprovidingoversight, as 
. '. 

well as techtricaladvice,for the environmentahespohseportion ofTVA's activities. TVA has 

. conducted extensiveenvironmentllls.mpiingandshared results withEPl<\ persoooel. As 

dis~ussed in more detail below, EPA staff and contractors have also conducted extensive 

sampling and air monitoring to evaluate public health and environmental threats . .In addition to 

providing information on environmental conditions atthe site, EPNsdatahave also served as an 

independent verificationofthevlllidity oflhe TVA data. 

EPA sampling has included: surface waters of the Clinch and Emory Rivers, municipal 

water supply intakes, and finished water (distributed from the water treatment plant) from 

potent,jally impacted public water systems, soils,private drinking water wells, and coal ash. EPA 

also monitored airborne particulate levels in areas ofash deposition .. The multimedia data will 

be used to deterinineappropriateresponse measures that are protective of the environment and 

human health. 
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In the days following the breach, EPA and TVAjointIy sanipledmultiple locations along 

the Clinch and EmoryRivers. Those sampling efforts deteciedheavymetals known to be 

contained in coahshin;theClinchand Emory Rivers.Concentra!ionsmeasuredon December 

23,2008 near the intake ofthe Kingston,WaterTreatment Plant,(WTP) were below federal 

Maximum ContaminantLevels(MCl.,) fordrinkingwater.with tbe:exc"!'tion ofelevated thallium 

level;. Subsequent EPA testing onDecomber 30, 20080fsample~at the same intake found that 

concentration levels forthalliumhad fallen below the MCL OnDe~ember29, 2008, and again 

during the December 30,2Q08sampling'eveni" EPA sampledthe finished water at ,the Kingston 

WTP.These samples metaUMCLs,as well. Additional testing conducted during the December 

30th sampling event eonfmnedthatsamplesfrom the Cumberlant:l and 'Rockwood WTPs did not 

exceed any MCL•. A regularsaniplingprogramimplementedby TDECatKingston WTP is in 

place. 

Some residents near the site rely on private wells ,as their source of drinking water. EPA 

identified and'sampledseveral potentially impacted re~idel1tial'wells in the immediate area on 

December 30,2008. No contaminants above MCLs were detected. Incoordination with EPA 

testing, TDEC offered to sample all residential wells within a four-mile radius orthe facility. As 

ofJanuary 5, 2009,TDEChadsampled 27;residential wells. Results from 20 ofthesewells is 

complete, and aU 20 weIlsmetthe MCLs. Res\!ltsfrt;JID the ,emaining seven are expected soon. 

WelI sampling isa voluntary process that must be initiated by.aeh resident, and TDEC 

continues to receive (and accommodate) sampling requests. 

EPA and TVA recognize that windblown a,hposes a potential ,risk to public health. With 

EPA oversight, TVA commenced air monitoring for coarse (J 0 microns in size) and fine(2.5 
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microns in size) particulate matter (PM 10 and PM 2.5, respectively). Concurrently, EPA 

commenced independent monitoring for PM 10 and PM 2.5 to validate TVA's findings. To dat~, 

p~iculate levels in 'the air have measured below the National Ambient Air Quality Standards far 

these parameters. TVA has constructed five air monitoringstationsln;residential neighborhoods 

- - ,-' -- - - _. - : .:' -, -- - - - - - --,
surrounding the site anddeveloped-astrategyfor air:monitoring·throughout the durationofthe 

clean up. 

TVA alsoabtainedseveral air samplesonTVAproperty10 measure potential levels of 

specific contaminants of concern in the air. No constituents were detectedwiththeexception of 
. . . 

silica in a single sample. Afu,r consultatibn with·th';Ag';nc)'fotT()xicS~bstancesandJ:)isease . 

Registry (ATSDR), the level ofsHiea detected wasdeterrnined notlo pose an imminent threat to 

public health. 

While protection of public health and safety is the primary concern during the initial 

phaseaf emergency response,EPA's mission also ca!lsforprotectionofthe environment 

(including, the long-term ecological health of the Emory and Clinch Rivers). As part of its initial 

response, TVA constructed a rock weir across the Emory Rivertomiriimize sediment transp()rt; 

a second weir is in the design phase. A detailed ecological assessment will determine appropriate 

future actions. EPA willeoniinue to work with TDECand. TVA on the long termTemediation 

effort 
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Regulation orCoal Ash Snrface Impoundmeuts 

Wastewater discharges from surface impoundments are .regulatedby NationalPollutant 

Discharge Eliminatio.n System (NPDES) permits ·that incorporate both technologycbased 

requirements (Le., effluent.limitations guidelines) ,and water"qualitybased emuent limits. The 

effluent guidelines for steamelecmcpower plants were last issued in 1982 and are codified·in 

Part 423 ofthe.QruleofFederal Regii1atiom (40CFRpart 423), 

Since 2005, EPAhas been carrying out an intensive review ,of wastewater discharges 

from coal.firedpowerplants to·determine whether new Clean Water Act regulations are needed. 

As part of this effort, EPA has sampledwastewater fromsurfacie.impoundments and advanced 

wastewater treatment .systems,·.conducted on.site reviews ofthe operations at mare'than two 

dozen power plants, and issued adetailedquesti<:>nnaire:to thirty power plants using authority 

granted under section 308 of the Clean Water Act. EPA's data collection efforts are primarily 

focused'onthree target <ireas: (1) identifying treatment teelmologies for the wastewater generated 

by newerair'pol1ution control equipment; (2) characterizing the practices used by the industry to 

manage oreljrninate discharges of fly ash and bottom ash wastewater; and.(3) identifying 

methods for managing ,power plant wastewater that allow recycling and reuse, rather than 

discharge to surface waters. We've engaged in extensive dialogue with our state partners to hear 

their views and ensure their concerns about power plant discharges are taken into account. 

In August 2008, EPA published an interim report <lescribing the status orthe·detailed 

study and findings to date. Much of the information EPAhad collectec!,including the laboratory 

data from sampling and the questionnaire data were made available to the public. The studyls 
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still in progress and in December 2008 EPA recelvedthe laboratotyrestilts from'itsmosirecertt 

sampling event. Upon completion ofthestudy this year, EPAwiJI determine whether the current 

national effiu,entllmitations $uideIines for powerpl..nts needto be updated. EPA's il1terimstudy' 

report, "Steam Eieclric Power Generilting Poin/Sdurce Category: 200712008Dettiiled Study 

Report. ," 'can 'be foundonline'at httJ):/lepa,goy/wliteisciellce/guidel304m/2006/steam"interim.pdf. 

EPAis also currently ~nsidering potentialregulatoryapproache. uhder the Resource 

Conseniationand Recovery Act (RCRA). In May 2000, EPA issued • ''Regulatory 

Determination on Wastesfiom tbeCombustion ofFossil Fuels," which conveyedEPA's 

determination thatcoal combustion wastes,including coalash,did ~otwarrant regulation as 

hazardous waste tiIider SubtitIeCofRCRA.However, EPAalsoconcluded thatihesewastesdid 

warrant federal regulation ,as non-hazardous wastes under Subtitle D ofRCRA and based this 

determination on the following findings: 1) the constituents present in these wastesincludetOJiic 

metals that could present a danger to human health and the environment under certain conditions; 

2)EPA identified II docU111enied cases of proven dangers 10 human health and the envlrorirrient 

through the improper management ofthese wastes irtlandfiUsancisurface impoundments; 3) 

many sites managing these wastes lackcontrols, such as liners and groundwater monitoring; and 

4) while state regulatory programs had shown improvement, gaps in stlite oversigbt eXisted. 

EPA also determined that beneficial \J$es anhese wastes, such as the use of coal ash as a 

constituent in concrete, posed no sigilificant risk and did noi require additional federal 

regulation,except for possibly the placement ofcoaicombustionproducts (CCP~) in minefill 

operations. 
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EPA based the May 2000 RegulatoryDetermination oninfonnation collected prior to 

1995. Since the detenninati~n, EPA collected new infonnation and conducted additional 

analyses that it believed shonld be considered as part onts evaluation regarding the· development 

of regulations forthe management of coal combustion waste in landfill. and surface 

impoundments. Thns, in A.ugust 2007, EPA made this mfonnation available for pUblic comment 

through a Notice ofData Availability (NODA,65FR32214). In response to public requests, 

EPA extended the commentperiod on the NODA twice. The second extension for comments 

closed on February 11, 2008, EPA received close to 400 comments in response to thi,NODA. 

The August200TNODA solicited comment on three docwnents - an ~pdatedEPA risk 

assessment characteriiingpotential human and ecological risks associated with the placement of 

coal combustion wastes in. surface impoundments and landfills, an updated report on damage 

cases ~sociated with disposal ofcoal combustion wastes, and a DOE-EPA snrveyofmore 

recent disposal practices; in addition the NODA made available for comment alternative 

regulatory approaches recolllmendedby a consortium of environmental groups and by industry. 

After the conclnsion oflhe comment period on the Angust 2007 NODA, EPA commissioned a 

peer review of the draft risk assessment. The peer review concluded in September 2008. EPA is 

currently reviewing comments on the August 2007 NODA and the peer review comments· to 

inform follow-up actions to the May 2000 Regulatory Detennination. 

Beneficial Use of CoalAsb 

Througbthe Coal Combustion Products Partnership. (C2P2) program, EPA works in 

cooperation with the American Coal Ash Association, the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group, 
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the U.S. Department ofEnergy, the U.S. DepartrrientofAgriculture'sResearch Service;Jhe U.S. 

Federal Highway Administration, and the Electric Power Research Institute 10 promote the safe 

beneficial use ofCCPs and theenvirorunental benefits that result from their. use. As noted 

previously,the Agency's May 2000 Regulntory Deterrninationconclllded thatthe'legitimate 

beneficial use ofCCPs did not present a risk and did not need further federal,egulation,except 

for possibly the placement ofCCPs in minefill operations. The beneficial use of CCPs Saves 

virgin resources, reduces energy consumption, reduces GHG emissions, and reduc,", the need for 

land disposaJ.lnone example of beneficial use, coal ash can typically replace between 15 

percent and 30 percent ofthe Portland cement used in concrete. Theiriclusionofcoal ash can 

.strengthen concrete and make it-more dura\J!ethanconcretemadewithonlY Portland cement. 

This beneficial use ofcoal ash also reduces energy useaodotherenvirorunentalimpacts 

associated with Portland cement. 

For example, in 2007, by recycling 13.7 rriilliontons offlyash and using il inplace of 

Portland cement, the United States saved nearly73 trillion BTusof energy, equlvalenitothe 

annual energy consumPtion ofmorethan 676,000 households. OHO emissions were also 

reduced by 12.4 million metric tons ofcarbon dioxide equivalent, equiValent to the annual GHG 

emissions of 2.3 million cars. 

Conclusion 

EPA will continue its oversight and technical assistance efforts associateawith the 

Kingston coal ash release to help ensure protection ofhuman health and the envirorunent. The 
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Agency will continue to keep the Committee informed on progress related to the response and on 

its regulatory efforts related to power plant impoundments and coal combustion wastes. 
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Washington Aggregates and Concrete Association 

22223 -7th Avenue South' Des Moines, WA 96198 • (206) 878-1622 • Fax (206) 878-6282 
E-mail: info@washingtonconcrete.org • Website: www.washingtonconcrete.org 

September 7, 2009 

2008-2009 Officers: The Honorable Lisa Jackson 


Administrator
Presidenl: 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 

Greg McKinnon 
Room 3000Stolleway Concrete 

Seattle 	 Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Viu Presidefl!: 
Washington, DC 20460

Bud_Barton 
Concrete Norwest 
Mt. Vernon 	 Dear Administrator Jackson: 

Secretary-Treasun:r: 
The Washington Aggregates and Concrete Association would be opposed to any potential ruling by 

Rob Johnson U,S. EPA that would regUlate fly ash as a hazardous waste material. Such regulation would have
CadmiLn inc. 

Redmond the adverse impact of severely limiting the beneficial uses of this construction material and likely 


increase the stockpiles that pose the very risks that EPA intends to mitigate, .PIlS! President; 

SSte~_~ RORbinSkOpn od -'"' In 2007, the national concrete industry consumed approximately 14.5 million tons of fly ash- in 

~-- ,
,-Spokm. 	 concrete, as a primary strategy to reduce Portland cement consumption and related GHG 


emissions as a supplemental cementitious' material (SCM), In The PacrricNorthwest region, 

Dirl'ciors: 

principally Washington State, our industry used almost 250 thousand tons of Fly ash from mostly 
Ma.rk Leatham local resources 	to mitigate the same consumption of Portland cement and related emissions, 
CalPortland 
Seattle 'Because of its unique properties, Fly ash works in combination with Portland cement during the 


hydration process to more effectively utilize the Portland cement used in the manufacture of ready

Tom Zam:z.ow 
Granite Northwest mix concrete as well as providing additional structural, long term durability, impermeabilily 

Everett characteristics and real economic benefits, When used in the manufacture of ready mixeoncrete, 

Craig Mayfield the Fly ash ingredients are combined chemically and physically into the cement matrix and become 

Cenlrni Pre-Mix encapsulated within the hardened concrete. Fly ash in our market place has become an 

Pasco acceptable 5'h ingredient in our concrete manufacturing. Engine'ers and Architects regionally, 
Patridc Harrigan nationally and worldwide understand the value of specifying Fly ash for numerous applications and 

CEMEX USA 
 mandates its use for applications subject to harsh marine environments, public sewage treatment 
Everett 

facilities, struclural qualities for seismic protection and durability to ensure longer lasting roadways 
Marvin Prince and bridge structures, 
B~yview Readymix 

Aberdeen 


While we recognize the considerations of the EPA to intervene on the recent waste ash spill and 

{im ~mettel Q the necessity to deal with and prevent future occurrences, we would urge the EPA not to 

'0' ou,"', u.ny unilaterally react and preclude the availability and benefits this post industrial product has to our 

A=o",OI"""", industry segment. We would encourage the EPA to address proper containment in the storage of 

Chud:: Duncil.n ash not used in manufacturing processes, but to also encourage greater usage of the material to 

So,"', M,ck minimize the quantities that would otherwise be land filled or require stored conlainment. The EPA

Des Moines 	 . 

has the ability to prescribe proper storage and handling of Fly ash quantities not appropriate for use 
Cemcut Direclor; as a construction material. 
Pete Morse 
CalPortland In the Pacific Northwest, we are very limited in the availability of regional fly ash sources, To
Seattle 

essentially make this product even less available would dramatically impact the significant usage 
Sft1ff: our industry consumes on a daily basis, Further restriction of available fly ash would lead to using 
Bruce T. Chattin more expensive and less reliable sources from Canada. The !mport of fly ash sources from well 
Executive Director outside our regional market place would increase the transportation emissions necessary to import 
Smh p"",,,, the material. This would be counter intuitive to the benefits of using a local and readily available fly 
ExecuHve Assifitant ash resource -within our regional market and the emission reductions we currently achieve. The 
Steve Buckner isolation of our market place from other regional sources would only make imported fly ash 
MiIl.~<aPubli'Aff.i"products available to us that may not be acceptable to WSDOT specifications, leaving us with 

limited ability or the inability to meet stringent WSDOT specification criteria, 

WASHINGTON'S AGGREGA TES 
BUILD WASHINGTON'S SUSTAINABLE FUTUlI,E 
lvww.washingtonaggregates.org 

http:lvww.washingtonaggregates.org
http:Zam:z.ow
http:www.washingtonconcrete.org
mailto:info@washingtonconcrete.org


The possible actions of the EPA come at a rather unique crossroad when the EPA may also be 
promulgating significant Cap and Trade requirements on GHG emissions. These regulations would target 
the limitation of CO, emissions from the use of Portland cement products. The EPA must recognize and 
NOT impose more stringent regulations and restrictions to reduce emissions and then take way the 
primary form of mitigation from the same industry to be in compliance with emission reductions. 

It was recently reported the EPA and the UK governments are in active dialogue on promoting greater 
use of Fly ash products as a supplemental cementitious material. This is exactly the avenue the EPA 
should pursue rather than have one side of the agency undermine these efforts. 

The use of Fly ash is a key strategy in our industry's efforts to meet desirable climate change impacts. If 
the EPA takes an action to reclassify Fly ash we would be penalized in our ability and unable to meet 
future emission restrictions or standards. Accordingly, we would encourage the EPA to work with the' 
industry to effectively increase the potential useS of Fly ash. This will have significant advantages to the 
industry and nation: 

• 	 Re,duce the amount offty ash materials that would be otherwise land filled 
• 	 Reduce the need to stockpile unused or waste ash materials 
• 	 Would assist our industry in meeting future GHG emission reductions and achieve agency objectives, 
• 	 Reduce individual facility and collective industry GHG and CO, emissions through the replacement of 

Portland cement. 
• 	 Create better and more durable concrete products used to rebuild the nation's public works 

Infrastructure 
• 	 Create the use of more "Green Roads and Highways" lasting 50 - 75 years or more thereby reducing 

the need for interim maintenance, related maintenance expenses, and use of future Virginal natural. 
resources, 

• 	 The EPA can inspire federal, state and local governments to allow specifications to' consider and 
encourage the use of Fly ash in concrete products. Traditional governmental specifications are 
generally more restrictive than private specifications. 

• 	 ,Require the use of Fly ash in Federal General Administration specifications and DOT specifications 
that receive federal or economic stimulus funding for projects or projects that require LEED 
sustain ability standards 

• 	 The EPA can lead the way in promoting and provide incentives for the use of Concrete products 
using Fly ash as a primary strategy to encourage greater use of post Industrial wastes and promote 
governmental sustainable construction practices. 

The environmental benefits of using this Industrial byproduct are significant to the concrete industry and 
results in longer lasting structures; reductions in the amount of waste materials sent to landfills, raw 
materials extracted, energy required for manufacturing, and air emissions. 

For these reasons, we respectfully and urgently ask you to meet with and fully discuss the consequences 
of your potential actions with industry leaders and seek to find the right balance of providing safe storage 
requirements, while encouraging the fundamental use of Fly ash in more federal, state and private funded 
projects, 

Our industries ability to meet climate change mandates will be directly tied to the availability and 
unrestricted use of Fly ash products. The EPA can help us lead the way in this area, but must do so with 
the full knowledge and scope of consequences potential actions by the EPA will unintentionally create. 
Please take this opportunity to learn more about how the industry and agency can mutually provide even 
greater leadership in the use environmental and sustainable construction materials before you consider or 
take any further actions. ' 

Sincerely, 
Bruce T, Chattin 
Executive Direc r 



15800 South Lamon 
Oak Forest, Illinois 60452. Wille Brothers Company Tel: 708-687-4000 

Fax: 708-687-8652Building your future with quality and'servlce 
WWIN.wtllebrothers.com 

September 24, 2009 

The Honorable Lisa P. Jackson 

EPA Administrator 

USEPA Headquarters 

Ariel Rios Building 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 

Mail Code:ll0lA 

Washington, DC 20460 


Subject: Fly Ash as a "Hazardous Waste" 

Dear Ms. Jackson: 

It has recently come to my attention that the EPA is considering classifying coal 

combustion products as ''hazardous'' wastes. I am writing to inform you of both the 

devastating effect this would have on my industry as well as my belief that doing so 

would actually have serious unintended consequences which are counter to the wOlthy 

mission of the EPA. . 


My company uses coal combustion products (CCPs), namely fly ash, as a 

supplemental cementing material replacing on average 24% of the Portland cement 

required in our ready nUxed concrete. The vast majority of ow' state DOT mixes 

incorpomte fly ash because using this material improves the durability, strength, 

constructability, and economy of the concrete used in the infrastructw'e work the DOT is 

tasked with overseeing. Almost every public building being constructed noW is a 

"Green" project; theLEEDS movement is really beginning to take off. Incorporating fly 

ash into the concrete mix is critical in getting LEEDS points for. most public buildings in 


. my market. In sununary, fly ash when incorporated into ready mixed concrete is in fact a 

"Green" product and not a hazardous waste. 


I understand that EPA might consider language stating that CCPs being used in 

certain applications would not be deemed a hazardous waste. I do not think tltis will 

help, because the CCPs being utilized are the very same material as the coal combustion 

products you would label as hazardous wastes. I would have serious reservations about 

using what the EPA has declared a hazardous waste in the ready mix concrete we 

produce. Even though I know that once chemically bound in concrete, fly ash does not 

pose any environmental or health t1u'eat, explaining this to the end user of our product 

would be very difficult, and I believe the explanation would be met with skepticism. 


http:WWIN.wtllebrothers.com


I would also fear lawsuits. We would certainly have to seriously consider, after 
consulting with our lawyers, whether we could take the risk of dealing with a material 
that is the same thing as a material that EPA had officially labeled a hazardous waste. I 
also presume any other company concerned about its liabilities would have to do the 
same. 

In 2007, the concrete industry as a whole used approximately 14.5 million tons of 
fly ash in concrete. 'Classifying the material as a hazardous waste cOlJld potentially have 
the unintended consequence of diverting all of that material to landfills instead. It could 
also result in the unintended consequence of eliminating all of the environmental 
benefits, namely C02 reduction, of incorporating fly ash as replacement ofPortland 
cement in the production of ready mix concrele. 

I urge you to seriously consider this impact on our business, as well as the impact 
on our industry as a whole, which I hope you will agree is critical to our nation's 
infrastructure. I hope that EPA can avoid the unfortunate results that the new regulations 
being considered would have, so we can continue to beneficially use CCPs. The C02 
reduction, green and LEED benefits ofutilizing CCPs is a key strategic lever for my 
business. 

Sincerely yours, 

vnLLEBROTHERSCOMPANY 

Kevin Jarchow 
President 




